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AN INTRODUCTION 
To our story. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





 
 

 

 

 

If you‟re reading this then that means I am already dead. 

I jest, I jest. If you are reading this that means that I have completed and 

finalized the painstaking task of reimagining our four separate stories. Let 

me first introduce myself, I am The Great Wizard Da‟loach and Captain of 

the Grizzly Snatch, Knight of Amerath, Hero of the City of Mission, and 

Ellay, and Nornheim, and so on and so forth. And I took it upon myself to 

document a tale in our world‟s history that will shatter the concepts of 

heroism and courage, of sacrifice and selflessness, of brotherhood and 

friends lost, this tale my fortunate reader is a tale that will go down in the 

annals of Amerathi history. 

Allow me to explain. 

Many moons ago myself and my friends, no, not just friends, but rather, my 

fellow brothers-in-arms, were forced on different paths to undergo a 

spiritual awakening in ourselves, so to speak. All of these men deserve and 

hold all the same accolades that I mentioned about myself, with the 

exception of "Captain", that title I proudly hold alone. I speak of course of 

Muzgash, our fearless half-orc monk warrior, and my First Mate upon the 

Grizzly Snatch. And of Ralgar, the dragonborn warrior and self-proclaimed 

Diplomat of Amerath, who makes my heart weep just to think his name. Of 

Axehammeran, the dwarf fighter and group alcoholic whose friendship and 

valor have never been bested. And also all the other mentionable men and 

women who aided us on our four separate journeys: Jariah, Tristam, Keeno, 

The River Rats, Little Jimmie and the Mayor, Rangrim, Ridinour, Seregris 

and his bandits, of Ortaddon, and Bäern, and also of Calibretto, and the 

many others, this is our story. This is a story of friends parting ways and 

travelling alone in unfamiliar places with unfamiliar allies, a story of 

unimaginable odds, this is a story with a happy ending, a story of a man 

who left and came back with something he never knew he had the power to 

possess. 

I had begun to catalogue the words of my brothers-in-arms after our return 

and runionation in our town of Mission. I recorded the accounts of 

eyewitnesses who either experienced first-hand the scenarios of our 

adventures or had been a person who was involved in some manner off 

scene from our own actions.  Most of these accounts and retellings I was 

fortunate enough to find on our ship, the Grizzly Snatch. I spent many days 



 
 

and nights meticulously transcribing the sessions of my witnesses until I 

had a complete body of evidence to bring forth this accurate prose, a bible 

of adventure. I took the time to write these historic events during our 

various sea farthings we endure to be heroes of such great esteem. Even at 

this moment I am writing to you during such a voyage. 

And so I implore you, reader, to not dismiss this book as fable and fairytale, 

but to embrace it as something greater than it already is, and in doing that 

you will wholly grasp the true meaning of our toils. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

  



 
 

  



 
 

 

 

THE PROLOUGE 
To the Story. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





 
 

 

 

 

It had started after we got back. Something I like to refer to as the 

“Callings”. We had all been celebrating profusely after our return from 

dispatching that wretched cult and their equally disdainful leader, the late 
Calarelle, a tale I must admit deserves a mention of Merit, having said that 

though, I may not divulge further on that matter. We had spent weeks in the 

pursuit of that man and were happy to be returning back home after we had 

dispatched him from this worldly realm. First we sallied out of port at 

Bhodegah‟s Mouth and headed south for Mission. Though, when our ship 

pulled into the harbor we were summoned from the dock by a group of 

heavily armed fighters. Their apparent leader brandished a scroll that was 

written with summons from the Fighters Guild Tallheaux Chapter, for the 

aid of the best fighter in the West, which was the Hero Axehammeran, our 

fellow Hero of Mission. When Axehammeran appeared I described the 

contents of the letter and he then discussed his condolences to their leader, a 

redheaded dwarf man named Foxgar. 
Foxgar informed us that he would leave two of his own fighters as escorts 

upon Axehammeran‟s acceptance. When he was told we would consider it 

he swiftly departed leaving two fighters with us, an elf man named 

Ridinour, and a dragonborn woman named Aquillonia, both young paladins 

in the employ of their Fighters Guildhall. We ordered Aquillonia to stay 

behind aboard the ship, and instead took with us the elf, Ridinour. 

After the group recovered their wits from the previous night‟s binge we all 

departed for the Mages Guild with our companion Marla, the unfortunate 

who hired us to help save her downtrodden Mage Guild Chapter in 

Windsorhaven from the incursion of Calarelle‟s followers.  We met with the 

Guildmaster, Archmage Archibald. He rewarded us a fine sum for our 
assistance in helping Marla‟s Chapter (another tale well deserving of Merit), 

and also in exchange for some jewels we happened upon. Before we 

departed the Guildmaster‟s office Marla admitted that she would stay 

behind in the Mission Guildhall in response to the destruction of her own 

Chapter Hall. 

After goodbyes were mentioned we decided to head towards the Market 

District in search of our accomplice Fiddenmar, a local halfling 

businesswoman and a Merchant Lord of Mission. We located Fiddenmar 

within her boutique in the Market square. We left Ridinour outside as we 

four handled business inside. 

During our transactions, Ridinour was successful in wooing a young and 

attractive cashier in the employ of Fiddenmar and arranged for her to meet 
him upon our ship, the Grizzly Snatch, after her shift was over. We on the 

other hand, inquired to Fiddenmar the location of a former business partner 

and a former lover to Axehammeran, a dwarf-woman armourer we humbly 

nicknamed Atasty Geemilf, who we hired to produce some extravagant 

equipment in commemoration to our Heroship. We were, however, 



 
 

informed that Atasty Geemilf had departed Mission for her hometown of 

Ellay quite recently. Dismayed, we left Fiddenmar‟s establishment to 

convey elsewhere. 

However, before conveyance commenced we were diverted to the 

distractions of the Market and aptly spent some of our hard earned gold. 

After we spoiled ourselves enough we all headed back towards the Port 
District to divulge within the Lusty Seahag, the nearest tavern to our ship‟s 

dock. 

Once we arrived we came upon the members of our ship, the River Rats, 

already heavy in their celebration of return, and we were prompted to 

include ourselves. Needless to say this celebration lasted well into the night 

and inebriations were running high. While our inhibitions began to 

diminish, we all decided to sail out towards Ellay the next morning in 

search for Atasty Geemilf. 

During the coming of the night the elfman Ridinour skulked off through the 

darkness to rendezvous with his good-looking liaison and consummately 

scour my bedchambers with the fluids of passion. 

After we had had enough fill of celebration we retired from the party and 
headed back for the safety of our ship. Although, once we reached our boat 

and stepped foot within we were confronted with a heinous endeavor. 

Standing before us were several thieves, garbed in black clothing, rifling 

amongst the contents scattered about the ship. In any other situation we 

would have likely passed those miscreants as members of the River Rats, 

but tonight flags went up, especially myself for I had just bought a round of 

drinks for my crew after leaving the tavern; a paradigm such as this could 

not logically exist so we attacked them. During the spur of the moment, I 

witnessed Ridinour burst forth from my bedchamber half nude and 

brandishing his scimitar like some crazed lunatic, smiting our intruders with 

holy damnation. A stark naked girl ran out the door from behind him with 
her clothing clutched against her breasts, screaming as she fled. After our 

battle the exhaustions of the night set in and our senses forced us into 

immediate slumber. 

In the morning, however, we were hailed from the dock. 

As I awoke in my bedchamber, head splitting itself in two, I pushed aside 

the sleeping pile of Ridinour that blocked my door. When I emerged, only 

clothed in my undergarments, I called back to the hailer. My vision was too 

obscured by my hangover but I heard the name “Muzgash” spoken. I slowly 

made my way down below deck and roused my brothers-in-arms. I 

informed them that a group of hooded figures stood upon the docks and 

were calling for Muzgash‟s appearance. We crept above deck and made our 

way towards the rampart to greet Muzgash‟s unknown visitors. When we 
stood before the three bereft figures, the largest revealed himself as none 

other than Rangrim, an ally who joined us in the mission to hunt down 

Calarelle. He had brought with him two initiates of his dojo, to which 

Muzgash once belonged to. 



 
 

Rangrim confided in Muzgash that the leader to their dojo, a Sifu, had 

contacted Rangrim for an important assignment, and that Muzgash was 

requested to join. Muzgash was compelled to accept and therein began to 

gather his traveling gear and he then hastily departed with Rangrim and his 

two pupils. 

Almost simultaneously Aquillonia appeared at the dock and roused her 
partner, and then they too convinced Axehammeran to dispatch away 

towards their summons. Hearing this, Axehammeran reached for little that 

already wasn‟t strapped to his back and immediately began marching off in 

a direction with Ridinour and Aquillonia in tow. And so two departed. 

I was left upon the docks, alone with Ralgar. We pondered together for an 

errand to take on, and we only came upon the idea of visiting Fiddenmar 

once again in hopes that she might have some task with which we could 

accomplish for her. We set off towards the Market after dining on a 

breakfast prepared by our crew-wench, Ofeen. 

The Market was all a bustle as usual with hundreds, if not thousands of 

small stalls and booths occupied by workers shouting about their wares and 

bargains. Although, before we could make it to Fiddenmar‟s shop we were 
interrupted when a small kobold boy came tapping on Ralgar‟s armor.  

Ralgar looked down and peered at the little creature. 

The kobold introduced himself as Little Jimmie, a resident of an all reptilian 

town from the northwest. He confessed that he had traveled alone to 

Mission in hopes of finding the Heroes of Mission to aid in the defense of 

his town which had become beset upon by a rival city. 

Much to my surprise, Ralgar accepted the request with earnest and set off 

immediately with Little Jimmie. He hadn‟t even had the decency to ask if I 

had wished to join him on his quest. Without a farewell he and his young 

companion faded into the crowds of the Market and I was left there alone, 

abandoned by my fellow brothers-in-arms. 
I headed off towards Fiddenmar‟s shop in a desperate search for being 

needed. Though I would be dismayed to learn that Fiddenmar had no such 

need for my services; something with which I was relieved and 

disappointed all at once. Relieved that I did not have to embark on some 

mindless task thought up by her in a spur of the moment, all by my 

lonesome and without my friends, but spurned by disappointed in the fact 

that I was not needed and that I was all by my lonesome without the 

companionship of my friends. 

Having nothing to do, I skulked back toward the Port with my head hung 

low and headed straight into the Lusty Seahag.  

Staring at my face in the mirror of the remnants of my third ale, I, the Great 

Wizard Da‟loach, decided to take a vacation. 
It had been a long time since I had visited the Bale Islands. I quickly 

returned to my ship and roused my crew to prepare immediately for the trip. 

The senior officers of the River Rats scattered at my orders and began to 

sweep the Port in preparation for our swift departure. I spared no expense to 

outfit the ship with a hefty cargo of alcoholic beverages, supplied by the 



 
 

Lusty Seahag. Rations were purchased at the local supply warehouses of the 

Port and once all necessary arrangements were made the Grizzly Snatch 

pushed off to begin its voyage west upon the open seas of the Freshwater 

Coast. I felt good about my decision and stood at the helm proudly with a 

fair wind at my back. I looked westward, towards adventure, though little 

did I know the hardships that were calling my name and the names of my 
brothers-in-arms like the street-corner whores that line the alleys of the Port 

hoping to ensnare the wages of a fisherman returned from his catch. 

 

These are their stories: 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

  



 
 

  



 
 

 

DA'LOACH                                                                                                      

 

“Man cannot discover new waters unless he 

possesses the courage to lose sight of the shore.” 

                                                                                      

-Sailor's Proverb                    
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So there I was, bound to my destination, but with no sense of true 

direction. I could feel the cool ocean breeze and the spray of the 

waves crashing against my ship gently kiss upon my face. I felt 

content. Content that I was out seeking an adventure even 

though one hadn't come seeking me. The winds were good, the 

ship was well stocked, and the crew was in good spirits, what 

more could a captain ask for? 

It only took about a week of smooth sailing across the 

Tempestuous Sea to reach Tortoise Island, the nearest and 

dearest of the islands that make up the Bale Islands. And I say 

dearest because Tortoise Island is the only island of the Bale's 

that I know of that houses a tavern, and that was the first place 

on the list of my investigation. 

The usually crystal-clear, azure waters that inhabit the Bale 

Islands turned to a more murky, and tarnished color of green as I 

slowly pulled my ship into the Bay of Tortoise Island. I could 

already smell the putrid stench of day old fish from the docks that 

had sat all day in the hot sun from yesterday's catch. 

Small fishing boats were scattered across the bay, with their 

fishermen zipping to and fro across the waters, fighting to 

ensnare the smaller fish that hug the coasts in their nets before 

their competitors can. 

We made port at one of the available docks and once we were tied 

off I selected four of my crewmembers to accompany me into 

town. I took Jariah, Tristam, Kelson, and Shield. We five left the 

ship and began walking down the docks, which were unusually 

busier than I remembered. 

You don't have to travel far to find the Portly Wench, the portside 

tavern and the first destination of my search. I told Kelson and 

Shield to wait outside and guard the door, make sure no sketchy 

fellows trailed me in, and I brought Tristam and Jariah with me 

indoors. 

Inside was the usual hubbub of a tavern, men sitting around 

tables laughing while they discussed sea stories, wenches 

enduring the inebriated flirtations of boorish men, those kinds of 

things. 

I stepped in and briskly walked up to the bar. I saw Tristam 

eyeing a table of men  playing dice and he made his way over 

there, whereas Jariah followed me in tow. 
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I saw the barkeep look up from cleaning his glass and catch eye of 

me, “Oh shit, it's Captain Da'loach!” he said aloud. To my 

bemusement no one really seemed to take notice. 

“Yup.” I responded respectfully. 

“Another round for the whole bar?” the man asked, befitting of 

why he remembered me. 

“I don't know man, not really lookin' to party.” I replied 

apologetically. 

“Aww, that ain't the Captain Da'loach I remember.” the man said. 

“I'm looking for adventure, man!” I interjected. 

“You're looking for adventure you say?” he asked curiously, 

turning his head to the side and giving me the lazy-eye. 

“Have any good leads?” I inquired. 

Suddenly I saw a coinpurse appear in the man's hands and he 

was looking to the ceiling, seemingly deep in thought as he 

massaged his pouch of coins. I reached into my pocket and flipped 

a few gold coins onto the table, all three landing perfectly atop 

another in a neat little stack. 

“Ohhh,” the man breathed as he slapped his hand atop the coins 

and slid them off the bar, “Adventure? Well I heard that ever 

since you stopped by the Isle of Dread, there has been a strange, 

uh, like uh,” I leaned in closer to hear what the man was having 

so much trouble to spit out, “-seems to be a repopulation on that 

island.” 

I leaned back on my stool and thought to myself for a brief 

moment, then turned back to the man, “Repopulation you say? 

What do you mean?” I asked. 

“I particularly don't know, but I've seen a bevy of new sailors who 

seem a bit savage, coming out here to Tortoise Island.” he 

responded. 

“From that island?” I questioned. 

“I would assume so.” the man said, nodding his head, asserting 

his prediction. 

“What do they want?” I questioned once more. 

“That's the thing, I don't know. I just see them around the island 

itself.” he answered. 

“Hmm,” I pondered, “Do they come to this bar?” 

The man nodded to my question, “They've stopped around here 

before, but never really to interact with me, per sé.” 

I scanned the bar looking about for any of these said “savages”, I 

knew what they looked like, I did help their kind before, once. I 

saw none though and I heard the barkeep speak up from behind 

me so I whipped back around to face him. 
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“I did see a few at the port. Uhh, maybe a day or two ago, but you 

know, who's to tell.” he said as he shrugged his shoulders. 

“Did they head out on ship?” I asked. 

“They had to get here on ship.” the man responded somewhat 

matter-of-factly. 

“Alright, well thanks for your help.” I said and began to turn 

away to leave. 

“No problem Da'loach.” he said, then, “So about that round for the 

whole bar, ehhh?” he asked slyly. 

“Ey, ey, ey!” I responded, putting my hands up in a humorous 

fashion. 

“Ahhhh-ahhhh!” he said, in a joking roar. As I turned to leave I 

thought I heard him whisper under his breath, “You son of a 

bitch.” which prompted me to at least buy a round of beers for 

myself and my crew. 

I told Jariah to call in Shield and Kelson, and then turned and 

stepped up to the bar. I thought I saw a slight edge of fear in the 

barkeeps face, but a smile soon grew when I told him I wanted a 

round of beers for myself and my crew, and slapped a gold piece 

on the bar, and then asked for another three shots of spirits, 

which I wanted first. 

Just as Jariah brought in Kelson and Shield, I reached for the 

first shot the barkeep poured me. I downed it, then grabbed the 

other, downed it, then grabbed the last of the three shots, and 

downed that one as well, in honor of my preoccupied brothers-in-

arms, Muzgash, Ralgar, and Axehammeran. My stomach churned 

uneasily for a moment but then subsided. I turned to face my 

companions and presented them with their round of refreshing 

ale. 

Tristam ended his game of the dice with the bar patrons, profiting 

enough from their losses. He walked over and grabbed his drink, 

and we all toasted each other, “Rah!” and took a nice long sip. It 

only took a few more gulps to finish off our drinks. I thanked the 

barkeep and motioned everyone to leave. 

We headed back towards the docks in hopes of spotting one of the 

savages the barkeep spoke of. I began peering about at all the 

people inhabiting the docks, straining to remember what these 

savage folk looked like exactly. I paused for a moment and 

scanned my brain for the answer, but my thoughts only spoke to 

me like: I think I remember, but if I hadn't taken these last three 

shots, it probably would have been easier. 

I pushed the thought aside and looked about for any folk 

appearing more surly than the rest. I didn't see any folk 

particularly surlier than the rest, but I did happen to see a group 
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of men more naked than the rest, and by naked I mean they were 

dressed in nothing but a loincloth. Their hair was matted into 

thin dreadlocks, and their long pointed ears were decorated with 

bone jewelry. 

I knew these to be the men I seeked. I turned to look at Jariah, 

whose history related to these savage elf men. 

I walked closer to one of the savages, this one yelling in his native 

tongue at a hapless dock worker. 

I leaned over to Jariah, who took notice of the man and was 

watching him intently, “Hey Jariah, what's he saying?” I asked 

under my hand. 

“I know that guy.” she said. 

“Oh yeah?” I asked her. 

“He used to be a forager from the Isle of Dread.” she responded. 

“Was he part of your village?” I asked Jariah. 

“No.” 

“Can you go talk to him?” I requested to her. 

She looked at me uneasily, “I don't know if I want to.” 

“Don't want to, why not?” I asked in a confused manner. 

“Look at him.” she stated, pointing out his rugged state, and the 

fact that he was yelling angrily at the dockworker in a foreign 

tongue dressed only in a loincloth. 

“I need to get information though.” I pleaded. 

“Ugh,” Jariah sighed, as she rolled her eyes in annoyance, “Damn 

it, alright!” she snapped and began walking over to the savage 

forager. The man stopped immediately when he caught glance of 

Jariah, the man's whole demeanor seemed to be locked on to her. 

Jariah told the dockworker to head off, which he did happily, and 

she began speaking to the savage elf man in their 'dread' tongue. 

I saw her point over at me during their conversation and I walked 

over to them. They turned and walked up to me as well. Jariah 

introduced me in their tongue and I nodded to the man in 

welcome. 

“There is some trouble going on in the Isle of Dread.” said Jariah 

with a certain worrisome tone. 

“What kind of trouble?” I inquired. 

“Ever since I left,” she said, and turned back to the savage and 

began talking to him. 

“What kind of trouble?” I ask, not wanting to hear the answer 

that I already knew, “Kopru trouble?” I hate to ask. 

She looked to me, then back to the savage. She speaks a few 

words to the man, and he responds with one word. A word he 

spits out with spiteful vehemence. A look of dread spreads across 
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Jariah's face, she turns to look at me, and just nods her head 

once. 

I felt a bad taste in the back of my mouth, and for once it was not 

because of the three shots working their way back up. I fucking 

hate kopru. 

 “Let's go back.” I say with some uncertainty. 

She looks at me but doesn't say anything, I can tell she's deep in 

thought. 

“Is it in it for us to go save them against the kopru again?” I ask 

to her, fearing the answer. 

It takes her a moment to respond, “They don't really have shit, 

'cause they are primitive, like you know, savages.” she says, 

gritting her teeth. 

“Do you want to go save them?” I ask in a more polite manner. 

“Yes.” she says. 

“Yeah,” I said as I sighed a deep overwhelming sigh, “Let's go 

save them.” It feels like the adventure I was looking for just 

punched me in the gut. 

Jariah turns to the man and must have told him the good news 

for the man jumped in the air with excitement, hugged Jariah 

and ran to his boat. 

“Is that all he can help us with? Isn't there any other easy 

entrance to the Isle of Dread?” I ask aloud, but go unnoticed, as 

Jariah immediately turned and began marching off towards the 

Grizzly Snatch. I chased after her and finally caught up to her 

just as she was boarding the ship. Tristam, Kelson, and Shield 

were already there when I walked onboard. 

I looked at them with sweat dripping into my eyes. I pulled 

myself up, assuming the look of command and roared out, “Steer 

to the Isle of Dread!” 

The crew jumped to their feet, hustling to get the ship undocked. I 

walked up to the helm where Jariah and Kelson were sitting. I 

took the wheel and waited as the crew scrambled to do my 

bidding. Once the mooring lines were released from the dock's 

bollards and the ship began to drift out into the bay I gave the 

orders to raise the sails and steered out of the bay of Tortoise 

Island and headed west towards the perilous Isle of Dread. 

 
*************************************** 

It was morning by the time we reached the rocky coasts of the 

island. The jutting sharp rocks and high cliffs created an ominous 

border to this dreary place, a subtle testament to the danger of 

this island. I could scarcely view the large wooden wall made of 
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redwood trees that ran the length of the island, which contained 

the dangers within. 

We pulled up to the only known area safe enough to anchor the 

ship and climb your way up and over the island's sheer cliffsides. 

A small alcove with calm waters was where we pointed the ship. 

I'd been here once before, several months previous to this time. 

That time, however, I was accompanied by all my friends. We had 

come here under the same pretenses, to seek out adventure. It 

was by accident that we found the small alcove, and there climbed 

our way up a lone and weathered rope dangling from the top of 

the cliff. Once we had all clambered up the rope we were faced 

with a huge set of double gates made of gargantuan redwood 

stalks. A lone golden gong sat outside, and when we clanged 

against it and it gave off its loud reverberating ringing, the large 

redwood gates opened of their own accord. 

Within was a place of legends. Grass grew as tall as a man, trees 

that were usually only say twenty feet tall or so were three times 

that size. The size of the things living upon this island are of 

godly scale. We faced several hardships upon our first visit here, 

and this is where we met Jariah, who was living among a tribe of 

primitive elf folk as their Queen. They were battling the incursion 

of a race of demonic creatures known as kopru. A species 

resembling mindflayers, but instead of having legs they have 

long, slimy, scaly, serpentine bodies and they use mind-tricks to 

subdue their prey and feast on their brains. Truly disgusting and 

dangerous creatures. But we showed them what for and killed a 

couple of them in their own lair and freed some captive elf 

tribesfolk from their mindgrasp. 

Apparently this wasn't quite enough, for they came back and are 

now running amok once again. This was not the adventure I had 

believed I would be pursuing, but it was an adventure 

nonetheless and it could prove worthy of my consideration. 

However, I could not have foreseen the true nature of the kopru 

menace taking hold upon my second arrival to the Isle of Dread. 

 

So there I was, staring back up the cliff that led up to the gates of 

this insane place. I chose to bring Jariah obviously, to be our 

liaison to the native folk living on the island, and I also chose to 

bring Tristam, whose various skills are valuable in any situation. 

I decided to keep the party small to scout out the area first and 

lower the chances of being detected. We were lowered in a small 

rowboat and Shield rowed us out to the small rocky beach, the 

only plausible place to climb up the cliffs. He dropped us off there, 
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then Shield pushed off the beach and began rowing back towards 

the Grizzly Snatch. 

I pulled a grappling hook from my adventuring pack and 

withdrew my hempen rope as well and tied it off to my grappling 

hook. I twirled it in a rapid circle and let go, sending the hook 

soaring up and over the edge of the cliff. I gave a solid tug and felt 

it snag something above. I gave one more tug, judging that it was 

sufficiently hooked. I looked up the length of the rope, grabbed a 

dusty rock, and rubbed some of the residual dust onto my hands, 

clapped them together and jumped up and latched onto the rope. I 

pulled one hand over the other, straining to climb up. I got about 

ten feet up when I felt the rope slip out and go loose. I plummeted 

to the beach and landed roughly upon the pebbly turf, knocking 

the wind from me. 

“Da'loach!” gasped Jariah.  

“Captain Da'loach, are you okay?” asked Tristam with an air of 

humor. 

I attempted my best to regain my stolid composure and I looked 

back to Tristam, “Tristam! Get your ass up there!” I shouted as 

proudly as I could manage. 

Tristam grabbed the rope out of my hand and grabbed hold of the 

grappling hook and untied it. He tossed it to the ground and 

rolled up the rope and slipped it around his shoulder. He began 

climbing the wall of the cliff like some kind of monkey. He started 

hammering pitons with his small climber's hammer and tying off 

the rope in the secured pitons every ten feet or so. It took him 

several minutes before he got to the top and climbed over the 

peak. He poked his head over the edge and told us it was safe to 

climb up.   

I sent Jariah up next, still hiding my pain under an excited 

demeanor. 

Once Jariah made her way over the top I made my second 

attempt up the rope. I didn't want anyone to witness me fall 

again. 

I strained to pull myself up the rope. I will say that Tristam's 

handiwork did make the going easier. Halfway up the rope I did 

feel my grip slip as I reached my hand up. I just barely grabbed 

hold of the rope in time to pull myself against the cliff wall. I took 

several panicked breaths before I began to make my way up the 

second half of the rope. 

I'm not going to puss out in front of everyone! I thought to myself. 

I strained to pull myself over the edge of the cliff, clambering onto 

the grass on top, and rolling onto my back, happy to have 

survived the perilous thirty foot climb up the cliff. It took me a 
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moment to snap back to my senses and remember where I was 

and what I was doing here. I sat up and peered about my 

surroundings. 

To my surprise, where there was once only the gate with the lone 

gong, there was now the humdrum of a whole village sitting 

outside the gates. Primitive elf folk were going to and fro about 

their business here, makeshift huts and large animal-skin tents 

were placed up in various arrangements. Some of the villagers 

took notice of us. 

“Oh, there's tents set up out here.” I said plainly. 

“Yeah, we already know.” replied Tristam. 

“We've been up here for ten minutes.” said Jariah with a small 

amount of annoyance. 

“Jariah, shall we?” I said as I stood up and brushed myself off. 

Jariah and Tristam shook their heads at my tardiness and 

walked on ahead. 

I caught up to them and Jariah looked to me, “We've been here for 

quite some time, you wanna know what's going on?” 

“Uh yes I would.” I replied. 

“The kopru have mobilized ever since you guys slayed their 

children.” she informed me. 

“Oh yeah. That was pretty cool. So are they back at their kopru 

lair?” I asked. 

“They've spread outside of their kopru lair.” she said, with some 

fire in her voice. 

“Hmmmm.” I hummed as I mulled the idea in my head. 

She went on to tell me that the kopru had spread amongst the 

mainland and went to work killing at will and enslaving much of 

the tribes living upon the island, forcing the rest to take refuge 

outside the gates. 

Word must have spread that Jariah was back for once we got 

close to the village much of the residents began swarming us and 

speaking to Jariah in their native tongue. I tried to ask her if 

there was anyone who knew the kopru's routes or where they had 

occupied villages. I heard her speak something back to me but it 

was incoherent over the clamor of the crowd now swarming 

around her.   

I managed to squeeze my way through the crowd and make my 

way towards Jariah. I got near enough to shout into her ear, “Tell 

them that we're here to help, and that anyone here that would 

care to join us is free to take down the kopru menace is welcome 

to join us.” I shouted. 

She turned to look at me, a great big smile across her face, 

“They're all gonna help,” she yelled back at me, “That's what they 
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were going to Tortoise Island for, they were looking for me!” she 

said with glee. 

I started noticing elfmen coming towards the crowd, brandishing 

spears and other hunting weapons, chanting together in what I 

assume was some sort of warchant. I saw older women, and 

children emerging from their tents, curious to the commotion 

outside. Then I saw her emerge from a hut. 

She was as beautiful as I remembered, only now her belly was 

swelling up with child, and her exposed breasts had swollen to an 

even more pleasing sight, her areola's hadn't engrossed with 

pregnancy like human and dwarf women. Elves apparently lack 

that drawback (I should mention that almost all the women, and 

the men for that matter, wear almost no upper body clothing on 

the Isle of Dread). I knew that child in her belly was my half-elf 

baby. 

I had wooed her in my last visit during a celebration following our 

acceptance into Jariah's lakeside village where they were 

celebrating a successful kopru hunt. We had Targus speak to 

them in elvish and tell them that we wanted to help, and they 

accepted us. I took eye of that young elf woman and managed to 

work past the language barrier and convince her to a midnight 

coupling session on the outskirts of the celebrations. 

She caught eye of me and I saw her face light up. I'm sure she 

saw me do the same as well. 

I heard Tristam come up next to me and nudge me in the 

shoulder, “Hey man, check it out, hey, hey, hey I was watching 

the whole time, what happened?” he said, but I had no idea what 

he was talking about, my vision was deadlocked on that beautiful, 

primitive, elf woman with her engrossed belly. Tristam told me 

that I should give a speech and then he yelled at the crowd. 

“Alright you guys need to shut the fuck up so Da'loach can deliver 

his speech to you savages!” he yelled out to the “savages”, who 

probably had no idea what he was saying. 

The crowd did quiet down though when Jariah told them to. I 

looked around and noticed that all their eyes were on me. I stood 

tall, cleared my throat and spoke as loud as I could. 

“I'm the Great Wizard Da'loach and Captain of the Grizzly 

Snatch!” I yelled. 

“Yeah!” I heard my allies shout, and I thought I heard some 

others within the crowd yell it as well. 

“I've brought your queen back, and we've come back to-” I raised 

my voice as loud as I could, “SLAY THE KOPRU MENACE!” and 

the crowd cheered when Jariah translated for me. 

“Yeah!” 
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“Yeah!” 

“Yeah!” 

“AND FREE YOUR PEOPLE!” I boomed. 

“Yeaaaaaaaahhhhhh!” and the crowd went wild with excitement. 

The men of the ramshackle village raised their weapons into the 

air and hooted and hollered loudly, and I heard the symbol of the 

gong ring loudly over the cheering. Suddenly the thunderous 

creaking of the ancient redwood gateway interrupted the clamor 

of our assembly. The promise of killing the kopru took hold of the 

straightforward minds of the hunters and they immediately 

began marching off as the doors finally opened to their full extent. 

The lust for battle was contagious for it took me as well and I 

pushed to the front of the crowd of hunters and urged them into 

the jungle of giant trees and vegetation. 

 Once all the hunting party was through the gates, about fifteen 

primitive elves, I heard the gong ring once more and the gates 

began to close behind us. We then turned in and marched forth 

into the humid air of the jungle floor. I thought I heard the soft 

growl of a sabertooth, but noises play tricks on the untrained ears 

in this place. 

This was the start of my toils. 

 
*************************************** 

Jariah worked her way through the group, followed by Tristam, 

and she turned to me, “Where are we going?” she inquired. 

“Uh, to the cobalt’s.” I said back, not entirely paying attention to 

her inquiry. 

“What kobolds?” she asked, emphasizing that I mistook the name 

of those small dragonfolk. 

“What is it, the uh-” I strained to find the word, as sweat dripped 

down my face from beneath my matted hair, which was covered 

by my inappropriate snow hat. 

“Kopru!?” she said in a sideways manner. 

“Yeah, the kopru lair.” I said casually. 

“We're gonna go straight to their lair?” she said as she pushed 

past an overhanging leaf. 

“Why not?” I said as I paused in my tracks and thought about the 

full extent of crashing the lair headlong, “Alright. Fine let's go to 

the Lake Village.” I surmised instead. 

“Are we gonna go to the Lake Village?” she asked to reaffirm my 

altered plan. 

“Yeah let's go to the kopru lair.” I said, flopping my mind around 

once more, and began to walk off once again. 
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I turned to look over my shoulder when Jariah didn't respond. 

She was standing there with her hand on her hip and she looked 

annoyed. She told me that she didn't think that these hunters 

were ready to march across the desert that was required to cross 

to reach the lair of the kopru. 

“Aw what? They can't make it through the desert?” I asked 

plaintively. 

Jariah looked steadfast in her assumption. 

“Why can't they make it through the desert?” I demanded politely. 

“Well they did just trek through this jungle.” she said. 

I took a look around and realized we had trekked quite a ways. 

The excitement of potentially killing things had my blood going 

this whole time. Now that I was aware of that, I felt like I needed 

to slow down. 

“Alright let's camp out on the edge of this jungle then.” I said, 

nodding my head that that was the right move. 

We moved a little ways farther through the jungle and found a 

nice clear area that we could use to make a night's camp. It didn't 

take long for us to set up our site, these hunters were used to 

sleeping in these jungles after all. Nightfall came soon after we 

had our site sufficiently set up. A small fire was lit and most of us 

huddled around its comforting light. What was nice was that 

those that didn't take refuge by the fire positioned themselves on 

the perimeter of our camp in protective watch. These guys meant 

business. As we sat around the fire I heard once more the soft 

growl of a sabertooth in the distance, wahhhh-wheow-wheaow-

wheow! If it was the same one I thought I heard before I could not 

say, but what I can say is that I never met that tiger face to face, 

and that was fine with me. 

I could see the moon creep over the edges of the dunes lying lazily 

upon the verge of the horizon, and with it she brought the cold 

winds, howling over the sands like whistling wraiths. Those 

around the fire huddled closer together for warmth against the 

shrill winds. I saw Jariah and a strange hunter chatting in her 

language, others were intently watching them. 

My curiosity was piqued and I felt the urge to interject. I asked 

her what was so interesting in their topic of conversation. 

She said a few more words to the man and then turned to me, 

“There is one of the villages that are under kopru control,” she 

said as she turned back to the man and quickly said a few more 

words, and he quickly answered, “Like to the east of here, and it 

is like night.” she said with a hint of something in her words. 

“Alright.” I said slowly in response, not fully catching on to her sly 

proposition. 
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“Get what I'm sayin'?” she asked in a manner that told me the 

answer was obvious. 

“Alright, yeah, let's go.” I said, jumping to my feet, still unsure of 

what she meant but not revealing my uncertainty. 

“All of us? All eighteen of us?” she asked in confusion. 

I simply nodded my head in response. 

She looked unsure but followed my order and turned back to the 

man and said some words in their language. The man looked to 

me, then back to Jariah. He nodded his head and smiled, he 

turned back and yelled loudly, barking orders to his fellow 

elfmen. I heard the disgruntled groans of those pulling 

themselves out of their bedrolls. 

I couldn't understand them but I figured that some of their 

complaints went as follows: 

“Ah fuck!” 

“Alright. God damn it. I mean I did agree to this shit, but now...” 

“Ar'ey oughtta dos'tua” 

“It is like eleven o'clock” 

“It's like whey past my bedtime glob damn it!” 

And so on... 

Anyways, it only took a few minutes before we were ready to 

depart. Some of the men left their tents up and their traveling 

gear here at camp, in mind of returning quickly. I did the same. 

Too bad many of the tents wouldn't have any owners by the time 

we returned. 

I told Jariah to locate the man she was speaking with and have 

him lead on. He quickly appeared and led us once more into the 

jungle. We moved slowly and quietly through the brush, keeping 

our presence as undetectable as possible. 

It took us nearly two hours to reach our destination. I could see 

the lights dimly in the distance long before we reached the edge of 

the village. 

I looked quite similar to the Lake Village, huts scattered in a 

rough resemblance to a circle. A great fire raged in the center of 

the village, emblazoning a beacon for miles. The strange thing 

about this village was that it was quite inhabited, only the 

citizens of this place were walking around aimlessly, like drones 

with no job to fulfill. Quite eerie. 

I could feel the presence of the arcane. I strained to see further 

into the village for any sight of those wretched creatures known 

as kopru. I spotted it. In the center of town standing behind the 

great fire, pointing in different directions, playing the puppeteer 

to these unfortunate souls. Its slimy tentacles covering its beak-

like mouth were continuously coiling in random patterns and the 
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flickering lights of the fire were dancing amongst the thick scales 

covering its serpentine body. Quite disgusting and strangely 

enticing. 

Fortunately that was the only beast I could sense. 

I scanned the area as the hunters spread out behind me, 

whispering amongst each other in hushed voices, obviously 

perturbed. 

I decided that I would sneak in incognitos and take out the kopru 

before he even knew what hit him. I turned to Jariah who was 

kneeling next to me. I whispered to her to inform her men that I 

would take her and Tristam and sneak into the village, hut to 

hut, and take out the kopru, successfully rescuing this village, 

and if the situation should escalate, that the hunters should 

charge in to assist us. Perfection. 

“Are you sure the three of us can do this?” asked Jariah as she 

turned to look into the middle of the village, “This is an adult 

kopru.” she said with unease. 

“Well they are gonna rush in if shit goes dowun.” I said 

confidently. 

“Well it's always gonna go dowun!” she hissed at me. 

“Alright, I'll rush in right now then.” I said, as an empty threat. 

“Are you really gonna lead this charge?” she asked, calling my 

bluff. 

I saw Tristam, like he always does, disappear into the darkness of 

the brush, seeing the possibility of our detection growing more 

evident as Jariah and I bickered more intently. I decided to quiet 

down then. 

“Alright yeah, let's do it.” I said, unsure of what I was really 

planning on doing. 

Jariah stared at me uneasily. I was about to reassess my decision 

and go back to the sneaking plan, but then, in the back of my 

mind, I could hear the voices of my brothers-in-arms, the voices of 

Muzgash and Axehammeran, replacing the voice of my own 

subconscious. They were saying: 

 

“DO IT DA'LOACH!” 

 

So I decided to do it. Full on charge, a caution to the wind, fuck it 

kind of charge. True recklessness. What was the worst that could 

happen to me, right? Jariah looked to me, then to her hunters, 

and back to me. She told me that they were hoping that I would 

lead the charge, since I boasted that I would rid the Island of the 

kopru menace. 
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“Yes.” I said, mainly to myself. I could feel my heart beating 

faster, and my senses beginning to tingle with anticipation. I 

would have kopru blood tonight. 

I looked at my small army of hunters, nodded to them, readied my 

orb and my dagger in hand and burst forth from the bush, roaring 

like a true berserker, “RAHHHHHHHHH!” 

As I bursted forth from the vegetation I ran for the nearest hut. I 

could hear the simple-minded grunts of the villagers under the 

control of the kopru's magic. 

“Uuuhhhggg?” they groaned questionably, with mouths agape. 

I attempted to run past a few of them walking slowly close 

together, but suddenly I heard the shrill scream of a woman, 

“Ahhh! Help!” 

I knew at once it was Jariah and I whipped myself around only to 

see her hunters spear her attacker to death in her defense, yelling 

words of apparent apology as they did so. 

I turned back around and continued my sprint, I located the 

kopru by the fire and for a moment our eyes locked. I felt the brief 

sense of something in my mind but I hadn't the time to 

understand its intent before I hastily swung the orb clutched in 

my left hand forwards and unleashed a missile of ice hurling 

towards the kopru. 

“Hwaahh!” I screamed as I swung my orbed hand forwards. The 

missile of ice hissed through the air, traveling across the length of 

this half of the village, leaving a faint cloud of mist in its wake. 

Just as the ice was about to strike against my target I saw a 

mind-controlled villager dive in front of the slithery beast. My 

missile of ice erupted in a white cloud of sub-zero gas, engulfing 

the elf and instantly freezing him to death. The force of the 

impact toppled him over and his frozen body crashed to the 

ground and shattered into many pieces.   

Seeing that my surprise shot had subsequently failed I knew I 

would need to protect myself (You see I wear no armor, too heavy, 

I use my mind and my arcane abilities to protect myself. I've 

found in my practice that fire is the best defense, and so I've 

spent much time perfecting a skill that allows my whole body to 

be engulfed in arcane flames, protecting me, but harming those 

who wish to strike me from up close). 

I focused my energy and sent the flames swirling around my 

entire self. 

Just as I did so I heard the roars of the mind-controlled villagers 

charging from my side, “RAHHH!” 

One stepped back as it felt the heat from my fiery armor. The 

other, however, dived forward in attempts to tackle me. I stepped 
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to the side, but the elfman latched on to my clothing, the flesh of 

his arm bubbled as it passed through the intense flames 

surrounding me. 

Before I could react I saw the blood from his chest erupt outwards 

as a slivery blade pierced through his chest. 

“Ugghhaaagg!” retched the elfman, as he was pushed to the side 

revealing Tristam as his killer. 

“God damn it!” shouted Tristam as he pulled his shortsword out of 

the elfman's back. He looked over his shoulder at the kopru and 

shouted, “LET'S GET HIM!” 

I noticed that the man that had backed away from my flames was 

lying on the ground with his neck slit open. Just then I heard the 

roars of other men, and the pounding footsteps of their approach. 

I scanned my surroundings and saw that there were at least six 

mind-controlled savages charging me from all directions. I saw 

Tristam dash towards one lone elf running between two huts. 

Tristam leaped up in his sprint, landing heavily against the elf, 

driving both of his blades into the elf's chest, yelling “Eeeeahhhh!” 

as he did so. The elfman went down but Tristam kept stabbing a 

few more times just for good measure, and then continued 

running towards the center of the village. 

There were five savages closing quickly around me. I summoned 

my energy and channeled it into my orb. Just before they all 

reached me I reached my orbed hand into the air and then 

brought it down towards the ground. 

“HUUUUA-WA'DAHH!” I shouted as I brought my hand down. 

A cloud of freezing gases spilled outwards in a thick circle all 

around me. The sound resembled something like a large glass 

object shattering against a hard surface. 

As the mist settled, there stood five perfect ice statues before me. 

I knew that the temperature had frozen their internal organs as 

well. They were dead. 

Suddenly an allied hunter ran past me and slashed against one of 

the frozen men, shattering him at the gut area, and splitting the 

icy statue in half, shattering the top half onto the dirt. 

“Raahhh!” screamed the hunter as he began to run off. I noticed 

the kopru in the distance turn to where we were and raise his 

hand and emitted a strange noise. The hunter that had broken 

the ice statue suddenly dropped to the floor. I saw blood swell in 

his eyes and his nose and ears began to drip blood. 

“Uuuuuuhhhh!” groaned the unfortunate savage. 

Three more allied savages ran past me in a roaring banter, 

weapons held out in front of them, screaming “Raaaahhhhh!” as 

they ran. 
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They ran directly toward the center of town, driving forwards 

towards the kopru, who by now was surrounded by several mind-

controlled villagers. 

The kopru turned to his subjects and began speaking in a strange 

tongue. I can only interpret it as so: “Orr-rroorr-roooor-raar!” it 

mumbled.  

Instantly most of the mind-controlled villagers surrounding it 

moved into action and charged at my allied hunters. 

I took the opportunity to focus my energies into another skill I 

have perfected. I sheathed my dagger and focused mind and 

magic into my orb. I clenched my fist and my orb lit up with blue 

light. I moved my clenched fist upwards and suddenly, just as I 

had wanted, a large icy fist erupted from the earth right next to 

the kopru. It jumped in surprise. I opened my hand and my 

summoned fist did as I did. I motioned for the icy hand to reach 

out to grab the kopru, but the kopru slithered to the side and 

instead my icy hand latched onto another unfortunate mind-

controlled villager, this one a woman, and my icy hand instantly 

crushed her slender elf body. I heard what I can only assume to 

be a laugh emit from the kopru. A strange guttural laugh. It even 

pointed at me in mocking. Fucking crossed the line. 

I moved to act again but suddenly I felt an immense ringing in 

my head, and it felt as if my skull was shrinking, suffocating my 

delicate brain within. My vision dimmed, but I could still scarcely 

see the kopru clenching its own fist as it meddled with my mind. 

Just as the ringing was culminating to its fullest, I snapped out of 

the mind-lock the kopru was attempting to put me through, and I 

pushed my orbed hand forward. I conjured the image of two 

icicles hurling towards the kopru. In that instant my orb was 

consumed in freezing gas and two icicles shot forth directly at the 

kopru like two crystal javelins. But instead of them hitting the 

kopru as I would have liked, they both pierced through two 

separate charging villagers, both that had done in on my three 

allied hunters and had moved to protect their mind-master. I 

gained control once more of the icy hand standing there dormant 

next to the fire. I forced it to move once again towards the kopru 

and attempt at the grab, but once more the kopru slipped to the 

side and laughed its guttural laugh at me as my icy fist crushed 

another hapless victim. Needless to say I was quite bemused. 

“Damn it.” I said to myself. 

In that moment I saw the kopru dive to the side and then a blast 

of fire hit the ground, partially landing in the fire, making the 

already roaring flames fume higher into the night sky. My icy fist 

was consumed in the flames but luckily it maintained its form. 
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There were about six or seven savage villagers still charging 

towards me, and suddenly I saw a fireball land in their path and 

it exploded outwards, consuming them within the fiery blast. 

“Uugghhaaaaaaa!”  

Their screams emanated from within the blast and they dropped 

to the ground amongst a smoky haze, their clothing still burning 

into their singed flesh. 

I turned to the side and saw Jariah standing there, her hand 

ablaze with arcane fire. 

“Fuck!” she snapped in response to killing her people. Suddenly a 

mind-controlled villager emerged from the shadows and tackled 

her from the side, snarling and attempting to bite and scratch at 

her. 

“Ahhh!” she screamed as she tried to hold the elfman back. 

I reached out and focused my energy forwards into my orb. 

Suddenly a gaseous air of freezing temperature engulfed the 

man's head, and he went limp atop of Jariah. She wrestled the 

man's body off of her own and got back to her feet with the help of 

one of her hunters. 

Judging that she was safe for the moment I decided to move 

forwards into the fray, closer to engage with the kopru. Just then 

a hunter ran up to me and pushed me aside, to my surprise he 

called to me in the common tongue. 

“Captain look out!” he shouted as he pushed me aside, and 

stabbed forwards with his spear, piercing another savage in the 

face. 

“Nice! Thank you.” I said as I regained my composure. 

The man turned to face me but suddenly another mind-controlled 

villager appeared from behind him and clobbered him over the 

head with a woodaxe. The man who saved me from harm dropped 

like a doll as his head caved in under the force of the axeblade. 

Blood sprayed all around me but was evaporated as it hit my still 

burning fire armor. The mind-controlled savage continued to bash 

his victim's skull in with the butt of his axehandle. 

I pushed my hand forwards and sent a blast of icy energy upon 

him. I accidentally hit the body of my just slain savior instead, 

erroneously responding too quickly before I could measure the 

shot. The mind-controlled savage looked up at me with white eyes 

and growled, “Rwahh!” and leaped forwards at me. Just as he was 

about to make contact with me I reached my hand up, aimed 

directly at his face and unleashed an icy blast into his face. The 

blast was so violent that his head froze instantly and then 

disconnected from the elf's body and smashed against the ground 

with a shatter. His body continued on for another step by the 
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effects of his momentum and then he arched back slowly and 

toppled back onto the shards of his shattered skull. 

I looked past the corpse to see if I could catch a glance of the 

kopru, but I saw no perspective of the vile creature. I looked 

around at the chaos of the situation unfolding before me. I had 

nearly forgotten about all the hunters that were fighting all 

around me in my pursuit of the kopru. Jariah was tossing balls of 

fire in an attempt to push the attacking mind-controlled savages 

at bay, but the effects of the kopru's influence forced them to keep 

charging forward, right into the flames. I could see Tristam, 

ducking to and fro, slashing deftly at the necks of these sorry 

villagers unfortunate enough to get near him. All of the hunters I 

could see were busy fighting off villagers. And the kopru had 

disappeared from sight. 

I ran towards the fighting, moving closer to locate the 

whereabouts of the kopru. 

“Oh shit!” I shrieked as a hunter fell dead at my feet when a large 

rock struck him in the side of his unprotected head, cracking it 

open, spraying blood in quick pulsating spurts. I looked up at the 

fire after gaining a better vantage point, but the kopru was still 

nowhere in sight. 

“AH-lalalala!” I heard from my left, and as I turned I saw a 

villager charging at me with a spear held in his hands, then he 

screamed “Urrrraaagghh!” as he thrust forwards at me. 

Just before the spear entered my proximity I stepped to the side, 

the spear moved past my body and I pushed forwards with my 

orbed hand and a ray of white light emitted into his face. His face 

was three feet from my hand, and as the white light quickly 

subsided, his face was surrounded by the freezing gas that had 

ensued, turning his head into an icy block in an instant. He was 

in full charge as his head froze and he continued his sprint, right 

into my hand. I held my arm out stiff, and his head crashed 

against the orb clutched in my hands, a piece of his frozen skull 

broke off against the surface of the crystal orb, and his legs 

carried his body forwards a few more feet before his toppling head 

tipped him onto his back, shattering the head on the unforgiving 

ground. 

I heard someone scream, “Yaaaaaah-” and I turned to see a 

hunter standing nearby roaring as he was about to stab his spear 

into the belly of a villager. But then his roar was cut short when a 

spear came bursting out of the side of his throat, emitting a 

disgusting guttural noise. The elfman fell down with the spear 

still in his neck, and a different villager stood behind him, covered 

in the slain elfman's blood. 
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“Ohh noooo!” I screamed as I saw the elfman fall. 

The villager that would have been victim to the hunter's spear 

bent down and reached out and grabbed the hunters limp body. 

The villager heaved with all his might and dead-lifted the 

elfman's body. The strength of the elfman villager was surprising.  

The hunter's killer turned towards me with a snarling face. My 

orb flashed a dull bluish-white color as I summoned a cloud of 

freezing gas to swarm around the two feral villagers. All three 

bodies were frozen within seconds. 

I heard, “Shit-” and turned to see Tristam slash the throat of a 

villager and he looked back to me, “We're losing men!” he shouted 

as he pointed his dagger towards the escalating battle, “What do 

we do?!” he asked in a booming voice. 

Just as I was going to respond I saw four villagers begin to 

approach him from different directions, out of his vision. 

I moved forward and tried to yell to warn him, but my voice was 

drowned out by the battling, “Tristam find the kopru, I'll take 

care of these guys!” I shouted. 

Just then Tristam looked around and noticed he was being 

surrounded, and he shrieked, “Ooooohh!” 

He turned and slashed the throat of the closest villager 

converging on his position. The other three were almost on him, 

but suddenly a ring of gas spread outwards from his position, and 

his charging attackers were frozen in their tracks. 

Tristam looked around in surprise and he caught sight of me. The 

bluish light dimed from my orb as I dropped my hand down to my 

side. I shouted at Tristam once more to find the kopru, “Alright!” 

he shouted and then quickly darted off behind a hut. 

I looked to my side and saw Jariah loosely surrounded by seven of 

her hunters, and she was taking pot shots of arcane fire at 

anybody that got close enough to tempt her. Most of the hunters 

were lying dead in various arrangements upon the battlefield. 

The villagers were pressing their attack hard on my allies. 

I ran closer into the fray and focused a cloud of freezing air upon 

two villagers attacking a lone hunter holding the pair of villagers 

back. 

“Awwha!” he cried as he pushed his attackers back with his spear. 

My cloud of frigid air erupted just behind the two villagers, barely 

touching against their skin. I heard the hunter scream something 

familiar in his native language, and I realized later that he had 

said, “No Da'loach!” 

“Noooooo!” I yelled in anguish as I saw an axe bury into his chest 

and as the hunter fell his killer continued to axe at him several 

more times. 
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Before I could react I faintly heard an echo carry on the breeze 

over the sounds of the fighting. 

“Da'loach-” then another noise, a shrill noise, “Ooohheeeoooeh!” I 

thought it sounded like the voice of Tristam. 

“Shit!” I snapped. I moved next to Jariah and announced myself 

as she lobbed an overhand fireball. 

“Shit is going down!” she yelled as loud as she could into my ear. 

“Yeah fucking tell me about it! I got eyes too!” I shouted back, “I 

think Tristam is getting fucked up.” 

“Where?” she said and made a quick scan of the battle. 

“I don't know!” I shouted. 

Her eyes caught glimpse of something and I saw her eyelids 

narrow over her pretty globes, “Over there!” she pointed in a 

panic. 

I looked over and saw a figure behind the great central fire, a 

silhouette with two blades in hand backing out of the shadows as 

a greater figure emerged in front of him. 

“Awwwhhaaaaha!” I heard the smaller figure scream, and I knew 

that it was Tristam. His face lit up as the flame's light 

illuminated the features of his image, “Ohho shit!” he screamed 

as he swung a blade forward at the shadowy serpentine figure 

looming before him. 

I closed my eyes for a moment and relinked with the icy hand I 

had summoned earlier, which was now just sitting idle near the 

fire. I opened my eyes and moved my fingers in a crawling 

movement like a spider in the air. The large, icy hand creaked 

into motion, imitating my spidery fingers, and then I made a 

grabbing motion when it reached adjacent to the kopru. The 

kopru was caught by surprise as the hand bashed into its side 

and wrapped five cold fingers around its serpentine body. 

“Oh fuck!” screamed Tristam and then he shook his head and 

rushed forward, jumping onto the restrained kopru, “Ahhhh!” he 

yelled as he stabbed down at it with his shortsword. 

I could feel the force of the kopru's struggle within my own hand, 

as if an imaginary creature was clutched there. 

Just then, as I was witnessing my summoned hand and Tristam 

overpower the kopru, a dim light began to shine through the 

crystal-like ice that made up the hand. The light grew rapidly and 

I could feel a heat in my palm. Then the light reached its pinnacle 

and suddenly my grasping hand busted into thousands of pieces 

and I heard Tristam shout, “Ohh shit!” as he was thrown to the 

ground. He landed with a tumble and the kopru stood there erect 

on its thick serpentine tail. 
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“Oh fuck!” shouted Tristam as the kopru moved towards him. I 

reached at my belt and grabbed the rod that Gualichu had gifted 

me. I used its energy to pull Tristam back along the ground about 

fifteen feet just as the kopru's tentacled fingers reached out for 

Tristam. 

“Whoa fuck!” yelled Tristam as he was dragged through the dirt. 

I could still see the kopru standing there next to the fire, but I 

turned away and surveyed the carnage still relentlessly 

continuing behind me. 

My first observation was a hunter that had drifted from the group 

and was surrounded by five villagers. I took a deep breath and 

held up my orb. It shined with a bright bluish light and a circle of 

frozen air whooshed outwards from the hunter. Four of the 

villagers were frozen before they could effectively attack their 

victim, the fifth villager was standing behind one of the others 

and the cloud brushed past him, but it still had an adverse effect 

on his capacity to move, and the hunter plunged his spear into 

the villager’s stomach, passing though the body and protruding 

out the back. 

“Thank you Da'loach!” shouted the elf hunter in bad common. 

I turned to the side and saw two hunters standing a few feet in 

front of Jariah, protecting her. 

One of the hunters was huffing with fatigue, “Hueh!-Hueh!-

Hueh!” as he deflected a few blows. Several villagers were about 

to overwhelm them, and I prepared myself for another attack, 

taking another deep breath. 

“Ahhh!” 

In that moment that fatigue laden hunter let out a dying scream 

as an axeblade crashed down into the area where neck meets 

shoulder. He feebly swung his spear out but it only bounced off 

the arm of one of the villagers and then slipped out of his hands 

and he dropped to his knees. His partner was trying desperately 

to fend the villagers off. I focused on them and a burst of frosty 

mist surged before him and evaporated as it passed over the 

villagers. Five frozen statues remained in fixed torment 

surrounding the bewildered elf hunter. 

“Whheww!” he sighed as he turned to face me. 

Five other villagers split and two began to rush towards the 

hunter I just saved, and the other three ran forwards at Jariah, 

who rendered the side of a hut to flaming pieces with a blast of 

arcane fire, completely oblivious to the three charging towards 

her. 

I turned to apprehend the three before they could reach her, and 

in that same moment I heard Tristam scream from my side. 
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God damn it! I have to do everything around here! I thought to 

myself in that split second. 

A cloud of frosty air erupted at the feet of the three and surged 

upwards. One of the elf villagers jumped over the gaseous frost 

before it could take him, but the other two had their legs and 

torso freeze instantaneously, and they fell forward, snapping 

their bodies in half. 

Jariah turned at the last second as she heard the blast of frost 

and then the shattering of half their bodies. 

“Ahh!” she screamed as the remaining villager's spear stabbed out 

at her. She attempted to grab hold of the spear and she toppled 

over and fell roughly to the ground. 

The villager wrenched his spear back and poised it over his back 

to stab once more down upon his hapless victim. 

I heard the choked scream of a man in my ears, “Uuuueghhh!” 

and I quickly snapped my head to the side and saw Tristam's red 

face and his neck within the kopru’s tentacled fingers. Time 

seemed to slow down for a moment and I had to act quickly. 

I wrapped both my hands around my orb and focused two daggers 

of ice to appear on the surface of my orb, I reached out to one of 

them with my left hand, the chill of it evident against my gloved 

fingers, and I hucked it like a throwing dagger towards the 

villager and simultaneously whipped my orb sideways with my 

other hand at the kopru. The dagger still resting on the smooth 

surface of the orb shot forwards, flying underneath Tristam who 

was held in the air within the kopru's strong hands. Both icy 

daggers hit their targets. 

One pierced through the villager’s chest, subsequently freezing 

his internal organs, and the other hit the kopru in the broad tail 

that supports its body. Though, to my bemusement, the creature 

seemed to not notice or did not care, and it still went on choking 

Tristam in its slimy tentacled hands. 

“Uhhh-” moaned Jariah as she stood up from her recent attack. 

“Yeeeeahhh!” yelled a hunter in his native tongue as he smashed 

the butt of his spear into a frozen villager. 

A small group of five or six villagers came from behind a hut and 

moved towards the hunter, and he noticed them and charged 

forwards at them. I also heard some rustling from behind and 

turned to see a larger group, a dozen or so charging towards 

Jariah and myself 

“Aw what?!” I said in bewilderment. 

I turned back to the kopru and decided that I needed to end this 

quick if I was to succeed and free the remainder of these villagers. 

I closed my eyes and thought of a kopru. I conjured this image of 
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the kopru in my mind to appear behind the kopru choking the 

poor Tristam. I opened my eyes and my imagination manifested 

behind the kopru within the shadows. A twin kopru surged 

forwards silently and reached out and grabbed hold of the other 

kopru's neck from behind. 

The kopru let out a surprised, vicious squeal and released 

Tristam's neck, dropping him to the ground, where he heaved in 

air laboriously in the dirt. My kopru pushed down upon the back 

of its twin's neck, forcing its evil counterpart to the ground. The 

kopru turned to see a twin of itself attacking, I thought I saw fear 

in the kopru's eyes.   

I heard someone shriek in panic, and I turned to see the hunter 

who had charged was in for more than he bargained for with the 

five attacking villagers, “Oh no!” he had said in his language. 

I saw an orange light overcome my peripheral vision and I 

realized it was Jariah charging up a great fireball to welcome her 

new attackers. I also realized that there were still some six 

elfmen villagers heading my way as well. 

I ran forwards and stepped up next to Jariah, pushing my back 

against hers, opening my protective fiery veil on my back as not 

to burn her. I lifted my orb up and aimed it at the five that were 

headed towards me, one had averted his charge and joined the 

others moving closer to Jariah as I had ran to her side. 

A curtain of misty ice erupted in the middle of the air around the 

charging mind-controlled elves, and I was sure I had hit them all. 

I averted my gaze back towards the still awaiting Jariah. 

But then I saw from my peripheral a sudden movement. As I 

turned my gaze towards it I saw that three of the villagers 

emerged unscathed by my efforts. One swiped at me with his 

hands but I put up my arm in defense and before the elf's hands 

could even reach me, the thin flames surrounding me ignited his 

finger and singed them to the bone. A muffled scream sounded 

from behind his lips, unable to open from the effects of the mind-

control. 

I spat out a quick word in the Giant language, which meant 

'Protection'. It doesn't work, but the magic of the word always 

gives me hope. And in this circumstance, it failed again.  

The other two attackers reached me and attacked. One stabbed at 

me with a sharpened stick. I reached out with my free hand and 

latched onto the shaft of the makeshift spear. As the end of the 

spear passed through the fiery veil it caught flame. The other 

villager swung a stone axeblade down towards me. I lifted my 

hand up and attempted to use the force of kinetic magic to block 

the attack but the force of the blow proved too much and it came 
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down and cut the side of my forearm. The hand probably would 

have been cut off though if not deafened by my arcane skills. His 

axe handle caught aflame and began spreading down the hilt 

towards the elfman's hands. The spear began to turn to orange 

embers and the end snapped free, but the broken edge pierced 

into my clothes and pushed shallowly into my skin. 

“Oh my god!” shouted Jariah as the six other villagers reached 

her. One tackled her to the ground as the other five began kicking 

at her feeble body. 

I turned my head to the side as I felt, in my mind, the enemy 

kopru turn in my kopru's arms and I watched as it swung at it, 

but the enemy kopru's hand passed through my image like 

passing through smoke. It gave a frustrated screech and turned 

over. It saw Tristam kneeling nearby, still disoriented by his near 

fatal asphyxiation. The kopru's tentacled fingers lashed across 

Tristam's face and he went sprawling across the dirt. 

Immediately reacting to the attack upon Tristam, I forced my 

image of the kopru to reach its arm up and drop its elbow forcibly 

down upon the skull of the enemy kopru. The enemy kopru's head 

seemed to lull around in a dazed motion. With that, I released the 

image of the kopru, which was taking a hefty amount of my 

concentration, and I focused rather on the matter at hand: I was 

surrounded and Jariah was grounded. I took the energy from my 

fiery layer and focused it into a crude scythe in my orbed hand. 

My orb glowed with a red hot light and I slashed my hand 

horizontally in front of me. 

The pure heat of my makeshift scythe of fire cut through the flesh 

like a hot knife through soft butter. The skin boiled and the 

wounds instantly cauterized, but it didn’t matter because two of 

the three in front of me had their heads sliced clean off. The one 

who had suffered the burnt hands had lurched to the side, and 

the scythe passed over his head, burning the flesh away and 

exposing the white of the skull, which turned black within the 

fraction of the second it took to swing over his head, and he fell to 

the ground unconscious and I swung the scythe down and cut his 

head in half. I whipped my hand back, towards those standing 

around Jariah.  

The one who had tackled Jariah had begun to stand up and move 

out of the way. 

The fiery scythe cut through half of his head, right where the jaw 

meets the cheekbones. The air hissed as it was burned from his 

esophagus, and the fiery blade continued, cutting the next elf in 

half at the top of his chest which made a puffing noise as the air 

in his lungs expanded and escaped out of the ensuing wound in a 
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short puff of steam. The remaining four died in much the same 

manner as the others, disemboweled by my fiery blade. No blood 

was spilt, but all eight were dead. 

The distinct smell of burning flesh radiated the air and it 

reminded me of a cookout, though it was much more gruesome an 

event. 

Just as the heat of the scythe and my fiery protection dissipated 

and disappeared, I heard a gruff yell, “Ruuugghh!” and then I saw 

emerge before me two hunters covered in blood from behind a 

nearby hut. I snapped to attention and turned around and saw 

Jariah still lying on the ground, and the two hunters moved 

towards her. The other hunter that I had abandoned had single-

handedly slain his five adversaries, much to my surprise and 

amusement. I turned my body to face where the kopru had been 

lying and I saw that Tristam had engaged it once more. 

A dagger was embedded in the flesh of the kopru's flank, leaking 

blood profusely, and it was huddled on the ground. Tristam stood 

before it and raised his shortsword over his head and swiftly 

brought it down with both hands. 

With lightning speed the hands of the kopru shot forwards and 

latched onto Tristam's hands. It looked intently at Tristam's face 

and in the ensuing moments Tristam went limp. The kopru let go 

and began to slither away as Jariah, the hunters, and myself ran 

over to aid our valiant ally. 

Upon reaching the scene of their struggle I noticed a bloody 

streak painted in the dirt leading towards the woods, and I could 

just scarcely see the body of the kopru slithering away into the 

shadows. I forced a ball of arcane ice to form into my hand and I 

threw it towards the kopru, but it shattered against the beam of a 

hut and erupted into a cloud of icy gas which swirled around the 

wooden pillar. 

I whispered a curse and started running after it as it slipped 

amongst the underbrush of the ridiculously large jungle. I ran 

headlong into the brush, searching for any sign the kopru left in 

its retreat. I noticed erratic swishes where there was dirt 

showing, and I could see the spatters of blood upon leaves and 

fallen branches reflecting off of the silver light emanating from 

the moon. 

I turned around to get a bearing on my locale and I saw several 

torches following me from behind. 

Good, my crew is on the hunt as well. I thought to myself. 

I reached into my bag and pulled out a sunrod and illuminated 

my area. The bright light of the sunrod illuminated outwards and 

revealed to me that the tracks had abruptly ended. My first 
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instinct was that the kopru might have scaled a tree to elude us, 

but the nearest tree seemed clean of blood or marks. I spun 

around in circles, looking for any sign it might have left, but to no 

avail. I turned back, retracing the steps in hope of finding 

something I had missed in my hasty pursuit. 

I bumped into one of the hunters, who was in fact following my 

own tracks, “Euh'wa?” he asked in his language, and I shrugged 

my shoulders in response. 

“War'dee goh?” he asked again in broken common. 

“Guess he got away!” I said in frustration. 

“Wha?!” he said in shock. 

I walked back with this other set of eyes, keenly making sure the 

tracks weren't a decoy set, but once more I came abruptly to the 

end. Odd. 

The rest of my party collected where me and the hunter were 

standing. I could hear one of the remaining hunters with Jariah 

giving of what seemed like an animal call, “Ort-ort-ort-ort!”  

No idea why. 

“What's going on?” asked Jariah as she approached, and the 

hunter ceased his calls. 

I didn't respond right away. 

“C'mon man.” said Jariah. 

I looked up and closed my eyes, attempting to hone my senses to 

any adverse arcane effects lingering in the area. I caught the 

feeling of some dim arcane activity, eerily similar to the Obsidian 

Eagle statue I carry, one of the Beast Triad. 

I opened my eyes and saw the group standing before me, waiting 

for me to do something. 

“Where's Tristam?” I asked as I realized he wasn't with the group. 

“He's back at the fuckin' battlefield.” snapped Jariah. 

I pushed past her and started pacing back towards the village. 

When I got there I saw Tristam sitting on a crude deck of one of 

the huts bandaging his wounds. 

“Damn it-” Tristam hissed as he wrapped himself. He noticed me 

approaching, “Did you guys get him?”  he said in a hoarse voice, 

as he rubbed his neck tenderly. 

“No. We couldn't find him.” I said in quiet shame. 

“Fuck!” he snapped. 

“I thought you killed him.” I said plaintively. 

“No way! I almost got killed.” he responded, still in his scratchy 

voice. He looked around the devastated village, “Well we did take 

care of all those mind-controlled savages.” he said. 

“Well we didn't kill what we came here for. So that was kind of a 

waste. So let's take a short rest.” I said. In truth, I was thwarted. 
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Jariah and her few hunters emerged from the bushes shortly and 

I told them to rest before we departed. I sat there for more than 

an hour with Tristam as we watched the six remaining hunters 

gather their companion’s bodies and pile them in a mound of 

carcasses. Jariah stood close by and watched them with teary 

eyes. The hunters wouldn't touch the bodies of the villagers, 

fearing that they would succumb to the effects of the mind-

control. When all the slain hunters were piled they made a thick 

ring of sticks around the base of the bodies and Jariah set it 

ablaze with her arcane fire. We watched somberly as the flames 

took hold. We didn't wait for the bodies to fully burn, we left 

before that, heading back to our campsite, in dismal morale, 

leaving our small genocide behind. 

 
*************************************** 

On the trip back I could hear Jariah and one of the remaining 

hunters talking in heated exchange, in their 'Dread' language. 

Jariah got my attention so she could relay the conversation. I 

turned around and waited lethargically. 

 “Well they did take over like three villages. And there is one 

uncalled for- un- unsomething- unclaimed kopru out and about, so 

there is probably two more. And who knows how many babies!” 

she said that last part with disgust. 

“Let's not talk about that right now. Let's start with those other 

kopru then.” I said, trying to hide my shame. 

We decided to move on to the next village the next night, rest was 

optimal at this point, dawn would be soon upon us, and it had 

been a very long night. We reached the campsite just as the lights 

of dawn began to creep up from the horizon. I clambered to my 

tent and rolled up in my bedroll. Before I closed my eyes to rest I 

looked up to the sky, questioning my reasons for being here, and 

then I thought if any of my brothers-in-arms were suffering the 

same toils. My eyelids blocked out the engrossing light and I 

drifted to sleep. 

 
*************************************** 

I was awoken several hours later by Jariah's soft shaking hand. 

She snapped her voice at me to wake up, and I sat up and lurched 

out of my bedroll. The sun had passed its pinnacle and was slowly 

drifting towards its inevitable decent towards the opposite 

horizon. The hunters were slowly packing their things. It was 

strange to see several empty tents standing like testaments to 

those that didn't make it back. I left my tent up, partly because it 
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was brought for me by one of the slain hunters and partly because 

I felt it was right to leave it amongst these others in case we 

didn't make it back. I did, however, roll up my bedroll and take 

my traveling gear. 

Our party consisted of nine: 

 • 6 Hunters 

 • Jariah 

 • Tristam 

 • Myself 

Only nine out of the closer of twenty that had originally joined us. 

We departed towards the next village, mixed emotions were 

written in obvious ways upon our faces. It was nearly sundown 

when we reached our destination. 

The sight stirred my inner intrigue. This village was unlike the 

rest I had visited on this Island. It was larger for one, hundreds of 

huts arranged in a semi-circle. Secondly, it had a great stone wall 

rising well above any of the huts that encircled a great stone 

building. It appeared to my eye to be some sort of ancient temple 

complex. My prediction was asserted by the fact that the sun 

slowly crept behind the complex in a direct path down its center. 

Even in the darkness I could see the vast structure looming 

overhead, shrouded in shadows. 

We crept towards the village as quietly as we could. 

As we got closer I could see the familiar sight of villagers 

mindlessly trudging the edges of the village's border. Torches 

were lit in intervals along the borders of the huts, illuminating 

most of the village. I peered about in hopes of catching sight of 

some kopru, but all I saw was the mind-controlled villagers. My 

guess was that if there was any kopru, they would be within that 

temple structure. Not only that, but the fact that there was mind-

controlled villagers was a dead give-away that there had to be a 

kopru here. 

I looked around some more, checking if there was any breaks in 

the network of patrolling villagers, but all I saw was an endless 

stream of mind-controlled folk. 

“Man, I don't want to kill any more innocent zombie people.” I 

said with unease. 

“They aren't zombies,” said Tristam as he turned to look at me, 

“They are mind-controlled.” he said furrowing his eyebrows. 

“I know, but they are walking like zombies.” I said, pointing to 

them walking aimlessly. 

“But they aren't zombies.” Tristam asserted. 

“Is there any way to sneak past them in any way?” I asked, 

hoping Tristam could see something I couldn't. 
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“It's going to be a combination of stealth and athletics.” he said, 

surmising the situation. 

“Aw, that's not going to work,” I said in dismay, “I kind of want to 

just head back to the kopru lair.” I said, half-jokingly. 

“Well, gotta decide.” Tristam said, still looking at the 

continuously trudging villagers. 

“Mmmmm-umm. I want to kill all zombies.” I said in jest. 

“What?” said Tristam as he looked at me with a questioning look. 

“That is a long way back to the kopru lair.” I pointed out. 

“It is,” he said, turning back to peer at the village, “It's across that 

desert.” 

“Aright I'm going to try and sneak in there.” I stated suddenly as 

I saw a small break in the patrol. 

In that brief moment I made my move. I scurried out of the cover 

of the brush. I diminished one of the torches within my path with 

magic, making my attempts at sneaking past their notice easier. I 

barrel-rolled through the break in the line and crept through the 

shadows, heading behind a nearby hut. I could tell that the alleys 

between huts seemed relatively void of meandering villagers. I 

could see that the walls of the temple were within a stone's throw. 

I looked back and could see the dim silhouettes of my companions 

hiding in the bushes. I signaled for them to follow. 

A lone hunter slowly stepped out of the bushes, looked back and 

forth and then darted across the line of trudging villagers. One of 

them took notice of the hunter and immediately began walking 

towards him with arms outstretched. 

“Noo!” shouted the hunter in panic. The hunter halted and 

hoisted up his spear and stabbed towards the villager. The spear 

drove into the gut of the villager, but the villager just kept 

walking forwards, forcing the spear deeper into his gut. The spear 

bursted out of the back of the villager and then the mind-

controlled elfman reached out to the hunter, grabbing onto his 

shoulder. 

“No!” screeched the hunter. 

“Eugh!” grunted the villager in response, and pulled the hunter 

closer and then bit a chunk out of his neck. The hunter gurgled a 

mouthful of blood and other villagers walked over and began to 

pull the dead hunter to bloody pieces. I stood paralyzed, watching 

this all transpire in stupefied horror. 

“Euhh!” I muttered in my shock. 

I looked up and I saw Tristam, taking advantage of the 

commotion, dart past the feasting villagers. He ran up next to me 

and slapped me out of my horrified daze. 
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“What are we doing?! You didn't tell us anything!” he spat at me 

in hushed anger. 

“I don't know man. I'm just looking for some kopru.” I said in a 

whisper. 

He shook his head and walked off towards the walls. I took one 

last glance at the gory scene. Some of the villagers had returned 

to their endless trudge, blood dripping from their mouths and 

hands. 

I turned and hurried after Tristam. 

The lights of the many torches on the perimeter of the village 

casted dim illumination between the alleys, enough for us to see 

our way along the wall. We spotted a small gateway a short 

distance away. We made for it and slipped through the doors 

within the archway unnoticed. The shielding wall blocked all the 

light of the torches and made our surroundings pitch black. 

“I can't see shit.” whispered Tristam. 

“Neither can I.” I replied. I couldn't hear anything outside within 

the walls. 

“Oh, what are we going to do?” he asked me. 

The silence was eerie. I could scarcely make out the temple 

structure sitting still before us some thirty feet away. The 

immense shadow that was cast by the structure made the 

darkness feel even more empty. 

I made my way towards the structure, walking blind in the dark. 

I heard the crunch and snap of  several twigs as I walked forward. 

“Fuck!” I said quietly. 

I felt the presence of something step up close to me, “Shut the 

fuck up!” said Tristam's whispered voice. 

I felt the next step with the tip of my foot, judging that the path 

was clear of debris I set the weight of my foot down. No sound. 

Safe. I repeated the method until I was within a few feet of the 

structure. 

I carefully chose my steps and successfully reached the walls of 

the structure. I put my back against those cold stones, the chill 

evident through the cloth covering my body. 

I slid across the edge of the wall, stepping lightly. Suddenly I felt 

the smooth walls change. By change I mean that I had slid across 

the frame of a wooden door. 

My hands fumbled around for the handle. My fingers stopped 

against a cold, hard object protruding from the one of wooden 

beams of the door. I pressed down on the object and I felt the door 

swing open slightly. I pushed the door closed and quietly let the 

latch set back in place. I attempted to look around to locate 

Tristam's whereabouts, but the heavy darkness did not permit it. 
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I moved my hands across the frame of the door, attempting to 

uncover any hidden mechanisms. I didn't locate anything, which 

was a safe enough assumption to continue further. 

 I grabbed hold of the handle once more, pushed it down, and 

slowly pulled the door outwards. 

Eeeeeetttttttttzzzz creaked the door as I slowly swung it towards 

me. 

“What the hell?” snapped Tristam's whispered voice. 

“What?!” I snapped back, too loudly. 

“What are you doing?” Tristam asked, still using his hushed voice. 

“I don't know man, I'm going in here.” I stated. 

I felt the door shift as he grabbed hold of it and peeked his head 

inside the interior. 

“I can't see shit.” he said. 

“What do you want to do man?” I asked in a whispered voice. 

“I thought you had a plan.” he said jabbing a finger at my chest. 

“Let's just go in sneaky, sneaky.” I suggested. 

I felt a hand grab hold of my vest, but I still couldn't see anything 

in the darkness. I reached into my pocket and located a loose coin 

of copper. I squeezed it between my fore and middle finger and 

flicked it down the hallway. In midair I illuminated the coin with 

arcane light. 

My breath caught in my throat as the light illuminated the 

interior of the structure. Inside was a narrow hallway, and 

standing along the edge of the walls was two rows of mind-

controlled villagers, one row on each side. 

Dink-dink-dink sounded the coin as it hit the ground and bounced 

a couple more feet, revealing the stretching line of bodies within 

the hallway. 

“I'm scared.” said Tristam in a quiet voice, then he shook his 

head, “Hell naw.” he said afterwards. 

Luckily the light of the coin and Tristam's disdainful remarks 

didn't cause the villagers to react. I hesitatingly turned and 

reached into my bag, reaching for my sunrod. I grabbed hold of it 

and activated it, casting bright light within the hallway. 

The light illuminated for about fifty feet and all it showed was 

more villagers, standing erect against the walls, facing one 

another with blank stares. 

“Oh fuck!” snapped Tristam, covering his face as the bright light 

erupted into his eyes. 

I saw a stick lying on the ground and reached for it. With stick in 

hand I prodded the closest villager in the face with the stick. Not 

even a blink. 
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“I don't know Tristam, what do you think man?” I said, pointing 

my stick at the villager. 

“I think we should go get some more people.” he responded. 

“What are we going to do with these people though?” I asked in 

rebuttal. 

“I don't know,” he said shaking his head, “What the hell are we 

doing here? I forgot our quest.” he said, quickly shrugging his 

shoulders. 

“I thought there would be some kopru here.” I said in a disquieted 

sigh. 

“Shit.” he said, looking at the ground. 

“Alright man, let's go back.” I said, lethargically dropping my 

sunrod to my side. 

I turned my back to the hallway, and suddenly I felt a hand land 

on my shoulder. I looked up and my heart sunk into my stomach 

as I saw that Tristam was still standing beside me, with his 

hands at his side. 

I instantly reached for my dagger, pulling it from its scabbard at 

my waist. I turned around and stabbed forwards, plunging the 

dagger into the elfman's chest. 

“RAAAAHHHH!” screamed the elfman in a strange reverberating 

voice. 

In reaction to the scream, the rest of the occupants standing along 

the hallway began snapping from their quiet trance, their groans 

and footsteps echoing against the stone walls. 

“Uh-oh.” I said, and then I took several quick steps backwards. 

The elfman moved with me, still clutching onto my shoulder. I 

stabbed and stabbed with each step I took backwards, splattering 

blood all over my torso with each jab. The elfman's grasp released 

and he slumped to the ground. I reached my orb up and focused a 

concentrated blast of icy air to erupt within the hallway. The two 

nearest the door were instantly frozen, but their icy remains fell 

backwards, propped against the wall. The mobilizing horde 

behind them slowly pressed on and in their path they pushed 

their icy brethren to the ground. 

I saw Tristam look to the encroaching villagers and he turned and 

ran past me towards the gate. My eyes followed him as he ran 

past. I took one glance at the group of mind-controlled villagers I 

would have to face alone and decided to follow in Tristam's 

footsteps. 

“Wait! Wait god damn it!” I said and began to run after Tristam, 

but my foot snagged against a fallen twig and I fell to my hands 

and knees. 
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I stood up and continued on. I saw Tristam slide through the gate 

door and disappear. Just before I reached the door, I saw, 

illuminated by my still active sunrod, a line of villagers walking 

towards me from the bushes and trees lining the edge of the 

walls. 

“Oh shit!” I shouted in a panicked voice. 

 I ran full sprint to the door and crashed into it, throwing it open 

violently, causing it to slam against the walls of the gateway. 

I saw Tristam sprinting his way back towards the way we snuck 

in. He had created quite a distance between us and I ran like a 

madman to try and catch up to him. I could hear villagers pouring 

out from behind me. I looked over my shoulder and saw that they 

were running quite speedily behind me. 

Man this sucks! I thought to myself and pressed harder to catch 

up to Tristam. My stride was so wide that I thought my balls 

were going to scrape against the ground, and somehow I bridged 

the gap between myself and Tristam. 

“OHH! There is hella of them!” he shouted loudly over his 

shoulder. We had ran through the huts far enough to reach the 

edge of the village where we had snuck in. Across the road the 

mind-controlled villagers had pounded into the dirt, stood Jariah 

and two of her hunters, back-to-back, surrounded by the villagers, 

their usual trudge broken to rid themselves of their conscientious 

invaders. 

Tristam sprinted across the road, unsheathing his dagger and 

shortsword, and leaped onto the back of a villager about to pounce 

onto Jariah. Tristam drove his blades into each side of the 

villager's shoulder. A quick death. 

I wound up and threw my orbed hand upwards. A cloud of misty 

frost rained down on the attackers in front of my allies. The wind 

took hold of my cloud and blew away most of it, but two out of the 

six villagers I had targeted were still taken by the sub-arctic 

temperatures of the cloud. Those were the two standing before 

Keeno, the hunter that had fought off five villagers at one time. 

“Yeah!” he shouted in his heavily accented voice. He swung his 

wooden spear at the icy statues before him, smashing through 

both of them. He pulled his spear back and stabbed its sharpened 

stone tip into a villager about to strike Jariah. 

“Eueh!” she squealed as blood sprayed onto her face. Suddenly 

her hand lit up in arcane fire and she slammed her fist into the 

face of the other villager closing in next to her. The villager's face 

lit up in a sudden blaze and he dropped to the ground. 

“Da'loach! Buhind you!” shouted Keeno over the clamor. 

I turned around to see a snarling villager leap at me. 
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“Uuaahghh!” he groaned and swiped his hands at me. His 

powerful fingers swiped across my face, slicing his lengthy finger 

nails into my smooth skin. His other hand swiped for my neck, 

scraping along my soft neck-flesh. 

“Fuck you!” I shouted as I grappled for my injured neck. With my 

other hand I slammed my orb into his stomach and a burst of 

invisible kinetic energy sent him flying back five feet. 

 I heard “Uhhruahh!” emit from the bushes next to me and an 

elfman came crashing through the shrubbery and lunged at me. 

His hands crashed against the invisible shield of arcane energy 

protecting me from harm, I did likewise to him and slammed my 

orb into his chest, forcing him flying back into the shrubbery he 

charged from. Another one came growling as it approached me. I 

turned to face the elfman and he reached out at me but his hands 

only hit against my arcane shield. I expended the effects of my 

shield, focusing it into a close blast of kinetic energy that bounced 

off of me and swelled over the elfman, sending him flying 

backwards. 

“We've got to get outta here!” I heard Tristam shout from across 

the road. 

Skwah! I thought. 

I felt the familiar energy of the Beast Triad, contained within my 

Obsidian Eagle Statue, take hold of me. A black ooze of demonic 

energy spread across my back and suddenly a full, outstretched 

set of black wings emerged from the darkness on my back. The 

light of the torches reflected dimly off of the blackness of the 

wings' feathers. The wingspan is quite impressive at its full 

length.  

I pushed off the ground and the wings snapped into action, 

flapping down with one powerful swoop, sending my body soaring 

into the air, and forcing a powerful gust of wind to swirl the dust 

where I was just standing. 

I soared through the black of night and landed next to Jariah. My 

wings folded behind me and quickly began to dissipate, their swift 

energy lasting only a brief amount of time. 

I gave the order to retreat as I saw the mass of villagers in my 

wake start to make their way across the road towards us. 

I looked behind me and saw a small opening in the underbrush 

and ran towards it. I ran past several trees and jumped over a 

small bush sitting in my path and landed running. I could hear 

the growls of the mind-controlled villagers hot in our pursuit.   

Then, from the south-west I heard a manly scream, 

“AAAAAAAAHHHHHH!” and I paused in my sprint. I moved 

towards the direction of the scream, wading quietly through the 
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brush. I soon came upon four villagers clawing the entrails of a 

moaning hunter, still clinging onto life. I couldn't see the hunter's 

face, and I feared it was Keeno. I reached up and a blast of cold 

air splashed against the backs of the feasting villagers. All four of 

them were frozen in place. I hopped over to the man laying there 

and knelt down beside him, cradling his head. 

It wasn't Keeno, but his eyes opened, and he said to me, “Get out 

of here,” and coughed up some blood, “While you can!” he 

managed to say, and then closed his eyes, his common was quite 

fluent I might add. 

I stood up, closed my eyes and shot an icy spike into the man's 

head, ending his suffering, an agreeably more deserving death 

than suffering the considerably slower and more painful demise 

by open bowel wounds. 

My attention snapped behind me as I heard more rustling in the 

brush emanating in the dark. I instantly resumed my sprinting 

escape. I paused for a quick second in attempts to gauge which 

direction my allies might have ran. 

I think if I was Tristam I would run this way! I thought to myself 

and ran that way, but a face broke out of the darkness before me. 

“Wlaaaugh!” screamed the villager as he lunged at me. His 

powerful hands lashed across my already scraped chest, causing 

more lacerations. 

I reached up and blasted a ray of ice into his face, and ran past. I 

could hear the ice that collected on his face shatter as he hit the 

ground behind me. I ran as fast as I could, then ran harder until 

my lungs felt like they were going to burst. I had to stop, and saw 

a clearing up ahead. I halted and took several heavy intakes of 

air. The groans and pounding feet of the mind-controlled villagers 

couldn't be heard anymore. I didn't know where any of my allies 

were. I listened, but only heard still air. 

“Ka-kah!” I sounded loudly, hoping that one of my allies would 

hear it. 

“EEUUGGUH!” I sounded again. Just making noises to alert 

someone. 

Suddenly I heard the bushes nearby rustling. I waited in anxious 

silence. A spear head popped out of the bushes followed by a 

familiar face. Keeno's! My heart soared to see a friendly face still 

alive. 

“Oh shiet, captain Da'loach!” he said in an accent. 

“What happened? Where is everybody?” I asked as I approached 

him. 
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“I don't know man,” he said, shaking his head, making his 

dreadlocked hair slap against his face, “I just, dipped, had to bail 

out.” 

Just then we both heard rustlings in the woods farther behind us 

and a faint glimmer of a light. 

“Oh shit, they heard me.” said Keeno in panic. 

Keeno readied his spear, but I placed a hand on it and pushed it 

down. I stood there silently, watching the light grow as it moved 

closer. The light moved behind a large bush and I could see the 

beams of light shining through the leaves. The light emerged 

from behind the bush and then I saw Jariah, holding the light 

spell on the ring on her finger. 

“Oh shit!” she snapped, startled to see us standing silently in her 

path. 

“Ah! It's Me, and Keeno. Where's everyone else?” I said to her. 

She walked up, gently shaking her head, “I don't know!” she said 

in dismay. 

“Just you?” I asked in concern. 

She only nodded in response. After that we could hear faint 

sounds growing louder behind us. We all turned to face the 

direction of the sound, Keeno stepped protectively in front of 

Jariah, holding his spear out in front of him. 

“Be on guard. But hold your fire.” I said quietly. 

A faint orange light began to glow from Jariah's fingers as she 

charged up her fiery energy. Keeno poised his spear over his 

head, ready to hurl it at any threat. I stood there intently 

awaiting what was coming at us. 

“Ooooouuuuahhhh!” came an unfamiliar voice, and then a villager 

came barreling out of the bushes. 

“Kill 'em!” I shouted. 

I jumped into action and summoned an icy blast hurling towards 

the hostile villager, but the blast overshot and went careening 

into a tree. However, my companions were well prepared. Keeno 

immediately hurled his spear, which slammed through the 

villager's stomach, and then a fireball smashed into his chest, 

burning for a moment and then diminishing, leaving scorched 

flesh in the aftermath. Keeno ran over and pulled his spear out of 

the deceased elf. 

“Let's get the hell outta here!” I said, swirling my arms in rapid 

signal. 

We could hear more rustling accompanied with groans escalating 

behind us. The quick exchange with the villager must have 

alerted them all. 
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Keeno and Jariah began running in the opposite direction. Just as 

I was about to run I thought I saw a shadow move further in the 

woods. 

“Tristam is that you?” I shouted, but heard no response. 

Several villagers emerged from the brush and charged towards 

me. I turned and ran away from them. I was running just behind 

the edge of Jariah's illuminating light and it was making it hard 

to see the ground, and I could hear the groans of the villagers 

getting closer behind me. I focused my energy into my orb and 

lobbed a frosty cloud behind my shoulder. I peeked over my 

shoulder and I saw about three villagers get frozen in effect, their 

agonized groans confirmed their demise. Another one was just out 

of reach and continued his pursuit. 

“Da'loach, hurry up man!” sounded Keeno's accented voice from 

up ahead of me. 

I continued my flee, and I could tell that Keeno and Jariah had 

gained distance from me. The light was out of my range and I was 

running blind, my eyes now unadjusted to the dark. I pressed on, 

but as I was running I slipped on a root and felt my momentum 

lurch forward. My next footstep faltered and I swayed to the side, 

slamming directly into a tree trunk. The force of the crash 

knocked the wind from me and I strained to gasp for air as I 

tumbled to the cold dirt. I saw a face loom over me, a face I was 

attempting to escape. 

“Huuuaagh!” yelled the villager as he stomped his foot down at 

my face. 

I turned to the side and his foot pressed hard into the dirt where 

my head had been. I reached my orbed hand up and blasted a 

shard of ice at him. The villager dipped his head back as the 

shard zipped past his face. I rolled over, pushed myself up and 

then began to run away. I charged through the woods with all my 

effort, pushing overhanging leaves and branches aside as I ran. I 

could see a light up ahead. 

“Jariah! Is that you?!” I shouted as I ran towards it. 

The light turned and stepped to the side. I was suddenly 

overcome by the bright light as it shined directly towards me. I 

could tell the person holding the light wasn't a woman. I stopped, 

reached into my bag, and pulled out my sunrod and activated its 

light, then I aimed it directly at the person shining me with their 

light. 

Is it Tristam? I thought to myself, It is! 

“Tristam you motherfucker! You left me back there to die!” I 

shouted angrily, stomping towards him. 
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I saw Tristam reach for his belt and unsheathe his dagger. He 

poised it in his hand and threw it right towards me. I closed my 

eyes instinctively and yelped in fear. I opened one eye as I heard, 

“Ouughh.” and peered over my shoulder. I looked just as a 

villager teetered and tipped backwards onto the ground, with 

Tristam's dagger sticking out of his skull. 

“Get the hell outta there! There's more coming.” called Tristam as 

he deilluminated his light, turned on his heels, and began 

running. 

I followed his lead and began running after him. I managed to 

keep up with him, though I was truly feeling the adverse effects 

of continuous sprinting, but the thought of not dying was 

definitely urging me to keep going. Eventually we bursted out of 

the jungle, and stepped foot into the sands of the desert. 

I still had my light out and I saw two figures pop up from behind 

a rock and start waving to us. 

We realized it was Keeno and Jariah. We skulked over to them 

and I asked if this was it. Jariah looked to me, a somber look 

across her face, and she told me that we were probably the only 

who had survived. 

“Damn it!” I said and stomped my foot into the sand, I rubbed my 

hand through my hair and groaned in disappointment, “Uh, well 

guys we need to spend some time and uh...” I paused for a 

moment, “Reappraise our situation.” and I kicked my feet in the 

sand. I mentioned that I needed sleep. 

“Out here? Or should we go back to camp?” asked Jariah. 

“Let's go back to camp.” I said sullenly. 

We began to walk off along the border of the jungle, back towards 

our campsite in the woods. I noticed Jariah take one last look 

back towards the jungle and sigh, I could tell her spirits were 

down. 

Defeated and downtrodden, I opened a bottle of wine and began to 

drown my sorrows, though from what I recall, I was the only one 

drinking. 

 
*************************************** 

Most of the events that followed our escape of the temple village I 

had to reminisce with members of my voyage to recollect. I 

remember that I had opened one of many bottles of wine and 

drank it as we slowly skulked back to our camp. It was after 

dawn by the time we had reached our camp and I was already 

almost done with my second bottle of wine and needless to say I 

was thoroughly drunk. I was told I just slept in one of the left 
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over bedrolls left behind by one of the hunters as soon as we 

reached camp. They say that as soon as we woke to decide our 

next actions I went straight back to the bottle, this time 

accompanied by some of the alchemical reagents that I carry for 

illnesses that may arise, and because of that I got quite sloppy. 

We decided to return to the redwood gates and return to the 

village to prepare for our next move. As it turns out I was the one 

who suggested we go back. I knew then, just as I know now, that I 

was feeling the effects of failing as a leader in prevailing against 

our enemy. I was ashamed. And the bottle was my counselor. 

It took us almost half the day to reach the gates. I was told I 

vomited twice on the way back. When we neared the gates Keeno 

pulled a horn from his rucksack and sounded a loud note, and we 

heard the faint ring of the gong. The thundering creaks of the 

gate sounded as the two giant doors began to open to us. I do 

remember that the members of the village were there, gathered 

on the other side of the gates, eagerly awaiting us to return 

triumphantly in our mission to kill the kopru scourge, though all 

that they saw standing before them were four haggard and bereft 

fools, one of them deep in inebriation. What I remember vividly 

was watching their smiling faces turn to shock, their happiness 

succumbing to sorrow as they watched us slowly step towards 

them. Their celebratory shouts diminished to hushed whispers 

and empty stares. Then came wails and crying as the wives of the 

hunters who had perished were told that their beds would be cold 

now. All this sent me further into my discontent. Jariah and 

Keeno were led to the center of the village where they were urged 

to recount their tale. Tristam told me that he and I went to the 

edge of the village where I began ranting about how much I hated 

this “accursed island.”  

Apparently I began ranting about how I had no reason to be 

dealing with all this bullshit and began storming towards the 

edge of the cliff where Tristam had hammered in the climbing 

rope.  

When Tristam asked me where I was going I yelled back at him 

that I was going to “Orc Island” and then I suddenly halted. I was 

told that just as I was going to climb down I stopped because I 

saw Shield, the dwarf officer of the River Rats clambering up the 

rope. Behind him was Kelson, and behind him was his sister 

Ofeen, behind her was Sabre. I jumped in surprise, the four head 

officers of the River Rats were climbing up the rope. I asked them 

what they were doing and they replied that they were there to 

help me. Apparently they had heard all the wailing and crying 

and thought something had gone wrong. I drunkenly recited our 
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unfortunate experiences thus far and they said that they would 

help me in my mission. I turned the page and said that I was for 

the idea. I asked them if they had brought any ale and Shield 

pulled forth a bottle from his bag. I laughed aloud and opened the 

bottle and took a celebratory swig. We found Jariah and told her 

the “good news.” She seemed apprehensive of the idea, but Keeno 

stepped up to me and said that he wanted redemption. I told him 

that I was ready to go. 

Keeno shook his head and had told me that they would depart on 

the next day, for that night they would pay respects to the dead 

and mourn those that were lost. It was a somber ceremony. I sat 

there disquieted and lurked off to find a place to drink by myself. 

I was told later that I stayed up all night, looking out to the 

ocean, howling at the moon and rambling to myself about random 

things while I played illusionary tricks with myself. 

The next morning I was woken up, groggy and hungover, by 

Kelson. The rest of the party was there, ready and waiting for me 

to pull myself up off the ground. I sat up, opening my crusty eyes 

to the dim light of the sun peaking its face over the line of the 

horizon. I reached for the bottle of wine lying next to me on its 

side, most of its contents had spilt out onto the dirt. I tipped the 

glass to my lips and drained what was left inside. I tossed the 

empty bottle past my feet, over the edge of the cliff, and then I 

stood up. I wiped the dirt off of me and turned to my companions 

and motioned for them to go. 

We headed towards the gate and Keeno was there waiting for us. 

He slammed the padded club against the gong and the gates 

slowly creaked open. All eight of us marched through the gates 

and back into the jungle, heading north for that accursed lair of 

the beast. I opened my last bottle of wine and stared through the 

dark glass at the contents waiting within. My stomach churned 

but I forced the feeling down, and then took a long drag on the 

bottle and then regurgitated on my boots. 

 
*************************************** 

The trip to the kopru lair was long and dull. I had killed the 

remainder of the bottle of wine with help from Shield. The effects 

of the remainder of that day’s bottle, and the previous day's binge, 

left me in terrible disposition. I felt sick to say the least, and the 

searing heat of the open desert made me feel like I was going to 

die. The sweating probably helped, but I really did feel like I 

could drop at any moment that day. I endured though, making 
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good distance alongside my companions. Shield's continuous 

humor did make the going easier. 

*************************************** 

It was almost nightfall when we came into view of the kopru's 

immense lair. The place was definitely evil. It was as if sound 

dared not linger there, for it was dead silent around that place. It 

smelt like a swamp, and had the consistency to match. Great 

rotting lumber logs and bones of countless beasts littered the 

landscape. A great structure of stone, surrounded by bones, and 

rotten organic material stood before us like a fortress of death, 

accumulated by its inhabitants over countless years of continuous 

hoarding. 

We walked carefully and cautiously to the entrance of the lair. 

The effects of the alcohol had significantly worn off but my head 

still felt like it was going to split open. A great stone door blocked 

the entrance and the carving of a demon's head was protruding 

from the slab, its tongue was dangling out of its mouth. I told 

Tristam that that was the lever that opened the door. He 

examined it and raised his hand cautiously to the carving's 

tongue. He pressed on it lightly and reeled back as a puff of 

putrid gas sprayed in his face. He landed on his rump, coughing 

furiously. The tongue of the demon folded within its dark mouth 

and then the head split in half as the door swung inward. The two 

slab halves stopped with a loud crash as they ended loudly 

against the stone of the interior walls. The two halves of the 

demon's face made two separate identical faces as the slabs set in 

place within each side of the hallway, which contained another 

set of matching half faces.   

I told Ofeen to tend to Tristam, but she had already moved to do 

so. I turned back and cracked a sunrod and peered in, but past 

the limit of my illumination I only saw darkness. 

I turned back to see Tristam gently push Ofeen away, nodding his 

head that he was alright. He coughed a few more times and then 

took a sip from his flask. 

I put my hand to my head and strained to recall the last time I 

was here and how we had reached the center of this lair and 

found the kopru nest, but my mind was still hazy from the 

aftereffects of my binge drinking. 

“Well I'm going to relive this experience because I don't remember 

what's going on,” I had said aloud, particularly to myself, “Delve 

further River Rats, into the abyss.” I said as I turned to my 
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companions, shouting with a hint of humor. I walked in and my 

companions followed. 

We walked within the dank hallway for sometime before the path 

spilt in two. One direction was a stairway and the other was a 

door. 

“It's a mimic door obviously,” I said as I pointed to the door, “It's 

fucking scary, it will kill you.” 

I opted for the stairs, and began ascending them. I looked to the 

ground to see if I could spot any marks from those slithery kopru, 

but saw none. We walked up the steps which led to small hallway 

that in turn led to an open archway. Passing through the archway 

revealed a small balcony that overlooked the grounds 

surrounding the lair. Several large bird nests sat within the 

balcony, all appearing ransacked by some other creatures. 

Suddenly it donned on me that this was the very same balcony 

that Muzgash, Ralgar, Axehammeran, and Myself were beset 

upon by large black birds living within these nests, and we killed 

most of them, and looted some gems decorating their otherwise 

dull nests. I remembered pulling Axehammeran back over the 

railings after he had been knocked over by a fleeing bird. 

“It's all coming back to me now.” I said and turned back around. I 

exited the balcony and headed back downstairs. I walked up to 

the door and saw that it had some inscriptions upon its face. I put 

on my glasses and examined the inscription, which appeared to be 

a foreign name I could not recognize, perhaps signifying that this 

was some sort of tomb at one point in time.  

I opened the doors and they swung open loudly on rusty hinges. 

Before me was a vast open room with a massive statue standing 

tall in the middle. I turned back and saw my companions peering 

apprehensively into the room. I turned back to the statue and 

cautiously stepped forwards. 

As I approached the giant statue rumbled to life and a large, 

heavy stone foot took one step closer. I felt the room shake as the 

statue's foot crashed against the floor. Dust rattled loose from the 

ceiling and drifted slowly to the floor. 

I looked back to my companions who had all frozen in their 

tracks. I looked back at the statue, now standing dead still, just 

as we all were. I placed my foot to the side and maneuvered 

sideways. The statue mirrored my movement, its huge feet 

pounding against the floor. 

I paused and glanced about the vast room. I saw three open 

doorways scattered along the walls of the room, to my side was an 

open doorway, across the room was another open doorway, and 
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then on the other wall was an open doorway in the shape of a 

large triangle. 

I scanned my brain for any memories of these doors. I recalled 

slightly that the door to my left was the one that led to a chamber 

with a plume of noxious green gas that traveled upwards in a 

cylindrical chamber. Didn't want to go there. The door across the 

room was the door that led to an urn room, but we had ransacked 

that room last time we were here. The triangular door led 

upstairs, so I slowly crept to the side, and the statue followed. I 

pointed the triangular door out to my companions. As I had the 

attention of the statue I told them to go around its back and 

sneak into the triangular doorway. I took a step to the side, and 

so did the thundering feet of the statue. My friends darted out of 

the hallway and ran around the back of the statue and made their 

way towards the doorway. Once they were there, I systematically 

made my way across the room, tricking the statue into walking 

over me, allowing me to reach the doorway safely. 

I gave my friends a smile as the statue resumed its usual 

immobilized state. We turned and headed upstairs. We came to a 

forked hallway at the top. To the left was the strong scent of the 

noxious gas chamber, which was multi-storied. To the right was 

another set of stairs and straight ahead was a hallway that was 

covered in soft flesh, which was pulsing slightly, and covered by a 

thick layer of slippery fluids, some sort of living wall. Being a 

wizard, I like stairs, so I turned to the right and headed upwards. 

At the top of the stairs was a small, uninteresting room with a 

simple wooden door on the other end. I definitely hadn't been here 

on my last visit. I walked up to the door and reached my hand 

out, but just before I grabbed hold of the handle I pulled my hand 

back. I decided to check this innocent looking door for traps, just 

to make sure. I ran my hands along the frame of the door and 

along the walls of the door but detected no obvious signs of any 

trap mechanism, but I still felt wary of the door's mystery. 

“Hmmm, Shield, open this door.” I said as I took a step back. 

Shield looked to me, then to the door, nodded and reached for the 

handle. The door creaked open as he pushed down on the latch 

and pushed forward. Inside was a small five-by-five room with 

three other separate doors, which all appeared visibly the same as 

the door still in Shield's hand. I thanked Shield for holding the 

door for me as I squeezed past him and entered the room. I 

walked to the door directly in front of us and once more checked 

the framework for any mechanisms, but once again discovered 

none, giving me the notion that none of these doors were trapped. 

I did however feel the presence of arcane energy lingering in this 
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room. I focused on the energy to sense if it was locked into the 

door, waiting to spring onto an unfortunate adventurer, but I 

couldn't sense anything of that sort, just a subtle but positive 

lingering of energy. I opened the door in front of me and stepped 

through it. The door slammed shut behind me and I was in a 

room which was an exact replica as the one I was previously in. I 

turned around and reached for the doorhandle, but pulled my 

hand back. I sniffed around, checking for traps once more, 

vigilant in the least. I sensed no trap and opened the door. It 

opened to another room, another replica. I stepped in and the 

door closed behind me. I walked straight ahead, but paused before 

opening the door and looked once more for a trap, but found none. 

I opened the door and walked through and appeared in another 

room the same as the last three rooms. 

I turned to the left and opened the door, and peaked my head 

inside, but all I saw was another replica room. I walked straight 

ahead and opened that door. Standing before me was another 

room, only this one contained Shield and the other River Rats, 

who looked up at me with a puzzled look on their face. 

“Damn.” I breathed, pondering the answer to this riddle of doors. 

“Where have you been?” asked Shield as he saw me standing in 

the open doorway. 

“There is a puzzle in here. Complicated. I'm trying to decipher it, 

straight, straight, left, left gets me here, hmmmm.” I said as I 

calculated my moves. I turned and closed the door behind me, I 

heard Shield begin to say something but the sound was cut off as 

the door shut. 

I thought for a moment and then walked up to the right hand 

door, and opened it. 

“What are you doing?” asked Kelson as he saw me open the door, 

but I just stared at him blankly. 

I walked into the room, pushing past my companions and the 

opened the door to my right. It closed behind me and I was in 

another replica room. I headed to the door on my right once more. 

This time brought a new result. I emerged into a small room with 

one single door. I walked up to it and checked it for traps, and 

successfully determined it was safe. 

I pushed on the handle and pushed the door open. Inside was 

another dark hallway. I held my sunrod up high and illuminated 

the way before me. I stepped through the doorway and into the 

hallway. It was silent in here, only the sound of my footsteps 

echoing off the walls accompanied me inside. I peered around at 

the walls and saw that they were covered in depictions of kopru 

oppressing various races of people, forcing them to build great 
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temples and other structures. Inscriptions of an unfamiliar 

language were carved into the walls above the depictions of the 

kopru. 

Further on down the hallway I could see a rampway leading up 

into the darkness. I turned to look at the inscriptions as I put on 

my reading glasses. It was definitely demonic scripture, and at 

one point the wall of the hallway was covered from top to bottom 

with the carved out script. 

I noticed a small blank portion amongst the murals and pulled 

out my dagger. I put the steel to the cold stone and carved my 

own inscription. I wrote DA'LOACH and then carved STAIRS 

under my name, with an arrow scratched underneath pointing 

down the hallway. Then I turned and realized it was a ramp, not 

stairs. I turned to the wall, bit my lip in frustration and scratched 

out the word STAIRS and then turned away from the wall and 

walked towards the ramp. 

At the top of the ramp was a large circular room. Standing in the 

middle of the room was two free standing pillars with a rope tied 

to the top of each of the pillars. Dangling from the rope was a 

metal hoop. I walked up to the pillars and stood between them. 

The dangling hoop was just out of arms reach, I would have to 

jump. I recalled that the last time we had found such a hoop in 

another part of the lair, Ralgar had immediately reached for it 

and it summoned three demons who appeared and attacked us. It 

did turn out, however, that the hoop was actually a key that 

unlocked a safe which contained a strange magical statue carved 

in the likeness of the kopru. 

I didn't fancy dying alone in this room so I turned and walked 

back towards the puzzle room, but as I was walking back my 

peripheral vision caught sight of something I hadn't noticed 

before. Within the carvings along the wall there was a kopru face 

with its mouth agape, and inside was a circular crevice, the 

perfect fit for that hoop dangling in the room behind me. My 

interest far outweighed my thoughts of dying, so I turned back to 

go grab the hoop. 

“You should have went through the stupid puzzle. Idiots.” I said 

aloud as I walked back up the ramp. 

I walked over between the pillars and looked up. The hoop was 

dangling about five feet above my reach, an easy jump. I hopped 

up and latched onto the hoop. My weight pulled down on the hoop 

and the rope holing it in place snapped. I landed back on my feet 

and looked longingly at the hoop for a moment then turned back 

to head down the ramp. 
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Suddenly I heard the sound of swirling wind over my head, and 

then three demonic humanoids began to coalesce in front of me 

like misty spirits. 

I turned and ran down the ramp. Once at the bottom I turned and 

looked behind me. I could see a portion of the room before me, and 

I noticed the swirling sounds had stopped. I grabbed a piece of 

copper and illuminated it and flicked it towards the room. I 

couldn't see any inhabitants within my vision. 

“Yeah, interesting.” I said to myself. I looked to each side of the 

hallway entering into that room. I judged that it couldn't be much 

more than ten feet. I held up my orb and focused a large cloud of 

chilling air to form upon the ceiling of the hallway, just before it 

opened into the room. As the cloud formed along the ceiling, drops 

of freezing fluid dropped down onto the floor from above, forming 

a small splatter of ice on the ground before quickly evaporating 

back into gas, which floated towards the ceiling. 

I waited for a long while, sustaining my cloud of freezing death, 

hoping that the demons would be foolish enough to pass 

underneath. Nothing happened for a few more minutes, so I lit up 

another coin and tossed it towards the room. Though, as it passed 

through the cloud's rain it got caught and knocked to the ground, 

the ice breaking the effects of the light spell. 

I looked over my shoulder to where the open mouth carving was 

and slowly backed towards it. Once I was close I popped the ring 

into the mouth. The mouth closed around the ring and then the 

face parted down the center and the wall swung inwards into two 

halves. I held my sunrod towards the opening and my eyes 

widened as I saw the contents of the small room. Inside was a 

large wooden chest, bordered by a metal frame, lying open with 

hundred, if not thousands of gold coins split out of the chest, 

which reflected the light of my sunrod with glittering brilliance. 

“AH!” I screamed as I jumped forward and dropped to my knees, 

hugging the gold against my body, and splashing it against my 

face, “Haaaahaaa!” I said, elated to uncover such a fine hoard. 

 I saw within the gold, nine platinum plates, their silver color 

standing out amongst the golden landscape. Just as my 

celebrating was reaching its peak I heard the sound of claws 

clicking against the stone walls behind me. 

“Huah!” I shrieked as my voice caught in my throat, Mommie! I 

thought to myself, cause I truly knew what was behind me, and I 

felt like I finally found the trap I was so wary of finding. 

“I know who's out there. Who's out there!?” I shouted as I turned 

around and put my sunrod before me, “River Rats, is that you?” I 

asked fearfully. 
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I saw three demonic faces peak out along the borders of the 

doorway, one on the top of the doorway. In my haste to revel in 

my treasure I forgot to sustain my cloud of iciness. Before they 

could enter I put my hand forwards and forced a cloud of frost to 

erupt towards them. The one on the top of the doorway ducked to 

safety but the other two had their faces covered in a layer of 

white frost.    

“Get away from me!” I yelled as threateningly as I could, “Get 

away from me! This is my gold!” I yelled again as I stuffed fistfuls 

of gold into my pockets in haste. 

The two demons looked to each other and laughed a most 

insidious laugh, and then started crawling along the walls 

towards me. One leaped out at me and swiped its clawed hand. I 

shrieked out the Giant's charm word of protection, but once again 

it didn't protect me and the demon's claws slashed across my 

chest. The other demon I saw reached his hand up, which ignited 

with fire, and he threw his hand forward and the fireball soared 

towards me. It hit me in the midsection and erupted all around 

me. I held up my hand to deflect the fire from burning up my 

handsome face and I gave a shriek as the flames danced against 

my torso, burning my clothes and searing my skin. 

“I don't like you!” I yelled at them. 

I saw the last demon drop down from the top of the doorway, 

point his outstretched finger at me and give a sinister laugh. 

Suddenly, the silvery tip of a dagger bursted out of the demon's 

chest and a strange sigh resounded from its feral mouth. 

“I figured it out!” shouted Tristam as he pulled the dagger out of 

his kill. 

Oh thank god! I thought to myself in relief. 

“Tristam! Duck out of the way!” I yelled as I pulled out my 

dagger, a magical blade covered in everlasting ice. I saw Tristam's 

eyes widen and I heard him whisper, “I know that knife!”  

He was probably thinking: I know that knife all too well, it was in 

my back at one point! 

I took a step back, away from the demon standing in front of me 

who was now peering angrily at Tristam. I held the dagger out in 

front of me, tip pointed down, and let go. It dropped to the ground 

and when the tip hit the floor a flash of icy air blasted outwards 

violently in front of me. Tristam pulled his kill in front of him and 

leaned behind the edge of the doorway. The demon standing 

nearest to Tristam jumped onto the wall, leaping out of harm's 

way, but the one standing nearest to me was overwhelmed in the 

full assault of the blast. The demon was covered in a thick layer of 

ice, but I could tell it was still alive. I summoned my energy into 
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my orb and pushed my hand towards the demon that jumped onto 

the wall. Another burst of frost emerged from my orb, consuming 

the demon in a shroud of icy gas, and it dropped to the floor with 

a shriek. I could feel the pain from my burns as I moved around, 

and I reached to my belt and grabbed a pain tonic -(well it's more 

like a potion, that's purpose is to block the pain during surgery, 

we carry them on our adventures to subdue the inflictions of 

battle, but I digress)- and drained the contents. I could feel the 

numbing effects take hold within seconds. 

Suddenly the demon standing before me covered in ice turned his 

head, cracking the ice surrounding his neck. His arm broke free 

from the ice enough to grant some movement. A black trident 

suddenly appeared within his hand, out of nowhere, covered in 

black smoke, and he reared his arm back and tossed the thing at 

me. It soared low and drove into my leg. I dropped to one knee 

and reached for the trident and pulled it out of my leg, and tossed 

it to the ground. 

The other demon, next to Tristam, got to its feet and a cracking 

noise emitted from both of its hands as a flash of electric static 

dashed across its forearms. It raised both hands outwards, one to 

me and the other to Tristam. 

The electric bolt shot towards me, but was blocked as I held up 

my orb and my own arcane energy forced it to bend around me. 

Tristam however was hit directly and I saw his whole body lock 

up as the shock coursed though all his muscles. 

A hideous grin of jagged teeth emerged upon the demon's face as 

he pulsed more electric energy into Tristam. I moved to engage, 

but suddenly I witnessed the demon become engulfed in flames 

and it began screaming in horror. 

“Rrraaaaauuugghhhggghh!” it screamed and then dropped to the 

floor with its body still on fire. 

“Da'loach! Get 'em!” came Jariah's voice as she appeared in the 

doorway. 

I reached for Gualichu's rod and used its energy to push the 

demon sitting before me towards the other end of the room. The 

ice surrounding it shattered as the power within Gualichu's rod 

forced the demon backwards. Two sharp icicles shot forwards 

from my orb and embedded into the demon's abdomen. The pain 

of my wounds was still evident so I reached for another tonic after 

stowing the rod. I could feel the numbing effects dull my pain 

more thoroughly, and I had to lean against the wall as a rush of 

intoxicated blood flooded my head. 

The demon slid across the floor towards Tristam and Jariah. It 

held up its hand and whispered something in its demonic 
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language. I saw the trident next to me disappear in a shroud of 

black smoke and then reappear into the hands of the demon. It 

stabbed up at Tristam, lying there on its back. The trident 

slashed across Tristam's side, narrowly missing his gut. 

“Oh no!” shrieked Jariah, as she threw her hands downwards, 

sending a gust of flames washing over the demon. It gave a quick 

scream, then stopped. Tristam tossed his dagger down, which 

thumped into the demons head, piercing its skull all the way 

down to the hilt. 

“Da'loach take a short rest, heal.” said Jariah as she walked over 

the dead demon and approached me. 

I slid down to the ground, my back against the wall, and sat 

there, taking several deep breaths. 

“Okay, let me uh...just uh, yeah, whoo! That was a close one, 

thanks guys.” I said. 

“We managed to figure out the damn, uh-” started Jariah. 

“That puzzle room?” I interrupted, “That's a tough one isn't it? 

Yeah, all rights, who woulda thought.” I said. 

She sat down next to me and looked at my wounds. She pulled out 

a medic's kit and pulled out some balm and bandages. 

“So what are you doing in here?” Jariah asked as she applied 

some balm to my burnt skin. 

“Nothing, it’s an empty room.” I quickly lied. I looked over Jariah 

and saw Tristam standing against the edge of the doorway, 

fervently eyeing the gold lying around the chest. 

“Ahhh just chill man,” I directed at Tristam, “We'll talk about this 

later. Logistical stuff, it- it doesn't mind a primitive woman such 

as yourself.” I said, now directed at Jariah. 

She looked up, stopped bandaging my balmed up skin and tossed 

the bandage roll onto my lap and turned to walk away. I finished 

the job and motioned for Tristam to come to my side. Me and him 

gathered some more of the gold and platinum plates within the 

room and walked back out towards the hallway. Jariah was 

overlooking the carvings along the wall intently, a look of unease 

on her face. 

“So those demons came from that room, let's go check it out.” I 

said as I pointed to the ramp. 

The three of us walked up the ramp, but other than the ring I had 

acquired to open the treasure room, there was nothing of 

importance. 

“Alright, uhhh, let's go back through the puzzle room.” I said after 

we looked around for a minute. 

We made our way back to the puzzle room, and collectively 

figured out the recipe to return back to the original room. There 
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we saw the rest of our party standing around languidly. They 

stood to attention as they saw us return. They asked if I was safe 

and I answered that I was. Jariah made a wisecrack about me 

being dead if it wasn't for them or something. Keeno stood up and 

asked me what our next move would be since we hadn't seen any 

kopru. 

“Follow me River Rats, I know where we are going.” I said and 

started to walk towards the stairs. 

“Yeah!” they shouted, “So what did you find in that puzzle?” 

asked Kelson, without stepping from his spot. 

I made that face as if I had to think about it for a moment, “Uh, 

some demons, kinda sucked, I got charged, I'm hoitun a little bit,” 

I said as I showed off my bandages, which Jariah scoffed at, “So-” 

I started but was interrupted. 

“So did you find our fifteen percent?” asked Kelson casually. 

“We'll talk about that later. Our adventures aren't over yet.” I 

said, diffusing the question. I looked at the River Rats and they 

seemed to be content with that answer, but Keeno looked back at 

me and gave me a perplexed look, “Fifteen percent of what? I 

don't know.” he said in his deep accent, shrugging his shoulders. 

“Keeno fuck yeah!” I shouted, the effects of the tonics perhaps, 

“Keeno take point with me man.” I said energetically. 

“Alright.” he said in response and walked up next to me, and we 

both began to walk down the stairs. 

“I don't want to lose you Keeno, you're a good asset to my- to my 

team.” I stated as we walked along the dank hallways. I began 

mulling the idea of recruiting him to our crew, but it donned on 

me that now most all of the fighting men of his tribe were gone, 

he probably wouldn't want to leave the potential option for a 

harem of women to instead join a band of misfit pirates upon a 

decent sized schooner. I pushed the though in the back of my 

head, but that pushed the thought of the elfwoman forwards in 

my mind, and the thought of her swollen breasts and belly got the 

blood swelling in my undergarments, thankfully the shadows of 

the situation hid my bulge.   

 

We walked along in this dreary place, with Jariah's light spell 

illuminating our path. We retraced our steps all the way back to 

the fork after the giant statue room, where the living hallway was 

located. I figured that would be the path we would have to take, 

because last time I was here that was the path that led us to 

those adolescent kopru that we had killed. 

I peered at the hallway made of living flesh and I felt uneasy. I 

stepped in first, my boots pressing into the soft flesh. I could feel 
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it pulsating slightly underfoot, and the soles of my feet stuck 

slightly to the saliva-like fluid that covered the surface of the 

fleshy interior. We all marched through cautiously, and came to 

an area where several statues of demonic creatures jutted out of 

their fleshy surroundings. This was the room where a stone 

gargoyle had come to life and attacked us on my last visit. I 

stopped our march and looked around the room and I pulled out a 

sunrod. I saw nothing dangerous within the light and looked to 

my party, “Let's press on.” I said quietly. 

The fleshy hallway ended at a ramp some distance further in. The 

ramp moved upwards and then split into two separate ramps that 

led further up into the structure. I recalled last time I was here 

that there was a room at the top of this ramp that was full of 

chained up primitives, and I was hoping that there would be none 

here to welcome me back. 

We cautiously made our way up the ramps, splitting our party in 

half as we walked up each path of the separated ramps. They led 

to a hallway that went in two different directions. One was the 

room where I had seen the imprisoned primitives. I guessed that 

it was empty because all I heard from that direction was silence. I 

signaled for us to go that way, and I noticed Keeno's attitude 

change to a more aggressive demeanor. My predictions were 

proved right as we entered the room with the chains. It was 

empty of any prisoners, but Keeno walked over to one of the 

chains and touched them slightly. Jariah walked over to him and 

put her hand gently on his shoulder. 

“I remember being in here.” he said quietly. 

“No way.” I said, amazed that he had suffered in this hellhole. 

“I remember when you guys freed us.” he said as he turned and 

faced me. 

“That was you?” I asked, flabbergasted. 

“I was there.” he replied. 

“Yeah man,” I answered quietly, unsure of what to say, “Let's 

finish this.” I said after that. 

Keeno turned back to the chains hanging from the wall. I stepped 

up to him and placed my hand on his stiff shoulders, “Let's bring 

these kopru down.” I said, with spite in my tone. 

He turned around and nodded, then we walked down the path 

ahead of the pack. It all started to drift back to me as we pressed 

on. We had to exit this room, which led to a chamber with a pit 

inside it, where a huge beast with large protruding plates on its 

back and a spiny tail attacked us, and we painstakingly defeated 

it. From there we came to another split in our path, one way led 

up a spiral ramp that dead-ended at a small chamber containing 
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a magical chest mimic that attacked Muzgash and Myself on my 

pervious visit. The other direction led to a room with several 

magical mirrors that summoned mirrored entities of the person 

standing before it, and that place had claimed victim to 

Axehammeran and Ralgar for a short time until they smashed 

the mirrors, ending the spell. After the mirror room there was a 

hallway with carvings of kopru and inscriptions of demonic 

writings that led to a balcony that contained a set of pillars with a 

hoop hanging in their center, which was where Ralgar had 

activated and summoned three demons. After that was another 

mirror room with several stone slabs laid across the room in a 

pattern, where we were forced to battle a golem. After that, there 

was a chamber with a small pool of heated water that had 

contained the adolescent kopru practicing their mind-control 

abilities on several unfortunate tribespeople, and that was the 

end. 

I led my party past these places, where there was still evidence of 

me and my brothers-in-arms' last visit here and our triumph over 

all the challenges I just listed. However, this time around the 

going was much easier and uneventful. 

On this occasion, when we finally reached that last chamber, we 

found not adolescent kopru waiting for us, nor adult kopru for 

that matter, instead we saw sitting within the heated water a 

large cluster of objects resembling urns. I knew instantly that 

they weren’t urns, they we're eggs. Kopru eggs. 

“They're kopru eggs!” I shouted and pointed to the cluster in the 

water. 

My party crowded around me and stared at the many urn shaped 

eggs sitting defenseless before us. I turned to Jariah. 

“Jariah, burn 'em.” I said stonily. 

A slow smile spread across her face as her hands were quickly 

consumed in her arcane fire. The River Rats grabbed their torches 

and lit them with their flint lighters and looked to each other 

eagerly. Sabre pulled a small bottle of oil from his bag and threw 

it at the nearest egg. The bottle smashed against the egg and oil 

sprayed all over it and splashed onto those sitting next to it. 

“Yyyyyyeeeeaaaaahhhh!” shouted Shield as he tossed his torch at 

the oiled egg. 

All of the other River Rats did the same and Jariah lobbed two 

fireballs at the cluster of eggs. The tightly packed eggs caught fire 

and the flames spread across all of them within moments. We 

could hear small squeals as the unborn kopru fetuses burned 

within their protective eggs. 
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“The mama is going to come soon, prepare yourselves!” I yelled 

over the squeals and hissing of the burning eggs. 

“Oh shit.” Sabre said as he pulled his swords out next to me. The 

rest of the party pulled forth what weapons they had and stood 

ready for any signs of action. In the meantime I reveled at the 

sight of the helpless kopru fetuses roasting within their eggs. No 

chance of survival. Take that nature.  

All of a sudden one of the eggs spread open and a steaming kopru 

baby attempted to squirm from out the top of the egg, screaming 

loudly in anguish, but the heat of the flames killed it before it 

could roll off into the water. 

“Yeah!” I shouted gaily.  

Keeno and Jariah hooted in delight at seeing the sight. 

But the kopru parents failed to appear, as I had feared. Even 

after waiting until the flames dwindled there was no sign of 

parental vengeance. 

“Let's head back. This room's on fire, let's find a room with a 

better vantage point. They are bound to come back to look at their 

babies.” I said to my eagerly awaiting party. 

I led them back to the balcony were Ralgar had activated the 

demon attack on our last occasion. There we waited by the walls 

carved with the murals of kopru and demonic inscriptions. 

“When do we get to see some action?” asked Shield as we assessed 

the situation. 

“I know,” I agreed, “I was expecting the kopru to be here by now, 

we pretty much just lit all their babies on fire. Pretty sure they 

would be pissed about that.” I said, looking out from the balcony. 

“Yeah, well the kopru are still at our villages’ man.” said Keeno. 

“Well fuck man, there is not going to be any at a kopru lair?” I 

snapped, irritated that I was wrong once again. 

“I don't know.” Keeno said in defense. 

“I feel like there should be some sort of kopru queen here or 

something.” I proposed. 

But Keeno only shrugged his shoulders.   

“Well then, I don't know if there is reason to stay here.” I said 

overlooking my whole team. 

Jariah looked around, deep in thought, and I asked her what was 

on her mind. 

“Maybe this is just a kopru nest.” she hypothesized. 

“Nest huh? Fuck! Well where is the fuckin' mom? The Mama! 

There is always a Mama!” I began to rant. But everyone just kind 

of looked to each other for an answer, but nothing was said. 

“Well group, should we stay here and wait for the kopru, or sally 

forth to the other villages and hopefully not have you- ABANDON 
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ME THERE!” I said that last part loudly and peered at Tristam 

with half-closed eyes. 

“What?! We're not going to abandon you once!” said Kelson 

defensively. 

“I'm not going to point any names,” then I said, “Tristam!” under 

a cough. 

Tristam stood there whistling to the air, and then he slipped into 

some dark shadows, disappearing within them. 

“Well, should we save these other villages then? I've been there, 

they are pretty rough man.” I said as I looked over the River Rats. 

“We haven't been back home- I mean the Lake Tribe village.” 

pointed out Keeno. 

“We haven't. Maybe we should go. Damn that's going to be a long 

walk.” I said with a sigh.   

 

And so the trek back to the Lake Tribe Village ensued. 

 

*************************************** 

It was nearly an entire day before we reached our destination. We 

made camp twice on our trip across the island to reach the Lake 

Tribe Village. The first time we made a brief camp a few miles 

outside the kopru's domain, a short ways into the desert, away 

from the stench of the swamplands surrounding the lair. We lit no 

fires and took shifts watching for dangers; I was exempt, being 

the Captain. We were there for three hours or so and then we 

packed up and departed, beginning our trek across the desert. 

The sun was just coming up and soon the blazing heat of the sun 

would batter down relentlessly upon us. The going was nearly 

unbearable by the time the sun reached high noon. The desert felt 

like an endless sea of dunes, swallowing our energy with each 

footstep that sunk into the hot sand. 

The desert seemed like it would never end, but thankfully it did 

when we finally reached the edge of the jungle woods. The shade 

was a welcome companion, but the humid air that lingered within 

the perspirating jungle made it nearly as unbearable as the open 

desert. We took refuge within a small clearing, waiting for the 

darkness of night to consume us. We welcomed the cool night 

breeze that blew gently against our sweaty skin, and we stole 

another few hours of rest before continuing on. 

After that, it didn't take long to reach the edge of the lake that 

rested parallel with the village. I thought I caught glimpse of a 

great burning fire from our distance across the lake but as we 

neared, creeping slowly through the woods along the lake's edge, I 
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could tell the light from the fire was dimming, and I faintly 

detected a strange acrid smell. 

Once we were on the edge of the village, I poked my head above 

the bush I was stalking behind and realized that there was a 

great haze of blackish smoke that was covering the area where 

the fire was. I strained my eyes to look through the swirling mass 

of smoke, emanating from a great pile of unknown materials. My 

heart began to pound within my chest as I suddenly spotted three 

adult kopru standing around the burning mound when a gust of 

wind parted the smoke, revealing them. 

I turned back to face my crew and I silently nodded and most of 

their attention turned to me. 

“Alright team,” I said in a hushed voice, “What do you want to do? 

Should we just bum rush these motherfuckers? I'm down for 

whatever.” I inquired. 

“We're following the captain's orders mayne.” responded Kelson, 

and the rest of the River Rat Officers nodded in agreement. 

I thought about it for a moment and when I devised a plan I 

huddled my team close around me, drawing a diagram into the 

dirt with a nearby stick. 

“Alright someone should sneak around, do a pincer move, cause I 

hate those, and these guys are wizards. If I know wizards, they 

hate those.” I surmised. 

I watched as Kelson and Tristam exchanged faces and nodded in 

agreement, then they slipped away into the cover of darkness, 

taking the initiative to maneuver into my planned attack 

strategy. 

“Alright,” I said as I turned to address the remaining five 

kneeling around me, “When I give the signal, attack.” I slammed 

my fist against the dirt as I spat the word “attack”. 

“I've been hunting these god damn things forever.” I said as I 

looked over my shoulder to the smoke haze lingering over the 

village. 

I looked over my crew, I could see the anticipation in their eyes, 

especially from Jariah and Keeno. I stood up, walked over to the 

bush I had been hiding behind, took one more look behind me at 

my allies and gave them a nod. I held my hand up and then my 

orb illuminated with a blue light. 

A great cloud of freezing gas appeared above the mass of burning 

material and the three kopru standing around it. Drops of 

freezing liquid rained down, creating a veil of smoke, gas, and 

steam, which blocked our line of sight to the inhabitants within. 

I felt Shield nudge my side, “Uh, was that the signal?” he asked 

plainly. 
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“Yeah!” I shouted. 

Shield raised his harpoon and charged out of the bushes, towards 

the cloudy mess happening before us. Sabre unsheathed one of his 

cutlasses and ran after Shield. Jariah and Keeno stood up and 

charged together, Keeno running just in front of her for her 

protection. Ofeen remained by my side, choosing to wait on the 

sidelines until her healing prowess was needed. I didn't see 

Tristam and Kelson move in to engage quite yet and I ascertained 

that the thoughts running through Tristam's head would 

probably be like this: “I'm not going to run into that shit, I've 

already been stabbed and froze before by Da'loitch, I know how 

this works.” 

But suddenly I heard odd squealing noises from within the fog of 

the mixed gases emanate over the hiss of the perishing flames. I 

briefly thought that my efforts had killed the kopru, but then 

something made me think again; this battle was just beginning. I 

moved closer, walking towards the chaos of the mixed gases, my 

crewmembers standing in a half circle around the whole scene. 

Grey smoke was thickening around the dying fire as the drops of 

freezing liquid suffocated the flames. 

“What the hell?” said Sabre as he stood on the perimeter of the 

cloud of gas. 

“Uh, should we go in?” asked Shield as he turned his back to the 

cloud and faced me. 

I could no longer hear the pained squeals from the kopru over the 

hiss of the fire, so I decided to end the onslaught of my frosty 

cloud. The bluish glow of my orb subsided and the cloud of gas 

quickly blew away with the breeze of the night. But nothing 

seemed to happen; thick grey smoke was still bellowing out of the 

dying embers, diminishing all hopes of viewing the kopru within. 

Something strange tickled my intuition about this smoke and I 

sniffed the air to sense anything amiss. I felt the slight tinge of 

the arcane energies, but the acrid smell of whatever was being 

burned within the flames was heavy in the air. The smell was 

nauseating up close, apparently the rain of freezing liquid had 

quelled the stench, but now that that had ended, the smell was 

heavily potent. 

“Careful of this mist! I think it's poisonous!” I shouted to my allies 

as I paced to the other side of the haze. I saw Shield give two 

heavy sniffs of his nose and then nod to me approvingly. 

As I moved to the other side of the haze I could better see the 

silhouettes of the three kopru, standing still like three distinct 

shades. 
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“Use ranged attacks!” I shouted as I pointed to the grey 

silhouettes within the smoky haze, “Flush them out of this mist!” 

I shouted again and raised my hand up and summoned my 

energies towards the silhouetted shapes within my vision. A 

sudden loud clatter resembling ice breaking against stone 

resounded within the haze, but I was unsure if my attack had 

landed. 

I saw most of my crew react in my fashion. Jariah lobbed a 

fireball within the smoke, a dim blare of light emanated from 

within the brackish plumes, Keeno threw a rounded stone with a 

small leather sling, Shield grabbed a rock and threw it into the 

smoke, and Sabre pulled a throwing dagger from his waistbelt 

and flung it into the smoke and a bestial shriek responded. A 

sphere of swirling energy of a dark red color came piercing 

through the mist directly at Sabre, but luckily he ducked to the 

side just in time to avoid the retaliation. The red sphere crashed 

against the ground, splashing reddish liquid upon the dirt which 

bubbled and hissed angrily.  

I summoned a light spell upon a copper coin and tossed it into the 

haze of smoke, but the light wasn't strong enough to break 

through the thick haze. I realized I needed to get rid of this cover 

of smoke which was making everything hard to appreciate. I 

focused every ounce of the small amount of kinetic magics I 

possess to push away the smoke. The smoke began to drift lazily 

with the wind, away from the center of the village, towards the 

northwest. As the smoke slowly dispersed I began to see 

something strange appear before me. My vision locked. I thought 

I saw five charred protuberances attached to a meaty limb 

hanging out from the edge of the doused fire mound. As the 

smoke drifted more and more away from the pile my illuminated 

coin revealed the true nature of the materials used to create the 

blazing bonfire. 

My breath caught in the back of my throat at the realization, and 

my blood boiled over with anger. The materials used in the fire 

were actually the bodies of the mind-controlled villagers enslaved 

by the kopru's machinations. 

“NO!!!” I shouted as I realized what was smoldering before my 

eyes, “GET THEM!!” I roared as the three kopru came into view 

for all of us. 

“AHLALALALA!” sounded Keeno as he gave the battlecry and 

rushed forward with his spear. 

Shield followed behind him and charged in as well. Sabre followed 

after Shield. I put my hand out and two icicles of arcane ice shot 
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forward, but both missed because the kopru moved forward to 

engage my allies.   

“That definitely wasn't supposed to happen.” I said to myself as 

the two icicles flew past my targets. 

I saw one of the kopru that looked unscathed of any damage look 

angrily at me, and I felt a little fear grab my stomach. I snapped 

my fingers and a sudden spark emitted from my fingers and 

wrapped around my hand, then it spread quickly over my entire 

body, covering me in my protective veil of flame. I shook off the 

fear now that my armor of fire was in effect. I pulled out my 

dagger and ran forward towards the fray. I ran to Sabre's side, 

who was stabbing at one of the kopru that rushed forwards. He 

slashed sideways but the kopru's tentacled hands latched around 

his wrist and lifted him off the ground by his arm. 

“I'll help you Sabre!” I yelled as I ran to his side and swung my 

dagger outwards and plunged it into the kopru's flank, forcing the 

small icy blade into the thick pinkish flesh of the kopru. 

The kopru seemed not to feel too much of the pain, but it did let 

go of Sabre and look at me with its harsh red eyes. 

“CHARGE!” I roared above the battle clatter. 

Jariah ran to the side behind me and lobbed a fireball towards 

the kopru standing behind the others. The fireball went flying 

towards the kopru and he put his arm up to deflect the attack. 

The fireball slammed against the kopru and consumed it in 

flames. But just as fast as it began, the flames rolled over the 

kopru as if it had flung a flaming blanket over itself. 

Ofeen began to run to Jariah's side, her time to aid her friends 

now here, but she suddenly stopped in her tracks and covered her 

ears and shook her head. We all heard it, we all felt it. A high 

pitched ringing noise broke through the air, throbbing in my ears. 

A hiss-like voice seemed to echo within my mind, and I could feel 

a painful headache, I noticed that all my allies were feeling the 

same effects. 

That's the one that killed our eggs! Said the hiss-like voice in my 

head and the one kopru behind the others pointed at Jariah, Get 

her! 

The kopru standing in front of me looked over its shoulder 

towards Jariah, who was behind me. It reached out to shove me 

aside, and a tentacled hand grabbed onto my shoulder and 

pushed sideways. As the kopru forced me aside I lashed out with 

my dagger, but it whiffed in the air as the kopru brushed past me, 

knocking me to the ground.  A split second later I heard a loud, 

shrill scream. 
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I whipped my head around and saw the kopru lift Jariah up off 

the ground by her neck. “No!” I shouted as turned over onto my 

hands.  

Keeno and Shield were standing several paces away from me, 

taking stabs at one of the kopru with their longer weapons. Sabre 

ran forwards towards the kopru in the back of the fighting as 

Tristam appeared and jumped on its back and started stabbing it 

repeatedly. Kelson was right behind Tristam and moved to attack 

the kopru, but it turned around, grabbed him, then threw him to 

the ground. Sabre stopped and helped Kelson off the ground. 

I turned back and saw that Ofeen moved to help Jariah, but the 

kopru holding Jariah shot Ofeen a sudden glance and its eyes 

seemed to shine a bright red. Ofeen stopped in her tracks and 

dropped to her knees. 

I got to my knees and looked into my orb. I could see the images 

of the three kopru reflecting off of the orb's surface and I 

summoned my energies around them. I waved my hand over my 

orb and then a burst of white frost emerged in the air above us. It 

drifted downwards and was drawn to the kopru like metal to 

magnets. 

All three of the kopru were suddenly covered by a frosty mist, 

slowing their movements in response to their rapidly cooling 

blood. The one with Jariah clutched in his tentacles felt the full 

effects of the frigid air and dropped Jariah to the ground. She 

landed against the ground with a thud and a soft puff of dust. I 

reached to my belt and withdrew Gualichu's rod, I used the 

magics within to slide Jariah backwards, away from the kopru 

and into safety. 

Skwah! I thought to myself, and suddenly the black energies of 

my Obsidian Eagle Statue went into effect. The black wings 

erupted from my back, crowding the closely packed engagement. I 

pressed hard off the ground and the black wings lifted me with a 

powerful flap. I went into the air, soaring over the kopru who 

moments before had Jariah helpless in its grasp. I landed against 

the ground, standing over Jariah, protecting her from the wrath 

of the kopru's malice, and the black wings dissipated into 

nothingness. 

Following the display, all three of the kopru suddenly looked over 

at me standing over Jariah, then they all let out a loud screech 

simultaneously. The combined effort of the screech broke the 

barrier of mortal sound and a great ripple of air blasted outwards, 

knocking my allies to the ground as the shockwave pushed 

through them. The sound felt as if my eardrums had exploded but 

thankfully I put my orb within my hand up against the blast and 
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focused my shielding energies to deflect the shockwave around 

myself and Jariah. 

Then in unison the three kopru slid forwards across the ground, 

heading directly for me with swift speed, moving past my 

grounded allies. One reached me before the others and punched 

forward with its tentacled hand. I still held my orbed hand out, 

focusing my shielding powers in front of me. I saw as the 

tentacles of the kopru's hand parted open and three clawed 

fingers held together came forwards with one powerful thrust. 

The power behind the kopru's attack was immense and its spear-

like hand broke through the invisible barrier and pierced into my 

belly. I cringed as the dagger-like claws worked into my body 

where my intestines are located. The pain was mind-jarring. In 

my defense, the kinetic force of my arcane shield reacted in equal 

force against the kopru and it sent the kopru sprawling to the 

ground, not only that, but as the claws retracted, the flames 

surrounding my body caught the edge of its hand and singed its 

scaly flesh. 

As that happened another kopru stabbed forward at me with its 

claws, this one pierced into my ribs, along my back. If not for my 

repelling shield of arcane energy, the blow probably would have 

punctured my lung. The kopru was sent tumbling to the ground 

and the flames from my fiery armor ignited its whole arm. The 

pain was incredible, yet the onslaught still wasn't over. The third 

kopru came up to me so fast I didn't even have time to react in 

retaliation. I felt as if my brain was about to push my skull apart 

when the kopru pushed through my arcane shield and forced its 

tentacles onto my head, channeling its powerful psychic energies 

against my mind. Darkness began to creep over my vision but 

suddenly the kopru gave a shriek of pain and let go as its hands 

began to burn against the flames. I released my shield, and it 

blasted violently forwards, slamming into the kopru, knocking it 

backwards to the ground. 

I was hanging on by a thread. The grievous wounds would take 

me soon and I could feel my consciousness slipping with every 

passing moment. I felt my stomach heave and a small amount of 

the contents of my stomach spilled out of my lips, mixed with 

blood, I ignored this and focused all my concentration on staying 

conscious. Suddenly my heart lifted as I saw my allies creep up off 

the ground. Shield moved forward and stabbed down at the first 

kopru that had attacked me, driving his harpoon into its gut. 

Sabre positioned himself over another of the kopru and stabbed 

his cutlass into its arm, the cold steel pierced the kopru's forearm 

and drove into the dirt beneath, and then Sabre unsheathed his 
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secondary cutlass. Keeno appeared over the last kopru and raised 

his spear over his head. 

I spilled over onto ground, landing on my rump. My eyes shut in a 

long blink, and I took a labored breath. Suddenly I felt a wave of 

comforting energy as Ofeen placed both her hands over my 

separate wounds and whispered something in elvish. The pain of 

the wounds subsided to a tolerable level and I forced myself up off 

the ground, I turned to look at Ofeen and she immediately placed 

an open bottle of tonic to my lips and raised my hand to the glass. 

I tilted the bottle to the sky and drained it as fast as I could 

manage.   

I turned back to the fighting and saw that Tristam and Kelson 

had joined the fight, aiding Sabre. I realized that Keeno hadn't 

struck his foe. Instead he had a strained look upon his face and 

the kopru was looking up at him from the ground with a locked 

gaze. Keeno looked to me with a frightful look in his eyes and 

then lunged at me with his spear. We both yelped in panic, and 

then I yelled in pain as his spear stabbed into my upper chest. I 

grimaced and groaned. 

“Keeno you bastard!” I managed to yell as I looked up from the 

point of the spear lodged into my body. 

“Da'ouh noooo!” he sputtered, attempting to regain control of his 

mind. 

“I'm sorry.” I whimpered softly as flames crept along the haft of 

his spear and raced across his arms and he screamed in pain, “I'm 

sorry Keeno!” I yelled to him. 

I could see the kopru loom up behind him with an outstretched 

arm, its tentacles wriggling in rhythmic patterns. Keeno pulled 

the spear backwards, took a step back, and then suddenly lunged 

forwards again. Ofeen's hands pulled me to the side and we both 

tumbled to the ground as Keeno's spear stabbed the air where I 

had been standing. I heard the harsh ringing sound once more, 

and the voice in my head followed. 

Stop this foolishness. They killed our babies! sounded the hiss-like 

voice once more. I heard strange noises as the other two kopru 

being attacked responded to the call. 

I forced myself up once again and pulled a portion of the fire 

covering me into my orb and whipped my hand sideways through 

the air. The flames arced outwards like a long curved blade. The 

blade of fire licked against the kopru fighting Sabre, Tristam, and 

Kelson, burning the flesh upon its back. The kopru standing 

before me, controlling Keeno's mind, slithered backwards to avoid 

the arcing flames but the fiery blade slashed against its chest, 

opening and cauterizing a large gash. It gave a gurgled scream. 
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The path of the fiery blade lastly slashed against the side of the 

kopru attacking hard against Shield. It screamed as well. 

I reached my hand to Ofeen and she reached her arm up to take 

my hand. I instead continued my hand on to her waist and 

snatched another pain tonic, and opened the bottle. I poured half 

the contents onto my new chest wound and then drank the rest. 

The pain began to subside once again and I turned back to the 

fighting. 

I saw as a kopru put its hand out with its tentacles swirling in 

rhythmic motion towards Sabre in an attempt to mind-control 

him, but Sabre lashed sideways with his cutlass, severing one of 

the tentacles. The kopru squealed and then retaliated with its 

other injured arm, smashing it against Sabre and sending him 

stumbling towards the ground. It turned to the side and rushed at 

Tristam and Kelson. Shield on the other hand took a step back, 

narrowly avoiding the prodding claws as his adversary lunged 

forwards at him. Shield stabbed forward with a powerful thrust of 

his harpoon. The harpoon drove straight into the kopru's eye and 

bored into its skull. The heavy kopru went limp and dropped to 

the ground. Shield kicked hard against the dead kopru's face as 

he pulled the tip of the harpoon out of its eye socket. I could tell 

the other kopru was still drilling its influence into Keeno's mind. 

Keeno charged forwards full bore towards me. I judged his 

trajectory and speed and at the last second I slipped to the side 

and dashed several paces away from him. I turned and saw the 

kopru turn to follow me with its gaze, as it did so Keeno did the 

same and turned and chased after me. I could see the 

unwillingness written on his face, but the influence of the kopru's 

tricks forced him on. 

I shifted to the side, placing myself in line with the beast 

controlling Keeno. I whipped both my hands to my side and then 

hurled them forward. My orb shined with a bright bluish-white 

light and a cone of frosty air shot forwards at the kopru. The 

kopru put its hand forwards to will me to stop my attack, but I 

was steadfast and continued the assault. Icy air surged around 

the kopru like a howling storm of snow. Ice collected around it 

and I could tell it was becoming disoriented. 

The other kopru disengaged with Kelson and Tristam and swiftly 

slithered towards me. I was caught unawares as I suddenly felt 

three powerful claws wrap around my arm, followed by several 

thick tentacles. The kopru wrenched my arm upwards and then 

slammed its balled fist into my face. The world turned white and 

then black. When I opened my eyes the world was spinning in 
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circles. I heard the kopru squeal and then let go of my arm as its 

tentacles withered against the flames covering my arm. 

I looked to the side as I heard footsteps sound beside me. It was 

Keeno. 

“Ah Keeno, no, get away.” I mumbled incoherently just before 

Keeno stabbed at me. And he did do that, slashing out against my 

left arm, “TRISTAM!” I yelled in response. A sizeable swash of 

flame splashed outwards towards Keeno's bare chest and landed 

against his skin, instantly singing a good portion of the flesh on 

his pectoral. He screamed loudly in pain and then fell backwards 

onto the ground. 

“OFEEN! HEAL KEENO!” I roared as loud as I could. 

I heard a sinister hissing laugh in my mind, and as I looked up I 

could see the tentacles overlapping the mouth of the kopru 

controlling Keeno flapping wildly in amusement. 

“Ofeen! Heal Keeno!” I yelled once more. 

The laughing within my mind abruptly ended as Tristam's 

shortsword emerged out the front of the chortling kopru's face. 

Kelson's sword bursted out the front of its belly at a nearly 

simultaneous moment. The large creature thudded heavily 

against the ground as it spilt forwards. 

I held my fist up and focused my energies towards the last kopru. 

The ground beneath the kopru rumbled softly and I pushed my 

open palm upwards. 

A five foot tall hand of ice bursted form the ground and attempted 

to swipe out at the kopru, but it slipped out of the way and reared 

itself up right next to me. It reached it's unburnt hand towards 

me and its tentacles parted. The suction cups lining the length of 

the tentacles vibrated in an odd manner and a blast of psychic 

energy blasted towards me. I felt a rush of pain flash within my 

mind but the pain quickly subsided, probably due to the level of 

intoxicating tonic that was rushing through my blood. My mind 

seemed a little befuddled but I managed to close my eyes and 

imagine a murderous kopru twin to match my adversary. When I 

opened my eyes, standing behind the attacking kopru was an 

exact imagined copy looming behind it. My conjured kopru 

punched forwards, and its claws bursted out the front of the real 

kopru, splattering blood against my flaming chest, which hissed 

into evaporation. The kopru looked down at the bloody, clawed 

hand protruding from its belly and then it looked up to me. It 

lifted its arm feebly and then its tentacles grabbed hold of my 

head. I could feel the slimy fluids covering the tentacles against 

my skull, and I could smell the thick stench of flesh being burned, 

and then I felt an immense pulsating pain reverberating 
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throughout my skull like a relentless series of throbbing 

migraines. 

I gave muffled coughs uncontrollably as the smoke of the boiling 

flesh filled my mouth. The darkness of unconsciousness was 

quickly overwhelming my awareness. The grip of the kopru's 

tentacles slowly released and I could see the blurry images of my 

conjured kopru stab through its counterpart once more, spilling 

more blood onto me, and then its image blurred even further, 

disappearing like smoke drifting away into the wind. Darkness 

overcame me then, and I remember falling backwards. A 

prolonged sensation of slow falling. Falling towards death. I 

remember thinking in the dark before I hit the ground, The 

Captain went down with his ship...  

Then I hit the ground, and then everything was silent. 

  

*************************************** 

I woke up in a tent. 

I could smell strange scents, and I saw a smoking incense on a 

small shrine on the other side of the tent. My vision was blurry 

and my eyes felt like they were sealed shut by a layer of crust. I 

looked around and saw a dark figure move from across the tent. I 

was startled but then comforted as a beautiful elvan face emerged 

from the shadows. It was my elfwoman, with her big round belly 

protruding in front of her. She walked to the bed I was laying on 

and put her hand affectionately on my cheek and smiled. Then 

she turned and walked out of the tent. 

Shortly after, I saw Keeno emerge in the tent's opening, bandages 

covering both of his arms and around the other wounds he 

sustained in the final battle. He saw me looking at him and he 

threw his hands up in the air and gave an excited cry. 

“Keeno!” I shouted excitedly, happy that he survived. 

The news had already spread, and as Keeno stood in the opening 

of the tent I saw the River Rats start to pour in behind him, 

pushing past him in their eagerness to see their captain. 

Sabre and Shield gave me excited greetings and rushed over to 

me. 

“Yeah you guys!” I said, and moved to give them the forearm 

grasp but the pain was too much and I recoiled back. Keeno 

nodded approvingly from the doorway. I saw Tristam step 

through the opening, and he pointed at me, then gave me a sly 

smile. 
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“Yeah Tristam.” I replied and managed to point a finger back at 

him. 

Jariah stepped in after him and I could tell she was still feeling 

the aftereffects of the battle. Bruises and scrapes covered her 

body and neck but she seemed in high spirits. She quietly 

thanked me for saving her. 

“I got you, I got you.” I said, happiness escalating inside me 

knowing that all my friends survived. 

They told me that I had been stabilized following the battle, but 

the effects of the kopru's mind-bending attacks left me in a 

comatose state. My crew told me that they had to make an 

impromptu stretcher out of sticks, some leather shoe strings, and 

a hammock found in one of the nearby empty huts. After they had 

treated their own wounds they burned the bodies of the slain 

villagers in the proper fashion. They also gathered the three 

kopru bodies and burnt them over a makeshift pyre. They rested 

in the huts until daybreak, leaving Ofeen to tend to all of our 

wounds. Jariah, Keeno, and Myself were the ones in the most dire 

state. My stab wounds were treated first and packed with 

sterilized bandages to stuff the open wounds.  

Jariah was probably the best off out of us three, most of her 

suffering was from the near fatal asphyxiation, Keeno on the 

other hand suffered the multitude of burn wounds. However, with 

the variety of exotic plants living upon the island, and the sheer 

size of them, it was easy for the other River Rats to locate some 

materials for Ofeen to make a curative balm for his burns. Ofeen 

also made some ointments for me to help with the healing 

process. 

It was slow going on the way back. They traveled along the 

borders of the desert and the jungle. I was carried across the 

island in that stretcher, most of the time carried by Shield. I 

broke out into a fever the second night and they thought I was 

going to die, but the gods were gracious and let me live. A small 

foraging party from the gate village found us on the third day and 

they sent word back to the village. Many of the able bodied 

inhabitants of the village met us in the jungles and brought with 

them food, and drink, and medicines. They crafted a better 

stretcher for me, alleviating Shield's burdens. By the next day we 

were all back at the gate village, and hearing the news of the 

victorious slaying of the kopru, the village broke out into 

celebrating. I was taken to a hut and put under constant 

supervision. 

My elfwoman watched over me day and night, foregoing the 

celebrations. A wisewoman came and gave prayers and chants to 
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these people's mysterious gods. The celebrations lasted for three 

days. On the fourth day, once all the celebrating had died down, I 

woke up. It took another two days for me to recover enough to 

stand on my two feet. I was helped out of the tent by my 

elfwoman, and standing outside was the whole population of the 

village. They cheered as they saw me emerge from inside the dark 

tent. I put my hand up to shield my eyes from the bright sun and 

I heard a clamorous cheer arise from the crowd. They yelled 

salutations in their primitive elvan tongue. 

“He did it! You rid the land of the kopru menace!” they shouted 

with elation. 

“Yeah!” I shouted with a smile. 

“Even though you did die in the last battle.” snickered Keeno in 

his deep accent. He was standing behind me, leaning against the 

poles of the tent's opening, he stepped up and nudged me. 

“Hey I held it down though!” I snapped back at him. 

“I know.” he said with a laugh. 

I looked around and I saw Kelson flirtatiously attempting to 

coerce a beautiful elvan woman in the modern elvish language 

found upon Amerath. 

“I was a meat shield,” I said as I turned back to Keeno, “I took one 

for the team.” 

Keeno chuckled and placed a bandaged hand around my wrist 

and raised my arm up into the air. The crowd cheered more 

loudly and women and children began throwing handfuls of 

flower petals into the air around us. 

“Now we can reclaim our villages,” said Keeno as he leaned closer 

to speak into my ear, “And fuckin' repopulate the island.” he said 

the last part with another nudge and a grin. 

“I want to say one thing before I leave you people!” I yelled out 

loud, “Because most of your men died honorably,” the crowd 

began to quiet down as Keeno translated for me, “-fighting the 

kopru menace-” Keeno forwarded the words, “The one left here is 

Keeno,” the crowd was mostly silent, looking to me and then to 

Keeno relaying the words, “I want to name him-” I raised my 

voice, “King Protector of You People from henceforth!” Keeno 

paused his interpreting and looked to me and I nodded my head 

to affirm my declaration. 

Keeno turned to the crowd and interpreted the words. I grabbed 

Keeno's wrist and raised his hand up, and then the crowd went 

wild once more, shouting and screaming, and chanting Keeno's 

name. 

“King of the island.” stated Keeno softly. 
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The crowd was going crazy and then they rushed in and crowded 

around Keeno, touching him and giving him praises. Another 

celebration was commenced, the coronation of King Keeno. The 

women crafted him a crown made of various branches from the 

multitude of trees growing in the area. They also made him a 

thick cape made of sabertooth hides.      

During the night of the coronation I approached King Keeno. 

“King Keeno,” I said in a tone friends would speak to one another. 

He turned to me and embraced me. Then he asked me to name 

anything in his power he could give. 

“I want to invite you to join us on a war campaign.” I said to him. 

“Hell naw! I got to repopulate my island if you know what I'm 

sayin'.” he responded intriguingly, giving me a nudge. 

“Well then,” I said as I clapped my hands together, “Let us help 

you with that by partying tonight for our celebration.” 

“Uhh, alright.” he replied with a laugh then slapped his bandaged 

hand against my back. We both stepped out into the village. A 

great bonfire was lit in the middle of the village and already 

people were dancing around the roaring flames. Others were 

playing music. A giant boar was cooked over a pit on the other 

side of the village and women were carrying large platters of the 

slow-cooked meat and sautéed vegetables in a train of food. They 

served the villagers, and then other women brought fermented 

fruits and the party really took off after that. I sent Tristam and 

Kelson back to the ship to bring some of the crewmembers 

occupying the ship back to the celebration. 

They returned with about a dozen or so crewmembers, including 

Targus, who immediately joined those playing instruments, 

adding his musical artistry to the mix. They helped themselves to 

the festivities, indulging themselves in good food, fine drink, and 

most importantly: beautiful half-nude elvish islander women. All 

of us partook in the indulgences of passion, well maybe not Ofeen, 

she never seems to want to get laid. I don't know if Jariah made it 

with anyone, I want to say she slipped off with one of the 

beautiful young elvish women, but really I have no idea. I did see 

all the male members of my crew with partners, or two. And the 

newly anointed King Keeno was surrounded by at least five 

women, a humble start to a potential harem.    

After I indulged enough of the offerings of the celebration, I 

skulked off with my pregnant elfwoman and made sweet, sweet 

love to her. Then I fell into a deep, relaxed, satisfied sleep. 

 
*************************************** 
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I stayed about another week upon the Isle of Dread. I especially 

wanted to unravel the mysteries within the kopru lair so I 

prepared an archaeological mission to there. I acquired several 

supplies and had some paper and writing utensils brought to the 

Island from the Grizzly Snatch. I took the River Rats and the 

several other crewmembers of the ship who came on land to join 

my voyage as part of the survey team. Jariah stayed behind at 

the village to recuperate and to help Keeno establish himself as 

the King, and plan for the reclaiming of the island. Tristam came 

with me as well. Targus had seen enough of this island before and 

opted to remain at the village, giving me a wink as he told me 

that he would remain and play music for the villagers. We 

departed and made good time across the island with help from all 

the extra hands of the crew. 

We made base outside of the swamps of the lair. From there we 

delved into the kopru lair, mapping out the structure's interior 

and studying the multitude of carved murals within. We took 

careful precautions to avoid any accidents within that dangerous 

place, and thankfully our preventative measures paid off without 

incident. I was particularly intrigued by the two walls with the 

demonic writings in separate locations of the lair, which as it 

happened, were the two locations that held the two sets of 

awakened demons. I took careful rubbings of those walls using 

parchment and charcoal writing utensils. 

After several days of cataloguing the rubbings and information, 

we started to pack up our gear, we had also made it back to the 

small room past the puzzle doors and collected the chest full of 

gold and platinum plates and I had that carted out of the lair. 

Once we were all packed up we headed back towards the gate 

village. We saw two separate small parties of women scouting out 

and about in the jungles on our way back. Kelson and Ofeen 

translated as best they could that both of these groups of women 

were scouting out routes to create that would connect the other 

villages. 

We continued on and made our way back to the gate village, all 

without incident. King Keeno was waiting for us, with Jariah by 

his side. They welcomed us with a feast and told us of their 

progress and congratulated us on our successful excavation. They 

had sent out scouts to plan for future roads that would link the 

villages. I told them we had met them and they were pleased to 

hear that. Jariah informed me that she would remain in my 

company aboard the Grizzly Snatch, deciding that Keeno would 

be able to handle things now that he was King of the Isle of 
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Dread. I commended their efforts and thanked Jariah for 

remaining with the Grizzly Snatch. 

Following that, I ordered my crew to prepare the ship to depart. 

They gathered some necessities supplied by Keeno and the 

village, and by the end of the day the ship was ready. Thankful 

farewells were given from the inhabitants of the village as we 

stood on the edge of the cliff to depart back to the Grizzly Snatch. 

Jariah must have hugged every villager, for it took a very long 

time to leave. I embraced my pregnant elfwoman and rubbed her 

belly affectionately. She kissed my cheek, and said farewell in her 

beautiful voice, and then backed against the crowd. I turned to 

Keeno and embraced him. He laughed as we stepped away from 

each other and he thanked me for all that we had done to save the 

future of the Islanders. 

“If you want to repay the favor, take care of my son, and my 

woman.” I asked of him. 

Keeno turned back and looked at my lover, “Oh, I'll take care of 

her ahaha!” he said laughing. 

“Keeno, do that for me. Please.” I said in a serious tone. 

Keeno looked at me and then nodded, “I will Da'loach, I will.” 

I nodded back, waved at the crowd and then began my climb 

down the series of ropes now installed into the cliff. Jariah was 

the last up on the cliff and she gave a tearful goodbye and climbed 

down after me. Shield and Sabre were there waiting for us in one 

of the small rowboats. We climbed aboard and then Shield pushed 

us into the lapping waters. The two of them rowed the four of us 

to the Grizzly Snatch, who was itching to have her Captain back. 

I was helped aboard and then welcomed by the crew. Once the 

rowboat was hoisted out of the water, I ordered the anchor raised 

and then ordered the sails raised. We slowly drifted out of the 

quiet cove and into the open waters. 

The winds carried us swiftly to Tortoise Island were we stopped 

and resupplied the ship. Once that was settled we pushed out to 

sea once more and headed due east, back home, to the great city 

of Mission...



 
 

  



 
 

 

 
MUZGASH 
 

“Teachers can open the doors, but you must enter 

by yourself.” 
-Monk Proverb 
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Muzgash and his three traveling companions made it swiftly 
back to the city of Saint Rose. Leaving Mission through the 
Twin Gate Bridge, they were able to hitch a ride in one of the 
many merchant carriages that traverse the bustling King‟s 
101st Road. The trip wouldn‟t have been the most 
accommodating of transport for most people, but for four 
monks, accommodating is anything other than a cage. They 
slowly crept north through the day and made a camp along 
the road by night. They continued on north again at first light 
and traveled through most of the day. They were fortunate 
enough to ride in the carriage all the way to the little village of 
Pig Pen‟s Grove, a stone‟s throw from the Parklands of 
Rhonertia, and only a few hours march away from Saint Rose.  
From there they walked it upon the Old Redwood Trail to 
Saint Rose, and rested for the night in the ramshackle dojo 
that Muzgash used to call home. As they entered the dojo, 
Rangrim immediately dropped his traveling bags and 
stretched his arms out in the empty courtyard, “It‟s good to be 
home,” he said and walked over to a nearby bench and sat 
himself, “Juile-san take my stuff to my room will you, and 
Daniel-san, take Muy‟s things to his room. You two should get 
some early sleep as well, we have a long day coming 
tomorrow.”  
Rangrim's two young pupils scrambled to his requests. As 
they left with the traveling gear, Rangrim chuckled to himself, 
and then he reached into his pocket and pulled forth a small 
wooden case. Inside was a well used wooden pipe and some 
rare herbs, “Care for some meditation Muy?” he asked to 
Muzgash. 
Muzgash nodded his head in silence and took a seat next to 
Rangrim who had packed his pipe with some of his herbs. 
Rangrim lit a small piece of hempen cord covered in wax with 
his flint-striker and tipped the flickering flame to the herbs. 
He took a commendable inhale and then passed it to 
Muzgash. Muzgash took his own deep inhalation as Rangrim 
expelled the fumes with a fit of rough coughing. Muzgash 
quietly exhaled a plume of smoke from both of his stubby 
nostrils, and nodded his head in gratitude. 
Rangrim shook his head, “Nah, you kill it, I should get some 
rest,” he said, “and I would recommend you get some rest 
also. It‟s a long trek to see Sifu Lokag. Goodnight my friend.”  
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Rangrim retired to his quarters and Muzgash remained in the 
courtyard, breathing deep on some herbs and also of the 
familiar air of his old hometown. 

 
*************************************** 

 
In the morning Rangrim roused Muy from his slumber upon 
the courtyard bench. He is fully suited in his mountain gear, 
and so was Daniel-san and Julie-san standing quietly behind 
him. 
“Decided to sleep under the stars eh Muy, can‟t say I haven‟t 
done so myself. Well we should be going.” he says to the now 
awoken Muzgash. 
Muzgash gathered his belongs that had been brought out 
from his quarters. Fully suited up, the team sets off towards 
the mountains looming behind the dojo grounds. 
At the base of the mountain resides the Sprung Leak Lake. 
Fisherman can be seen hauling in their morning catches, and 
the swarms of geese and ducks crowding near the docks were 
honking in hopes to be rewarded with the scraps of a 
fisherman‟s breakfast.  
The beginning of the climb up the mountains called the 
Annadale Heights starts on the far edge of the lake. As they 
walk around the edge of the lake, Rangrim pulled out his 
pouch once again and packed some rare herbs into his pipe, 
and shares it with Muzgash as they walked. As they reached 
the far side of the lakeside, Rangrim turns to his friends, 
“Well,” he says, “the road gets treacherous from here on out,” 
and he looks over at Daniel-san and Julie-san and snaps at 
them, “Both you motherfuckers get ready!” he looks back at 
Muzgash and nods his head as he says, “I know you can do 
this shiet.” 
“Yup, yup, yup.” responds Muy without a doubt in his mind.  
The trail rapidly climbed at a steep incline, large rock gardens 
and unkempt overgrowth dotted the trail in equal measure, 
truly holding up to its description of „treacherous‟.  Muzgash 
stopped on the trail for a brief rest and he leaned his hands 
on his knees and took several deep huffs after stepping over a 
large fallen tree trunk in the middle of the trail. Daniel-san 
and Juile-san walked past him briskly. Julie-san made a 
remark to Daniel-san as they walked past, “What the fuck? 
We went back for this guy?” 
“Fuck.” says Muzgash in exasperation. He takes a few more 
deep breaths and continues on in tow. Desiring redemption, 
Muzgash gathers his inner strength and hastens his pace up 
the mountain path. He gains his bearing and begins to catch 
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up to the two young pupils, and then he passes them and 
continues on further towards Rangrim, who is leading the 
pack. Muzgash passed Rangrim and then set the hard-to-
follow pace for the rest of the group. As all their legs were 
filling with pains and cramps of fatigue, they were finally 
rewarded as the trail began to level out and cease its perilous 
obstacle course. Further ahead they can see the small, 
shallow lake known as the Sanjo Pool. Once they neared the 
lake they spotted a janky sign that signified the location of the 
lake. Some of the letters had worn away due to age.  
Rangrim stops and glances at the sign, “Sifu Lokag‟s hut is 
just across the lake, we can take this path right around the 
lake.” as he turns around he sees Daniel-san and Julie-san 
sanding in front of him, “Where is Muzgash?” 
The two pupils turn their heads but see no sign of Muzgash 
and they both shrug their shoulders. 
“Well I suppose he can‟t be far behind.” Rangrim says to the 
pupils and he begins walking down the path and they followed 
in tow. 
Little did they know that Muzgash was right next to them, 
hiding in the thick reeds that border the lake. He stealthily 
crept into the reeds just as they came to the sign, and he 
remained hidden, following the trio all the way around to the 
lone hut. He stepped out of the reeds and fell back in line 
behind Julie-san with superior nonchalance. Moments later 
Julie-san gave a sudden scream as she noticed Muzgash 
walking quietly behind her. 
As they all came around the far end of the lake they spotted 
the small, lonely hut with a lit firepit in the front. When they 
reached the hut Rangrim looked to Muzgash, gave him a nod 
and after setting his traveling gear on the ground, he sat 
himself in front of the fire with legs crossed. Rangrim placed 
his hands upturned atop his knees and closed his eyes and 
began to chant softly. Muzgash set his things down and found 
his place at the campfire next to Rangrim and focused his 
senses in meditation, which he culminated into a temporary 
inner peace. 
Their two pupils sat themselves on a nearby bench and 
watched quietly as their superiors meditated. 
After several minutes the door of the hut swung inward and 
out stepped a tall goliath man. He is well aged, and he wore a 
proud white beard, but his age was shadowed by his manly 
rippling muscles. He stands before them shirtless and his 
trousers were held up by an extravagant belt with the 
depiction of a dragon embroidered into it, and upon his head 
he wore an elaborate headdress adorned with many feathers 
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of various birds. He looked over the group in dismay and 
pronounced in a deeply heavy voice, “This is all that‟s left of 
my dojo?” 
Rangrim bows low to the ground as he says, “Yes, Sifu.” 
“God damn it. Those cultists did a number on our 
membership.” the Sifu growls. 
He seated himself cross-legged facing Rangrim and Muzgash, 
“Good to see an old apprentice.” he says to Muzgash, who 
responded with a nod. 
 He looks over them both for a moment and says, “Are you 
both ready to take the next step as students of this dojo?” 
Muzgash readily agrees. 
“Ahh, well I guess.” mutters Rangrim. 
Sifu Lokag sends Juile and Daniel-san a hard glance. They 
both squirm under his stare and they both nod their heads. 
Lay it on me Sifu, thinks Muzgash to himself. 
The Sifu nods his head in acceptance, “I need you guys to 
retrieve the Reauxzetta Stones.” 
“Plural? How many?” questions Muzgash. 
“Two.” 
Muzgash nods his head. 
Sifu Lokag resumes his briefing, “At Mount Riflesight is where 
the Reauxzetta Stones are located, for some odd reason we 
will need them for this endeavor.” he says as he points 
eastward to a great mountaintop far off that is tipped with a 
great helm of stony outcroppings. The Sifu regrets to inform 
them that he will not be going on their journey with them, “My 
place is here.” he states to them. And afterwards he gets up 
and turns to walk back into his hut for the night after the 
group agrees to take on the task. 
As the Sifu returns to his hut for rest, the group begins 
discussing their plans to reach the summit of Mount 
Riflesight. They make a small meal from their traveling rations 
while they discuss the next day's hike, and how the morrow 
will bring an even more arduous trek, having to descend the 
Annadale Heights, and then march to and scale the great 
Mount Riflesight. After they whine and dine they turn in for 
the night and sleep the early hours away to recover their 
exhausted bodies.   
 

*************************************** 

 
Muzgash is awoken by an orchestra of arising birds as the 
sun begins to dawn. He gets up and walks towards the Sifu‟s 
hut. He opens the door and sees Sifu Lokag sitting in the 
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middle of the room on a thin circular rug, meditating in 
silence, “Come in.” he says to Muzgash without shifting a 
muscle from his position. Muzgash sits himself in front of the 
Sifu. 
The Sifu opens his eye and looks at Muzgash with a smile, 
“It‟s been a long time, I‟ve heard you‟ve been to Mission and 
elsewhere…” he converses to his former pupil. 
They reminisce for several minutes about times long past 
before falling on the topic of the mission. 
“As far as the Reauxzetta Stones are concerned…” he begins 
as he explains the dire importance of their recovery, “I do 
hope you make it to the peak of Riflesight, it is quite a trek.” 
he finishes in earnest.   
Muzgash asks him if he will be accompanying them on their 
task, but the Sifu tells Muzgash, “No, I need to continue 
meditating.” 
Muzgash leaves his master as the Sifu slips back into his 
meditative state. Stepping back outside he sees his rousing 
companions. 
“Crackin‟ Daniel-san and Julie-san.” he says to them. 
“Morning, ohhhh.” says Daniel-san as he yawns. 
“What did Lokag say?” asks Julie-san. 
Muzgash responds with nothing and heads over to the still 
sleeping Rangrim and nudges him with his foot. 
“Uhhm, Muy!” says Rangrim as he wipes the sleep from his 
eyes. 
“We gotta get some stones.” states Muzgash. 
They all prepare a quick breakfast of traveling rations and 
gather their sleeping gear and then begin their 
disembarkation from Lokag‟s Hut.  
Once they start to descend the mountains, Muzgash begins 
jogging downhill. He gains speed and starts sprinting down 
the hill, carefully choosing his lines  and skillfully placing his 
feet in key sections of the rocky terrain. Over his shoulder he 
can hear the loud, and distant sounds of the three 
dojomembers huffing and heaving as their lungs ached to 
breathe. Rangrim was drooling from his mouth, dangling his 
arms limply as he trotted downhill after Muzgash. Daniel-
san's and Julie-san‟s complaining groans call out, “Euhh, 
euhhh, euhh.”   
Muzgash paused at the bottom of the hill and waited for his 
lagging companions with a big grin on his face. The group 
takes a small break at the bottom before setting off again. 
They travel a few more miles across the Valley of Rinconn, 
and once across, the group‟s path begins to curve upwards 
yet again.  
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Enduring the slow, steady incline, Muzgash again sets the 
pace for the pack. Eventually they reach the base of the 
stalwart Mount Riflesight. As they approach the foot of the 
mountain their path is suddenly blocked by a vertical rock 
wall. 
 Muzgash summed up the climb and put his hand out before 
the group as if to signal them to wait. He summoned up the 
concentration to perform the technique of the Spider Climb. 
Muzgash took in a deep breath and focused all his energy into 
a knee kick, smashing a deep impression into the rock with 
his kneecap. His thick pants scraped and tore open as the 
rock crumbled against the force of the kick, but Muzgash‟s 
knee remained unscathed. He took another deep breath as he 
put his foot into the impression and then barked out as he 
smashed his closed palm into the weak rock, creating another 
impression to rest onto. Holding his body between the two 
impressions Muzgash inhaled again and reached his other 
hand up higher out than before and gripped his fingers upon 
a small rock jutting from the cliff. In one synchronized action 
he pushed up with his toes, and he pulled up with all of his 
fingertips, sending him springing up several feet. Muzgash‟s 
hand grasped on the precipice of another small rock jutting 
out from the face of the cliff. He pulled himself up and 
clambered over the top of the cliff, he took out his rope and 
tied it off onto a nearby tree, and lowered it down for his 
companions to climb up the rock face.   
After they had all climbed up, they began making their way 
over rocks, and through shrubs and fallen trees, climbing 
steadily up Mount Riflesight. After a long and arduous climb, 
the group eventually reached a small level portion of the 
mountain. Rangrim stopped to catch his breath, “Shit, I think 
we are about halfway there.” 
Muzgash‟s face turned hard as the mountain‟s stone after 
Rangrim said that. 
Rangrim lent a helping hand to the two pupils who had lagged 
behind. Daniel-san looks to Rangrim once he is upon this 
level ground, “We‟ve gotta rest man.” 
Rangrim looks to Muzgash, “Your call Muy.” 
Muzgash, seeing that it is drawing near nightfall, and that 
they had covered a good amount of distance, decides to be 
merciful and lets the group set up camp here on the best 
place to do so. As they set up their bedrolls and started a 
small campfire, Rangrim sat down and pulled a bottle of wine 
from his pack, “That‟s what I was waiting for.” and he opened 
his bottle and took a swig. 
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As he was doing that, Muzgash takes out his own personal 
stash of rare herbs and presents them to Rangrim in offering. 
“Yeah!” Rangrim says. 
Daniel-san peers over to them questionably, “What‟s that?” he 
asks. 
“Finest rare herbs around.” Muzgash states, proud of his 
herbs acquired from Fiddenmar‟s seedier business 
connections. 
“Rare herbs?” he asks again. 
“Yup.” 
“For what?” he continues to question. 
“Sleep medicine.” Muzgash tells him. 
“Well I don‟t think I need any of that. I‟m tired.” says Daniel-
san wimpily, and he looks over to Julie-san, but she doesn‟t 
notice him for she is gazing longingly at the rare herbs being 
passed between her senior dojomembers. Daniel-san walks off 
sullenly to his bedroll. 
Noticing Julie-san‟s interest, Muzgash motions her closer. She 
stands up and moves over to sit next to Rangrim and 
Muzgash. 
“Hell yeah.” says Rangrim as Muzgash passes him back the 
wine bottle. 
“Ey, you done with that nigee?” Muzgash says to Rangrim 
after he fails to exchange the pipe. 
“Alright.” says Rangrim as he swiftly passes it over and swigs 
his wine. 
As Muzgash drags deep on the pipe, the contents flare to a 
bright orange and then dim as he stops inhaling. He holds in 
his breath for several seconds before letting out a great five 
foot bellow of smoke without coughing. 
“What the heck?” says Julie-san in response. 
Muzgash looks to her and offers to the young lady to partoke. 
She takes a small puff of the stuff and emits a weak cough. 
Rangrim passes her the bottle in exchange as she hands him 
the pipe. She takes a familiar swig and smiles. Muzgash looks 
over this young pupil. She is pretty, and well developed, likely 
late in her teen years, but her well worn traveling clothes 
don‟t show off her promise. 
The three of them smoke and drink, talk and joke, flirt and 
laugh well into the evening, and signs of Julie-san‟s 
inebriation are well evident. Muzgash leans closer to Julie-san 
and suggests that she rest in his bedroll for the night. She 
smiles as she bites her lip. Rangrim shouts out loud in jest, 
“Ahh, I'm not gonna be able to fit in there too man." 
Julie-san giggles and spills over onto Rangrim. They both roar 
in laughter. Rangrim subtly motions for her to come to his 
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bedroll and she begins to crawl on hands and knees towards 
his bedroll, Rangrim shoots Muzgash a wink and rears his 
head in laughter as he walks after her into the dark, 
“Aaaaaahhhhhhaaa!” 
Damn you Rangrim, Muzgash thinks to himself. 
Muzgash takes what remains of the open wine bottles and 
leftover remnants of the pipe and consumes them both 
respectively and lurches off to bed, the sounds of passionate 
rustling can be heard nearby. Muzgash laughs to himself as 
he closes his eyes for rest. 
 

*************************************** 
 
Several hours pass before Muzgash‟s eyes creak back open. 
It‟s still dark out, the moon is gone, and morning will soon be 
upon them. He can hear that the camp is still quiet. His eyes, 
being well adapted to low light conditions, notice a slouched 
figure staring directly into the fire. 
 “Let‟s go!” shouts Muzgash groggily. 
As he says that, Daniel-san diverts his gaze from the fire to 
glance momentarily at the awakening half-orc Muzgash. As 
Muzgash rouses himself from his bedroll he can see Rangrim 
and Julie-san still curled up in their tightly packed sleeping 
arrangements. 
Muzgash sits quietly next to Daniel-san and the slow burning 
fire. 
“I'm ready to go.” Daniel-san says to Muzgash sullenly. 
“Alright let‟s do this.” says Muzgash. 
“Should- Should we leave Rangrim, and Julie-san.” he 
responds feebly. 
“No wake „em up.” orders Muzgash. 
Tears well in the young pupil‟s eyes and he begins to sniffle. 
Muzgash looks over at him concernedly. 
“Julie-san was my girlfriend.” he professes to Muzgash and 
continues to sob. 
“Well no- still, wake him up.” Muzgash says to the poor lad. 
Daniel-san looks to Muzgash and softly shakes his head, “I 
can‟t. You do it.” 
“Alright.” breaths Muzgash. 
Muzgash raises himself and walks over to the sleeping lovers 
and kicks them awake. 
They both open their bloodshot eyes, “Oh shit.” says Rangrim, 
“Do you mind if we get dressed?” says Julie-san. Rangrim sits 
up and then stands up out of his bedroll, the edge of the 
blanket flaps down and one of Julie-san‟s soft pink breasts is 
exposed enough for Muzgash to catch a brief glimpse. 
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Rangrim stands up before Muzgash, stark naked, and 
outstretches his arms. 
Muzgash gives them both a hard look, “You do what you gotta 
do, let‟s just get going.” he says solemnly, and walks off 
towards the fire. 
 After they dress, the group packs up their gear and eats a 
quick breakfast of traveling rations. After that they start on 
again. The dark makes the going harder but they prevail. 
Muzgash was making easy work of the steep inclines after his 
nice nap, and the rest of the group were also doing well 
because of the rest. 
A little more than an hour pass before the sun peaks its face 
out from the distant horizon, sending light slowly creeping 
towards the climbing adventurers. As it brightens, the group 
can see that the peak is drawing close, perhaps another hour 
and they will have bested it. 
Soon enough they reach the peak of the mountain after a 
climb up over a gargantuan, slanted boulder. The summit is 
quite the spectacle. The eyes can see for hundreds of miles. 
Muzgash can just barely see the distant city of Mission, back 
towards the south, and he claims he can spot the Lusty 
Seahag from this view. After soaking in the epicness of the 
sight from the pinnacle of Mount Riflesight, Muzgash turns 
his attentions away and begins snooping around the 
surrounding area. The other three slowly turn their attentions 
away to assist Muzgash. Looking about, they come upon a 
small footpath that leads back down the mountain on the 
other edge of the summit, perhaps an alternate way to scale 
up and down the mountain. 
Puzzled, Muzgash searches his head for the answer to the 
mystery of these Reauxzetta Stones, and why they wouldn‟t be 
here where Sifu Lokag informed him they would be. He 
ponders momentarily on how he must be missing something. 
Then Daniel-san calls out to the group, “What‟s this? Hey 
guys, come help me.” 
Muzgash looks over towards the pupil's direction and he can 
see Daniel-san pushing against a rock which slightly shifted 
as force was applied to it. Muzgash walks over and lends a 
hand to push the rock. The both of them shift it only a little 
more where it seems to find a notch and resists their pushing. 
Rangrim and Julie-san approach and lend their hands, and 
the joint effort of all four manage to push the rock out of its 
resting place, toppling it to the side. 
Underneath the rock is a small opening that leads to a tunnel 
inside the mountain. Muzgash sends Rangrim a nod and he 
lowers himself first into the dark passage. Muzgash pulls a 
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sunrod from his bag and sends the illuminating light down 
the tunnel. It continues on straight for the entire fifty feet of 
forward illumination. Muzgash motions for Rangrim to follow, 
but Rangrim insists otherwise, “Julie-san should be in the 
back with me.” 
As he says that Daniel-san immediately chimes, “Okay.” in 
somewhat spiteful acceptance and drops in behind Muzgash. 
Muzgash just shrugs his shoulders and continues on. 
Traveling deeper, the tunnel appears to be of man-made 
origin, and as they travel another hundred feet or so they 
begin to notice that the tunnel widens, and it eventually 
opens up into a chamber. The chamber contains the 
remnants of what appears to be a temple entrance with 
unique architecture. 
“Holy shit!” says Rangrim in awe of the spectacle. 
There are pillars and arches carved out of the mountain‟s 
stone, all decorated with intricate designs etched into their 
surfaces. Some of the walls still have portions of ancient 
murals still visible upon them. There are also several 
doorways in each direction, one in front and one to each left 
and right. The right hand doorway has broken remnants of 
rubble barring the way inside, and its door has long since 
broken off its hinges and lies battered upon the floor. 
Muzgash walks over to the right and peers inside with his 
sunrod still beaming. Inside he can see that the infrastructure 
of this place continues on. In the adjoining chamber there is 
ruins of some sort of underground courtyard. No grass is 
growing here though, there is only dirt, debris, several broken 
benches, and a caved in central stone gazebo remaining 
within. The side-chamber seems to continue on further but 
Muzgash‟s sunrod will not permit vision past the gazebo. 
As Muzgash turns around to begin searching the other 
remaining rooms he comes face to face with Daniel-san who 
was sanding directly behind. 
“Ah, oh!” he says in surprise as Muzgash whirls around with 
his bright sunrod in hand, “Where are you going?” he asks. 
“Scoping it out.” responds Muzgash plainly. 
“Uh, okay.” says Daniel-san as he steps back out of 
Muzgash‟s way.  
Rangrim calls over, “What‟s going on over there?” he yells as 
he diverts his attentions from Julie-san. 
“Gotta see what‟s around,” says Muzgash, “we should check 
these other doors before we go further in.” 
“Should we split up?” rebuts Rangrim as he sends a sly glance 
to Julie-san. 
“No.” is Muzgash‟s response. 
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“Oh, alright.” snaps Rangrim. 
Muzgash heads over to the opposite doorway on the left. As he 
peers into the doorway, which isn‟t blocked by obstacles, he 
can see that this side room appears to be identical from the 
entrance chamber. In the room there is a door straight across, 
and two separate doors to the left and right. Muzgash takes in 
a long breath and turns his interest back to the central 
doorway in the entrance antechamber. 
As he nears this central doorway, Muzgash can tell there is 
something within the next room. He can see dim, flickering 
light seeping out from the cracks of the wooden door. 
Muzgash steps up to the two large doors and pushes the one 
on the left slowly open and peers inside. Tilting his head 
inside of the next room, he sees that it opens up into a large 
round area with two identical, opposing staircases, which line 
the walls and spiral upwards. 
Muzgash enters the room with his companions in tow. They 
all turn in a full circle gazing about this mysterious, yet 
beautiful chamber. There are surviving murals of painters 
long since gone, and there are also indented statues of 
unknown figures carved into the stone walls. The stairway is 
an impressive piece of architecture as well. It too is carved 
from the stone, but the detail is outstanding; the rails lining 
the edge of the stairwell are covered with thousands of scales, 
and each support beam is carved in the likeness of a scaly, 
clawed, reptilian leg. The stairwells curve upwards and join 
together further up and then split again as they spirals even 
further above. 
Muzgash begins to creep up the left stairwell, step by step, 
closely examining his every footstep. Three steps before the 
section where the two stairwells meet, he spots a strange tile 
resting loosely upon said step. 
He looks back to his companions. 
“Daniel-san, check it out.” he requests as he motions to the 
loose tile. 
Daniel-san warily nears the loose tile and examines it. 
Noticing no apparent threat, he kneels down and reaches out 

to the tile, pushing it back into place. As he does so- ppphuut-
pphhutt-phhuutt- three distinct sounds are suddenly heard. 
In a flash Daniel-san is sent flying against the wall and is held 
there by three javelin-like projectiles as they impale 
themselves into Daniel-san's body. He gives a sudden wet 
gasp as he is thrust against the hard rock wall.  
“Ahh sshhhiiittt!” Rangrim shouts out in horror as his pupil is 
gored before his eyes. 
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Daniel-san's body hangs there limply in a gruesome display of 
blood and jutting stakes. One stake pierced through his arm 
and rib, pinning it against his body, the other two punctured 
through his torso, one in his upper chest and the other just 
below his lung. 
Daniel-san is able give a few parting words, “Julie-san I 
always…” he whispers in a gurgled hiss, “…hated you-
uuuuggghhgghh.” he slips away with a guttural sigh.   
“Ohh my god! DANIEL-SAN!” shouts Rangrim in a pained 
voice. 
Muzgash passes by the grizzly scene cautiously. Past his 
former pupil's corpse he can see that there doesn‟t appear to 
be any other traps. He signals his other two remaining 
companions on and continues up the staircase with cautious 
steps. Looking up ahead, Muzgash notices that the stairs join 
up into a small flat platform, and then split once more and 
continue up some more where they eventually join again at a 
large doorway. 
All three reach the joined section of the stairs and begin to 
ascend the splitting stairwells, only Rangrim takes the 
opposite stairway that Muzgash and Julie-san had taken. 
Behind Muzgash, Julie-san examines a few of the steps 
closely with her sunrod, “These steps don‟t appear trapped.” 
she states. 
They both stop and glance back down the stairs as they reach 
the level platform at the top of the stairs where it joins with 
the other stairway. They see Rangrim creeping up towards 
them; he is ascending slowly, his sunrod tipped low as he 
carefully examines each step. Once Rangrim nears the two, he 
calls out solemnly, “I can‟t believe what happened to Daniel-
san!” 
Muzgash turns his attention away and shines his light into 
the doorway, which seems to be another tunnel, only this one 
is quite small, only about five feet wide by five feet tall. 
Muzgash motions with his head to enter the tunnel as 
Rangrim reaches the peak of the stairs. Muzgash then ducks 
his head and enters the tunnel with his sunrod held out 
before him.  Julie-san barely has to tip her head down from 
scraping along the top of the stone tunnel. Rangrim ducks his 
head as well and enters behind Julie-san. 
Once he is about forty five steps in, Muzgash begins to feel a 
pattern of misdirection as the tunnel slopes up, turns, then 
slopes down, turns, and then wraps back up, turns again, 
and loops around and continues on in this repetitive fashion. 
Rangrim and Muzgash are forced to bend down the whole 
time they traverse this small, and confusing tunnelway that 
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seems to lead deeper and deeper into the center of the 
mountain. 
Eventually Muzgash begins to notice small patterns of 
intricately carved stonework upon the walls up ahead, and as 
he extends his sunrod out the light reveals tilework set into 
the floor further down the tunnel. 
Then the tunnel quickly opens into a large, stretching 
hallway, which is fortunately broad enough for the two half-
orcs to stand comfortably. The hallway stands about ten feet 
tall and fifteen feet wide.  
Muzgash passes his sunrod along the walls as he slowly paces 
down the open stretch. Upon the walls are beautiful, intricate, 
skillful carvings of men posing in different stances. Muzgash 
stops as he suddenly realizes the poses are some that he 
himself was taught in his own dojo. One man stands in a 
familiar strike pose, the other a block pose, continuing on in 
this pattern as far as his sunrod will illuminate. Rangrim's 
and Julie-san‟s awed voices can be heard as they too 
recognize the carvings.   
Muzgash continues on, carrying his sunrod with him. The 
light dims for Rangrim as Muzgash walks down the hallway, 
and he withdraws his own sunrod and resumes his 
examination of the various carvings lining the walls. Julie-san 
follows close behind Muzgash and they both reach the end of 
the hallway. There they see it opens up into a large circular 
room. A great circle made of an unfamiliar stone lies 
embedded upon the ground in the center of the room and 
within it contains another smaller circle. A line runs straight 
through the middle of the two circles and ends at a large disc 
shaped object carved in the likeness of a coiling serpentine 
dragon which rests against the wall on the opposite end of the 
room. In here, like in the hallway, there is also carvings of 
poses upon the walls, although they don‟t repeat in opposite 
patterns like in the hallway but rather they mirror each other 
in an orchestrated sequence that wraps along the walls and 
ends in matching poses at the dragon disc. Julie-san looks 
about the room in wonderment, and she begins running her 
fingers along the edge of the walls, inspecting the detailed 
work of the carvings. 
As Muzgash looks over the mirrored pattern of poses, he 
strides to the center circle set in the floor and begins imitating 
them. Julie-san turns to Muzgash and watches him curiously. 
Muzgash completes the series of poses but nothing happens. 
He looks around awaiting some sort of mechanism to activate, 
but still nothing happens, which only adds more puzzling 
thoughts in his head. 
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“What are you doing?” asks Julie-san in her curiosity. 
Muzgash doesn‟t respond and then walks over to the dragon 
disc and inspects it. Leaning close he notices that each loop of 
the dragon is a separate ring within this peculiar object. In 
the center of this series of rings is a bearded dragon head, its 
eyes starting directly across the circle upon the ground. 
Muzgash calls out to Rangrim over his shoulder but as he 
turns around he sees that Rangrim hasn‟t noticed and is still 
intently inspecting the carvings out in the hallway. He looks 
to Julie-san who has turned back to peer about the room, 
“Julie-san.” he says, and she turns around to pay attention to 
his beckon. 
“You see these poses?” he asks her and then points to the two 
halves upon the floor. 
After a moment of looking back and forth, Julie-san turns 
back to Muzgash, “I see what you are saying.” she says with a 
smile. 
She walks to the front of the room where the circle splits and 
she looks at Muzgash with eager eyes. Muzgash faces her on 
his half of the circle and then they both begin reciting the 
poses upon the walls in sync. As they meet upon the other 
end of the circle, completing the sequence of moves, they hear 
the disc begin to shift. They both face the head of the dragon 
as it coils in circles, and then each set of rings begin to slowly 
rotate in opposing directions around the head. Dust rattles 
loose as the head starts to withdraw into the rock behind it. 
As it disappears into the wall the smallest ring sinks back 
with it, and then the next one, and then the next one, each 
one shifting back with increasingly rapid succession. Rangrim 
rushes into the room as the last ring sets in place and shouts, 
“Hey what‟s going on over there?!”  
A sudden light bursts outwards from within the ring and 
illuminates the entire room with an incredibly brilliant glow. 
“Holy shit! What‟s going on?!” Rangrim shouts again as he is 
blinded by the sudden burst of luminescence. 
Muzgash holds his hands up to block the light from his eyes 
and begins to walk forwards. Rangrim and Julie-san follow 
behind hesitatingly. 
Muzgash walks through the light and he is suddenly within 
another room, then Julie-san and Rangrim quickly appear 
behind him from the doorway of white brightness open 
against the wall. This next room is well illuminated and is 
constructed out of an ivory colored stone. The room is lined 
with rows of intricate pillars made of the same material. A 
stream trickles lightly from a crack in the wall on one side of 
the room, forming a murky puddle upon the ground, and a 
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great marble double door stands at the far end of the room. 
The door is massive in scale and is wonderfully decorated with 
men performing martial feats around a serpentine dragon. 
Muzgash walks briskly across the room and heads for the 
door. Upon the door, besides the carvings, hang two large 
bronze rings from each of the doors that have both tarnished 
over with a layer of patina. 
Muzgash grabs both rings and tugs on them, attempting to 
open the doors, but nothing happens. He pushes upon each 
of the doors with all his might, but to no avail. He then checks 
to see if these doors might be locked in some manner but he 
can only surmise that he is simply unable to force them open 
due to their sheer size and weight. He grabs hold of one of the 
bronze rings and swings it twice against the door. As it hits 
upon the marble door a reverberating BOOM!-BOOM! is heard, 
rattling the room‟s inhabitants. 
“What the hell man!” shouts Rangrim in panic, and he begins 
slurring disgruntled words to Muzgash. 
Muzgash only shrugs his shoulder as nothing seems to 
happen in reaction to his loud knocks upon the door. He 
looks around the room in search of some sort of clue in 
unlocking the door. Rangrim follows him, expressing his 
unease of this mysterious place. But Muzgash shushes him 
as he realizes the sound of the trickling water has ceased. 
Muzgash looks to the wall where the stream was just running 
down, but now only a tarnished red streak and a lone puddle 
remain. 
Muzgash, intrigued by the reason for the stream‟s demise, 
assumes his spider technique and begins climbing up the 
slippery, ivory stone wall. He manages to scale far enough up 
the creases in the wall to see the origin of the stream. A small 
hole had managed to corrode its way through the wall and 
release the water through there, but no man could possibly 
squeeze through the tiny gap. 
Suddenly the creaking of the two marble doors reverberated 
throughout the room. Muzgash twirls his head down towards 
the opening doors to see a large, grey foot step out from inside 
the next room. 
“Julie-san! NO!” shouts Rangrim suddenly as he catches 
glimpse of the large figure stepping through the doorway. 
Following that moment, Muzgash sees a great stone figure 
loom over Julie-san and it swings its huge, cocked back fist 
toward the vulnerable pupil who was standing in front of the 
door. The hefty appendage slams against Julie-san with 
shattering force and sends the unfortunate woman sprawling 
through the air like a rag-doll. Her body eventually hits the 
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smooth ground and tumbles over several times before sliding 
to a slow halt upon the ground near Rangrim, leaving a bloody 
streak smeared on the ivory floor. 
Rangrim charges the great stone gargantuan, roaring like a 
madman. 
“AHHHHH!!!” he screams in rage. 
Muzgash scrambles down the wall to assist Rangrim. He looks 
down at the lifeless body as he bounds towards the door. 
Rangrim has already begun a furious assault of focused 
punches and skillful dodges against the stone figure that 
resembles a goliath man standing near twenty feet tall. 
Rangrim‟s advance pushed the great stone goliath back into 
the next room, which is actually an expansive hallway that 
stretches forty feet wide with countless pillars that line the 
edge of the walls.  
As Muzgash reaches the door, he dashes past the duel and 
charges down the hallway. The hallway grows dark about a 
hundred feet in, and Muzgash cannot see beyond that, but he 
picks up to a sprint and keeps charging forth. 
“MMMMMUUUUUYYYY!!!” roars Rangrim loudly from back 
down the hall. Muzgash looks over his shoulder and he sees 
the stone goliath land a heavy blow upon his half-orc ally and 
it sends Rangrim flying through the air screaming, 
“NOOOOO!!” and he hits the floor and skids along before 
slamming hard into a wall. Muzgash slides across the slick 
floor as he suddenly halts his sprint. He turns and sees the 
stone goliath quickly approaching the grounded Rangrim. 
Muzgash sprints back across the gap with dexterous speed 
and as he nears the stone goliath he leaps up and flies 
through the air. He brings both legs up and slams them 
against the stone goliath‟s back, driving all his momentum 
into his attack. 
The kick sends the great stone behemoth stumbling forward 
and it crashes headlong into the wall with all its weight in a 
thundering clatter. 
“Waahhhh!” Rangrim screams in horror as the stone goliath‟s 
head comes  crashing through the wall above him. He 
scrambles upon the floor between the stony legs in an attempt 
to escape the cascading stone rubble. He hastily crawls to the 
doorway and pulls himself up against the door and shouts 
out, “Get him Muzgash!” 
The stone goliath manages to pry its head out of the wall, 
scattering broken ivory stone and rock along the floor. It turns 
its attention towards Muzgash and begins marching 
methodically towards him. 
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Muzgash darts towards the stone goliath in a flash. He swings 
his fist in one rapid strike aimed at the kneecap of the 
advancing guardian. The blow lands but doesn‟t seem to affect 
the great stone statue. 
Its body creaks as it swipes the back of its great stone hand 
towards Muzgash, but it swings over Muzgash as he ducks 
below the hand. 
And then suddenly Muzgash notices a shadow pass overhead 
as Rangrim flies through the air with an outstretched foot 
aimed at the behemoth. Only Rangrim flew right past the 
goliath and tumbled upon the ground once more. 
Muzgash suddenly dashes between the legs of the stone 
goliath, then bows his legs and lowers his stance, focusing his 
energies into his next attack. He claps both hands together 
and then pushes outwards with both hands in opposite 
directions. Each hand slams forcefully against the shins of the 
stone goliath, forcing the legs apart. The uncontrolled force of 
movement in its legs knocked the goliath off balance and it 
toppled over, nearly crushing Rangrim beneath it. Muzgash 
quickly unleashes a punch against one of its knees leaving a 
small cluster of cracks, and a small piece of stone broke off. 
Muzgash then leaps atop the fallen adversary and sprints 
along its body and bounds off its face back onto the floor. He 
wraps his arms around its forehead and attempts to keep it 
forced upon the ground, but the stone head begins to lift and 
the slick surface slips out of Muzgash‟s grasp. Meanwhile, 
Rangrim ran up to its knee and slammed his closed fist down 
upon the fallen goliath‟s kneecap with a loud crack. 
“This is for Julie-san!” he roared as he began chopping his fist 
down furiously into the stone knee. The blows proved too 
much, and the stone knee crumpled against the repeated 
impacts and it severed, dropping the limb to the ground with 
a loud thud. The opposite leg whipped to the side, catching 
Rangrim in the back which smashes him face-first into the 
floor. 
Muzgash seeing his moment, reaches out with his fingers 
outstretched, whipping them down into the forehead of the 
goliath. Thin cracks snapped across the stone face as 
Muzgash's burly fingertips drove into the stone. Muzgash 
pulls upon the dimples he made in the stone and pushes with 
his feet in one synchronized action, hopping onto the goliath's 
shoulder. He punched his fist into the goliath's chin, 
dislodging the jaw. Muzgash flung his fist up in an uppercut 
strike and the goliath's stone jaw broke into several pieces, 
and one half of the goliath's face broke off and flew against the 
wall, shattering into a cluster of unambiguous stone shards.  
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The stone behemoth slowly slumped to the floor and went 
still. It ceased to move thereafter. 
Muzgash hopped off of the dormant stone figure, standing 
over the smashed pieces of the stone face, heavily panting 
after vanquishing this sentient construct. Muzgash snaps his 
head to the side, remembering his ally lying sprawled upon 
the floor. He slowly walks over to the limp and battered 
Rangrim who appears in a terrible state, perhaps dead by the 
look of him.  
Muzgash gently rolls him on his back; Rangrim is bleeding out 
of his nose, leaving blood smeared all over his lower face, and 
his fingers looked like swollen bloody sausages, and a gash on 
the back of his head had turned his hair a dark reddish-black 
mess. Muzgash holds his palm over Rangrim‟s mouth and 
catches the faint touch of a weak breath. Muzgash never was 
a good nurse, so he decides to try his magical ring that he 
wears around his meaty finger.   
Muzgash slips off the ring on his finger and grabs Rangrim‟s 
hand in an attempt to slip him the ring, but Rangrim‟s fingers 
have swollen too much and the ring won‟t fit.   
“Here take this.” Muzgash says as he puts the ring in 
Rangrim‟s palm and closes Rangrim‟s fingers around the ring. 
Muzgash sits himself cross-legged and meditates patiently, 
hoping the ring will take effect. 
A short time later, Rangrim stirs and mumbles weakly. He 
looks around the room as he gains his consciousness. He sits 
up feebly, leaning on one of his elbows, “Aw shit. My fragile 
fingers.” he says with a cough. The swelling in his hands had 
subsided a little, his nose stopped bleeding, and the gash on 
the back of his head had coagulated nicely and ceased to leak. 
As he opens his battered hand he notices the ring clutched 
within. He passes it to Muzgash, “Hoo, thanks Muy!” he says 
as he gently touches the back of his head and winces a bit. 
“Let‟s go scrape Julie-san off the floor I guess.” Muzgash says 
as he raises himself. 
Rangrim doesn‟t move from the floor, and a single tear runs 
down his face, leaving a streak through the crusty blood, “I 
can‟t.” he says as he holds back more tears. He looks up to 
Muzgash‟s blank face, “We should just leave her like we left 
Daniel-san.” says Rangrim hoarsely. 
Muzgash only shrugs his shoulder, “Sounds good. Let‟s do it.” 
and turns and begins to march further down the giant 
hallway. Rangrim rouses himself from the floor and limps 
slowly behind Muzgash. 
The two slowly traverse down the hallway for a ways and 
eventually they come upon another double door, this one a 
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replica of the doors at the entrance to the hallway. As they 
approach the door the fear of another encounter with a stone 
guardian clearly etches itself upon their faces. 
“Shit mannnn.” groans Rangrim loudly. 
Muzgash takes a breath and approaches the door. He again 
pushes upon the door with all his might but, like before, 
nothing happens. 
“Mhellon!” Muzgash says to the door, but the only response is 
Rangrim‟s “Yes?” 
“Shut up.” 
“Aww.” 
“Rangrim, knock on this door.” orders Muzgash. 
Rangrim does as he is told and grabs one of the bronze rings 
and raps it against the door, GHUNG-GHUNG-GHUNG! 
Nothing happens as Rangrim lets go of the ring and takes a 
few steps away from the door. After a moment, they hear the 
door begin to shake and then it begins to slowly creep 
outwards. A bright light forces its way through the crack in 
the door and slowly floods the hallway with white brilliance 
once the doors open wide. Inside is a small room built out of 
the local rock, with another of the illuminated portal 
doorways. Muzgash heads for the portal doorway, with 
Rangrim following in tow. As the two half-orc monks head into 
the white light they are brought to another small room, 
resembling the one they just came from, although, in place of 
another great hallway there is instead a stairway leading 
upwards at the other end of the room.  
Muzgash pulls out his sunrod and he leads the way up the 
broad set of stairs, which climb straight up at a steep incline. 
The two travel for what feels like an endless amount of steps, 
all the while looking out for any mechanisms that could 
potentially set off a trap; fortunately the two see none. 
Just before his patience reaches its end, Muzgash sees an 
opening looming father up the stairs. He stows his sunrod 
away into his bag and begins to creep stealthily upon the 
remaining stairs. As he reaches the peak of the stairs he is 
stricken with a peculiar sight. Expectations of another temple 
room prove wrong because the stairway opens to a small 
dilapidated terrace overlooking a moonlit valley. Muzgash 
looks back and peers down the stairway and then back to the 
valley, pondering if this was the wrong direction, if they might 
have missed some other passage within the temple. 
He extends his foot over the edge of the terrace where the 
railings have broken away, leaving a sizable gap. He prods the 
air with his foot, examining the area for any magical bridges 
that could be out of sight, but he does not locate such a 
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bridge. He pulls his sunrod out from his bag once more and 
holds it out over the edge and peers down into the valley 
below. The sunrod does not illuminate far enough for 
Muzgash to get a good perspective on the distance to the 
ground so he lets go and watches the light descend. He 
watches as it goes about twenty feet down then it suddenly 
disappears out of sight. 
Muzgash hears Rangrim limping up the steps behind him. 
When Rangrim reaches the top of the stairs he puts on a 
confused face as he looks about the surroundings outside, 
“Hey, what the fuck?” he says. 
“I don‟t know.” is all Muzgash says in response. 
Rangrim pushes his way onto the terrace, crowding the small 
space that Muzgash was already occupying, “Scoot over I 
wanna see this shit.” he says plaintively to Muzgash. 
Muzgash steps to the side to let Rangrim upon the terrace but 
there is little footing to spare, Rangrim presses harder 
anyways, nudging Muzgash‟s arm with his elbow, “Hey scoot 
over a bit man.” he says again. 
Muzgash inches to the side once more but his footing gives 
out as the stone's edge crumbles away, and he begins to 
topple over the side of the terrace. Before he can fall over the 
edge completely a strong hand lunges out and grabs him by 
the shirt and holds him precariously leaning over the edge, 
“What are you doing!?” shouts Rangrim as he pulls on 
Muzgash's tunic. 
“Iunno, you knocked me off the cliff!” snaps Muzgash in an 
annoyed voice, “What the fuck are you doing!?” he shouts, 
still leaning over the side of the terrace. 
 “Pull yourself back up damn it, I‟ll back up.” says Rangrim in 
a panicked voice. 
“Alright.” Muzgash says plainly as Rangrim helps pull him 
back onto the ledge of the terrace. 
“Euhh, what are we doing here?” asks Rangrim after they 
successfully averted the potential crisis. 
“I thought we were looking for some damn stones.” responds 
Muzgash. 
“Well I know that, but what‟s going on. It‟s just this damn 
ledge?” Rangrim says back. 
“From what I can see.” Muzgash replies as he peers about 
their surroundings once more. 
“Oh shit.” Rangrim says. 
Muzgash leans over a portion of the intact railing and focuses 
his sight downwards. From what he can tell it seems as if the 
terrace sits about seventy feet above the valley. Muzgash 
strains to see if there is any other light in the valley other 
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than the beaming moon above, but he sees none. He also 
looks around to see if there is an alternate path leading into 
the valley below, but he sees none. 
Discerning that there must be a reason for a stone guardian 
to be protecting this passage outside, he decides to descend 
into the valley by means of his climbing rope. While he is 
gathering his rope, Rangrim shuffles through his pack and 
pulls out his own rope and hands it over to add to Muzgash‟s, 
“Here take my rope too Muzgash, we don‟t know how deep 
this place goes.” he says as he hands him the rope. 
Muzgash knots the two ropes together and looks for a secure 
place to tie off. Judging that the remaining railings would 
probably not be secure enough for the both of them, he looks 
for any other object to tie off on, but this small terrace is 
lacking in that aspect. Muzgash then decides to lower 
Rangrim down with the rope by strength alone. Rangrim ties 
the rope around his waist and clambers over the edge as 
Muzgash slowly lowers his friend down one handful at a time. 
When Muzgash reaches the knot holding the two ropes 
together he feels the weight upon the rope ease off, and the 
tension then goes away. Muzgash peers over the edge but 
cannot see or hear anything from his fellow monk. 
Fearing something has become of his friend Rangrim, 
Muzgash hops down, over the edge of the terrace with a 
sudden disregard to caution. Muzgash falls for about twenty 
feet before thinking to himself midfall, Oh shit, this is hella 
deeeepppp! and suddenly Muzgash is engulfed in a strange, 
hazy fog. He reaches backwards and drives his fingers into the 
rock, scraping along the face of the cliff, tearing rocks and 
roots out of the wall as he cascades further down. He is able 
to get his feet against the rockface as well. All three of his 
limbs help slow his descent, and as he tears down along the 
edge of the rockface he is able to see the ground looming 
below. Before he hits ground he pushes off with hand and foot 
and bounds to the ground with a skillful roll, thus 
accomplishing the death-defying leap from the terrace. 
Muzgash only suffered lacerations along his hand, arm, and 
knees during the fall. 
He stands up, brushes the dirt off of himself and peers about 
in search of Rangrim, but fails to see him anywhere. From 
where he landed the moon cannot be seen, for the mountain 
blocks its gaze, making his surroundings pitch-black. 
Muzgash walks forward, in what he thinks is straight ahead. 
He soon comes back into the light of the moon and from here 
he sees the valley stretching before him, filled with an 
expansive field of tall grass. 
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Muzgash looks around for any sign of Rangrim or lights in the 
distance, but all he sees is the expansive field of chest high 
grass gently swaying in the cool night‟s breeze. Muzgash 
continues on, and from a couple dozen paces away he hears, 
“Muzgash wait.” in a familiar voice. 
Muzgash looks forward and sees Rangrim appear from within 
the thick grass, still with the rope wrapped loosely around his 
waist, and he raises a sunrod over his head, illuminating 
Muzgash. 
Muzgash asks him if he saw anything. 
“I can‟t see shit.” replies Rangrim in a spiteful tone. 
Muzgash orders Rangrim to untie the rope and give him back 
his portion, which Rangrim obliges to, but while Rangrim is 
struggling to untie the knot holding the two ropes together, 
Muzgash notices a patch of grass in the distance sway wildly, 
even though the breeze has subsided. 
Rangrim unties the knot, quickly rolls the two ropes up and 
hands one off to Muzgash. Muzgash takes it and tosses it into 
his rucksack, and then walks off into the tick of the grass 
with Rangrim trailing in tow. 
They get several dozen paces within the grassy field when they 
hear a sudden noise. They both freeze and listen. Their ears 
pick up the sound of something large rustling through the 
grass nearby. 
Muzgash focuses his senses and prepares for any danger, 
clenching his fists in preparation. The sound subsides and 
then the two of them start to tread slowly through the tall 
grass. Once they move a few paces further the whole area 
surrounding them goes wild with activity. Muzgash can see 
several trails of parting grass encroaching with speed onto 
their position. Whatever was running through the grass was 
scattering in systematic patterns. 
Rangrim looks around in panic, but Muzgash peers around 
for an area out of the grass. He spots a rocky outcropping 
poking over the grass in the distance, and he motions to 
Rangrim. Once he is certain Rangrim sees it as well, Muzgash 
bounds through the grass towards it. 
Muzgash sees the activity amongst the grass break into 
different routes and he hears two strange animal calls, then 
the activity comes rushing in towards the two of them from all 
directions; the rock outcropping is still some twenty five feet 
away. 
Muzgash reaches for his Golden Lion Statuette and slams it 
against his muscular pectoral. Suddenly Muzgash feels the 
familiar warmth of the Beast Triad‟s power move through him. 
In that moment an emblazoned mane of arcane fire erupts 
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around Muzgash‟s head. He feels the magical energy flow into 
his legs, and he dashes in a large circle, leaving a ring of fire 
in his wake. He repeats this once more and returns besides 
the awed Rangrim in the center of a double ring of fire. The 
wet grass smolders and hisses, sending a great, circular 
plume of smoke into the air. 
The movement among the grass ends abruptly at the borders 
of the flaming circle. Muzgash notices several elongated 
reptilian faces peek out from the cover of the grass and then, 
just as quickly, disappear back into the grass. 
Rangrim murmurs in fear as he sees the faces lurk back into 
the veil of the reeds. He asks Muzgash what they are going to 
do. Muzgash‟s mane begins to subside and he calls out to the 
inhabitants of the grass, in a hopeless attempt to reason with 
them. 
No reaction is heard, only the hissing sounds of the dwindling 
fire. They await patiently as the protective ring of flames also 
subsides, leaving a smoldering ring of charred vegetation. As 
the fire ring fades, so does the bright light it brought with it, 
so Muzgash pulls forth a sunrod and plants it into the soft 
earth between himself and Rangrim, illuminating the space 
around them. 
“What the hell are we going to do?!” questions Rangrim in a 
hushed and panicked voice. 
“Fuck if I know, I don‟t know either.” Muzgash replies with an 
uneasy voice. 
Suddenly they hear a voracious reptilian screech, and the 
grass in front of Muzgash parts violently as a ferocious beast 
comes leaping straight at him. A large hooked talon lashes 
out, slicing open his plain monk‟s tunic, and it tears across 
his muscular chest. 
“Ooohh fuck!” screams Rangrim as this half-feathered, half-
scaled, carnivorous bipedal predator lands among them, 
brandishing a long, narrow jaw filled with dagger-like teeth, 
large clawed hands, and most fearsomely its sickle-like talon 
upon each of its feet.  
Rangrim, taking the beast unawares, reaches for its 
outstretched tail and yells frantically, “Get him Muzgash! GET 
HIM!” 
Muzgash throws open the gates of battle by swiftly lunging at 
the feral creature, connecting his fist across the scaly face 
with a hefty right hook, and then, just as quickly, he throws a 
left hook which slams against the scaly jaw and then he arcs 
his arm sideways, catching it with a swift elbow across the 
chops. Before it can even let out a painful cry in response to 
the three hits, Muzgash throws his knee upwards and it hits 
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the bottom of the beast‟s lower jaw, snapping its mouth shut 
forcibly. 
The beast reels its head in a daze, its eye suddenly catches 
sight of Rangrim and it whips its tail sideways, pulling 
Rangrim with it.  
“Whaaa!” screams Rangrim as the sudden movement sends 
him tumbling to the ground, crushing the grass beneath him. 
Muzgash springs forwards, slamming his open hand directly 
into the neck of the distracted creature. He immediately 
stiffens his grasp, constricting his thick fingers around the 
beast's downy neck. 
It tries and fails to give out a cry as Muzgash‟s hand cuts off 
its windpipe. The beast attempts to lash out at Muzgash‟s 
arm, but it fumbles as Muzgash roughly pulls his catch to the 
side, causing it to trip and fall to the ground. 
“Muzgash! Look out!” shouts Rangrim after spitting out a 
mouthful of grass and dirt. 
In a flash Muzgash smashes his fist into the exposed throat of 
the creature in his grasp. With that, its throat collapses 
within, and the beast feebly gasps for air and then falls quiet. 
Muzgash whirls around to see another reptilian attacker 
charging in from behind. 
Just as it‟s about to collide with Muzgash it takes an aerial 
kick to the side of the face. It tumbles on its side and Rangrim 
is over it, throwing a series of punches into its open belly. The 
beast screeches angrily and cocks its foot back and throws it 
directly into Rangrim‟s stomach with incredible ferocity and 
speed. Rangrim flies back several feet before crashing upon 
the soft ground once more. The beast quickly hops up and 
eyes the fallen half-orc menacingly. 
“Oohh.” moans Rangrim as he shakes his head and gets to his 
hands and knees. 
Just as the reptile is about to make his pounce upon 
Rangrim, Muzgash briskly steps closer to it and sends a fist 
flashing through the air. The creature feels the strike against 
the side of its face and it whips its head to peer at Muzgash. 
“RAAAAAHHHH!!” it screams as it raises its head and gives its 
reptilian call. 
Four reptilian shrieks instantly ring out from the border of the 
burnt, each one almost identical to the other. 
In that moment, Muzgash sent another swift punch directly in 
its exposed throat. His right fist swings in another follow up 
punch and cracks against the side of the reptile‟s face. 
The creature reels back, hissing loudly, spewing blood from its 
open mouth. It lunges forward with both its hands 
outstretched in fury. It attempts to lash out at Muzgash, but 
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Muzgash sends two fists slamming into the creature‟s open 
palms. Its hands bend unnaturally backwards and it dips low 
to compensate. 
Muzgash cocks his hands back to follow up with another 
poised strike, but suddenly two other carnivorous bird-lizards 
appear out of the grass next to Muzgash and make towards 
him. 
Muzgash turns to the side, twirls his arms in marital 
preparation and sends a right handed fist hurling straight 
into the snout of one of the lunging predators. 
The other newly arrived bird-lizard separates and leaps upon 
Rangrim, driving him to the ground with all its weight. 
“RRWAAHH!” screams Rangrim as the beast pins him to the 
ground and takes a snap at his face with its salivating jaws. 
Rangrim manages to grab hold of its top and bottom jaw in 
defense. 
Muzgash on the other hand, turns his head to the side, 
watching intently as his left fist swiftly bashes into the 
forehead of the bloodied reptilian attacker. It reels back and 
shakes its head wildly in an attempt to shake off the pain of 
the attack. Its eyes suddenly roll into the back of its head and 
it slumps against the ground, blood bubbling out its gullet. 
Muzgash shifts to the side, positioning himself between the 
reptile frantically scratching at its shattered nose and the 
other still attempting to feast on Rangrim. 
Muzgash drops low and whips his outstretched leg across the 
ground in a circular arc, ripping out grass and roots, and 
knocking the feet of the two predators out from under them, 
sprawling both to the floor. Muzgash followed through with a 
swift kick to the bird-lizard‟s stomach that was attacking 
Rangrim. 
Rangrim leaps up, and grabs hold of his attacker‟s legs. But 
suddenly, Rangrim‟s face turns to concern, “Muzgash! Noo!” 
Muzgash sends him a questionable look, not understanding 
the alarm. Then a claw rips violently across Muzgash‟s back, 
forcing him to wince in pain. Muzgash can feel blood trickling 
down his back. 
Rangrim takes a step to aid his ally but the prone beast he 
was holding on to strikes at him with a sickle-talon, slicing a 
gruesome gash across his upper arm, it gets up in a flash and 
leaps upon Rangrim once more, but Rangrim is able to hold it 
back by the neck with the hand of his unharmed arm. 
The third bird-lizard with the shattered nose leaps up and 
attacks Muzgash, but he is able to duck to the side and dodge 
the attack, and the creature flies past him. Muzgash sees the 
beast that struck him in the back, he lunges straight at it and 
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in an instant he is beside it. He ducks under its snapping 
jaws, and drives his elbow into its sternum, it shrieks in pain, 
and Muzgash is gone again. He darts sideways to the bird-
lizard that leaped past him. He hops onto its back and kicks it 
in its head, which whips sidelong and slams into the ground. 
The last bird-lizard looming over Rangrim, Muzgash kicks 
hard between its scaly legs. He then spins around and springs 
back to the bird-lizard on the ground and drives his fist 
straight into its already battered dome. The creature goes limp 
as Muzgash delivers that final fatal blow. The two other beasts 
hiss wildly and charge at Muzgash, but he roars into his 
hands as he claps them together with such speed and 
strength that it boomed as loud as a thunderbolt, shattering 
the air. The two beasts pause their attack in response to the 
terribly loud sound, giving Muzgash enough time to retaliate 
once more. He leaps up and does the splits in midair, slapping 
his feet against both of their jaws simultaneously. 
The two beasts reel back from the relentless attacks, and 
Muzgash hops to the side, putting ten feet between himself 
and them. The one that was attacking Rangrim is bleeding 
profusely from the mouth, and pink foamy spittle is dripping 
from its scaly lips and dangling tongue.   
That one looks to Muzgash, then to Rangrim clambering to 
stand up off the ground, and it decides to leap upon Rangrim 
once more, leaving its carnivorous companion to deal with 
their other prey. The bird-lizard companion, the one not quite 
as injured, dashes at Muzgash with incredible swiftness, it 
leaps at him, attempting to force him to the ground, but 
Muzgash stands his ground. It drives a deadly kick into him, 
which catches along the inside of his thigh. 
Muzgash cocks his right arm back and throws it forward but 
the beast‟s long neck bends to the side and Muzgash‟s fist 
hurls past its target. Muzgash hears, “Rrraauugghhh!” as the 
other bird-lizard bites into Rangrim‟s arm. 
Muzgash‟s predacious attacker attempts to take a snap at him 
but he pushes himself aside and ducks into the tall grass. The 
beast follows suit and a sudden object comes hurling out of 
the grass and smashes into its face. Muzgash‟s fist catches 
the bird-lizard in the right side of the snout. It reels its head 
in pain and Muzgash sends another swift punch with his right 
fist right into its exposed neck as he dashes past it. He stops 
besides the beast attacking Rangrim and throws an upward 
fist furiously into its underside and it tumbles to the ground 
upon the thick grass. 
After taking the attack, the bird-lizard raises its head and 
gives off a loud call of distress, blood discharging from its 
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mouth as it does so. It feebly gets up and dashes off into the 
safety of the grass. 
Muzgash looks over his shoulder and sees that the other 
remaining predator has vanished as well. 
Muzgash reaches for Rangrim and pulls him to his feet. He 
pushes Rangrim along and hastily heads for the rocky 
outcropping still some thirty feet away. 
They safely reach the formation of rocks, which jut sideways 
out of the otherwise flat sea of grass. They clamber up the 
various stones to a higher vantage point and rest upon a flat 
area of the rocks. There they take time to bandage up their 
wounds. Rangrim‟s arms have both been quite injured, a 
dismal outcome for a monk. 
After they take some time to recuperate from the recent 
attack, Muzgash leaves Rangrim and climbs higher up the 
formation in hopes of getting a better view of their 
surroundings. Muzgash is surprised to see a rather large 
opening atop the formation. Muzgash peers inside but it is too 
dark to see very far in. 
“Hey, what‟s up there?” shouts Rangrim from below. 
“Don‟t know yet.” Muzgash shouts back. 
Rangrim painfully clambers up to where Muzgash is standing 
and takes a look at the opening. 
“Want- want me to follow you?” he asks uneasily. 
“No.” states Muzgash, to Rangrim‟s relief. 
Muzgash reaches for his rucksack and pulls forth his rope 
and begins tying it around his waist, “You stay here Rangrim, 
if shit goes down, let me know, and pull me back out.” 
Muzgash pulls out his sunrod and moves to climb down, but 
the light from the sunrod reveals a makeshift series of steps 
that allow passage to walk down. Muzgash turns back to 
Rangrim and tells him once more to stand guard, and then he 
heads inside the opening. 
He goes a couple dozen feet before the path levels out into an 
open chamber. Muzgash catches a glimpse of several 
silhouettes at the end of the chamber and he raises his 
sunrod high overhead. The light shines brightly and uncovers 
the sight of several skeletal remains resting in an orderly row 
on each side of the chamber, sitting upright atop simple 
wooden chairs. Muzgash slowly walks closer as the light 
illuminates the full extent of the chamber, and he notices a 
heavy wooden chair in the center of the two rows sitting at the 
far edge of the chamber. Atop the chair is a skeleton clad in a 
rusted chainmail hauberk. A great dusty beard hangs off the 
chin of the skull, covered in cobwebs and mildew. 
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Muzgash steps close to the skeleton and peers down at it 
unemotionally. The light of his sunrod reflects off something 
hidden under the rotting beard. 
Muzgash gently lifts the beard with the back of his hand, 
revealing a well crafted beaded necklace. Muzgash spots a 
dusty stone in the very center of the necklace. As he rubs the 
dust off with his thumb the stone glows faintly. Muzgash 
yanks on the necklace. The decrepit neck of the skeleton 
breaks against the force and the skull sways awkwardly and 
tumbles to the ground and rolls along the stone floor, halting 
against its thick beard some five feet away. 
Muzgash peers at the stone intently and he feels a sense of 
subtle energy against his fingertips. He realizes that this stone 
must be one of the Reauxzetta stones. 
Muzgash takes one last look at the skeletal occupants of the 
room after stashing the necklace. He turns and makes his 
way back outside where Rangrim is patiently waiting. 
“What‟s did you find?” asks Rangrim. 
Muzgash only grunts and briefly mentions the skeletons and 
the necklace. Rangrim looks intrigued but is disappointed 
when Muzgash turns his attention away, omitting the details 
of the discovery. 
Muzgash asks Rangrim if he saw anything in his absence. 
“Well those damn raptors seem to be gone,” he says as 
Muzgash nods his head in approval, “I thought I saw a light 
over there but it‟s just too damn hard to see out here.” he 
adds. 
Muzgash sends him an interested gaze, “Where?” he 
questions. 
“Over there.” Rangrim replies as he points away in the 
distance. 
“Well let‟s go, could be someone out there.” says Muzgash as 
he begins to untie his rope and gather his things. 
“You want to go back into the grass?” asks Rangrim fearfully. 
“Yes, let‟s go.” responds Muzgash stolidly. 
Rangrim groans as he tenderly checks his wounds and then 
bounds down the rocks after Muzgash. 
They traverse through the grass for some time. A small light 
begins to show itself off in the distance. Muzgash peers at it 
intently and judges it might be a small campfire or torchlight. 
As they continue they start to see the edges of the expansive 
grass field. On its borders are sparsely lined trees that make 
up a small wooded area covering the base of a mountain 
which comes up out of the ground like a great shadowy beast. 
Gentle mists linger lazily within the woods, creating a soft veil 
over the small campfire. When Muzgash and Rangrim 
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approach they see the dwindling remnants of two logs burning 
low amongst the embers. A single bedroll sits close to the fire 
and a dark sheet draped on an overhanging branch creates a 
small makeshift tent. 
They see no one in sight as they take a moment to look 
around. However, the two of them do notice several tracks 
scattered on the ground of the same size and pattern. 
Muzgash follows one set of tracks that appears more recent 
than the others which lead off towards the base of the 
mountain. Rangrim follows reluctantly behind after warming 
his hands over the fire. 
They follow the tracks further into the sparse woods and come 
to the base of the mountain. The tracks follow the base for a 
short distance before coming to a cave opening. 
Muzgash and Rangrim look at each other in disapproval, they 
have seen enough caves in one day, or however many days it 
has been. They both pull forth their sunrods and head in, 
keeping a keen eye out for traps. They walk for several dozen 
feet before coming to two elaborate double doors carved from 
great grey marble slabs. Depictions of dragons inlaid in gold 
decorate the two doors, and two gold handles sit parallel on 
each door. 
Muzgash wearily reaches for one of the handles, he motions 
for Rangrim to grab the other. On his mark they both push 
against the heavy marble doors. The two doors creak open 
slowly and once they reach halfway open the doors begin to 
swing inwards by their own weight.  
A small room stands before Rangrim and Muzgash, within is a 
golden altar in the center of the room with a small weighted 
pillow on top, another set of double doors sits opposite the 
entrance, though these ones are plastered in the likeness of 
the walls, decorated with strange, unfamiliar designs 
scattered upon them, and broken down frescos line the walls, 
hinting at the grandeur that once reigned here long ago. 

Muzgash is taken by the sight of the altar sitting silently 

before him. He steps up to it, takes a deep, centered breath 
and unleashes a hard punch against it in hopes of shattering 
its structure. His knuckles affirm that the altar is of solid 
gold, and nothing happens from the strike. He reaches for his 
jeweled Valerian dagger stashed in his rucksack in hope of 
scraping a piece of gold off the altar, though as soon as his 
hand clutches around his daggerhilt, he changes his mind 
and walks to the door instead. Rangrim watches him 
curiously. 
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Muzgash closely inspects the door for any mechanisms that 
could spring a trap. After a thorough search he finds a small 
latch, but the spring holding it in place seems to already have 
moved out, revealing to Muzgash that perhaps the trap had 
already been activated by another unfortunate traveler. 
He motions to Rangrim and they both push the heavy doors 
open to the same effect, although, as they open the doors the 
marble doors behind them begin to close. 
They ignore this because they see a man lying on the ground 
within the next room, and a wooden stake is protruding from 
his bleeding abdomen. 
The man is clad in dusty garb and a well worn set of leather 
armor, in his hands he has something tightly clutched. 
“Huh!? Hey help me out here!” he shouts in a panicked voice 
as he notices them emerge from the opened doors. 
“Hey man, what happened, what‟s up?” asks Muzgash plainly. 
“I sprung a trap!” snaps the man. 
“I can see that.” responds Muzgash. 
“What are you doing here?” questions the man. 
“What are you doing here?” Rangrim repeats back. 
“Nothing, just hanging out.” replies the man with a new air of 
calm. 
Muzgash walks over to the man and grabs hold of the long 
wooden stake protruding from the man‟s abdomen and slowly 
twists it. 
“Uugh!” groans the man in pain. 
“What are you doing here?” asks Muzgash casually. 
“I was looking for something.” the man manages to spit out 
between his wincing. 
Muzgash twists the stake once more. 
“Aaaugh!” screams the man in response, “What are you 
doing?!” he shouts at Muzgash. 
“What are you looking for?” Muzgash asks, still using his 
casual demeanor. 
“A stone! Or two.” he answers. 
“Alright, alright.” says Muzgash, and then he pulls his hand 
up, yanking the metal-tipped stake out of the man‟s belly. 
“Blaaagh!” retches the man as the spear is pulled out. 
Muzgash kneels down and begins to tend to the man‟s wound. 
He packs some crushed herbs, wrapped in cloth into the open 
wound and pours some pain tonic in there and wraps it all up 
with some bandage cloth. The man winces softly in pain 
through the whole procedure, “Ah! Ough! Ah!” 
“Who sent you to find these stones?” asks Muzgash as he 
finishes up his bandaging job. 
“My sifu, my master.” responds the man. 
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“What were you in search of?” continues Muzgash. 
“A stone.” says the man plainly. 
Muzgash reaches for the spear with his other hand and points 
it into the man‟s face in warning. The man‟s eyes widen in 
fear. 
“He just asked to- to find a specific stone, that‟s all I know.” 
sputters the man hastily. 
“Do you know the purpose of this stone?” asks Muzgash. 
“Honestly, no. But I mean if you go and tell me to get it, it 
should mean something for him.” states the man. 
“Alright,” says Muzgash as he thinks to himself for a moment, 
“Any success in finding the stone?” he asks. 
The man looks overwhelmed by the question, “I‟ve been going 
through a damn temple, and crazy fields. It‟s crazy out here. 
Shit I don‟t know if I‟ll ever find this damn stone.” admits the 
man. 
Muzgash can ascertain that Sifu Lokag did not send this man 
on his mission. Muzgash turns back to the man, “So, since I 
saved your life, would you like to help us find the stone?” asks 
Muzgash. 
“You mean help me find the stone?” remarks the man. 
“No, we‟re looking for the stone as well.” replies Muzgash. 
“Oh.” says the man. 
Muzgash gives his ultimatum in response, “You can either die 
now, or help us and live.” 
“Alright, I guess I don‟t have a choice.” the man answers. 
Muzgash thrust the spear in man‟s direction once more, 
“What‟s your name good sir?” he asks nobly. 
“My name is Miahgi.” says the man. 
“Miahgi.” repeats Muzgash. 
“What‟s your name?” Miahgi asks in response. 
“Muy.” answers Muzgash. 
Miahgi looks over to Rangrim, “Ruy.” remarks Rangrim, his 
arms crossed over his chest. 
As Miahgi is about to rouse himself to stand, Muzgash notices 
his left hand is still clutched tightly around something. 
Muzgash puts a hand to Miahgi's chest and stops him from 
rising. Miahgi looks to Muy with a confused look, and his eyes 
widen in fear as Muzgash points the spear back at him. 
“As you were about to die I saw you clenching something in 
your fist,” he says as he points the spear at Miahgi‟s clenched 
hand, “What was it?” 
Miahgi looks to his hand, and then back to Muzgash, a dread 
had filled his eyes. 
Muzgash motions his head in signal for Miahgi to show him 
the contents of his hand. Miahgi reluctantly raises his hand 
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and opens it. Inside is a small silver ring. Muzgash snatches 
the ring out of Miahgi‟s hand in a flash. 
“No my wedding band!” cries Miahgi. 
“You can get it back once the mission is done.” declares Muy. 
“Alright.” replies Miahgi plaintively. 
Muzgash motions for Rangrim to come closer. He asks 
Rangrim to help him lift Miahgi to his feet. Rangrim peers at 
Muzgash in defiance but helps anyways. 
Miahgi thanks them both and tells them that there is a portal 
at the end of the room, but he does not know how to open it. 
Muzgash looks to the other end of the room and sees a statue 
of a dragon made of gold. Its head sits the highest, looking 
down upon a small circle in the center of the room which has 
a single line stretching to the base of the statue.  The tail lies 
within the mouth of the dragon and its body winds around, 
making a full circle. Muzgash looks around the room for any 
murals depicting stances or martial poses, but there is none. 
He walks to the center of the circle on the ground and 
reenacts the sequence in the portal room upon Riflesight, but 
nothing happens. 
Muzgash turns back towards Rangrim and Miahgi standing 
behind him, but they look just as perplexed as Muzgash and 
they both just shrug their shoulders. 
Muzgash sits upright, with legs crossed, inside the circle and 
contemplates the puzzle of this room. He thinks back on his 
time on Riflesight and goes into his mind in search for 
answers. 
As he looks deep within himself he hears a sudden sound. 
The eyes of the dragon light up, and suddenly a silvery fluid 
pours out the side of its mouth. The fluid quickly flows along 
the length of its body on each side, and it swiftly fills the 
negative space within the statue‟s center. As the ripples of the 
fluid begin to smooth out, an image can be seen from within, 
soon the image is as clear as if you were looking through 
glass. 
The awed voices of Rangrim and Miahgi are heard from 
behind Muzgash. He opens his eyes and stares wide-eyed at 
the peak of Mount Riflesight, he turns back around and looks 
at them both. 
Miahgi‟s expression goes from wonder to spite as he catches 
Muzgash glancing at him. 
“You‟ll get your ring back.” states Muzgash, as he perceives 
the man‟s spiteful looks. 
“When?” asks Miahgi stonily. 
“We need to find this second stone.” responds Muzgash. 
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Rangrim tells Muzgash that the portal will take them home. 
Muzgash tells them that they still have need to find the 
Reauxzetta stone, but Rangrim shrugs his shoulders in 
apathy. Muzgash turns away from them and heads towards 
the portal. He steps through and feels the warmth of the sun 
beating down upon this open area atop Mount Riflesight. He 
turns around to see Rangrim and Miahgi step beside him. The 
image of the interior of the shrine stands there for a moment 
like a tear in space but then suddenly melts away violently. As 
the image fades away, a cave entrance appears behind it. 
Muzgash walks in to escape the heat of the sun‟s hot rays. 
Inside is a small alcove with crude stone benches carved out 
of the rock, he takes a seat and a deep breath. Rangrim sits 
on the bench next to Muzgash, but Miahgi sits on a bench 
opposite them. 
“Did you know where this stone was located?” inquires 
Muzgash to Miahgi. 
“All I know is that it is on Riflesight Rock.” Miahgi responds. 
“Let me see that thing you got.” says Rangrim as he turns to 
Muzgash. 
“What thing? The necklace?” remarks Muzgash. 
“Yeah.” 
Muzgash reaches for his rucksack and searches its contents 
for the necklace. His fingers track down its location and he 
pulls it from his pack. The other's eyes widen as Muzgash 
reveals his find. 
“Don‟t run away Rangrim, I don‟t want to have to kill you.” 
says Muzgash sarcastically as he places the string of beads 
into Rangrim‟s eagerly awaiting open palms. 
“No, no, no, no, I just want to see it.” he says as he eyeballs 
the necklace intimately. Rangrim touches the stone in the 
center with his finger but snaps it back as he feels the stone's 
warm energy. 
“It seems magical, this isn‟t one of the stones we‟ve been 
looking for is it?” he ponders as he hands it back to Muzgash. 
Muzgash reaches out for it and holds it in his large hands. He 
feels the warm energy flow against his hand and he raises it 
and pulls it over his head, and the energy seems to gently flow 
throughout his whole body. 
“Hey! You already got one of the stones!” shouts Miahgi in 
surprise. 
“Mmm-hmm.” grumbles Muzgash in response. 
“Where did you find it?” questions Miahgi. 
“Don‟t worry about it.” says Muzgash. 
“The other stone was supposed to be with it.” states Miahgi. 
“What do you mean with it?” Muzgash asks curiously. 
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“Uh- I meant they were said to be with each other.” answers 
Miahgi. 
“Together?” asks Muzgash. 
“I would assume so.” responds Miahgi. 
“I found them around the neck of some dude with a big 
beard.” says Muzgash as he holds the necklace up in his 
fingers. 
“Hmm, I thought they were supposed to be together.” Miahgi 
said ponderously. 
“So you heard they were supposed to be together. Can they be 
separated?” proposes Muzgash. 
“I don‟t know.” Miahgi answers. 
“Alright, you want to rest?” asks Muzgash to Rangrim and 
Miahgi. 
“Yeah.” says Rangrim. 
“Yes.” says Miahgi. 
“How far to Riflesight Rock?” Muzgash asks. 
Miahgi looks to Muzgash questionably and informs him that 
they are already on Riflesight Rock. Muzgash shakes his head 
and corrects himself, asking where the nearest town would 
be. Miahgi points outside the cave and tells him that the 
nearest inhabited area he came from was the village of 
Kentwood, he also mentions that Saint Rose is nearby. 
Muzgash thinks to himself as they set up camp within the 
small alcove. Once they are done he turns to Miahgi, “Do you 
know who may possess these stones? Do you have 
information about the guy who had the stones?” he asks. 
Miahgi thinks to himself after Muzgash asked him the 
question. Rangrim peers about his surroundings as if looking 
for something important. 
“Who would have control of such stones.” reiterates Muzgash. 
Miahgi looks to Muzgash and gives him a blank look and 
shakes his head in defeat. Muzgash turns to Rangrim and 
informs him that they will have to retrace their steps in the 
temple within the interior of Mount Riflesight. Rangrim voices 
his disappointment noisily, and Miahgi excuses himself to 
relieve his bladder and walks to the edge of the cave entrance 
and begins pissing into a bush. 
Rangrim takes the opportunity to pull Muzgash closer. 
“Do you trust him? Cause I don‟t trust him.” whispers 
Rangrim into Muzgash‟s ear. 
“Why?” asks Muzgash. 
“Just look at him, he works for another dojo.” says Rangrim 
with a hushed voice. 
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Miahgi shakes away the drips and walks back inside and sits 
himself down on the bench and looks at Muzgash and 
Rangrim innocently. 
“So you say this stone should have been together, I searched 
the room and there‟s only one, therefore someone must have 
the other one. Don‟t worry about the room.” declares 
Muzgash. 
“Was it the shrine room?” asks Miahgi curiously. 
“No.” utters Muzgash. 
“Very curious.” says Miahgi, almost to himself. 
Muzgash sits up and walks over and sits on the bench 
adjacent to Miahgi. He turns to him and asks him if he knows 
anything concerning the portal, particularly if the portal was a 
one way doorway. Miahgi thinks for a second and says that he 
believes it works as a one way device. 
Muzgash hums deliberately, “I‟m just saying, if one were to 
possess the stone and not say something.” says Muzgash 
furtively. Miahgi only turns and looks at Muzgash with an 
unknowledgeable demeanor, rolling his lip up in an 
expression of obtuseness. 
Muzgash nods his head casually in response, but inside his 
mind he decides it‟s time to end the charade. 
Muzgash flings the back of his fist into the center of Miahgi‟s 
face, smashing against his nose and cheek. Miahgi‟s eyes roll 
back in a daze. Muzgash leaps up in front of Miahgi in a flash 
and throws a punch into Miahgi‟s stomach, making him 
hunch forward. An uppercut from Muzgash‟s knee blasts into 
Miahgi‟s forehead, sending his head backwards in an arc, 
crashing against the stone wall with a grotesque crack. 
Muzgash drives another punch into his nose, shattering it 
instantaneously. 
A soft whimper emits from the profusely bleeding Miahgi. 
Muzgash sends another fist slamming in the center of 
Miahgi‟s face. Another whimper emits after he sputters a weak 
cough riddled with blood. 
“Tell Matilda I-uugghh.” he whispers through a mouth full of 
blood. 
Muzgash cocks his left fist back and sends it hurling into 
Miahgi‟s face furiously. The blow smashed the back of 
Miahgi‟s head open against the rock wall, whereas the impact 
of the fist itself caved in his upper nose, collapsing the 
integrity of his right eyebrow, and his forehead cracked open 
where Muzgash‟s knuckles connected, splitting his skull open 
in a sickening manner. 
The weight of Miahgi‟s body slid sideways across the stone 
wall, leaving a bloody smear, and his head smacked against 
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the edge of the bench and his whole body fumbled off and 
onto the stone floor. 
Muzgash knelt beside him and patted his clothing. Inside 
Miahgi‟s left pocket Muzgash felt a hard circular object within. 
He grabbed hold of the object from the outside and yanked. 
The area of the pants tore apart against Muzgash‟s strength 
and the object came with it. Under the cloth Muzgash 
uncovered a stone similar to the one upon his necklace, 
another Reauxzetta stone. 
“Rangrim! Check it out.” he says as he tosses the stone to 
Rangrim. 
Rangrim catches it in his hand and looks at it closely in 
appraisal, “Oh shit! This is one of them. Nice!” 
“He wouldn‟t tell me if he had it or not, so I got it myself.” 
Muzgash says casually. 
“Shit,” says Rangrim as he overlooks the broken remains of 
Miahgi, “I guess we should head back to Sifu Lokag‟s.” 
“Leh‟go.” responds Muzgash as he tosses his head in the 
direction of the cave entrance. 
Muzgash and Rangrim then gather their things in departure, 
nodding to each other when they are ready to leave, content 
that they have completed the task given to them by their Sifu. 
They turn and begin to leave the alcove, but Muzgash 
suddenly turns back and looks at the corpse of Miahgi. He 
reaches into the pocket of his tunic, pulls out the silver ring 
and tosses it atop of Miahgi‟s body. Muzgash turns and 
follows behind Rangrim, and they begin their descent down 
Mount Riflesight. 
 

 
*************************************** 

 
It took them nearly a whole two days to reach Sifu Lokag‟s 
hut. They spent the evening traversing down the massive 
Mount Riflesight using an old footpath which made the going 
much faster. Once at the base they threw their bedrolls down 
and slept away their wariness. In the morning they hiked west 
through the Valley of Rinconn with refreshed energy. They 
continued till they neared the borders of Saint Rose. They 
turned south from there and headed towards the Sprung Leak 
Lake. After that they climbed up the slopes of Annadale 
Heights, reaching the Sanjo Pool before sundown. 
Tired and eager to finish their quest, the two of them walked 
in haste around the Pool and headed for Sifu Lokag‟s hut with 
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anticipation. They saw their Sifu in front of the hut, seated by 
a small fire, meditating quietly.  
When they neared, Lokag opens one eye and glances over at 
them, he closes his eye and goes back to meditating. 
“Sifu Lokag!” shouts Muzgash from the trail by the water, 
“Sifu Lokag! Look what I found.” he says excitedly. 
“You mean we?” corrects Rangrim from behind Muzgash‟s 
back. 
“Where is Daniel-san and Julie-san?” asks Lokag softly when 
they approach closer. 
“They did not make it.” states Muzgash solemnly. 
“That‟s unfortunate because I have their purple belts right 
here,” says Lokag as he presents two handmade belts made of 
hemp cord colored in purple dyes, and adorned with small 
clam shells, “Aw damn it.” he sighs as he holds the two belts 
in his hands for a moment, gazing at them longingly, then 
tosses them into the fire, where they cook slowly and give of 
an acrid smell. 
“Knitting these god damn purple- ah shit!” grumbles Sifu 
Lokag to himself. 
Muzgash clears his throat to get the Sifu‟s attention, and 
presents the two Reauxzetta Stones. Lokag‟s eyes look at them 
with little emotion and he nods his head in approval. 
“So now that you guys have gotten the stones,” he says as he 
peers at his two disciples, “Follow me.” and he stands up and 
slowly walks down a small path behind his hut. Muzgash 
follows in earnest but Rangrim groaned in dismay and slowly 
made his way after them. 
Sifu Lokag led them further into the woods along the path. 
After a while the woods began to thicken, and the red light of 
the setting sun scattered shafts of orange light through the 
sparse openings in the leaves of the trees above. The aromatic 
scents of bay and eucalyptus filled the warm air, and the 
sounds of the awakening nocturnal creatures of the forest 
flooded the otherwise quiet landscape. Tall, ancient madrone 
trees twisted and twirled their motionless branches overhead 
the path, and smaller manzanita trees held out their red, 
flaky-skinned arms in a triumphant tunnel archway. The dirt 
path underneath changed from a dusty red to a trail littered 
with small fragments of shale rock and the dry, fallen leaves 
of the trees. The manzanita tunnel ended abruptly at an out-
of-place wisteria archway standing at the forefront of a 
strange ring of grey and black manzanita shrubs, all lacking 
their lush green leaves, arranged methodically around a 
smaller ring of several shale boulders. Tall and uniquely 
winding eucalyptus trees bent overhead, refusing the 
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remaining sunlight from shining upon this sacred circle. The 
chunks of eucalyptus bark littered the border of the ring like 
piles of giant, papery hair. 
Lokag paused at the wisteria archway and looked to his two 
followers with silent but authoritive bearing. Muzgash stepped 
near and addressed his senior. 
“Yes master.” he says to Lokag respectfully. 
“Do you guys have the Reauxzetta Stones?” asks Lokag in his 
deep voice. 
“Uh, yeah I just showed „em to you mang.” says Muzgash 
frankly. 
Lokag turns to Muzgash with a slightly confused look, “I mean 
now.” 
“Yes.” responds Muzgash. 
Lokag reached his open hand out in a gesture for Muzgash to 
hand them over. 
“Sifu Lokag. May I ask you before I give these stones to you, 
what are these for?” inquired Muzgash. 
“Your guys‟ next step in your training.” answers the Sifu. 
“Alright,” utters Muzgash with unease in his voice, “Training 
for wait?” 
“In time.” was Lokag‟s only response, only slightly easing 
Muzgash‟s impatience. Muzgash reached within his pocket 
and pulled forth the two Reauxzetta Stones and handed them 
to Sifu Lokag. The Sifu broke the stone from the necklace and 
handed it back to Muzgash with a nod. Lokag rolled the 
stones in his palm a few times and then turned and walked 
through the wisteria archway. Once past the archway the 
bleak manzanita shrubs lining the circle began to rustle, then 
shake violently. Muzgash and Rangrim looked about warily, 
not understanding the situation taking place. Lokag walked 
calmly towards the center circle of stones and when he 
stepped within them the manzanita shrubs suddenly shot 
upwards. Their branches seemed to rapidly burst with 
exponential growth; shoots sprouted from the tips of the 
multitude of branches, then exploded in green and pink 
bouquets. The black wood of the shrubs disappeared amongst 
the sprouted leaves and flowers, the thin trunks of the shrubs 
stretched and groaned and fattened as they grew larger and 
higher, leaving pale, yellowish skin, which quickly deepened 
to a deep hue of red and then began to flake and peel. The 
shrubs became small trees within moments and still they 
grew, within a minute the little decrepit shrubs developed to 
form a strange, natural structure of wood that enclosed the 
small ring of rocks. Sifu Lokag stood right where the entrance 
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to the wooden enclosure formed. He turned back to look at 
Muzgash and Rangrim, “Come.” he said and stepped within. 
“Shaux.” says Muzgash. 
“What the hell?” mutters Rangrim. 
As they stepped in they realized that the Sifu is gone, and 
where the Sifu would have been was an earthen staircase 
spiraling downwards that formed in the center of the stony 
ring. They headed down the staircase, following in the 
footsteps of Sifu Lokag. They spiraled down the dark earthen 
stairway before coming to ground level.  
There Sifu Lokag is waiting for them, standing before a great 
marble double door, with polished bronze rings on each door. 
Lokag steps up to the doors, grabs hold of each ring with his 
massive hands and pushes the doors open with his immense 
strength alone. As the doors open they see a long hallway 
decorated with the carvings of monks posing in various 
stances, and an open portal room resembling the one atop 
Mount Riflesight sits silently after several dozen feet of 
hallway, lit by a ring of torches lining the whole length of the 
circular room. A familiar carving of a dragon coiled into a 
series of rings stands at the other end of the room, complete 
with a circle cut in half carved into the floor, with an inner 
circle interrupting the half mark. 
Sifu Lokag walks over and stops within the interior circle and 
looks back at Muzgash and Rangrim. 
Muzgash walks within one of the halves, ready to reenact the 
portal ritual. 
“Aw shit, I missed this part in the last quest.” states Rangrim. 
“Well you get to miss it again.” says Muzgash. 
“No he‟s not. Cause I‟m not going to do that shit.” remarks 
Lokag as he crosses his arms. 
Rangrim walks over and stands opposite to Muzgash, “So 
what are we doing.” he asks. 
“Well Rangrim, you see this sequence of these stances? You 
see these stances?”  he asks as he points to the pattern of 
carvings upon the walls. 
“Yeah.” responds Rangrim. 
“The exact series, me and you are going to mimic them in 
sequence.” explains Muzgash. 
“Alright, easy enough, we are black belts for a reason.”  
proposes Rangrim. 
“Yeah.” says Muzgash. 
“Just tell me when to go.” Rangrim requests. 
“Go.” 
They begin to recite the series of stances like a parallel dance. 
When they finish, the head of the dragon begins to rotate and 
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then the rings begin to shift back into place, opening the 
portal. Rangrim‟s mouth droops open in awe at the sight. The 
room fills with bright white light and a sudden warm breeze 
comes at them from within the portal. Sifu Lokag steps 
forward and passes through the portal, Rangrim and Muzgash 
follow. 
As they all appear on the other side they are confronted with a 
great statue of a serpentine dragon standing tall upon a great 
pillared balcony lined with the statues of seven prominent 
looking monks, and the balcony is adorned with an 
enormous, elaborately crafted rug patterned with dragons. 
The balcony overlooks a grassy valley much like the one that 
Muzgash and Rangrim were taken to and battled the bird-
lizard raptors. Hundreds of candles sit in an arc before the 
dragon, their wax has spread all over the base of the dragon 
like a pool of blood frozen in time. A small altar sits before the 
dragon‟s body, with a small offering bowl and a stone incense 
holder. The Sifu approaches the statue, lights some incense 
and places them within the holder, sending a thin stream of 
aromatic smoke swirling towards the face of the dragon.  
The Sifu places his hands together and bows in respect to the 
dragon. He turns and sits himself down cross-legged before 
his two pupils. 
“My sons,” he says proudly to Muzgash and Rangrim, 
“Approach.” he requested while motioning with his hands for 
them to sit before him. The two of them glanced at each other 
and then sat themselves in the same manner as their master. 
“You are both my most decorated students, none more than 
the other. My time here isn‟t for much longer, so I must pass 
it on.” Sifu Lokag explains in his deep, strong voice. 
“Pass what on?” asks Muzgash softly. 
As Muzgash said that, Lokag placed his hands on his knees, 
took a deep breath and forced himself to his feet. He pulled 
the Reauxzetta Stones from his belt and placed them within 
the eye sockets of the dragon statue. 
Rangrim looked on with a concerned look while Muzgash 
peers at his master curiously. Lokag holds his arms up 
towards the sky. Muzgash gets to his feet and begins to head 
towards his master. 
Suddenly a large blur darts across Muzgash‟s peripheral 
vision, and he whips his head to the side. He sees a 
serpentine body flow past for an instant just below the bottom 
of the railings bordering the balcony‟s edge. Muzgash looks 
about, calculating the odds of an attack. But then, in a flash, 
the dragon appears atop the statue carved in its very likeness. 
It lashes forward with its head, opens its mouth wide and 
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drops down upon Sifu Lokag, consuming him in one gulp. It 
rears its head up and swallows him down, then turns back 
and leaps off the statue. 
 Muzgash looks on, frozen in his tracks. Rangrim screams like 
a frightened woman at seeing Lokag disappear into the 
dragon‟s gullet. 
Muzgash scrambles to the railings of the balcony and peers 
over the edge. He sees the dragon swoop downwards towards 
the foot of the valley below, gracefully twirling in a spiral 
motion as it flew. The dragon extends to its full length over 
the tip of the grassy field and Muzgash sees it arc back up 
skywards. It spirals once more through the air and suddenly 
turns back and zips headlong towards the balcony. Muzgash 
positions himself against the railings and holds his arms out 
wide and readies himself to grasp onto the dragon when it 
soars past. 
Just before the dragon makes another pass, it spirals once 
more and freezes midflight about fifteen feet from the edge of 
the balcony. It open‟s it‟s mouth and a strange, deep voice 
emits from its gaping jaws. 
“WHO IS WORTHY OF THE REAUXZETTA STONES?” says the 
otherworldly voice, its jaws flap up and down, but strangely 
not in motion with the words that it emits. 
“STEP FORWARD!” it roars. 
Muzgash glances back at Rangrim but he only sees the fear 
and exasperation written upon his half-orc face. Muzgash 
turns back to face the dragon and steps forward, walking with 
dignity. 
“I am worthy of the Reauxzetta Stones!” shouts Muzgash. 
The dragon looks down upon him and slithers through the 
air, inching close to Muzgash. 
“IS THIS THE ONLY ONE THAT IS WORTHY?” it questions. 
“Yes.” responds Muzgash as he looks back at Rangrim, who 
still is deadlocked in his overwhelmed bewilderment, 
obviously not ready for whatever the dragon is going to 
propose next. 
“YOU ARE THE ONE,” it declares loudly, “THE STUDENT IS 
ABOUT TO SURPASS ITS MASTER!” 
The dragon‟s mouth opens up wide once more and it‟s tongue 
folds back inside of its throat. It emits a grotesque gagging 
sound and regurgitates a pale, fleshy object, into its mouth. 
Its tongue wraps around the object then it dips low and places 
it onto the floor of the balcony, revealing Sifu Lokag, covered 
in slimy bodily fluids. 
Sifu Lokag looks upon Muzgash with a face of deep 
malcontent, and his eyes are black with rage. 
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 “THEN PROVE YOUR WORTH!” roars the Sifu and then he 
charges towards Muzgash with his clenched fist cocked back 
behind his head. 
Muzgash snaps to attention and positions his stance to face 
the charging Sifu, “I‟m sorry Sifu.” Muzgash whispers under 
his breath just before they collide. 
Once Sifu Lokag is within inches he throws a furious fist 
careening towards Muzgash. A split-second before the blow 
lands, Muzgash quickly dips down, the turbulence of the 
strike flows over his head wildly. Muzgash tucks his fists in 
and unleashes four lightning-fast strikes into the Sifu‟s 
abdomen, each blow smashing against burly muscles. He 
throws another rapid strike into Lokag‟s rib. Muzgash then 
swiftly places himself in front of Lokag and then slams his left 
fist backwards into Lokag‟s face. 
Sifu Lokag staggered back after Muzgash‟s furious attacks. He 
lunged forward at Muzgash with incredulous speed, smashing 
a right hook into Muzgash‟s chin, then a roundhouse kick to 
the stomach, followed up by another open palm strike against 
Muzgash‟s chest, knocking the wind out of Muzgash entirely, 
and forcing him to gasp violently for air. A smack to the dome 
sent Muzgash tumbling to the side. The Sifu, looked forward, 
tucked both hands in and pushed his chest out and lowered 
his center of gravity in a defensive stance. 
Muzgash heard a voice yell from behind him, “Watch out 
Muygash!” and Muzgash sees a shadow pass overhead. 
Rangrim flies past in an aerial knee-kick directed at the Sifu, 
slamming into his protruding chest, forcing him back two 
steps. Rangrim follows up with several throws of his fists. 
Some of them hit but the Sifu blocks the others skillfully. 
Muzgash gets to his feet just as he sees the Sifu block a fist 
and then grab hold of Rangrim‟s shoulder and send two 
devastating punches into his stomach. 
“Muuuzzgashh- noooooo!” Rangrim spits out after taking the 
two hits. 
Muzgash leaps forward and manages to get behind Sifu 
Lokag. Muzgash slips his arm underneath Lokag‟s and wraps 
his other arm over Lokag‟s shoulder and locks his hands 
together in an attempt at a headlock grasp, but somehow the 
Sifu manages to slip out effortlessly. 
Muzgash side-stepped with Lokag, and then threw a punch 
towards the Sifu‟s chest. Lokag brought two forearms against 
Muzgash‟s arm, slowing the powerful strike and lessening the 
blow. Muzgash swung his other arm, attempting to smash his 
left forearm into Lokag‟s head. Lokag tilted his head and 
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raised his shoulder up high enough to block the blow with his 
huge deltoid muscle. 
Rangrim came up from behind Lokag and slammed his right 
fist into the back of Lokag‟s rib. Lokag turned his upper body 
to face Rangrim just as he threw another punch towards 
Lokag‟s face, except Lokag caught Rangrim‟s fist in his 
enormous hand and squeezed down upon it forcibly.   
Lokag bent down, leapt up and performed a double kick, 
hitting both Rangrim and Muzgash. The two of them stumbled 
back a couple feet, awarding the Sifu several paces of open 
ground. 
Muzgash watched as the Sifu looked over to the statue and 
the dragon hovering close behind it. Taking this chance, 
Muzgash leaped forward, tackling Lokag to the ground 
roughly. Lokag reached up and caught one of Muzgash‟s 
striking fists, but Muzgash‟s other fist landed against Lokag‟s 
cheek, then hit again with rapid succession, slamming against 
Lokag‟s chin and lip. Lokag reached out and grabbed 
Muzgash‟s right arm with both hands, leaving Muzgash‟s left 
fist ample opportunity to smash into Lokag‟s eyebrow. Lokag 
tucked himself closer against Muzgash‟s body, closing the 
opportunity for any more of Muzgash‟s relentless fists strikes. 
Lokag reached his great, goliath arms to Muzgash‟s left and 
wrenched sideways, sending Muzgash tumbling off of Lokag. 
Rangrim leaped forward onto the ground and slipped his left 
arm around Lokag‟s legs and started pounding on Lokag‟s 
shins and thighs with his right fist. 
“Mothafucka! Just like the statue! For Julie-san!” screamed 
Rangrim as he pummeled Lokag‟s legs. 
Lokag pulled one leg free, bent it back and sent it directly into 
Rangrim‟s screaming face. Rangrim took the huge foot kick 
right in the middle of the face, forcing him sprawling 
backwards. Lokag flipped both legs up and then arched his 
body upwards as he swung his legs back down, propelling 
himself to a stand. 
“What do you think you are doing!?” Lokag shouted as 
Muzgash stepped in front of the statue. 
“I‟m blocking you from the statue.” he responded. 
“Oh?” Lokag breathed as he rushed forward tossing a flurry of 
fists at Muzgash. 
Muzgash blocked nearly every hit but one strike managed to 
make its way against Muzgash‟s kidney, making him wince in 
pain. Muzgash pushed outwards, forcing Lokag back, he 
reached his hand up, kissed his magical healing ring with one 
hand and reached back with the other, snatching a 
Reauxzetta Stone from the statue‟s eye socket. 
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“NOOO!” roared Lokag, but the sound was nearly drowned out 
by an ominous, reverberating laugh from the dragon, as if it 
was approving of Muzgash‟s actions. 
Muzgash swiftly reached his other hand around and grabbed 
the other Reauxzetta stone. Suddenly Muzgash felt a surge of 
energy overcome his body. The energy rapidly channeled 
throughout his entire self, and ethereal dragons began 
forming upon his arms, coiling around them like ghostly 
serpents, and their jaws sat clenched around the Reauxzetta 
Stones within his two hands. 
“I‟m sorry Sifu.” whispered Muzgash for he knew he was about 
to unleash his newly acquired power upon his master. He put 
both fists together and took a deep breath, closing his eyes 
and focusing all his newfound energy into the Reauxzetta 
Stones. He heard the soft footbeats of Lokag‟s bare feet. He 
knew what he had to do. 
His eyes opened, and he flung both of his fists outwards. The 
two ghostly dragons extended off of his arms and soared 
towards the Sifu and they both began biting him with their 
ghostly jaws. Muzgash felt the Reauxzetta Stones rattling in 
his fingers and he loosened his grip, the stones levitated 
between his hands and a red energy began to shine from 
within. Muzgash pulled his hands back, behind his side, and 
then threw his hands forwards once more which sent a 
fireball hurling forwards. The ghostly dragons released Lokag 
as the fireball came cascading towards him.   
The fire danced around Lokag as he punched a fist into the 
flames, scattering them with the consequent turbulence, but 
Muzgash was adjacent to him once more and landed a right 
fist into Lokag‟s chest. Lokag let out a heavy grunt and 
Muzgash thought he must have hurt the old man. Suddenly, 
where Lokag‟s chest was hit, a bruise formed, or what seemed 
like a bruise because it suddenly turned black, then it formed 
into a patch of stony scales that began to spread outwards. 
Then Rangrim appeared, pressing the attack upon Lokag once 
more, punching wildly at his back, sending shards of broken 
stone scales scattering into the air every time Rangrim struck 
his crusted skin, and a look of disgust spread across 
Rangrim‟s face as he battered away his master‟s stony scales. 
Lokag spun around furiously and hit Rangrim with a sideways 
elbow strike across his chin, sending Rangrim hurling to the 
ground with a loud, painful grunt, “Dhheuggh!” 
Lokag twirled back around and punched his cocked back fist 
at Muzgash, who attempted a block, but the Sifu‟s attack 
made its way through and bashed against Muzgash‟s 
defenseless chest. The pain seemed to subside as soon as it 
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started, and Muzgash felt hot energy come from the Stones. A 
swell of power spread within Muzgash's body, and he quickly 
shifted back a couple feet and then leaped forward into the 
air. His leap was aided by the energy of the Reauxzetta 
Stones, sending him some fifteen feet into the air as if he was 
supported by wings. Lokag looked up only to see one of 
Muzgash's feet coming down upon him, and he put his hands 
up in defense. Muzgash's foot came down hard upon Lokag's 
blocking hands, forcing them down below his chin. Muzgash's 
other foot kicked downwards, hitting Lokag in the face and 
driving him to his knees. Muzgash landed down upon the 
ground gracefully and sent a right hook into Lokag's exposed 
dome, he cocked his hand back and threw another, forcing 
Lokag to his hands as well as his knees.   
Muzgash stepped sideways to Lokag's right and then swung 
both his arms down upon Lokag's back in a double arm chop. 
“I'm sorry Sifu, I'm trying to end this quickly.” whispered 
Muzgash. 
Lokag reeled up against the double arm bash, grunting in 
pain and took a feeble swipe at Muzgash, but it was fruitless, 
for Muzgash only smacked his hand out of the way and swiftly 
launched a haymaker with his left arm, slamming his 
knuckles against Lokag's jaw line. Lokag's face whipped 
sideways violently, and his eyes rolled in their sockets. 
 Muzgash gave one quick, hard look at Lokag and pulled his 
left arm back and swung it in a backhand strike, slapping 
against the back of Lokag's head. 
“Aaauaghh!” shouts Lokag as he hits the ground. Multiple 
areas upon his head began to cover up with thick formations 
of scaly stone. Lokag pushed himself up with great effort and 
he looked over at Muzgash and yelled, “NOOOOO!”  
Suddenly his eyes flash into bright white globes. He lunges at 
Muzgash with outrageous speed.  Lokag's leg suddenly arcs 
through the air towards Muzgash. Muzgash manages to get 
his hands up in time and he grabs hold of Lokag's heavy leg, 
but Lokag hops up and spins his body around. His other leg 
slams against Muzgash, forcing him to release his grasp and 
stumble sideways. Lokag‟s feet met the ground and he 
followed up with a diagonal sweep of his huge arm, catching 
Muzgash by the calf and hurling him upwards. Lokag dropped 
a heavy elbow chop with his other arm against Muzgash as he 
was still in the air, slamming him hard against the ground. 
Muzgash coughs up some bloody spittle as the wind was 
knocked from him.    
Sifu Lokag's white eyes dim and he looks down upon his 
battered pupil. He looks to the other side of the large balcony 
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and begins to hobble away. Muzgash shakes off the pain and 
rolls to his side and throws a quick punch at Lokag's calf. 
“Aagghkk!” yelps Lokag as his calf is engulfed in scaly stones, 
which by now are nearly covering his entire body, but he 
maintains his slow hobble across the balcony. 
Muzgash gives his magical ring a smooch and forces himself 
up to his feet. His eyes struggle to subdue their triple vision 
and lock on to the multiple images of the retreating Sifu. 
Muzgash stumbles after his stony master swinging his fists 
aimlessly into the empty air. In his hazy vision Muzgash 
notices the Sifu stop. Muzgash stops, closes his eyes, takes a 
deep breath and lets the magic of the ring set in. Taking a 
moment to recover he opens his eyes and sees Sifu Lokag 
resting against one of the monk statues. 
Muzgash lunges forth, charging towards Sifu Lokag, and 
throws his fist wildly at his master's back. Although, just 
before the attack lands, Sifu Lokag spins around and stands 
to face Muzgash. The blow strikes into Lokag's chest. Lokag 
heaves all his breath out and stumbles back, and a wave of 
scaly stone washes over Lokag's body. Muzgash looks upon 
his master with repentance, but Lokag only stands tall and 
nods in approval before his face is swallowed in scaly stones 
and only a statue remains standing before Muzgash.    
“YES! YES!” bellows the dragon's voice. 
Muzgash watches as the dragon does a large loop in the air 
triumphantly and turns back towards Muzgash. 
“Yeeeaaah!” shouts Rangrim as he lies bloodied on the rug. 
“YOU HAVE COMPLETED YOUR MASTER'S TASK!” says the 
dragon as it looked down upon Muzgash, “NOW YOU CAN 
CHOOSE, WILL YOU STRIKE DOWN THE ENEMIES OF THE 
DRAGON’S GATE, OR DEFEND OUR ORDER AGAINST THOSE 
WHO SEEK TO DEYSTROY US?” demanded the dragon as it 
peered at Muzgash intently. 
“I will strike down our enemies!” shouted Muzgash as he held 
up his fist, still clutching the Stones which suddenly flew from 
his hands and socketed themselves back into the eyes of the 
dragon statue. 
The dragon nodded in approval and began to retch something 
out from within its body. It opens its mouth and regurgitated 
a small sealed satchel. Rangrim got to his feet and walked 
over to the satchel with Muzgash. 
They opened the satchel to find a set of gear. A warrior monk's 
gi covered in thousands of tiny silver scales and adorned with 
black lodestones was contained within. The gi was wrapped 
around a set of thick sashes made of mysterious fiber, 
adorned with golden dragon inlay designs. Strange mystical 
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symbols surrounding five well-placed dragon scales were 
crafted into each sash, resting above five holes, which were 
sewn into the sash, enabling fingers to fit snugly within. A 
strap hung at the end of each sash to fasten against the 
forearm.  
All the items were immaculately preserved in the satchel. 
Rangrim took the gi, swearing to protect the Order, and 
Muzgash took the set of sashes. The two of them held their 
separate prizes in awe and both could feel magical energy 
radiating from the mystical items.   
The dragon nears close to them both and opens its mouth, 
“YOU TWO SHALL TAKE THE PLACE OF YOUR SIFU-” 
“Both of us?” asks Muzgash as he points to Rangrim, but the 
dragon continues on. 
“-YOU ARE BOTH THE NEW MASTERS OF OUR ORDER! I 
CHARGE YOU WITH UPHOLDING THE STRENGTH OF THE 
ORDER OF THE DRAGON'S GATE!” shouted the dragon and 
then charged towards them both. It split in two separate 
dragons and its body turned to an ethereal transparency as it 
passed through Rangrim and Muzgash and then it 
disappeared as if it became part of them both in spirit. 
Muzgash felt a strange sense of energy consume him, similar 
to the energy that the Reauxzetta Stones channeled, and he 
could tell that Rangrim felt the same energy. They both looked 
at one another with new found purpose, they both then 
looked over to the statue that once was Sifu Lokag, their 
master. They stepped closer to his statue and quietly paid 
their respects, and then they turned back and silently 
departed this mysterious monastery. 
 

*************************************** 
 

It took them quite a while to reach Sifu Lokag's hut. They 
hobbled through the woods clutching tightly against their 
battered bodies, stopping several times to take a breath along 
the way before coming into view of the welcoming sight of 
Lokag's hut. This time though it felt different. They both knew 
that they would never see their master out front meditating by 
the firepit again, but they also knew that they had a duty to 
uphold. 
They sat themselves next to the firepit and took long, deep 
breaths. Muzgash grabbed a handful of dry grass, got near the 
fire and used a flint and a small piece of metal to spark 
against the crumpled grass which ignited amongst small 
pieces of wood in the firepit. Moments later a small fire was 
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going, spreading its much-welcomed warmth over the two 
weary monks. 
They both ate sparingly on some traveling rations and shared 
a pipe full of some rare herbs. They looked over at the empty 
hut quietly for a few moments before Muzgash said he wanted 
to take claim over it, in the chance that he needed a place to 
escape to if need be, but Rangrim wasn't too keen on the idea. 
“Hey man! We're sharing it, we're both Sifus!” he remarked. 
“Alright. Fair enough. Same with the monastery.” replied 
Muzgash. 
“Pretty much.” ascertained Rangrim. 
“What about the dojo?” asked Muzgash. 
“I'll run it if you want to keep adventuring with your buddies.” 
offered Rangrim. 
“Hell yeah, kneegah!” responded Muzgash cheerily. 
“But you're more than welcome to come and teach a class for 
me sometime so I can get a day off, eh? C'mon man.” said 
Rangrim. 
“One day, one day.” Muzgash promised. 
“Alright man,” responded Rangrim as he looked down to the 
ground, “Real talk Muy, I didn't deserve this promotion, you 
we're always the better student, awwhaw!” he said plaintively, 
grabbing hold of his newly adorned outfit. 
It was past sundown and the toils of their match with the late 
Sifu Lokag was finally taking its inevitable toll on them, 
compelling their bodies to take a long rest. Muzgash entered 
Lokag's hut and slept upon the hard wooden floor, Rangrim 
was not willing to sleep inside, and stayed by the campfire.   
 

*************************************** 
 

Muzgash woke up alone, sprawled out upon the floor of the 
hut. He stepped outside and saw an empty bedroll next to the 
charred remains of the fire. He glanced about and saw 
Rangrim poised on a tree stump, practicing his kicks amidst 
the rising sun. 
Rangrim paused when he saw Muzgash emerge from the hut 
and stood up straight and then bowed to his fellow Sifu. 
Muzgash bowed in response. 
“I guess the journey back begins.” Rangrim prophesied. 
“First we need some breakfast.” remarked Muzgash. 
“You got some food?” asked Rangrim excitedly. 
“I'll check the cabin.” said Muzgash as he turned back and 
stepped inside the cabin. He peered about and noticed a small 
hatch in the floor underneath a small table in the corner of 
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the hut. As he opened the hatch he found a small stone locker 
filled with salted meats, kept chill within this tightly sealed 
stone container. 
“I don't know man, Sifu Lokag liked to eat some weird shit!” 
said Rangrim as Muzgash appeared with the meats. 
“Well it's food, we need food,” stated Muzgash plainly, “Cook 
it, cook everything.” 
They dined on the mysterious meats, which was quite gamey, 
and they decided it must be some sort of bear jerky. It was 
very tough, very gamey, and still a bit hairy because Sifu 
Lokag likely skinned it with his hands. Once they were done 
they headed down the Annadale Heights, back towards Saint 
Rose and the dojo that they call Home. 
 

*************************************** 
 
They settled into the quiet dojo for the night. In the morning 
Muzgash awoke to find Rangrim in the central courtyard, 
setting up three impromptu graves for the three lost during 
the quest for the Reauxzetta Stones. Two small stones had the 
names Julie-san and Daniel-san painted on them 
respectively, and a larger stone, sitting right between the two 
smaller stones, read Sifu Lokag. Muzgash approached and 
bowed low, paying his respects. 
“Well Muy-” started Rangrim as he stood up and held his arm 
out to Muzgash, but the rest of his words got caught in his 
throat. 
“Farewell friend.” said Muzgash as he clasped Rangrim's 
forearm in his hand. Rangrim nodded in response. 
“I'll come visit soon. I'm headed back down to the town of 
Mission.” said Muzgash. 

Rangrim embraced Muzgash in a hug and wished Muzgash 

luck in his travels. He told Muzgash that he would watch over 

the dojo in Muzgash's absence. Muzgash nodded and turned 

and exited the dojo. He headed across town and turned south, 

walking by foot along the King's 101st Road, heading back 

towards the great city of Mission...
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“War is not about who is right, it is about who is left.” 
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Ralgar had followed the little lizardboy for almost two days now. They both 
had hitched a ride north on the King‟s 101st Road, after that they had set out 
from Otavon on foot, trekking through thick marshes and dense woods, 
around large shallow lakes, and passing by many herds of grazing cattle, 
one of which Ralgar set upon with fire and axe and earned himself a hefty 
dinner meal for a night‟s camp. 
The little lizardboy had come to Ralgar at the bazaar in Mission a day ago, 
screeching at him in distress about an assault on the lizardboy‟s  village to 
the north, a village of lizardfolk. 
 “Help me! Help us! Please!” the lizardboy pleaded. Ralgar must have been 
filled with grief and compassion for he immediately accepted the young 
lizard's call. 
 
This little lizardboy was named Little Jimmie, and was a youngling kobold, 
a distant and inferior cousin to dragonborn, actually not a lizardboy at all. 
He lived in the little hamlet called The Town of Petals- a farming village, a 
village of crafters and worksman, a village of all “..lizardkind..” 
The little kobold's village was apparently under attack by a distant town that 
has been regularly raiding the village and ruining the lives of the 
“..lizardkind..” 
Ralgar‟s skin crept every time the boy said “lizardkind” 
“Dragonkind.” Ralgar hissed aloud. 
“Huh?” responded Little Jimmie. 
“It‟s dragonkind!” flamed Ralgar. 
“Unngh, okay.” squealed Little Jimmie. 
The walk was quieter after that, and so was the night‟s camp. Little Jimmie 
spoke little, only opening his yapper to tell Ralgar which directions to go. 
And he only supped on a small portion of the slain bovine feast, and soon 
after that, laid his head down to rest for the night. 
Meanwhile, Ralgar helped himself to a lavish feast of Breathfire Roasted 
Steaks, with a Bottle of Wine, and a side of Rare Herbs; a quite exquisite 
meal for an outdoor camping excursion. When Ralgar had eaten his fill he 
threw his blanket over himself, shot a quick glance over to Little Jimmie 
and instantly fell asleep under the night sky. 
 

*************************************** 
 
They awoke at first light, Ralgar dozed off to sleep for a little longer, and 
when he woke they slowly got ready to strike off. They ate breakfast on 
some roasted beef and a few eggs Little Jimmie found in a nearby tree. 
After they ate,  Ralgar cut off a few slices of cow meat and roasted it with 
his fiery breath and rolled them in a piece of cloth for the day‟s rations. He 
let Little Jimmie lead the way towards his home village. 
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They were slow going because they were forced to go through heavily 
wooded areas and then up a large mountain. As they reached the summit of 
this mountain Little Jimmie pointed off into the distance to the north. 
“The Town of Petals is right down there, it won‟t be long now.” Little 
Jimmie said to his formidable hero. 
Ralgar peered off the tip of this mountain down into the valley below. His 
vision strained to view any signs of a village, he did notice it was already 
past noon and urged Little Jimmie to continue on, although the manner he 
said it came across as scary to the little kobold boy, so the boy turned away 
and began to lead the way down the mountain in haste. 
As they reached the bottom of the mountain they came upon a small 
footpath in the woods. 
Little Jimmie obviously was familiar with the path because he was 
traversing it very speedily. They traveled for a while longer, for miles this 
path seemed to go, and the farther they went the trail began to widen and 
small side paths were seen. Although, the farther they went, the farther the 
sun began to slowly crawl downwards. 
Once dusk crept upon them both, Little Jimmie yelled in excitement as they 
exited the woods and were spat out into a great open plain. In the distance 
the lights of a small village could be seen within their dimming 
surroundings. 
“C‟mon Ralgar, we‟re almost there!” Little Jimmie said as he broke out into 
a run and darted off towards his village. The boy was a little too energetic 
for the bigger, and heavily weighted dragonborn that followed. 
By the time Ralgar reached the edge of the village the sun had fully set 
behind the distant mountains and Little Jimmie was nowhere in sight. 
Ralgar peered about the village but there seemed to be not one inhabitant to 
be found in this eerie town. The buildings looked decrepit, and most, if not 
all of them, had windows boarded shut or barred from the inside, and no 
lights shone from any of the windows. The place seemed empty and 
abandoned except for the few lamps lining the streets. 
Ralgar, tired and abandoned in this strange place, found a nice pile of hay in 
a nearby alley and curled up there for the night. 
 

*************************************** 

 
He awoke in the morning to the sound of voices and the calls of many 
animals. As he walked out from his dank resting place he could see that this 
village was truly alive, a complete opposite of its nighttime scarcity. The 
streets were bustling with the humdrum of lizardmen, kobold, and 
dragonborn workers carrying tools and loading up carts towed by great 
oxen. Lizardwomen were setting up booths to sell goods and foods. Many 
people shot uneasy glances towards Ralgar as he stepped out of the 
alleyway into the street. Ralgar turned his head back and forth, peering at 
them as they paused their activities. They soon disregarded him and went 
about their business. Ralgar sneered and walked away towards the center of 
town. 
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He was followed by questionable stares as he walked along the road. When 
he arrived he noticed a large fenced building with two dragonborn guards 
standing watch at the small open gate. 
As he approached the building he could see a sign above the entrance to the 
building that read: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The two guards stared at the approaching dragonborn man, fully clad in 
armor and heavily armed. 
“HALT!” one of them called to Ralgar, “Who are you? What‟s your 
business here?” 
Ralgar casually responded with, “I am Ralgar, who is in charge here?” 
“Well that would be the mayor.” said one of the guards. 
“I wish to speak with him.” said Ralgar. 
“About what?” questioned the other guard. 
“I heard this town was in trouble, I came to help. Maybe I was wrong?” he 
said and began to step away. 
“No wait!” called one of the guards. 
“Better let him in.” said the other, and they both stepped to the side, 
allowing Ralgar to walk inside the grounds and enter the building. 
As he walked into the building he saw that the inside opened up into a large 
circular room with several doors, one of which was open. Ralgar could hear 
something shuffling within the room of the open door.  
At the door, Ralgar saw inside another dragonborn man and two 
lizardwomen sitting on small wooden stools at a large table, attending to 
some paperwork. 
Ralgar approached the door and stood before it. The three inhabitants of the 
room didn‟t notice their guest and continued on with their paperwork. 
Ralgar stood there silently overlooking the three rustling nosily through 
stacks of parchments and books. He tapped his claws gently against the 
wooden door, but still went unnoticed. 
“Uhh, excuse me.” said Ralgar to the oblivious inhabitants. 
The dragonborn man looked up from his parchments and glanced at Ralgar 
with a questioning look, “Yes, can I help you?” he said back. 
“Um, do you uh- know Little Jimmie?” Ralgar asked him. 
The dragonman‟s stare turned sour, “Little Jimmie?”  he looked to the other 
two lizardwomen who had stopped their tasks and began staring at Ralgar, 
“You mean that damn peasant boy? Causing trouble again? What happened 
now?” spat the dragonman in a flurry of questions. 
Ralgar was taken aback by the assault of questions and he suddenly 
rebutted, “What do you guys- what‟s going on here? What‟s, what‟s-” 

CITY HALL 
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Ralgar blurted out and pushed hard against the halfway open door which 
slammed against the wall with a loud bang. The three jumped at the sound. 
“You tell me what‟s happening.” muttered the dragonman in a worried 
voice. 
“What the fuck is happening right now?” demanded Ralgar, and he turned 
to the two lizardwomen staring with stricken faces, “What are you guys 
lookin‟ at?” Ralgar snapped at them, “You tell me what you know right 
now!” he shouted at the increasingly worrisome three. 
“You aren‟t who I think you are, are you?”  the dragonman managed to 
squeal out. 
“What?! What? I asked you a question. Tell me what you know!” stated 
Ralgar angrily, but the dragonman was frozen in horror and couldn't 
respond to Ralgar. 
“What‟s going on here, what‟s this meeting all about? What the fuck is 
happening? Why was this shit barred up last night? You tell me what you 
know!” barraged Ralgar to the hapless dragonman. 
The dragonman worked up the courage to say, “Well, the Town of Petals 
has been under some certain turmoil…” 
“Ah, Little Jimmie…” said Ralgar quietly to himself as the dragonman 
hastily spoke. 
“…brought about against our race-” 
“From?!” snapped Ralgar in question. 
“From the north.” the dragonman responded. 
“Of?!” 
The man looked even more flabbergasted, “The Parklands of Rhonertia!” 
“What for? What for?” demanded Ralgar once again. 
“Crimes against reptilian kind.” declared the dragonman. 
“Who are they? Where are they?” asked Ralgar. 
“What?” responded the dragonman in confusion. 
 “Where are they?” 
“In the Parklands of Rhonertia” 
“What are they? What are their species? You‟re a dragonkin, what are 
they's?” Ralgar interrogated and raised his hand as if to slap the poor 
dragonman, but he didn't do so. 
Seeing the raised hand, the dragonman reeled back and covered his face. 
“Who is your leader?” Ralgar asked him, “Who‟s your leader? Who‟s in 
charge of this? Who‟s the captain here?” he demanded. 
The dragonman lowered his hands from his face and looked up at Ralgar, 
“Me.” he said, “I'm the Mayor of the Town of Petals.” he stated proudly 
enough. 
Ralgar overlooked the man with doubts but decided to take his word for it 
and asked him politely if they may speak in private in the Mayor‟s office.  
“This is my office, you barged in here!” the Mayor snapped back at Ralgar. 
Ralgar bent in close to attempt at speaking quietly to the Mayor, out of the 
lizardwomen‟s presumed earshot, “We have to have a private conversation 
here for a minute, ask your people to leave.” 
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The Mayor looked over his shoulder at the still stricken lizardwomen, and 
then he looked back at Ralgar, “These are my aides.” 
Ralgar persuaded the mayor once more, “They can come back later, they 
can come back later, tell „em to take a break, tell them to go to lunch, to go 
pick us up some food.” 
The Mayor turned to his aides to excuse them, “Alright ladies pick me up 
some food will you?” 
His aides looked to the intimidating Ralgar, then to the Mayor, then they 
quickly rushed out of the room, closing the door behind them. 
Once Ralgar was alone with the Mayor he spun back and unleashed a hard 
slap across the Mayor‟s scaly face. 
“Awww!” screamed the Mayor as he clutched the side of his face that took 
the back of Ralgar‟s hand. 
“Tell me what you know!” shouted Ralgar. 
“I just did motherfucker!” the Mayor yelled back. 
“What is their race?! Who are we against?!” Ralgar demanded from the 
Mayor once more. 
A look of confusion spread across the Mayor‟s face again, “It‟s an 
assortment of races.” he said. 
“Why was I brought here? Why am I here?” Ralgar asked heatedly. 
“The whole population of the Parklands of Rhonertia.” he answered, to 
Ralgar‟s previous question. 
“So what‟s the plan? What‟s your strategy? What are you doing? What am I 
doing here?” Ralgar muttered on. 
The Mayor's bewilderment was escalating as the trivia became stronger, “I 
don‟t know!” he shouted, “Why are you hitting me?” 
“You need to make me mayor!” Ralgar suddenly said. 
The Mayor was crumbling before the mental breakdown that was unfolding 
before him. 
Ralgar demanded he be made Mayor once more, this time more 
aggressively, with raised hand and all. The mayor put his claws up in 
defense again and said, “The town would have to vote you into office!” 
Ralgar scrambled for the proper words, “Yur, yur- passing the torch, due to 
national security of the city!” 
The Mayor protested, “Under what threat?” he asked. 
“Of the Rhoner Parkshians! They are coming for us!” exclaimed Ralgar. 
“For you? You just got here and started beating me up!” refuted the Mayor. 
Ralgar took a deep breath and let it out noisily and then withdrew his axe 
and ordered the Mayor to relinquish his authority because it was a coup of 
the city. 
“I can‟t just relinquish in front of you and me. What the hell is the matter 
with you?” questioned the Mayor. 
“I‟m just kidding, I‟m just kidding.” Ralgar said with a chuckle as he 
sheathed his weapon. 
“WHAT THE HELL IS GOING ON?!” shouted the Mayor in 
bewilderment. 
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“I was just making sure, you know, that like you weren‟t lying to me or 
nothing, had to check, you know, making sure you‟re legit.” Ralgar said 
blatantly. 
The Mayor shook his head in perplexity and shouted aloud, “What the 
fuck?!” and then more loudly, “GUARDS!” 
As he yelled for the guards, the door the aides left through was instantly 
kicked open, as well as two side doors on either side of the room. Standing 
in the doorways were several armed dragonborn guards with spears in their 
hands, one of them said, “What the hell?” as he saw Ralgar looming over 
the battered Mayor, whose face had begun to swell. 
“What?” asked Ralgar simply as the guards surrounded him. 
“This guy threatened my life.” declared the Mayor. 
“He‟s lying. Look at this, I‟m just standing here. My weapon isn‟t even 
drawn.” protested Ralgar. 
They all looked unconvinced. 
“So, what do you want?” Ralgar shouted at them. They said nothing and 
lowered their spears and poised themselves on the mad dragonborn warrior. 
“What do you need?” Ralgar asked them yet another question. 
One of them raised his demands, “Well, we need you to put your weapon 
down, sir!” as they all drew slowly closer. 
“I‟ll put it away.” Ralgar said, but took no action. 
“Hands behind your back!” one of the guards shouted. 
“No. Not gonna work out for me.” stated Ralgar. 
The guards looked amongst each other apprehensively. Ralgar turned his 
attention back to the Mayor, and attempted to apologize and explain that the 
whole exchange had just been one whole misunderstanding, but the Mayor 
had daggers in his eyes at that point. 
“This guy‟s trying to plead after threatening my life? Apprehend him now!” 
he shouted to the guards. Ralgar reached for his axe handle but felt a hard 
blow against the back of his head; presumably from one of the spearhafts. 
He fell to the floor with a grunt, “Ugh” and darkness overcame him. 
 

*************************************** 
 
Ralgar woke up in a cell. He only had his clothing on. All his weapons, 
armor, and gear where gone. He looked about and saw that he was in a 
hallway with several other cells, all of them empty. A lizardman guard 
stood watch at a door at the end of the hallway. 
Ralgar came up with a sudden idea and shouted out to the guard, “I need 
help, I need help!” he screamed out loud. 
The guard hesitated for a moment, but then stepped reluctantly over to 
Ralgar‟s holding cell. He stopped about ten feet away and started eyeing the 
dragonborn rolling on the floor. 
“Eeeeuugghhh, I‟m sick.” said Ralgar. 
But the guard was not buying his excuse, “Get up off that damn floor, I 
know there‟s nothing wrong with yo‟ ass, I was the one who booked you 
motherfucker." 
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Exposed! thought Ralgar. 
The guard shook his head and turned to return to his post. He yelled back 
over his shoulder, “You‟ll get yours soon guy!” and he resumed his post by 
the door. 
Seeing his plan foiled, Ralgar decided to attempt at using his brute strength 
to pry the iron doors open, but the door was well constructed and Ralgar 
could do nothing. 
Realizing he had no other option but to await his fate, Ralgar sat down on 
the ground, defeated and imprisoned. 
Several hours passed before the door at the end of the hallway opened and 
several armed guards came in and approached Ralgar‟s cell. 
“Let‟s go.” said a dragonborn guard, as he unlocked and opened the cell 
doors. 
Ralgar just stared back at them with squinted eyes. 
They stood in silence for a moment. Before tensions could break, Ralgar 
held out his hands and stepped forward in compliance.  
They lead him out of the cells and down another hallway, into a small 
chamber. One of the guards went through a door on the other side of the 
chamber, and much commotion could be heard coming from the next room. 
The guard returned shortly after and motioned to the guards holding Ralgar. 
They lead Ralgar into the next room, which was a great open courthall. 
There were two booths in the center of the courthall. On the far wall was a 
long dais for the judge‟s seats, and towards the back were many pews filled 
with an angry reptilian crowd booing and hollering at Ralgar as he was lead 
into the room and seated at one of the booths. 
The Mayor was sitting upon the dais with four other elder dragonborn folk. 
One of them, a well dressed and confident looking dragonborn woman 
stood and motioned for the room to quiet. Once the crowd lowered its 
commotion the dragonborn woman spoke, “You‟ve been brought before 
this council on crimes against the Mayor!” she stated to Ralgar. 
“The Mayor threatened my life!” Ralgar pleaded in protest. 
“What say you?” said a different dragonborn upon the dais, an aged 
dragonborn man with small squinty eyes. 
“He threatened my life, I was defending myself, it‟s all self defense, you 
don‟t got evidence!” Ralgar raised to the dais. 
“What do you say? Guilty? Or not guilty?” asked the aged dragonman. 
“Not guilty.” 
“Not guilty?” repeated the old dragonman to the rest of the members upon 
the dais. 
The dragonwoman then waved her hand to a guard across the room. The 
guard nodded, then slipped out of the room. He returned quickly with a 
small lizardwoman in tow. He lead the lizardwoman to the booth opposite 
of Ralgar‟s. She shied away from Ralgar fearfully as she sat down. The 
dragonwoman upon the dais asked the young lizardwoman to give her 
statement. 
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“We were gonna go get lunch but we just stuck around cause of this 
stranger- like- shut the door on us and shit.” the lizardwoman said against 
Ralgar‟s defense. 
“They were in the room, then they went to go get food, and they left, they 
couldn‟t see anything.” Ralgar rebutted to the accusation. 
The small lizardwoman went on to say that they did see what happened. 
They stuck around and were peeking through cracks in the door, as well as 
from the keyhole in the door. 
“When I first barged in they were having lunch!” objected Ralgar. 
The dais members seemed unconvinced. They turned to the Mayor who was 
sitting with them, and he then gave his account of the assault by Ralgar. His 
story did little to help Ralgar‟s defense. Once he finished the dragonwoman 
thanked him and turned her attention back towards Ralgar, “And what was 
your account of the whole chain of events that just happened?” 
Ralgar collected his thoughts for a moment and then opened his jaws to 
speak, “I came into the door, quietly, before anybody noticed I was there, 
and I saw the mayor and his aides,” Ralgar could see several of the 
occupants shaking their heads at his claims, which made him pause for a 
moment. The dragonwoman motioned her upturned hand to urge Ralgar on, 
“Go on.” she said. 
“Well basically I came in, and then they realized I was there, then I told 
them I was with Little Jimmie, and then he was like- that was a lower class 
insult, something about how poor people are bad! So I immediately saw him 
as a threat,”  Ralgar explained fervently, “Little Jimmie told me to come 
here to help you guys 'cause you guys were in some kind of problem here.” 
“I did not say that!” shouted the Mayor in protest. 
 “I‟m just trying to be honest.” Ralgar said. 
The Mayor was the first to respond to Ralgar, “I called Little Jimmie a 
peasant urchin because he is. He is that.” stated the Mayor.  
“He is.” said a few of the dais members in agreement, and several other 
occupants of the room concurred and nodded their heads. 
“I see that as an insult!” shouted Ralgar angrily. 
The members of the dais whispered amongst one another. 
“That‟s not- NO!- that‟s an insult to my people, that‟s a sign of aggression.” 
he shouted once more. 
The crowd began to murmur amongst one another, and the sound grew 
louder and louder. Ralgar saw the dragonwoman and the Mayor whisper to 
each other, and the dragonwoman shook her head. Ralgar saw the growing 
unease and decided to take a different approach, “I had a schizophrenic 
moment…” he pleaded aloud and began attempting to act out a sob. 
The crowd began to quiet down as they saw the great dragonborn warrior 
sobbing on the stand. The members of the dais asked him to explain. But 
Ralgar‟s mock sobs only broke out into laughter, “Uhhh, so yeah,” he 
shouted, “I explained the current situation,” he paused for a moment, “You 
know what, I came in and slapped the shit out of him! I did,” he said as he 
broke out into more loud laughter, “I did it!” 
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The crowd flared up in uproar. The Mayor nodded his head as the other 
members of the dais looked to one another in shock. 
The dragonwoman motioned for silence once more. Once she could speak 
she asked Ralgar, “So did I just hear you say you change your plea to 
guilty?” 
“NO! No! I‟m not guilty. It wasn‟t a crime, it wasn‟t a crime,” babbled 
Ralgar hysterically, and broke out into laughter once more, “I slapped the 
shit out of him „cause he insulted that kid, „cause he‟s one of yo‟ kind, he‟s 
our kin,” he shouted for everyone to hear, “He‟s our cousin like he can‟t say 
that about them, that‟s insulting!” he roared as he pointed a claw to the 
Mayor and continued on with his speech, “And to think that I could see a 
fellow dragonborn insult another dragonkin like that is just- just disgusting, 
you‟re all savages!” he spat out the last part and gave a sour glance around 
the room. 
The crowd bursted out in uproar, shouting obscenities and booing at Ralgar. 
The members of the dais looked to one another and shook their heads in 
pity, “Is that the end of your testimonial?” said the dragonwoman. Ralgar 
just stared her down. 
She returned his gaze and asked him, “Do you have any last words?” 
Ralgar stood up from his seat and boomed, “I came to help, I came in a plea 
from a fellow kinmember to assist the city. This city seems to be broken, 
it‟s broken, your rules, your notions are broken, I came to help. And all 
you‟ve done is put me on trial. All I wish to do is leave! If you don‟t wish to 
have my assistance.” 
The old dragonman bobbed his head and responded, “Fair. Fair testimonial! 
Although I guess help in your terms is beat up our mayor.” and the crowd 
sent out a wave of laughter. 
The dragonwoman stood up from her seat and pointed at Ralgar, “We‟ll 
pass judgment now.” and she signaled to one of the guards. The guard 
stepped up to Ralgar and motioned to the other guards in proximity. They 
all reached for Ralgar and escorted him off to a side room and locked him to 
a chair to await sentencing. 
 

*************************************** 
 
A little over an hour passed. A guard approached Ralgar, unlocked his 
shackles, and lead him out of the room. The guard took him down a hallway 
that exited into the large open lobby that Ralgar originally entered city hall 
through. In the lobby were several other guards. One of them was holding a 
large bundle, which he handed to Ralgar. Inside was all of Ralgar‟s 
traveling gear and armor. Ralgar looked up from his gear to the guard. As 
he began donning his armor, the guard told Ralgar that the council decided 
to let Ralgar off with a warning, and that he should leave town immediately. 
As he finished explaining the wishes of the council another guard stepped to 
Ralgar and handed him his weapons and shield. Ralgar silently took his 
things and then exited city hall. 
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Once outside and out of the eyes of the guards, Ralgar sat down on a nearby 
porch. He thought to himself about where that young kobold boy could've 
gone, but Ralgar hadn't the slightest inclination of how to find him. Out of 
ideas, Ralgar decided he wanted a drink and sought out the local tavern.  
Asking around he was pointed to the locale of the tavern, called the Petal 
Club. 
Reaching the shabby looking building Ralgar wondered if he was in the 
right place; the building had several broken panels on the outside, no sign 
was printed anywhere stating any sort of name, and all the windows were 
boarded off. But as he was cursing the deceitful directions he had received, 
a drunken lizardman stumbled out the door and gave a loud belch and 
skulked off down the road. 
As Ralgar entered he scanned the room, which was quite busy and filled 
with an assortment of lizardmen, kobolds, dragonborns, and even a lone 
naga drinking by itself in the corner of the room. 
Ralgar approached the bar to order a drink, and as he was doing so the 
barkeep, a bulky lizardman, looked up from a dirty mug and called out to 
Ralgar, “Hail traveler, I don‟t think I‟ve seen you around here before.” 
“Why do you ask so many questions?” Ralgar instantly snapped back. 
“I didn‟t ask a question.” the lizardman barkeep said back calmly. 
Ralgar chuckled quietly, “Yeah, no I‟m new here.” he said kindly enough. 
“Well what can I getcha?” asked the barkeep. 
“Liquor.” stated Ralgar, “By the way, what seems to be the happenings 
around here, what seems to be going on here?” he inquired as the barkeep 
poured his drink. 
“Not a whole lot.” the barkeep replied as he handed Ralgar his drink. 
“Do you bar your shit up at night too?” Ralgar asked. 
“What? Yeah. Who wouldn‟t?” said the barkeep. 
“Why would I?” questioned Ralgar. 
The big lizardman leaned on the bar as he spoke to Ralgar again, “Well with 
the recent attacks that have been going on in town, it would be foolish not 
to.” 
“What events are causing you to do that?” 
“The- the attacks.” 
“What kind of attacks? From what?” Ralgar casually asked. 
“People say it‟s just bandits.” 
“Bandits?” said Ralgar, confused. 
“I know that people only say it‟s just some random bandits, but a lot of us 
know it‟s the people of the Parklands of Rhonertia.” remarked the barkeep. 
“Oh really?” 
“Yeah, really.” 
“So what are you doing about it?” Ralgar asked. 
“The council doesn‟t want to engage in combat with such a bigger city than 
us,” the barkeep stated solemnly, “It‟d be obvious if we did arm up and go 
to war, but we would be crushed. So we kinda just bar up our buildings and 
hide.”   
“Oh, okay.” said Ralgar quietly as he looked into his empty glass. 
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Ralgar suddenly knew what he had to do, and he raised himself to leave, 
“Thank you for your time.” he said to the barkeep as he tossed him a small 
bag of gold. 
“Holy shit!” the barkeep shouted as he peered into the bag which had well 
around fifty gold pieces. 
Ralgar could see the man rubbing himself happily as he was walking out the 
door, and he could overhear the bartender shouting, “I got so much money, 
I gotta go!” 
Ralgar shouted back at the lizardman to remember his name, to which the 
barkeep snapped his attention to his generous guest, “You never told me 
your name!” he shouted back. 
Ralgar shouted out “Ralgar!” as he left and headed down the street. 
Ralgar marched quickly, straight back to the center of town and walked 
right up to city hall. Now outside were several more guards than when 
Ralgar first showed up. They noticed Ralgar marching towards them and 
they immediately snapped to attention. One of them shouted to Ralgar 
before he reached them, “Hey buddy! What do you want?” he said. 
“I need to see the mayor.” demanded Ralgar as he stepped up to the group 
of reptilian guardsmen. 
“Yeah? About what?” asked the largest of the dragonborn guards, who was 
about a foot smaller than Ralgar. 
“About Ronert Haven.” Ralgar replied. 
The guard looked to his companions with a confused look and turned back 
to Ralgar, “You mean the Parklands of Rhonertia?” he questioned. 
“The Parklands of Rhonertia,” stated Ralgar stonily, and then said, “I know 
the truth. I want to see this whole council, I don‟t want to just talk to the 
mayor, I want to talk to all of them.” 
The guard addressing Ralgar turned to his other companions and silently 
nodded and turned back to Ralgar, “Wait here.” he said as he walked off 
into the city hall. 
He returned after a few minutes and walked up to Ralgar, “Let‟s go.” 
The dragonborn guard lead Ralgar into the city hall, both of whom were 
followed by three other guards. Ralgar was lead back into the main entrance 
of the courthall, and he could see that the four dragonborn councilmembers 
and the Mayor were assembling atop the dais. 
As Ralgar was brought before them, the dragonwoman addressed him, 
“What brings you back in here so soon Ral- mister Gar. 
Ralgar gave them a long hard stare with his reptilian eyes, and returned her 
question with, “You‟re all cowards.” 
The inhabitants of the room were all taken aback. The council looked 
amongst one another rapidly, “What makes you say that?” demanded the 
dragonwoman harshly. 
“You just hide in your building, you just board up, you just wait here for 
death to come for you,” Ralgar stated to them, “You‟re cowards.” he 
declared blatantly, and continued on more loudly than before, “Defend your 
land. You- you- you- the raids of the Parklands of Rhonertia, they are 
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nothing but worms beneath our feet, and you cowards squirm and hide 
behind your wooden windows and barred up doors.”  
Ralgar noticed a mixed reaction from the council, and he saw the Mayor 
bite his lip and saw his eyes start to gloss over with arising tears, “God 
damn it, he‟s right!” shouted the Mayor and he jumped up from his chair. 
“Ohhh...” murmured several of the council members, as the Mayor 
continued on dramatically, “He said it god damn it, the one that slapped me 
said it!” the Mayor's face turned into an angry grimace as he reached for a 
sword strapped to his belt and pulled it from his scabbard and raised it over 
his head, “Damn it we should do something!” he shouted to the council. 
The guards stepped forward a bit, and the dragonborn guard that lead Ralgar 
in muttered to the Mayor in an attempt to desist the Mayor‟s rant, “Hey 
man, c‟mon.” 
But the Mayor only waved him off, “Back up! Back up!” he shouted, “I 
don‟t know you,” he said to Ralgar as he sheathed his sword, “And even 
though you‟ve done me wrong in the past, your fucking right.” 
Some of the council had begun to murmur in agreement. 
“Even though you‟re right, what is there we can do about it?” asked the 
Mayor to Ralgar. 
Ralgar‟s stern face brightened into a smile, “You can prepare, and you can- 
we can invade, strike them at their homeland. Their land, their blood!” 
The Mayor dropped his head, “We‟ve thought of it. But even if this small 
amount of, you know, citizens of the Town of Petals were to do any 
substantial amount of damage, the whole of the Parklands would strike back 
and overwhelm us.” he said solemnly. 
“Why do they strike us? Why is it that this is a problem? What have we 
done to cause this?” questioned Ralgar. 
The Mayor raised his head to look into Ralgar‟s eyes and he shouted, “It‟s 
the people! The common races of the Parklands just see us as lizardmen, 
and kobolds, and dragonfolk.” 
“We need to show them that we are no small amount of people, we are no 
weeds to be crushed in the grass. We are going to rally- you know what we 
are going to do?” said Ralgar excitedly, “We‟re gonna make an example of 
the- you know how we‟re gonna do this? Have you ever been to 
Windsorhaven?” Ralgar inquired. 
The Mayor didn't seem to understand the connection, “The small village up 
north?” he asked. 
“I heard it was half burnt down not long ago. And the mayor murdered.” 
Ralgar said back to the Mayor. 
“I heard there was some trouble out there, especially with some cultists.” he 
responded. 
“Their defenses are weak, we can take them, show that we are not to be 
trifled with, our kind.” proposed Ralgar. 
Several of the council members responded in protest, and the dragonwoman 
shouted over them, “Why would we take that other small town? We‟re 
under siege every evening.” 
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Ralgar pondered for a moment and inquired to the size of the Parklands 
compared to some of the outlying cities in the region. They informed him 
that Saint Rose would be the largest nearby city, followed by the coastal 
city of Bhodegah's Mouth and then the Parklands of Rhonertia. They say 
that the Town of Petals would likely be of comparable size to 
Windsorhaven, and not much larger than the village called the Halls of 
Sebasts. 
“So it‟s much small, much easierly invaded.” Ralgar stated after hearing the 
collective of estimations. 
The inhabitants eagerly deterred Ralgar from the proposition of invading a 
distant village with the threat of the Parklands still at hand. 
“Well, shall I go talk to them then? If I have the right to speak for the 
people here, this village, my kin.” he offered to them. 
The Mayor thought about the offer for a moment, “I don‟t know.” he said, 
“I know that you have done some hot headed things in your past, meaning 
earlier today. But-” 
Before he could finish, Ralgar cut him off, “I don‟t cower in my room at 
night with wood over my windows, I sleep in the alley, I sleep in the fuckin‟ 
alley man, I‟ll sleep where I want, I do what I want, „cause I fear no man. 
No puny human.” he raved on. 
“I don‟t know if we can put our whole city in danger-” began the Mayor, 
but he was cut off again by Ralgar. 
“You put the city in danger with your weaknesses, and your weak aspect of 
defending your people. Hiding everywhere, hiding within your…” Ralgar 
trailed off towards the end, running out of accusations. 
“Say what you will about us, but do what you have to do in the Parklands,” 
said the Mayor, “just be wary, they don‟t take kindly to our people.” he 
warned. 
“I don‟t take kindly to their people now!” rebuked Ralgar. 
Having the uneasy support of the Mayor, Ralgar decided to depart from this 
place and head out to the Parklands. The council members wished him luck 
in his endeavors and he was escorted from the premises by the guards, who 
also wished him luck, albeit with a bit more aspiration in their voices. As 
Ralgar was parting from city hall he saw a young kobold dashing towards 
him from down the street. As the young kobold neared Ralgar recognized 
him as Little Jimmie, the youngling who summoned him from Mission and 
guided him to this hopeless town. 
Ralgar noticed the youngling had a crude dagger strapped to his waist, and 
he ran up to Ralgar eagerly, “I heard what you were gonna do! And I‟m 
coming with you.” he said to Ralgar. 
“Alright.” Ralgar responded, and the young kobold‟s face lit with joy and 
he jumped up in excitement. 
The two headed north out of town. 

 
*************************************** 
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On the road a few miles out of town, Ralgar remembered the crude dagger 
Little Jimmie carried with him. Thinking that the kobold adolescent would 
soon be forced to face the reality of battle, Ralgar surmised that Little 
Jimmie should be better equipped for the occasion. He reached within his 
traveling pack to withdraw an enchanted sword he took off a slain 
adversary, but never used in actual battle. Little Jimmie‟s eyes widened 
with anticipation as he noticed Ralgar pull out the blade, but as Ralgar 
looked over to him he suddenly changed his mind and returned the blade 
into his pack. 
“Yeah?! Awww…” Little Jimmie sighed with disappointment. 
“Why do you want to come Little Jimmie?” asked Ralgar. 
“I was the one who brought you here wasn‟t I?” he remarked. 
“Why?” 
“To save our town.” he admitted. 
“Little Jimmie I have to ask you a question,” said Ralgar as he looked down 
at Little Jimmie with a stony expression, “Are you ready to die for this?” 
“Hell yeah!” Little Jimmie declared confidently, “Fucking little kid walkin‟ 
all the way to god damn Mission. I‟m a kobold damn it. I coulda got killed 
by any motherfuckers.” 
Ralgar smiled in admiration, “Alright let‟s fuckin‟ do this!” he shouted and 
gave Little Jimmie a hard slap on the back. 
The two of them traveled at a good pace for several miles before Ralgar 
suggested getting off the trail out of the scope of any spying eyes. Ralgar 
headed for the edge of the woods that ran along the road and began trudging 
parallel to the road under the cover of the trees. 
“You know I can see you right?” shouted Little Jimmie from the trail. 
“Come on Little Jimmie.” Ralgar shouted back and motioned for the kobold 
to follow his lead. 
Little Jimmie reluctantly complied and started to follow the blundering 
dragonborn hero who was cascading noisily through the brush. 
They traveled a good distance in this fashion until they were halted by the 
rabble of several voices emanating from down the road. 
Ralgar instantly halted his advance through the growth and began creeping 
towards the road for a better view. His heavy armor was hindering his 
abilities to sneak quietly, but fortunately the voices from the road didn't 
seem to notice. 
As Ralgar drew near the road the voices grew louder and more clear, 
although he was unable to spot the origin of the voices amongst the thick 
growth of bushes in front of him. His curiosity was unfulfilled, so Ralgar 
began to creep again, moving out from under the cover of the bushes. 
“No, don‟t.” Little Jimmie whispered concernedly, but Ralgar disregarded 
his concern and continued to slither towards the road. 
Ralgar was able to gain a better vantage point without being noticed, and he 
spotted a sizable group of men, all of various races, traveling upon the road. 
Humans, elves, dwarves, and half-elves all made up this group, and they 
were all armed in some manner, albeit not in the manner of a fully outfitted 
regiment of soldiers, but armed and dangerous nonetheless. Some of them 
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had embroidered upon their tabards the emblem of a green field sitting 
before a pair of golden hills underneath a sunny sky, but Ralgar failed to 
recognize the significance of the image. 
“It‟s the Parklands' tabard.” hissed a quiet kobold voice from behind Ralgar, 
but Ralgar didn't see Little Jimmie in his sights, so he turned his attention 
back towards the small company of men. Ralgar guessed that there was 
somewhere around a dozen of them. 
Seeing that the odds weighed against just the two of them, Ralgar decided 
to play it safe and rest in the woods till evening where the two of them 
could continue on in the dark of night. 
They both waited patiently on the edge of the woods for a few hours until 
night came, and thankfully they did not spy any more bands of travelers 
passing by during their wait. 
Ralgar judged that they could continue on safely from there on out. He 
reached for his headband which was inlaid with two yellow crystals that 
allowed him greater visibility during the night. He also reached out in an 
attempt to grab Little Jimmie, to carry him along their path, but Little 
Jimmy refused. 
Ralgar attempted once more to grab the lad against his wishes but Little 
Jimmie dodged out of the way and scampered off deeper into the woods. 
“Wait no!” called out Ralgar to the fleeing kobold, “Little Jimmie! I was 
just trying to keep you safe. Where are you going man?” 
“I‟m following you.” rang a voice from a distance. 
“You‟re just gonna follow me?” Ralgar called back. 
Ralgar heard Little Jimmie whisper an agreement from somewhere in the 
bushy surroundings. 
“Well, keep your head down, shit's gonna go down.” warned Ralgar. 
“Keep your head down.” Little Jimmie snickered back. 
Ralgar collected all his gear he had laid down for the wait and began his 
noisy trek through the concealment of the woods once again. 
Ralgar continued on like this for several more miles before stopping to scan 
his surroundings. He could see the empty road running parallel to his path, 
and two bright globes from behind. 
Thinks I don‟t see him, but I do! thought Ralgar to himself as he noticed 
Little Jimmie‟s eyes peering at him through the dark. 
Ralgar also spotted, off in the far distance that the woods began to thin out, 
and he could vaguely see dim lights farther ahead than that. 
When he neared the edge of the woods he could clearly see the origins of 
the lights. Looming ahead stood a great wall that stretched around a vast 
city. The road was empty and wound on ahead to the city, ending at a great 
postern gate that jutted out of the mass of walls. Focusing his vision on the 
gate, Ralgar noticed two men standing guard at the front of the gate. 
Ralgar turned back to Little Jimmie who had revealed himself and was 
standing beside Ralgar, staring with his jaws agape at the sight of the 
massive walls, “I gotta talk to you.” Ralgar said to him. 
Little Jimmie turned his attention from the walls back to Ralgar, “What?” 
he remarked in stupefied response. 
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“Okay man, this is what‟s gonna happen, you‟re gonna stay right here okay. 
You‟re gonna hide-” 
“What?!” snapped Little Jimmie as he quickly pulled out his dagger in 
anticipation. 
“Jimmie you got to cover me okay? You‟re gonna wait here-” 
Little Jimmie cut him off once more, “What? Why aren‟t I coming?! I'm the 
only one you got!” he said hotly with his dagger still clutched in hand. 
“Bonecheck, mothafucka!” Ralgar said aloud. 
Little Jimmie sent Ralgar a questionable look, but his face turned to 
excitement as he saw Ralgar reach into his bag and draw out the neglected 
blade. 
“Take this Little Jimmie.” he said as he handed the blade over to Little 
Jimmie. 
Little Jimmie was speechless as he tossed his rusty, dull dagger to the 
ground and grasped the sword in his small scaly hands. His excitement was 
clear upon his face. 
“Little Jimmie you have to listen to me, shit's about to go dowun.” Ralgar 
stated calmly. 
“What are you doing Ralgar?” asked Little Jimmie. 
“I need you to cover for me, I'm going to go up to these guards and I'm 
going to see what‟s up, and if shit starts to go down, if we start to brawl, 
just keep an eye here, and just keep low, cause shit might go down.” he 
explained to the elated kobold. 
“We‟re gonna do this, but don‟t show yourself unless I'm almost dying, 
otherwise you hang back.” Ralgar requested of him. 
Tears welled in the little kobold's eyes as he looked up to his hero, “I will 
Ralgar. I will.” 
Ralgar then dashed off into the darkness towards the city gates, and the two 
guards protecting it. 
Ralgar used any, and every piece of shrubbery to hide his advance towards 
the gates. He only broke his stealthy approach when he was within earshot 
of the guards chatting back and forth to each other. 
They both jumped to attention as they suddenly saw the large and heavily 
armored and armed dragonborn man appear out of the darkness before 
them. They immediately lowered their weapons at Ralgar‟s approach, and 
one of them shouted at him, “Hey you- lizardman! Stay where you are!” 
said the human man as he held his halberd between himself and Ralgar. 
Ralgar continued on towards them silently. 
The two human men stepped closer together and readied their weapons, one 
had the halberd, the other had a spear, and they both shouted to the 
“lizardman”.  
“HALT!” they said. 
Ralgar slowed his pace and stopped a short distance from them and stood 
there quietly. 
The one who spoke to him earlier spoke again, “What are you doing here at 
this time of night?” he asked. 
“Passing through.” Ralgar responded. 
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The other man, the one with the spear remarked with a gruff voice, “You 
might need to go around.” 
Ralgar turned to the man who just spoke to him and stared him in the eyes, 
“I don‟t think so.” 
The man with the halberd broke in, “These roads are closed.” 
“Really? I didn‟t get the memo.” Ralgar quipped back. 
The gruff man with the spear snapped back, “Well you‟re gettin‟ a memo 
now mothafucka!” 
“Oh really?” said Ralgar casually as he took a step back and reached for his 
shield and axe. 
At seeing the stranger reach for his weapons, the two guards' eyes widened 
and they suddenly huddled together and readied themselves to counter an 
assault. 
“You guys better move!” Ralgar shouted in an intimidating display. 
But the guards neither budged nor responded. 
“I‟m looking for the mayor. Why can‟t I pass here?” Ralgar said as he saw 
his intimidation fail. 
They quickly repeated that the road was closed. 
“Why?” demanded Ralgar. 
The gruff man with the spear responded, “Construction!” in a sarcastic 
voice. 
“On what?” questioned Ralgar. 
“The road!” 
“I‟m walking here, I‟ll walk around it where in spots where I won‟t get in 
trouble.” Ralgar spilled out of his jaws. 
“That‟s what we‟re sayin‟.” said the man with the halberd. 
“I‟ve got armor on, I‟ll be- look I‟ll be safe, I have armor on, no one will be 
a problem.” Ralgar continued to spill on. 
“It will to the workers, so go around.” demanded the halberd man. 
Ralgar, seeing that his opponents were well ready for an attack, and seeing 
that he wouldn't be entering the city through this route, turned his back on 
the men and began marching off back down the road he came upon. When 
he was well covered by darkness, Ralgar ducked behind some bushes and 
cut back to the location he left Little Jimmie. 
He found Little Jimmie with his blade still clutched in his claws, “What 
happened?” he asked Ralgar. 
“We gonna have to- well they are obviously hostile, we were just checking 
the lines. We have to go back and rally the town now. Come with me Little 
Jimmie.” Ralgar told him. 
“Aww shit, alright.” Little Jimmie said disappointedly. 
“And gimme that sword! Pull out your dagger you little bitch!” snapped 
Ralgar as he snatched the sword back from the kobold. 
Little Jimmie was shocked as his gifted sword was suddenly taken from 
him, and he turned and scrambled on the ground to locate his discarded 
dagger. 
“Yeah you find that shit.” said Ralgar. 
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Shortly after Little Jimmie squealed in excitement as he found his dagger 
and placed it back into his belt. The two of them then began the trudge back 
home along the road, this time through the dark of the night. 
 

*************************************** 
 
Several hours later the few lights that illuminated the Town of Petals began 
to show themselves on Ralgar‟s horizons. Little Jimmie had begun to trail 
behind, obviously tired from the day‟s adventure, and was beginning to 
complain, “Huh- huuh- huuuh, waaeeeuuuuhhhtt.” he huffed as he dragged 
along behind Ralgar. 
“Yeah? You said you wanted to come, so man up sucka.” Ralgar said to the 
little kobold. 
Little Jimmie jogged momentarily to catch up to Ralgar‟s side, and began 
complaining once more, “Hoo- what are we doing back here?” 
“We‟re going to see the council.” stated Ralgar. 
But Little Jimmie only moaned in complaint. Ralgar told the young kobold 
to be quiet and they continued on in silence for about another hour. They 
reached the town and headed straight to the center of town. Nothing seemed 
amiss in the quiet of the night, that is until they neared the city hall. 
There, Ralgar could hear many voices and the lights of many torches 
dancing off the houses surrounding city hall. Ralgar, sensing danger, dived 
behind the nearest building within view of the city hall. 
Ralgar could see as he peaked around the corner that city hall was 
surrounded by a mob of men, all brandishing torches, and they were 
attempting to break down the metal gates that barred the entrance. Peering 
closer, Ralgar noticed the mob was all an assorted mix of races, none of 
which were reptilian, numbering around twenty or so men, who were well 
armed and most were clad in armor. Little Jimmie was close behind, and 
Ralgar turned to him and asked, “What‟s going on?” 
Little Jimmie looked at the scene in fear, “They are attacking.” and then he 
darted off in the opposite direction. 
Ralgar grunted in disapproval and walked from behind the building, pulled 
out his shield and axe and rushed headlong into the attacking mob. Several 
of the men of the mob turned as they heard the sounds of Ralgar‟s armor 
rattling and the sound of his pounding footsteps. 
“MAHHKLAAAAAAHHHHH!” Ralgar roared as he ran at them. 
Several of the mob members had readied their weapons and started to run 
towards the charging dragonborn. 
“MMAAHHKLLAAAAHHHH!” shouted Ralgar once more at the 
advancing attackers. He then inhaled deeply and exhaled a great bellow of 
flame from his jaws. The flames cascaded outwards in front of him, 
catching several of the men unawares. Ralgar‟s attack must have been just 
out of the optimal distance, for only a few of them were caught with their 
clothing aflame. Those men stopped in their tracks and patted the flames out 
madly, suffering minor burns. 
“What the hell?” yelled a man at the gates. 
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The men who were halted by Ralgar‟s fiery breath looked up and charged at 
him once more, screaming “RAAAHHH!!” as they do so. Several of them 
jabbed at Ralgar with spears and halberds, but Ralgar pushed his shield hard 
into the attacks, deflecting most of their jabs violently, only one spearhead 
was able to slip through, but it barely pierced the layers of armor protecting 
our dragonborn warrior.   
Ralgar then swung his axe in fury. The axe landed against one man, slicing 
through his thin leather armor and tearing through his flesh and splashing a 
rush of blood upon the streets. Ralgar‟s attack continued on and ended in 
the side of another one of the men‟s abdomen. 
“NOOO!” shouted the man, and then several of them lunged at Ralgar once 
more in angry retaliation. 
Ralgar spun out of their way and whirled around and sunk his axe deep into 
another man‟s back, leaving a deep open wound for the man. 
Now on the side of his attacker's flank, Ralgar struck again at the man he 
just hit. His axe drove down hard into the man‟s face as he screamed 
“RAAAWW!!” splitting the man's face apart. He dropped to the ground in a 
bloody mess. 
“MHAAKKKKLAAAAHHH!!” shouted Ralgar to the crowd, he raised his 
shield to them, and yelled out once more, “Your blood will run in the streets 
this night, your bodies shall fall at my feet!” 
Six men stood before Ralgar, with perhaps double that still preoccupied 
with the city hall gates. 
Ralgar charged forward at the six standing before him. He smashed his 
shield against a man, throwing the man off balance. Ralgar then swung his 
axe out in an arcing motion, catching the stumbling man across the chest, 
splitting his leather armor open as well as his flesh. Another man caught the 
axeblade against the haft of his spear, but Ralgar pushed with all his 
strength and the axeblade slid across the haft and slashed against the man‟s 
arm, tearing open his jerkin and leaving a ghastly cut upon his bicep. 
One man that was saved from Ralgar‟s attacks turned and yelled back at the 
remaining men at the gates, “Hey! You at door!” 
Men turned from the gates and saw the carnage of Ralgar‟s wake. One of 
them yelled “OH SHIT!” in surprise, and two of them reached for their 
weapons and rushed over to assist their allies. The man that took Ralgar‟s 
axe to the chest threw his spear to the side and reached for a sword at his 
belt. In a flash he pulled it out and raised it overhead to slash down upon 
Ralgar. 
But in that moment a silvery blur darted past Ralgar‟s vision. The man 
screeched “Euuuhh!” in a gurgled cry as a dagger embedded itself into his 
open chest, and the man reeled back upon two of his closely packed allies. 
Ralgar snapped his head in the direction the dagger came from and he 
briefly noticed Little Jimmie in an alleyway, then the kobold retreated 
behind a nearby building. 
Taking his opportunity to strike, Ralgar raised his axe overhead and swung 
it down in a diagonal swipe. His attack moved across the neck of the man 
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with the sliced arm, opening the neck which sprayed blood like a furious 
fountain of red. 
The remaining men at the door, seeing their allies dropping like flies before 
the raging dragonborn man, gathered themselves and charged forward in a 
flurry of spears, blades, and axes. 
Somehow Ralgar was able to dodge the multitude of attacks, using shield 
and axe defensively and implementing flawlessly executed footwork, had 
managed to leave Ralgar unscathed. 
Ralgar returned with another furious swipe of his axe. One man took the 
full brunt of the attack as his armor caved in and the axe tore through his 
torso, cutting through important internal organs, “RAAHHUGGH!” the 
man screamed in agony as his guts spilled out of the wound and then he fell 
dead upon the ground. Ralgar‟s axe ripped through that man violently and 
continued on into the thigh of another man, who cried in pain as the 
axeblade ended at his leg bone. 
Ralgar suddenly heard the strange noises of boards being broken, and the 
squeal of rusty nails being pulled from their places. But before he could 
discern the origins of the sounds, another barrage of steel was beset upon 
him. Ralgar reeled back and attempted to raise his shield in defense but his 
own recent furious attack left him open to their retaliations. 
“AAAAH!” roared Ralgar as he felt several weapons pierce through his 
armor at once and embed into his scaly flesh. 
Suddenly a great clamor boomed out above the sounds of the battle, “FOR 
THE TOWN OF PETALS!!” and suddenly a swarm of lizardman, 
dragonborn, and kobolds poured out of city hall and rushed towards the 
offending mob, and right after that, more dragonkind come rushing out of 
homes and alleyways, flooding the center square. 
Seeing that the tides had turned, and the humans distracted by the sudden 
inflow of enemies, Ralgar struck the nearest man with reckless abandon. He 
raised his axe high overhead and drove the butt of the axehandle down upon 
the back of the unsuspecting man‟s skull. The man instantly crumpled upon 
the earth as the remainder of his companions were slaughtered by the horde 
of angry reptilians. 
 “MHAAAKLAAHHHH!” yelled Ralgar victoriously as he stood over the 
crumpled man. 
As the crowd settled around him, Ralgar noticed the Mayor with a bloody 
sword in his hand, and three of the council members, as they worked their 
way through the crowd towards him. 
Ralgar nodded to them and said, “What can you tell me about this? They 
said they‟ve never seen- they seemed almost surprised that I was willing to 
defend myself against them.” 
They told Ralgar that the townsfolk had never fought back before, so it 
would seem odd to the Parklanders that one lone dragonborn would 
willingly fight back. They went on to say that they were inspired by 
Ralgar‟s actions and could not stand by and watch while the Parklanders 
overwhelmed him, so they all felt the need to fight them off and rescue the 
only one willing to stand against the Parklanders. 
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Ralgar shouted thanks to the crowd and went on to say, “I could have 
handled it, I had it on lock, but it saves up a lot of time and effort, I 
deflected their puny strikes.”  
He looked over the mob with approval, “We don‟t have to bow down to 
them, we can fight against them, we can rise up ourselves. We don‟t need to 
board ourselves up and cower like nothing. It‟s time to decide to kill them 
like dogs.”  
Ralgar grabbed the unconscious man he was standing over and asked the 
Mayor if he could have a room somewhere in town to interrogate the man in 
private. 
“No.” refused the Mayor. 
“Why not?” demanded Ralgar. 
“Not in city hall!” he said. 
“Well where can I take this guy and have a conversation with him for a 
minute?” 
Someone in the audience suggested taking the man to the Chrome Petal, 
another tavern in town. 
Ralgar agreed and turned to face the Mayor and the council members. He 
told them that they should organize a town meeting in the center of town on 
the next day. 
“We‟ll consider it.” stated the dragonwoman councilor plainly. 
“WE'LL CONSIDER IT?!” roared Ralgar, “I just came- I just spilled blood 
on the streets tonight. I‟ve taken prisoner and shut down the attack. What do 
you mean we‟ll consider it?” he demanded heatedly. 
“Well people have jobs.” she responded in defense. 
“People don‟t need to worry about jobs for one day! We‟re working on a 
new life here, I‟ll give you a new job, a warrior's jobs, we‟ll find a way to 
pay „em!” 
Ralgar‟s rally had mixed emotions amongst the crowd, some bystanders 
could be heard murmuring, “Yeah!” and “Maybe.” one voice said, “I mean, 
you know, I did have lunch plans tomorrow, but, you know, okay.” 
Ralgar glared to no one in particular, grabbed the man again, hoisted him 
over his shoulder and moved through the crowd towards the location of the 
Chrome Petal. Most of the crowd broke up and the dragonfolk of the town 
began to make their ways back to their homes. Several of the crowd 
members walked with Ralgar as they made their way home. 
Ralgar was lead by some of the citizens to a shady shack of a building. 
Stepping inside Ralgar could see that the place didn't look much better on 
the inside. There was a burly looking dragonborn man in tattered clothes 
hacking at something upon the bar with a great butcher's cleaver. The 
butcher looked up from his task and raised his chin towards Ralgar and his 
prisoner, who was still slumped over his shoulder, “Whaddup?” asked the 
dragonman. 
“What up man. What'cho name?” asked Ralgar. 
“Uh, my name is Willie.” he said. 
“Willie, we‟re gonna take care of this mothafucka, you down?” Ralgar said 
back to him. 
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“Heel yeah I got this back room all cleaned up.” Willie remarked as he 
opened a flimsy wooden door to his right, revealing a dank storeroom with 
an empty table. 
“Nice. Let‟s lock this guy up in the back room.” Ralgar said as he walked 
across the room to behind the bar. Ralgar stepped under the doorway and 
plopped the limp, unconscious body roughly atop the table. The human 
mumbled feebly as he was tossed down, “Uhhhghhuhh...” but he did not 
wake up. 
Ralgar and Willie restrained the man to the table with some rope and waited 
for him to regain his consciousness. 
When the man came to, he was faced with two large dragonborns looming 
dreadfully over him. 
Willie put his hand on the man roughly and waved his cleaver in the man‟s 
face in an intimidating display, but the man only shouted in Willie‟s face, 
“Get your filthy claws off me you damn dirty lizard!” he spat ragefully and 
wriggled in his bonds. 
Ralgar pushed Willie aside and gave the human a hard backhand slap across 
the face. 
“Ahh….huh…uh..” the man moaned as he spit blood out of his mouth, 
“What do you want with me?” he questioned to his captors. 
“Tell me what you know! I want the answers I seek.” stated Ralgar. 
“About what?” responded the man. 
“Don‟t worry about the questions, I‟ll be asking them.” Ralgar said as he sat 
himself on an upturned bucket, “Why are you here? What are you doing? 
What- why are you attacking these people?” 
“What people?” asked the man. 
Ralgar instantly sprung up and swung his axe down upon the man‟s wrist, 
severing hand from arm. 
“AAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHH!!!” the man screamed. 
“I seek the answers to the questions I'm asking!” hissed Ralgar to the man‟s 
face. 
The man turned to Ralgar with a horrid look upon his face. He cocked his 
head back and sent a glob of bloody spit right into Ralgar‟s face, which 
landed upon the lips of Ralgar‟s jaws, “Fuck you.” the man said angrily, 
and then he thrust the bloody stump of his arm at Ralgar, in the fashion one 
would throw up a middle finger. 
Ralgar snatched the man‟s arm and spat out a breath of fire upon the man‟s 
wrist, cauterizing the wound and inflicting much more pain. 
“AWWWW!” cried the man painfully. 
Ralgar stepped slowly to the end of the table and reached for one of the 
man‟s feet. The man writhed in fear as Ralgar stripped the boot off his foot 
and tossed it to the side. Ralgar looked into the man‟s eyes as he reached 
under the man‟s foot with his axe and quickly cut across the tendon of the 
man‟s heel. 
The man clenched his teeth hard together to stifle his screams just as Ralgar 
repeated his last action on the man‟s other heel.  
“Uuuiiigggg…” groaned the man before falling unconscious once more. 
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Ralgar stepped over and sat himself back onto the upturned bucket and 
cleaned his axeblade with a nearby rag. 
“Ah yeah! I want some of this action.” chimed Willie eagerly. 
Ralgar nodded silently. 
Willie grabbed the man by the collar and slapped him across the face and 
began shaking him violently by the shoulders. 
“Get „im Willie.” Ralgar said in encouragement. 
The man refused to wake though, and Willie soon gave up.  
Ralgar was suddenly overcome by the weariness set upon by the long day's 
events. He told Willie he was going to get some rest. He ordered Willie to 
keep the man alive by any means necessary, and if he were to wake up to 
work the man over a bit and try and force some information out of him. 
Willie nodded his head as a big grin grew upon his face. Ralgar stressed 
again the importance of the man‟s life. Willie bit his lip as he nodded in 
understanding. Ralgar walked out from the dreary storeroom, closed the 
door behind him, grabbed a bottle of ale and sat down at one of the empty 
tables. He opened the bottle and set it upon the table. Before he could even 
take a swig, the labors of the day immediately took their toll upon our 
dragonborn hero and he instantly fell asleep, his head slamming against the 
table, followed by an orchestra of snores. 
 

*************************************** 
 

Ralgar awoke the next morning to the sound of Willie chopping his cleaver 
against the bar. He pulled his face out of the puddle of ale that was spilt 
upon the table during his slumber. Ralgar noticed Willie at the bar and 
inquired to him about the prisoner. Willie just answered with a big smile 
and continued to chop questionable meat with his cleaver. 
“Willie, where is the prisoner?” Ralgar asked concernedly. 
“Where you left him.” Willie responded casually. 
Ralgar stepped up to the bar, “Did he tell you anything Willie? Did he tell 
you anything?” he inquired. 
“Hell naw he didn‟t, and I chopped off all his fingers.” stated Willie 
proudly. 
Ralgar only nodded in approval and walked behind the bar and entered the 
back storeroom. As he entered he saw the human lying unconscious upon 
the table in a grotesque, bloody mess. Ralgar stepped over to the man and 
gently shook him in an attempt to wake the man, but the man did not stir. 
Ralgar slammed his fist twice upon the man‟s chest before leaving. Ralgar 
turned and stepped out of the room and informed Willie he must go to the 
town meeting. He gathered his things and left the tavern and headed for the 
center of town. 
There Ralgar could see quite a good number of townsfolk gathered around 
the central square, and several guards waved him over and informed him 
that the Mayor, the council, and many of the townsfolk had gathered in the 
city hall. 
Ralgar headed inside and went for the courthall. 
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“There he is, Mister Gar!” shouted the Mayor as he noticed Ralgar enter the 
room. 
“My name is Ralgar.” he replied. 
“Yeah, we know Mister Gar. We know.” he said as he threw an arm around 
Ralgar‟s shoulders and walked him to the center of the room. 
“So uh, what‟s going on here? What seems to be the business?” Ralgar 
asked as he was lead to the center of the room, “The Parklands of 
Rhonertia, why did they come over here and attack you, why don‟t you 
defend yourselves? I want to know why.” 
“They can‟t.” the Mayor replied as he looked around at the inhabitants of 
the room, “There is many people there. Their town is much bigger than 
ours. They will just crush us.” he stopped in his tracks and looked to Ralgar, 
“Which is probably what they will do now cause you killed all their guys.” 
“Who is their leader?” asked Ralgar. 
“The Mayor of the Parklands of Rhonertia.” he answered. 
“Do they have a council?” Ralgar asked again. 
“Nope.” the Mayor said as he shook his head. 
“So just the Mayor?” 
The Mayor bobbed his head, “Yup.” 
“Well then we need to group together one night, sneak attack into the town, 
kill the Mayor, cut off the head of the snake.” proposed Ralgar. 
“Uh, all of us?” asked the Mayor fearfully. 
“All of you. All of you. We must train, prepare.” stated Ralgar. 
“I don‟t know if we are going to have enough time.” the Mayor put forth. 
“We must defend at night.” countered Ralgar. 
“Uh I don‟t know. They are going to bring many men tonight, I don‟t know 
if we can take them all.” 
“We can ambush them. We can set  a trap, we‟ll set traps in front of city 
hall and then hide in the buildings and then we attack them, like we just 
did.” Ralgar suggested. 
The Mayor thought to himself for a moment, “Alright, go ahead.” he 
agreed, “Set up a trap.” 
“Alright.” Ralgar said. 
The Mayor scanned the room and overlooked the shamble of townsfolk, and 
then turned back to Ralgar, “We don‟t know what the hell we are doing.” he 
admitted. 
“Shit.” Ralgar snapped. He thought quietly to himself for a minute, then he 
scanned the room in search of Little Jimmie. Spotting him, he walked over 
to the young kobold with his hand outstretched and gestured for a high five 
slap. 
“Hell yeah!” Little Jimmie shouted as he slapped his hand against Ralgar‟s.  
Ralgar asked the kobold to come with him. He led Little Jimmie over to the 
Mayor and asked the young kobold why he brought him to this town so the 
Mayor could hear. 
Little Jimmie shot Ralgar an annoyed look, “Man I‟ve told you like every 
day, every day I was around you, cause you ask me every time.” 
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“Damn it Jimmie! DAMN IT JIMMIE!” Ralgar yelled in response to the 
answer. 
“We need help, we need someone to take care of this shit. This is fucked 
up.” Little Jimmie stated. 
“Alright.” Ralgar said with a nod. He then asked him if there was any towns 
nearby that would be sympathetic to their cause, but Little Jimmie only 
shook his head. Ralgar asked him again if there were any towns nearby that 
could help. 
“Well there is Mission, but you‟re the only help I got from there.” Little 
Jimmie said. 
“We attack the town. Rally the troops!” Ralgar hollered. 
“Huuuunnnh?” Little Jimmie honked questionably. 
“What troops?” asked the Mayor in addition. 
Ralgar responded and said he had to talk to the council, he turned to look 
around the room and spotted the councilmembers conversing with several 
citizens near the dais. 
“Come on Little Jimmie. There will be many bodies this day.” he said as he 
walked away. 
“Uhh, alright.” Little Jimmie replied as he walked behind Ralgar. 
Ralgar approached the council and jumped straight to the point, interrupting 
their conversations with the nearby townsfolk, “We need to go and find as 
many armor or weapons for as many of you as possible. If you have extra, 
share it with others.” he commanded to them. 
A dragonborn man from the council responded, “We already have it.” he 
said as he pointed to a nearby lizardman equipped with a leather tanner's 
jerkin, and then pointed to another kobold man brandishing large leather 
bracers and a pitchfork. 
“Yeah! I have armor.” the kobold man shouted as he saw the councilor 
point him out. 
Ralgar asked the council if there were fighters within the town. 
They informed him that there were the few guards that keep order in town, 
but no trained fighters lived within their town. Ralgar must have thought of 
me, for he then asked the council if any mages resided within town, to 
which they only shook their heads. Ralgar cursed to himself in his head: 
God damn it, fucking Petals… 
The inhabitants of the room had quieted down and looked upon Ralgar 
hopefully as he wrestled with his internal struggle. 
“Should I set up this trap, or should I one-man-demo? Damn it where are 
the mages!”  he whispered quietly to himself. 
A dragonborn worker leaned over to a kobold standing beside him, “Is he 
talking to Little Jimmie?” the dragonman inquired, but Little Jimmie just 
turned back to the dragonman and responded “Uhhh…” as he shrugged his 
shoulders. 
Ralgar recalled suddenly, back in his early Fighters Guild days, hearing 
about the ambitious growth of the city to the north called the Parklands of 
Rhonertia, and how everyone was calling it the “…new Saint Rose.” it 
meant nothing to him then, that was many years ago, now that city must 
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have a population of several thousand compared to the small population of 
dragonfolk numbering little over a hundred, perhaps two hundred at most. 
Ralgar turned to the eagerly awaiting crowd. He looked over the rag-tag 
collection of dragonfolk and in his most diplomatic voice, he asked them 
what they wanted to do. 
The people of the Town of Petals looked amongst each other, several of 
them shouted that they voted to follow Ralgar‟s orders and the whole crowd 
shouted in agreement.   
“We are going to the Parklands tonight!” Ralgar suddenly shouted. 
But the command sent a flourish of hushed murmurs across the crowd. A 
dragonborn man shouted above the sounds of the crowd, “So basically this 
is a suicide mission!” and the crowd suddenly concurred in protest. 
“Staying here is a suicide mission!” Ralgar shouted in rebuttal. 
“No it isn‟t! I don‟t want to get killed tonight.” shouted the same 
dragonman. 
“So what do you plan to do then?” questioned Ralgar. 
“Board up my house.” the dragonman said. 
“What then? When they come back tomorrow?” questioned Ralgar once 
more. 
“Reboard it.” the dragonman called back. 
“They will tear it down.” Ralgar asserted. 
“They will if we go over there!” he asserted back. 
Ralgar sighed loudly, “Then we will set the trap,” and Ralgar hearing no 
opposition from the crowd, turned to face the council, “I‟m going to set the 
trap.” 
As Ralgar left the courthall and exited city hall, he could see that the 
citizens had piled the bodies of the slain Parklanders in a corner of the city 
hall grounds. Ralgar requested that their bodies be taken a couple blocks 
away just in case they might need them for something. 
As the bodies were drug away Ralgar observed the one center road that lead 
to the city hall. He decided to dig. 
Ralgar called to a nearby dragonman with a shovel resting upon his 
shoulder who called himself Bolan. As Ralgar told him his trap would be a 
great pit dug into the middle of the road, Bolan grinned and said, “I knew 
this would come in handy.” and immediately drove his shovel into the 
ground and began digging. 
Many of the townsfolk began bringing tools and started the laborious task 
of digging a great pit across the road, much to the dismay of the Mayor and 
the council. After several hard hours of digging, their labor resulted in a 
great foreboding pit right in the middle of the road leading to the gates of 
city hall. 
“Now let‟s cover the road.” Ralgar said to Bolan, who had assisted Ralgar 
in leading the charge of the demolition.   
Bolan turned to Ralgar with a ponderous look on his reptilian face, “Cover 
it with what?” he asked. 
“We can fill it with water, and then sprinkle dirt on top, make it look like 
it‟s not even here.” stated Ralgar. 
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“There‟s no running water out here.” Bolan remarked plainly. 
Ralgar turned to the dragonman with wide eyes, “Damn it!” he condemned 
to himself. 
“Are we going to have to bucket this water from some river?” asked Bolan 
apprehensively. 
By now it had neared evening and Ralgar began cursing aloud as he realized 
that he missed a very important factor in his plan. Seeing that his trap may 
have been for nothing, he decided to alter his plan. He sent a message to the 
Mayor for the citizens to hide and bar up city hall while he defended from 
the outside. 
As the small kobold man headed off inside in search of the Mayor in city 
hall, Bolan approached Ralgar, “What are we going to do about this hole in 
the road?” he asked as he pointed his dirty shovel in the direction of the pit. 
Ralgar threw a few ideas out to Bolan on how to cover the hole but none 
seemed very plausible. Bolan turned to Ralgar after they dismissed the 
ideas, “This isn‟t much of a trap, it‟s just a hole!” he exclaimed. 
Ralgar grimaced as Bolan called him out. He stood quietly for a moment as 
he racked his head for another idea. He suddenly turned to look at city hall. 
“We are going to dig it in city hall.” said Ralgar. 
“In city hall?” Bolan responded in surprise. 
“In city hall. Like a defensive trench.” explained Ralgar. 
“Uhh I don‟t know if we can do that, it‟s stone floor.” disputed Bolan. 
“Primitives.” spat Ralgar. 
“We could just put tables up or something.” Bolan suggested. 
Ralgar rubbed his scaly chin for a second with his foreclaw and thumbclaw, 
“Yeah, okay let‟s set some tables up in some defensive positions.” he 
agreed. 
Ralgar turned to a guard still standing post in front of city hall and shouted 
to him as he marched towards the guard, “Prepare! Spears Ready! If they 
come through the door, hold the line.” 
“We‟re all going to squeeze into city hall?” the guard called back as Ralgar 
neared closer. 
“No spread out evenly amongst the buildings just in this central community. 
A good amount in city hall though.” he said to the guard. 
The guard looked around the center of town, “So is this hole still being 
dug?” he asked Ralgar as he pointed to the pit. 
Ralgar shook his head, “No we can stop that.” 
“See I told you guys!” Bolan shouted from behind, as he pointed with his 
shovel to the other diggers standing around the pit. 
Ralgar then explained his new strategy to the guard and then told the guard 
to spread the word. The guard looked around hesitatingly and then 
scampered off. Ralgar took the place of the guard.  
As the night drew near people began flocking into the center of town, 
maneuvering around the empty pit in the road. The residents of this central 
area began boarding up their windows for the night, preparing themselves 
for another attack. Many of the other citizens sought refuge within the city 
hall. 
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When Ralgar spotted Willie skulking to the center of town he called him 
over and asked him to bring the prisoner to the center of town. Willie 
looked to his feet as he replied, “Uhh he‟s dead.”  
“WHAT?!” shouted Ralgar in response. 
“Uh, he bled out.” Willie admitted, still looking away from Ralgar‟s heavy 
gaze. 
“God damn it!” Ralgar shouted again. 
“My bad man. I cut off his fingers,  I didn‟t cauterize it, I forgot. You did 
that.” continued Willie in an apologetic voice. 
 A messenger came up to Ralgar and informed him that defensive positions 
had been set up inside the city hall lobby. Ralgar told the messenger that he 
would wait outside to greet their Parkland visitors. 
“So are you going to bring them into here or what?” asked the messenger. 
“Just wait for the action to begin. You will know when it is time.” declared 
Ralgar. 
“Alright.” he replied. 
“I will be outside. I will greet them and see what they have to say.” 
 The messenger commemorated the brave Ralgar, and then he scurried off 
inside of city hall. Then night fell upon the Town of Petals. 
 

*************************************** 
 
Several hours passed without incident. Ralgar became tired of standing on 
his legs for that amount of time and sat upon the cold ground of the road. 
Ralgar judged by the passage of the moon that it was close to midnight. 
Ralgar began to ponder the meaning of stars when he caught the robust 
smell of burning wood upon the gentle night breeze. Ralgar instantly sprung 
up to his feet and began sniffing furiously in an attempt to gauge the 
direction of the smell. He suddenly heard the sound of a building collapsing 
in the distance.  As he looked in the direction of the sound he noticed a 
great plume of smoke emanating in the distance and then he heard the soft 
sounds of screams. He faintly picked up the sound of men shouting. 
I thought everyone was here! he thought to himself. He turned to city hall 
and roared out to the others inside, “OH SHIT! COME OUT!” 
Several guards and a group of armed citizens poured out of city hall 
shouting loudly with their weapons drawn. They came to a sudden halt as 
they saw Ralgar standing alone in front of the building. Ralgar shouted that 
he heard a building collapse and smelt the scent of fire. He pointed to the 
direction of the commotion and urged the group to follow him as he pulled 
out his axe and shield and dashed towards a nearby alley. 
Several cries rang out behind Ralgar. He bolted down the alley and onto the 
road, and now a block away, the thick smells of the burning buildings began 
to infest his senses. The cries of the townsfolk bounced off the walls of the 
buildings and Ralgar could see at least two dozen men mounted on horses 
up ahead tossing flaming torches at buildings in their proximity.   
Someone behind Ralgar yelled, “They‟re setting the town on fire!” 
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Ralgar pressed on with his advance and once within distance Ralgar reached 
back for his trident and hurled it at the nearest horseman and roared, 
“Mahhklaw!” 
The trident zipped through the air and drove through the man‟s thigh and 
stuck into his thick leather saddle. The man yelped in pain, “Ruugh!” he 
grunted loudly as he attempted to work the trident out of his bleeding leg.  
Ralgar roared, "Muuuhklllahhh!” once more and yanked back on the chain 
attached to the end of the trident‟s shaft, and it ripped out of the man‟s leg, 
squirting a stream of blood upon his mount and on the dusty ground below. 
“Oh shit!” yelled the injured man, and he waved his hands wildly towards 
Ralgar‟s direction. The other horsemen reared their horses and spurred them 
right towards the valiant dragonborn warrior. Ralgar stood his ground but as 
the horsemen neared they split before Ralgar and charged past him, 
smashing into the ranks of the dragon militia coming up from behind 
Ralgar. 
The grotesque thuds of heavy horse bodies thundering into the frail, un-
armored bodies of the townsfolk shattered the commotion of crackling 
flames. Several screams of “AAAUUHGG!” rang out in unison as bodies 
were crushed beneath the pounding hooves of the horses. The remaining 
townsfolk still standing lashed out at their attackers with crude weapons; 
pitchforks, woodcutting axes, harvesting scythes, hammers and shovels, and 
even bare hands and teeth. A few horsemen trapped in the center of the 
crowd of angry dragonfolk were taken down, their horses were pulled to the 
ground as well and slain. 
Before Ralgar could charge in to help his allied militia he saw a large band 
of men on foot charging from down the road. A man with a crossbow 
suddenly reared up and quickly took aim and fired off at the lone 
dragonman. The bolt caught Ralgar in the gut. 
“Uuuugh.” groaned Ralgar as he dropped to one knee. Infantrymen began to 
crowd near Ralgar, but Ralgar ignored them. He forced himself up, pulled 
the bolt from his gut, whirled around and unleashed a bellow of fire upon 
five of the horsemen who had gathered up and charged the flank of the 
dragonfolk militia. He whipped his head wildly and the flames whirled 
around in an upward arc. The closest man took the brunt of the fiery wave 
and screamed “Aaaahhh!” as his clothes caught fire, the other four however 
escaped the flames that had rushed over their heads. Several of the 
townsfolk caught in the crossfire reeled back in fear but were surprised that 
the flames danced through them, leaving them unscathed- (To which I can 
only ascertain is a hidden gift that Ralgar possesses where he can choose 
consciously to harm or embolden his targets, some sort of ancient inner 
dragon magic perhaps, I digress.)- and they then began to retaliate once 
more against the Parklander attackers. 
The four horsemen untouched by the flames encircled two dragonborn men 
who drifted away from the thick of the fighting and they all swung down 
upon both their unprotected heads. One of the dragonborns took a 
downward sword slash directly in the side of the head that sliced diagonally 
through his reptilian face and ended against his lower jaw, another sword 
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drove downwards through his neck. The second dragonborn man deflected a 
downward blow with the haft of his axe but another horsemen‟s sword cut 
downwards across his neck in a silvery blur and the dragonman's head tilted 
backwards and blood gushed out wildly. 
Ralgar watched the two dragonmen go down, battle was escalating heavily 
around him, smoke from the buildings still ablaze had stretched across the 
road, shouts and cries filled the air, the horsemen fighting amongst the 
town‟s dragonfolk militia were being hard pressed.  
The rallying shouts of the Parklander footmen rang out and suddenly a pack 
of armed men appeared out of the haze of smoke before Ralgar and rushed 
directly at him. An elf man with a spear came charging at Ralgar, screaming 
like a berserker and stabbed at him, Ralgar was unable to move his shield 
into place in time and was struck in the thigh. The spearhead broke through 
armor and cut into scaly flesh. Another man came running around from 
behind the elf and stabbed at Ralgar with his sword, which grazed over the 
top of Ralgar‟s shield and buried itself into his left pauldron. Ralgar roared 
in fury after the two attacks. Several more men rushed past the three locked 
in the struggle and engaged with the town‟s militia who had taken down 
most of the horsemen. 
Two dragonborn men and a kobold man rushed to the side of their town's 
hero and helped fend off the two attacking Parklanders. Ralgar swung his 
axe forwards but the elf man leaped back and drew a curved sword form his 
waist and deflected a blow from the kobold‟s axe. Ralgar ripped the spear 
out of his leg and tossed it to the ground. 
He noticed two dragonborn ladies burst from a burning building nearby and 
one shouted to the other, “Ahhh! Why did we hide out in here?” 
Two dragonborn men came out behind them, one was brandishing a large 
kitchen knife and the other had a wooden club and a pot for a helmet. The 
dragonman with the club yelled out, “Aaarrghhh our town is foiled! Get 
„em!” and he pointed to a nearby footman and rushed at him, bludgeoning 
the right side of the man‟s face, which caved in with a gruesome crack. A 
Parklander swordsman suddenly appeared beside the dragonman and drove 
his sword into the side of dragonman's abdomen. The dragonman with the 
knife scurried off down an alleyway with the two dragonladies alongside 
him. 
Two more horsemen were felled by the townsfolk, one took an airborne 
pitchfork in the chest, and the other was pulled from his horse and stabbed 
to death upon the ground. Now the footmen were pressing hard upon the 
militia of dragonfolk. Several more Parklanders rushed to attack Ralgar and 
his three comrades. One stabbed at Ralgar with a spear but Ralgar slipped 
out of the way and whirled back, countering with a slash of his axe, but the 
man was equally as deft and ducked out of the way. A crossbow bolt 
whistled through the air and landed into Ralgar‟s exposed flank, driving 
straight into his ribs. Ralgar gasped painfully as he grabbed the shaft and 
quickly snapped it, and then he coughed up a gob of thick, bloody phlegm. 
Ralgar took a step back, drew in his breath coolly and centered his senses 
on the situation that was at hand, blocking out the pain of the wounds 
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slowly sapping at his strength. He widened his stance and positioned his 
shield in front of himself and held his axe closely in a defensive pose. His 
three comrades backed against Ralgar‟s flanks, two of them held their hands 
against deep gashes; all but the kobold had suffered wounds. 
“I WILL DEVOUR YOUR BABIES!!” Ralgar shouted angrily, with smoke 
hissing out of his jaws as the group of men slowly began encircling the four 
dragonfolk. 
“Waaahhh!” shouted a man as he rushed forwards at Ralgar with his sword 
cocked back over his shoulder, and three other men rushed in after the man. 
The first man swung his sword down heavily, but not before Ralgar pushed 
his shield outwards with both his hands, which slammed into the charging 
man's torso, knocking him to the ground roughly, and the sword flew past 
Ralgar as it slipped out of the man‟s grasp. Another man lashed out at 
Ralgar with his sword but it only struck against a stout shield, sending a 
rattling sting through the man's arms. A third man was able to cut against 
Ralgar‟s axe arm, but the cut barely broke through the layers of protective 
armor. The fourth man came yelling furiously, but Ralgar whipped the 
man‟s sword aside with his axe and drove a headbutt right into the man‟s 
yelling face, breaking his nose with a loud clap, and the force of it slammed 
him to the ground. 
Several of the other men encircling Ralgar and his three comrades rushed at 
the two dragonmen standing beside Ralgar, one was instantly struck down 
by a spear through the bowels, the other was able to hold against three 
attacking swordsmen. The kobold hucked his axe into the chest of a 
charging man and then dashed off. Ralgar turned and flew at one of the men 
attacking the dragonman, grabbing the man's hair from behind. Ralgar 
wrenched the man's head backwards and drove his axe into the side of his 
neck, “Aaaght!” grunted the man suddenly as the axe chopped into the side 
of his gullet. Ralgar then slashed his claws across the face of an adjacent 
man, then he yanked the axe from the neck of the first man, and threw the 
corpse to the ground while the other man screamed about the blood in his 
eyes. 
In that instant Ralgar noticed the Mayor, covered in blood, slash upwards at 
a horseman, cutting him down off his horse. The mayor cupped a hand to 
his mouth and shouted loudly over all the chaos, “WE GOTTA 
RETREAT!” but suddenly a spear came flying through the air, and pierced 
through the Mayor‟s back, emerging out the front of his stomach, pulling 
out a small portion of intestine with it. The Mayor screamed, 
“Wwwuaaahhh.” then he slowly tumbled forwards upon the ground. Ralgar 
witnessed a Parklander footman throw his fist up with joy and the man 
shouted “Raaah!” seeing his target hit the ground  
Then suddenly Ralgar was defending himself again, three adjacent 
Parklanders struck in succession, a feint forced Ralgar to block high but a 
sword slammed into his midsection, smashing into his already wounded 
ribs. Ralgar luckily parried the next attack and then blocked another attack 
as he pushed his shield into one of his attackers. A mace suddenly hit him 
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across the back, knocking the wind out of him and the force of the blow 
crushed his armor against his back. Ralgar dropped to both knees. 
The remainder of the dragonfolk forces had begun to retreat, away from the 
continuous assault of the Parklander footmen, pulling back along the road 
into the narrow passage between the houses. Ralgar‟s last remaining 
comrade suddenly sprinted forward and dropkicked a man looming over 
Ralgar, sending the man sprawling into two other Parklanders. The 
dragonman grabbed Ralgar by the arm and pulled him to his feet, and then 
they both darted towards a dark alleyway nearby. They dashed down the 
alley then turned, heading for the road where their allies had fallen back 
through. 
The militia of dragonkin townsfolk packed together as they poured into the 
narrow street and fortunately the Parklanders did not give chase. Instead, a 
trio of the last remaining horsemen rallied the remaining Parklander 
footmen together. Ralgar heard one of the horsemen shout, “They want to 
fight now?! Then they can die now too! GET „EM!” and then spurred the 
gang of footmen in pursuit of the defenders of the Town of Petals. 
Ralgar stopped in the middle of the road and his dragonborn comrade 
stopped at his side and asked, “Ralgar what are we going to do?” 
Ralgar looked him in the eyes, nodded his head, and then turned his 
attention towards the encroaching Parklander forces. He pulled his shield in 
front of his body and held his axe behind himself. The dragonman ran to the 
fleeing townsfolk and shouted for them to stop. Many of them abandoned 
their retreat as they realized Ralgar was standing alone in the street, ready to 
face the attackers. At that point many members of the militia began to 
reform their ranks a little ways down the road. 
The Parklanders then picked up their pace as they saw the lone dragonborn 
standing before them. The horseman who shouted the commands came 
rushing ahead of the pack and charged at Ralgar. Instead of moving to the 
side Ralgar bolted forwards into a sprint, headed directly at the horseman. 
At the last second Ralgar leaped to the side and threw his shield up into the 
man‟s chest. The man managed to huff out, “Ough!” as Ralgar‟s heavy 
shield bashed into his chest, sending him hurling towards the ground. The 
man landed against the dusty road upon his back and retched a heap of 
blood and vomit upon himself. 
A roar from the townsfolk thundered as they saw Ralgar bravely strike the 
human henchman down. 
The charging Parklanders slowed their advance upon seeing their leader 
felled from his horse, and upon hearing the roar of the reforming crowd of 
dragon peoples, but they continued their charge after one man yelled “Fuck 
that!” and ran towards Ralgar with his weapon drawn. 
Ralgar ran at the man and attempted to cleave him down furiously with his 
axe but he swung too early and clearly missed the man. Just before the man 
could strike back, a dragonborn City Guard came barreling from behind 
Ralgar and drove his spear into the man‟s belly, which punctured 
completely through the man‟s body. Then suddenly Ralgar was surrounded 
by his allied townsfolk as they rushed past him towards the two remaining 
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horsemen and about two dozen footmen. The horsemen were instantly taken 
down by the City Guard‟s spears, and many of the footmen were cut down 
in the surge of the dragonfolk defenders. The remaining five or so were 
pushed back-to-back as the crowd quickly encircled them. Following the 
charge, Ralgar uncorked a pain tonic and guzzled down a portion of its 
contents and then poured the remainder upon his open gut and rib wounds 
respectively. He quickly felt his head lighten as his intoxicated blood rushed 
to his brain. He ran forward into the fray to get at any enemy he could get 
his hands on but the crowd was proving to be quite packed. Ralgar managed 
to force a path through the crowd and slashed at two Parklanders huddled 
against each other. His axe-cut hooked the edge of one of the men‟s face, 
slashing deeply through the top of his nose and through his eyeball. The 
axeblade ripped out the side of the man's face, sending blood and puss 
splattering through the air. Ralgar slashed down again just as swiftly and his 
axe landed in the shoulder of the second man, leaving a large open gash.  
“Ah!” screamed the man painfully, and then he screamed, “Ahh!” again 
more loudly as a spear drove into his side, and then he sighed “Noooo...” 
gurgling blood when another spear drove through his heart. The few 
footmen left were killed in sync as several townsfolk bore down on them 
simultaneously. 
A loud cheer echoed off the walls of the buildings. One dragonman leapt up 
with excitement as he said, “Yeah!” whereas a lizardman hopped around 
shouting, “We did it!” and a kobold man gave a victory screech, 
“Weeeaauuuggh!” 
Though soon after the victory was had, the realization of the devastation 
took hold. Much of the group of defenders broke off and walked somberly 
towards the worst of the battleground to collect their fallen friends and 
neighbors. The City Guard located the corpse of the Mayor and wheeled his 
body on a wagon off towards the center of town. Others went to work on 
putting a stop to the spread of more fires.   
Ralgar stood there surveying the townsfolk licking their wounds and he 
noticed that a great many were watching him, waiting for their hero to do 
something. Ralgar found a perch atop a nearby crate, cleared his throat and 
shouted to all that could or cared to hear, “Tonight is the night I give a 
speech,” several of the townsfolk began to huddle closer around Ralgar to 
listen, “You‟ve defended your home, no longer cowering in the dark, many 
died bravely, but it needed to be done!” 
One lizardman stepped forth and shouted, “Now what are we going to do 
Ralgar- I mean Mister Gar.”   
Ralgar looked on towards his dragonkin gathering around him, “We rebuild, 
retrain, rally ourselves for battle, they will only come back again.” he stated 
proudly. 
A dragonwoman shouted back concernedly, “We‟re just gonna wait for 
„em?” 
“We‟re too weak to attack them, there‟s not much we can do.” rebutted 
Ralgar. 
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Some of the townsfolk muttered in agreement. A dragonman shouted out, 
“You‟re right, we‟re fucked up!” he stated. 
Ralgar looked at them hopefully and continued, “We must regroup, defend! 
They know we are willing to fight now,” he peered at the cluster of his 
kinsfolk standing there listening intently to his words and he went on, “But 
we need to build an army, we‟re willing to fight.” he shouted to them and 
pointed to a Parklander corpse laying upon the ground within his view. He 
told the crowd to gather all the equipment from the Parklanders that was 
still intact to equip the defenders of the town, for the new “army.” 
Several of the townsfolk broke off and began stripping the Parklander 
bodies of their equipment and tossed the equipment into a cart that was 
wheeled into the battleground. Ralgar noticed a stray horse wandering on 
the border of the battleground and strolled towards it. 
The horse neighed in fright as the creature covered in blood came boldly 
striding towards him. It stomped its feet in distress but before it could bolt 
Ralgar snatched its reigns and yanked dominantly and led the horse into the 
middle of the crowd. He threw his leg up and over the saddle, easily 
mounting himself atop the horse. Soon several other horses were led 
obediently towards the crowd. Several of the City Guard started to move 
towards the horses, snapping at one another to quickly gain claim of a steed, 
“Hey gimme that horse, rrawwr!” 
Ralgar shouted towards them, “We need another one of these horses just in 
case,” when they failed to catch his meaning he shouted again, “I need to 
borrow one.” and pointed to one of the City Guard. He snapped his head 
towards Ralgar, “What?!” the guard shouted plaintively. 
Ralgar lead his horse towards him and said, “There are plenty of others.” 
and reached for the reigns and tugged at them, but the dragonman 
meanwhile had mounted the horse. Ralgar gave him a stern look, “Get off!” 
he growled. 
“Euh.” squealed the City Guardsman softly, but then he reaffirmed his 
claim in a more aggressive manner, “No! Mine!” he snapped as he pulled 
the reins back. 
Ralgar turned his attention back to the gathering crowd of townsfolk. He 
saw the pain and the loss in their eyes and reflected that they had dealt a 
heavy toll to the Parklanders, and in retrospect, he thought that many of 
those in the Parklands of Rhonertia probably wouldn't even have noticed 
that these terrible men were missing. 
Ralgar noticed a council member standing amongst the crowd, a young 
dragonborn man who was looking over the damages. Ralgar lurched off his 
horse and stumbled towards the councilman and inquired about purchasing 
a piece of property, perhaps a delusional side-effect driven on after losing 
too much blood during and after the fight, and the combined after effects of 
a full bottle of pain tonic. The councilman looked at Ralgar questionably, “I 
think this is an inappropriate time to discuss the- uhh, the economy of 
housing and shit.” he stated in a shocked manner. 
“Don‟t worry,” Ralgar slurred in response, “I‟m just trying to help out here. 
Just take my money and give me the buildings.” Ralgar continued as he 
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reached for a coinpurse attached to his belt and thrust it into the 
councilman‟s hands. 
The councilman gently pushed the gold-filled purse back into Ralgar‟s 
hands, “We should discuss it after we rest.” he said soothingly and patted 
Ralgar‟s hand kindly. At that, Ralgar nodded and then collapsed in front of 
all the townsfolk still lingering around him. Many concerned gasps 
emanated from the crowd as Ralgar hit the road in a puff of dust. 
 

*************************************** 
 
Ralgar awoke in what he imagined was the following morning. He 
grimaced quietly as the pain in his ribs reminded him of the events of the 
nighttime battle in the streets. All his wounds were bandaged in several 
thick layers of surgical cloth. A blotch of blood had worked its way to the 
top of the bandages where his ribs were injured by the crossbow and the 
blow from the sword. He was in a nice and comfortable bed in a decent 
looking room. Ralgar heard the sudden clash of two swords and he painfully 
rushed to the window in the room. As he peered outside he could see 
several of the townsfolk practicing in the plaza of town square with the 
equipment taken from the slain Parklander invaders. 
Ralgar slowly donned his clothes, armor, gear, and weapons and made his 
way out the room. In the hallway he noticed several other closed doors 
lining the hallway and he realized he was in an inn. As he walked outside 
into the open plaza, several of the townsfolk in practice took notice and 
stopped their swordplay. They shouted excitedly to Ralgar, raising their 
weapons in salute. Each one of them stepped aside in earnest as Ralgar 
headed towards city hall. They gave greetings, and blessings, and gratuitous 
thank-you's. 
Ralgar noticed that two carts sat in front of the gates of city hall loaded with 
all the collected gear taken from the slain Parklanders. Both were watched 
over by several of the City Guard, the horses were also there, huddled into a 
small circle next to the two carts, six of them in total. The Guards nodded as 
they saw Ralgar walking towards them. 
Ralgar headed to the warhorse he claimed for himself and patted it 
affectionately on its broad neck. He turned to the Guards and addressed 
them, telling them that he wanted to make sure that the five additional 
horses would be given to the City Guard. They thanked Ralgar humbly and 
told him that he better go inside and meet with the Town Council. 
Ralgar turned away and made his way inside, heading through the lobby 
and into the courthall where only four of the councilmembers sat upon the 
dais conversing with two members of the City Guard. They paused as they 
noticed Ralgar quietly step into the room. The elder dragonborn 
councilwoman stood from her seat and quietly approached Ralgar. 
“We just buried all the dead. Rest in peace to the Mayor.” she said somberly 
as he held back her tears. Ralgar placed a hand on her shoulder in comfort. 
She looked up at him and said, “What‟s our next plan of action Mister 
Gar?” 
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Ralgar turned his attention to the others at the dais, “Well what would you 
people like to do at this point? What would you- what does the Town of 
Petals want from all this?” he asked. 
“We don‟t want the-” began the elder councilwoman but stopped for a 
moment and looked into Ralgar‟s eyes, “-the Parklanders to attack us 
anymore.” 
“Does anybody have any ideas off the bat, or any suggestions before we uh- 
start to negotiate here?” Ralgar asked to the room. 
One of the councilmen stated solemnly that he is a farmer, and his family 
were farmers, and he had no ideas concerning warfare, “…I want to go 
grow corn.” he said at the end. The other occupants of the courthall looked 
as hopeless as he did. 
Ralgar thought to himself for a moment. He declared that he now had the 
capacity for five mounted fighters, and that he was considering a charge 
into the Parklands of Rhonertia. 
“What about all of us? All us non-mounted guys?” questioned one of the 
City Guard. 
“We‟d be a five man demo mission to get the Mayor.” he answered boldly, 
but the occupants didn't appear to welcome the idea. Ralgar then considered 
the thought of riding hard back towards Mission to request the aid of 
Fiddenmar the Merchant Lord, and then travel back swiftly before nightfall. 
But the councilmembers gasped in disbelief. The elder councilwoman 
covered her jaws with her clawed hands, “No Mister Gar, you‟re leaving 
us? Oh no!” she cried as she turned back towards the other three 
councilmen. 
“I‟ll be back by nightfall. Just bunker down, prepare yourselves. I‟ll go for 
help at Mission.” Ralgar reassured her, but the thoughts of the previous 
night stirred her confidence, and she began to sob quietly. 
The other City Guard, a tall lizardman, stepped forward in protest, “We 
have to prepare another defense without our point man?!” he raised to 
Ralgar. 
Ralgar turned his attention away from the councilwoman, “I‟ll be back by 
nightfall,” he reasserted, “They don‟t have eyes. They don‟t know they are 
gone, how would they know they are dead?” 
“Well the fact that they didn‟t return.” claimed the elder councilman with 
the squinty eyes. 
Ralgar pondered that a moment and reassessed his mission to Mission. He 
tried to think of what I, the Great Wizard Da‟loach, would do in his 
situation, but the thought did him little help because I was hundreds of 
miles away, dealing with my own struggles during his predicament. Ralgar 
suddenly turned and headed out the courthall, leaving the overwhelmed 
occupants behind in their silence. 
Ralgar tromped outside, heading directly towards his new horse. He threw 
his leg over the saddle and grabbed the reins and then whirled the horse 
around and trotted towards the center of the plaza. 
The councilmembers and the two City Guards had by then already ran out 
of city hall to watch Ralgar‟s next actions. They watched as Ralgar pulled 
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his axe out, thrust it over his head and yelled loudly for all to hear, “Well 
we‟re going then!” 
Some of the practicing townsfolk stopped their activities and began to 
crowd around Ralgar, watching him intently. 
“We don‟t have any other option than to attack the city head on, full bore 
assault!” he shouted again. 
The elder councilwoman hiked up her robes and dashed over to Ralgar. She 
shouted up to him atop his great big horse, “What?! What happened to the 
plan to go to Mission? What were you going to do there?” 
Ralgar simply looked down upon her and remarked, “Never mind, we‟re 
scrapping that.” 
“Are we attacking right now? Today?” she questioned in a panicked voice, 
then she began to rapidly tell Ralgar that the Parklands vastly outnumbered 
any militia force the Town of Petals could muster, but her concerns were 
drowned out by the growing noises of the crowd.  
A dragonman close by shouted loudly as he raised his pitchfork into the air, 
“Yeeeeeaahhhh! Let‟s fucking kill some more of these damn Parklanders!” 
This compelled other townsfolk to shout in response. 
“I hate Parkland!” 
And, 
“I hate Rhonertia!” 
And, 
“Let‟s get „em!” 
Until the whole lot of the townsfolk clustered around Ralgar and were 
roaring with bloodlust. Ralgar sat quietly upon his horse, scratching his 
claws along his scaly chin. The memory of the tall walls protecting the 
Parklands emerged from the back of his mind. The image of archers sending 
hellfire down upon his militia sent a chill down his spine. 
“Yeeaah! Let‟s do this shit!” shouted another dragonman as he turned 
towards Ralgar, “Mister Gar! Orders?” he directed at Ralgar. 
Ralgar snapped his attention in the direction of the dragonman, “Prepare for 
the city to defend again tonight.” he said. 
“Aw shit,” sighed the rowdy dragonman as he turned around to face the 
crowd, “Alright.” 
“Well what are we going to do Mister Gar? Set up more traps?” asked a 
scrawny kobold man. 
Ralgar took a moment to think. He turned around and looked to one of the 
City Guards nearby. He called to him and told the lizardman guardsman to 
muster as many of the able bodied militia as possible and meet back here in 
the center of town. Several other Guards scurried off in different directions 
after Ralgar gave his command and within the hour a force of about a 
hundred dragonfolk had massed in the town square. Only about half of them 
were armed with actual battle equipment, the others just brought whatever 
weapons and protection they could acquire.  
Ralgar looked them over contently and told them his plan. 
He decided to lead them outside of town, along the main road north to the 
Parklands. There the militia force would set up a wooden barricade to block 
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the path of any more large invading forces. The militia would also wait in 
ambush, hiding within the cover of the woods lining each side of the road. 
Most of the militia shouted in agreement to the plan and began prepping 
themselves to march. Ralgar dismounted his horse and walked over to 
Willie, the bartender, and Little Jimmie who were both standing off to the 
side. He handed Willie the reins of his horse and asked him to take personal 
care of the beast.  
Willie took hold of the reins, not fully understanding the request, but Ralgar 
looked down to Little Jimmie and said, “If this horse dies Little Jimmie, I‟m 
going to fucking kill you.” 
Little Jimmie looked to the horse and then back to Ralgar, “I‟ll protect it 
with my life.” he said. 
“What am I going to do? Can I ride it?” asked Willie. 
“No.” Ralgar commanded. 
Willie‟s face turned to a sour frown and he clenched his cleaver tightly in 
this hands. 
“Maybe when I get back. We‟ll see what‟s up. When I get back.” promised 
Ralgar. 
“Mmmm‟oouhh!” squealed Willie in anticipation. 
Ralgar committed them to guarding the town while the main force was 
away, to “...keep an eye on things,” and to keep his horse safe within the 
Chrome Petal tavern. 
“Fuck! God damn it! Aw, I wanted to be part of the action.” grumbled 
Willie. 
“Willie you are one of the most important pieces of the puzzle.” Ralgar said 
to him. 
“I know.” said Willie. 
“But if that horse dies, I don‟t want to have to kill you.” stated Ralgar in 
response. 
“Yeah Willie you better wise up motherfucka ha-hah!” interjected Little 
Jimmie. 
Ralgar chuckled and rubbed his knuckles playfully atop Little Jimmie's 
head, “Little Jimmie.” he said and then bobbed his head in farewell to them 
and walked back towards the militia that had largely prepared to depart. 
Many female dragonfolk came rushing out to give their affectionate 
farewells to the militiamen. 
Ralgar called out for the march and they slowly made their way out of town, 
closely followed by the five mounted City Guardsmen. 
About a mile up the northern road Ralgar ordered the construction of a 
series of sharpened stakes be placed across the road as a defensive 
chokehold. For several hours the men of the militia went to work cutting 
down smaller trees and shaving off all their branches while other workers 
dug holes in the road to set the formidable stakes in place, and then they 
sharpened the ends into deadly log spears thick as a man‟s thigh.  
When the barricade was firmly in place, Ralgar ordered the mounted Guards 
to stand watch and wait for his signal to charge in. He informed them that 
he would set up the ambush farther up the road and surround any Parklander 
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forces. He left a detachment of twenty militia men at the barricade as 
reserves. 
He then lead the remaining force a few hundred yards up the road and 
ordered them to split up and conceal themselves within the woods on either 
side. The men of the militia fanned out into the surrounding woods.  
They waited anxiously for a few hours with the militia hidden away 
amongst the growth of the woods. As evening was rapidly approaching, a 
kobold man came rustling through the underbrush towards Ralgar, “Mister 
Gar, we‟ve been here all day. What are we doing?” he asked. 
Ralgar turned to face him, “We wait. We wait until they come, and then we 
slaughter them in the trap we‟ve set.” he answered confidently. 
“Alright,” said the kobold man, “This doesn‟t seem like much of a trap.” he 
went on to mention. 
Ralgar sighed in annoyance, “We just have to wait for them to go farther 
down the road. Once they‟re well in between us on both sides we can 
surround them and destroy them. And if they escape, we‟ll fall back to the 
barricade. And as soon as my blaze goes off, my fire breath, the horsemen 
and the reserves will come up from the rear and help us out.” explained 
Ralgar. 
The kobold seemed to understand, then he nodded and said, “Sounds like a 
plan.” before scampering off. 
Night soon covered them and still they waited, but no signs of a Parklander 
force showed up. 
Before their patience could break, a noise was heard from down the road. 
Ralgar looked through the leaves of some branches and spotted a lone man 
upon a horse brandishing a small lamp and a white flag muttering to himself 
nervously. 
As the man neared the ambush site, Ralgar stepped out alone onto the road 
in front of the man‟s path. 
“Ohh fuck!” shouted the man in a startled voice as Ralgar appeared 
suddenly from behind a tree. 
“What up?” asked Ralgar steadily. 
The man just looked down upon Ralgar in fear. Ralgar noticed that the 
white flag mounted to the horse‟s saddle bore the emblem of the Parklands 
of Rhonertia, illuminated by the small lamp which was also attached via a 
small metal post to the horse‟s saddle. The man searched through his 
rucksack clumsily and hastily pulled forth a scroll and held it towards 
Ralgar, “A message. From the Mayor of the Parklands.” he said in a broken 
voice. 
Ralgar snatched the scroll from the man‟s hand, which the man pulled back 
frightfully, and broke open the seal and unraveled the scroll. Ralgar glanced 
at the scroll quickly but then looked back at the man. 
“Get off your horse.” ordered Ralgar. 
The man looked around nervously, “Eeeuh.” he squealed softly but did not 
move. 
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From the Office of the Mayor of 
the Parklands of Rhonertia, 
                    

To whom it may concern, 

We wish to call off these acts of 
violence disrupting the order and 
peace of our two towns, perhaps if 
you’ll have a meeting with us we can 
settle this dispute like civilized men, 
our gates are open to you. We don’t 
need any more bloodshed… 

Signed, 
The  Mayor 

 

 

Ralgar growled loudly at the man and a plume of hot steam bellowed into 
the man‟s face. The man reluctantly slid out of the saddle, “Euuuh.” he 
squealed again. 
Ralgar then looked back to the scroll and read it out loud: 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Ralgar looked to the man standing quietly before him and asked him if he 
carried a pen. The man just shrugged his shoulders, “No.” he replied. Ralgar 
began to say, “Go back to your town, I will come shortly.” but he suddenly 
changed his mind. 
He handed the messenger the letter and then reached for the reins of the 
man's horse. Ralgar called for someone in the woods. A lizardman came 
lurking out of the darkness and stood beside Ralgar. The messenger jumped 
in surprise as another one of the creatures appeared before him. Ralgar told 
the lizardman to take the reins, and handed them off. The horse neighed 
softly but didn't pull away.   
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Ralgar turned back to the messenger and told him that he would accompany 
him back to the Parklands. 
“Alright, well can I get my horse back?” inquired the man. 
“No.” declared Ralgar. 
“Aww, do I have to walk?” he asked plaintively. 
“With me, yes.” responded Ralgar. 
“Awww.” groaned the messenger. 
“I can‟t have you on your horse riding next to me, you could kill me or 
something.” said Ralgar. 
“I have no weapons.” confessed the man as he turned his pockets inside out. 
“And I need a horse. I don‟t care I have your horse.” Ralgar spat back at the 
man. 
Ralgar waved a hand to the woods and two more dragonmen emerged. The 
messenger yelped in fear once more as they appeared next to him. 
“What do you want us to do?” asked one of the dragonmen. 
“Take my horse back, I‟m going to go talk to the Mayor. But I need you 
guys to stay here where you‟re at.” requested Ralgar. 
“Shit. Alright.” responded the dragonman. 
“Cause if I get into trouble, I‟m going to come back here.” stated Ralgar. 
The lizardman holding the reins said to Ralgar, “How will we know if you 
get into trouble?” 
“You‟ll see the fire breath.” he responded simply. 
“From where though? If you‟re going all the way to the Parklands.” asked 
the lizardman. 
Ralgar contemplated this and said he would have a horseman follow as a 
scout. 
“The horsemen are all the way back there.” protested one of the dragonmen 
as he pointed back down the road. 
Ralgar then instructed the lizardman to take the horse back to the barricade 
and inform one of the horsemen to follow as a scout and watch for his fire 
breath signal and be ready to defend his honor upon seeing the signal, 
“…and that horse goes to Willie.” he added in at the end. 
The lizardman looked at him questionably, “So we‟re going to have two 
horses over with Willie that could be utilized to go rescue you?” he asked in 
exasperation. 
“Yes we are.” affirmed Ralgar. 
“Alright.” said the lizardman as he shrugged his shoulders and began 
leading the horse away. 
“Yeah that‟s right.” said Ralgar as he turned back around and told the two 
dragonmen to spread the word. 
The messenger bit his lip and held back his sorrow as he watched his horse 
being led away down the road. Ralgar turned to face him and pushed the 
man forwards and told him to lead on. The messenger hung his head in 
defeat as they both began their long trek north through the dark of night 
towards the Parklands of Rhonertia. 

 
*************************************** 
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The walls of the Parklands finally crept into view as dawn broke across the 
horizon. Ralgar and his traveling companion trudged all night along the 
road in silence, and fortunately without any incident, something Ralgar was 
continuously wary of happening during the night's voyage. 
Once they were near the walls the messenger led Ralgar up to the gatehouse 
that straddled the gates blocking the entrance into town. A guard called out 
from atop the walls and the messenger called back in response. The guard 
yelled behind the walls and the massive wooden gates began to creep open. 
Ralgar placed a firm hand upon the messenger's shoulder and his other hand 
on his axe hilt. The messenger assured him there was no danger and 
gestured for Ralgar to enter. Ralgar demanded the letter from the Mayor and 
the messenger presented it aptly, Ralgar then urged the messenger forwards 
and followed cautiously behind him. Once behind the walls, Ralgar could 
see the true size and wealth of the Parklands of Rhonertia. 
A well constructed cobblestone road lead further into the city, lined on each 
side with immaculately built two-story houses, which were decorated with 
fanciful engraved trimmings and colored glass windows. Well maintained 
gardens and yards lined the road as well, breaking the monotony of the 
cookie-cutter houses. The streets were filled with multitudes of 
commonfolk, dressed in the fashions worn by the wealthier folk of Mission. 
Painted carriages were zipping around the streets, driven by groomed 
drivers and pulled by groomed horses. 
Men and women looked upon Ralgar with dreadful glances and then turned 
away when he noticed their stares. The messenger now walked with a strut 
of dignity, denying the fact that his nice clothes were stained with the 
blemishes of travel. 
“It‟s going to be a little whiles until we get to the uh-” he started as he 
peered about the streets in search of something, “-the Mayor‟s office.” he 
said, and he clapped his hands loudly as a yellow carriage passed close by, 
clap!-clap!-clap! and the carriage driver suddenly pulled on the reins of the 
horses and the carriage gently came to a halt. 
The messenger opened the door to the carriage and began to climb in but 
paused and looked back towards Ralgar, “You coming?” he asked. 
Ralgar quietly followed and sat himself noisily on the opposing bench 
within the carriage. 
About half an hour passed before they neared their destination, during 
which the messenger had painstakingly described the various attractions and 
histories of certain aspects of the city in fine detail, much to the 
bemusement of Ralgar's interests.  
The messenger told Ralgar that they were coming upon the nobleman‟s 
district of the Parklands, a vast gated community filled with lavish estates 
containing the richest noble men and ladies of the Freshwater Coast and 
beyond. 
They came to a halt and the door of the carriage suddenly swung open by a 
half-orc man dressed in a finely embroidered vest and vanilla colored dress 
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pants. The messenger gestured for Ralgar to exit the cabin but Ralgar stayed 
put. 
“After you.” said Ralgar to the man. 
The man managed to squeeze awkwardly past the heavily clad dragonborn 
taking up most of the room inside the cabin. 
“Euh- euh- euuh.” he breathed as he ungracefully climbed over Ralgar‟s 
protruding knees and clambered out of the carriage, while the half-orc 
stifled a grin. 
Following that, Ralgar stepped briskly out of the carriage and turned to 
follow the messenger who had already stormed off towards the painted 
metal gate bordered by well-trimmed hedges. 
Several bystanders watched nonchalantly as Ralgar exited the carriage and 
walked towards the Mayor‟s estate, gesturing to each other as if to say, 
“What‟s this guy doing here?” and, “This dragonborn.” 
Ralgar smiled to himself inwardly in amusement at the thought of them 
looking upon this dragonborn warrior still wearing the blood of their slain 
townsmen upon his battered armor. 
Stepping through the gate, Ralgar was thrust into view of the grounds 
within the Mayor's expansive estate, which was well adorned with 
impeccably kempt grass yards and hedges carved into figures of nude 
women and others as animals. Exotic plants and flowers dotted the 
landscape housed in enormous tasteful ceramic basins. Standing in the 
center of all this eye candy was an equally impressive mansion. Ralgar‟s 
jaw dropped as he stood before its majesty. 
The messenger smiled and motioned for Ralgar to enter the doorway, “The 
Mayor is awaiting you.” he said with a curtsy. 
But Ralgar just shot him a glance, “Nahh, no, no, no, no, no.” he said and 
pointed his claw for the man to lead the way in. 
The man‟s courtesies fled at that, “Fuck.” he said in irritation and walked to 
the door and threw them open and stomped his way inside. He headed up a 
flight of stairs facing the foyer and Ralgar followed closely behind him.  
Once at the second floor Ralgar noticed the messenger heading towards a 
set of stout wooden double-doors. Ralgar reached out to the man, grabbed 
him by the shoulder and whipped him around and got face to face with the 
man. 
“If anybody is going down first it‟s going to be you, just so you know. So if 
something is going to go down, you better tell me ahead of time,” 
threatened Ralgar as he jabbed a clawed finger at the man‟s chest, “Cause 
I‟m killing you first.” 
“They gave me a lamplight and a white flag for a reason.” stated the man in 
his own defense.   
“Just checkin‟, so keep going.” commanded Ralgar gruffly as he shoved the 
messenger forwards. 
The messenger gave Ralgar a sour look, readjusted his clothing and pushed 
open the double-doors. 
Behind the double-doors sat a room, lined with many shelves filled with 
leather bound books and cubbies littered with various scrolls and 
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parchments. A figure sat leaning over a desk scribbling on a piece of 
parchment. A large, decorated hat covered any chance of discerning the 
face. 
The messenger stepped in and softly grunted, announcing their entrance. 
Ralgar stepped up next to the messenger and peered at the man at the desk. 
The figure at the desk ended his scribbling, set his pen down, and looked up 
with a feral grin, aimed at Ralgar. 
Ralgar‟s eyes were hit hard by the sight.  
Sitting before Ralgar, this dapperly dressed man, was none other than a 
fellow dragonborn man. Ralgar was absolutely taken aback. The messenger 
took his leave at seeing Ralgar distracted and closed the doors behind him. 
The Mayor of the Parklands of Rhonertia stood up from his seat and Ralgar 
instantly growled under his breath. The Mayor stood there quietly, dressed 
in his dapperly suit, grinning wildly at the stone-faced Ralgar. 
“So the champion of the Town of Petals has decided to make himself 
known.” the Mayor said in a scratchy voice and continued his heavy stare. 
“Come forward coward!” growled Ralgar heatedly. 
The Mayor lowered his brow in contempt, “What?! I‟m the Mayor,” and he 
dug his claws into his desk, “I‟m not going anywhere.” 
“You hide behind walls, and behind a desk! You sit at a chair you pansy. 
I‟m a Mayor too!” roared Ralgar. 
The Mayor only chuckled to himself and peered about his office at nothing 
in particular. He took a moment before readdressing Ralgar, “So are you 
ready to call off this senseless bloodshed?” he asked. 
Ralgar raised a claw in his direction, “I'm pretty sure you were the one who 
started this senseless bloodshed, sooo-” rebutted Ralgar, “So what‟s up with 
that?” 
The Mayor only upturned his hands and shrugged, “You didn‟t answer my 
question.” he said after ignoring Ralgar‟s comments. 
“Yeah, I asked my own question,” remarked Ralgar, “And I‟m waiting for a 
response.” 
  When the Mayor didn't respond to Ralgar, he asked another question, 
“Why did you- why did you start this senseless bloodshed?!” he roared. 
But the Mayor only repeated himself, this time more loudly, “I said do you 
want to call of this senseless bloodshed? In case you didn‟t hear me, 
muthafucka.” 
Ralgar reflected on the question for a second, “We can work on this, we can 
work on that. Why is this bloodshed occurring, why is- why did you- why 
did you attack your people in the first place?” Ralgar asked more calmly. 
The Mayor once more ignored his questions, “Maybe you didn‟t hear me 
the first time, or the second time, but do you want to call of this senseless 
bloodshed?” insisted the Mayor. 
“I would like to call of the senseless bloodshed in some shape or form.” 
Ralgar finally answered to the Mayor‟s question. 
“Fair enough.” said the Mayor with a nod, and then he walked around from 
behind his desk. He stepped past Ralgar and opened the double-doors, he 
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yelled out within the halls of his estate, “CALL OFF THE ATTACKS!!” 
and he turned back to Ralgar with a grimace on his face. 
“Can we negotiate some terms of this?” asked Ralgar. 
“What terms?” requested the Mayor, then he added, “You wanted the 
bloodshed over. It‟s over.” 
“Well why did the bloodshed start if you don‟t mind me asking?” inquired 
Ralgar. But this went unheard as the Mayor brusquely stepped past Ralgar 
and headed towards his desk once again. 
“Did you say something?” the Mayor asked nonchalantly. 
“How are you the leader of these people?” asked Ralgar. 
“How are you the leader of these people,” the Mayor repeated softly, then 
he pointed to himself with his hands, “Look at me. Mister Ral Gar. There‟s 
a reason I can command these people.” he said as he held his arms out wide 
in an air of egotism. 
“How do you know my name?” demanded Ralgar ponderously, “How do 
you know me?” 
At hearing that the Mayor just laughed aloud and disregarded the question.  
A voice was heard from outside the room, “What?! Alright, alright, we‟ll 
call it off, we‟ll send the messages.” 
Ralgar took a deep breath and shouted at the top of his lungs, “WHAT THE 
FUCK IS GOING ON!!?” but Ralgar‟s voice cracked under the pressure 
and the effect of his outrage was lost. Internally, Ralgar‟s mind was being 
battered with confusion and frustration. 
The Mayor began to chuckle as he approached Ralgar, “Our men have been 
called off. There need not be any more bloodshed between our towns.” 
But Ralgar was not content, “Why was there originally bloodshed? Why did 
you kill your own people?” he asked.   
The Mayor disregarded this as well and stepped to the window and peered 
outside. Suddenly two armed guards came from downstairs and stepped 
inside the office, they stood on each side of Ralgar. One of them spoke to 
Ralgar, “Sir, it‟s about time you leave at this point.” 
Ralgar turned his attention back towards the Mayor and asked him one last 
time, “I‟m going to ask you a simple question,” 
“Of?” remarked the Mayor. 
“Would you like to talk about relations between our people for the future? 
Or, do I need to kill your guards right now?” Ralgar threatened half-assedly. 
Seeing that his threat was not taken seriously, Ralgar attempted to strike one 
of the guards across the face with a swing of his fist, but unfortunately the 
guard dipped out of the way. Regardless, no one seemed eager to retaliate to 
Ralgar‟s violent outburst. 
Realizing this, Ralgar looked around the room anxiously, “Just tell me 
what‟s going on? What the fuck‟s going on?” he asked in a much more 
calm manner. 
The Mayor turned to look directly at Ralgar and said, “Mister Gar, you just 
need to settle the fuck down.” 
“'Kay.” was Ralgar‟s response. 
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The two guards looked at Ralgar and then walked away from him and stood 
in front of the Mayor‟s desk. Ralgar looked at them in desperation. 
“Can you please tell me why you attacked these people?” he pleaded. 
Ralgar ascertained that he had nothing more to discuss here as the three 
remained silent in response to his questions. Ralgar reluctantly turned and 
began to walk out of the Mayor‟s office and headed downstairs to leave. 
Ralgar exited the mansion, headed across the estate grounds and made his 
way towards the gate. He found his way outside and approached the 
carriage. Ralgar ordered the carriage driver to take him across town, back to 
the south gate.  
This time two guards were standing watch outside the gate. When Ralgar 
spotted them he grabbed one of their attention, “Hey, what‟s up bro?” 
“What do you want, dragonborn?” responded the guard. 
“What‟s up with your mayor, man? He‟s dragonborn.” remarked Ralgar. 
“So.” responded the man plainly. 
“How‟d he get there? You vote him into office?” Ralgar asked. 
“He ran a fair campaign.” declared the guard. 
“A fair campaign?” Ralgar piped. 
“And he earned his spot.” said the guard. 
“Alright, alright. Why did you guys attack the Town of Petals?” asked 
Ralgar coercively. 
“I honestly think that-” the man said as he took a pause to look around and 
then he leaned closer to Ralgar and said quietly, “I think he‟s a race hater. 
Hates his own shit, takin‟ it out on the Town of Petals.” 
“Okay.” said Ralgar. 
The man gave Ralgar a shrug, “But I mean, I get paid well. I do what my 
orders say. If you know what I'm sayin‟.” 
Ralgar turned to make his way back inside but the guards barred his path. 
One of them, the other that Ralgar didn‟t engage with, whispered under his 
breath as Ralgar turned to leave, “Yeah that‟s right.” 
“They never told me what‟s up, I‟m going to leave, I don‟t want no 
trouble.” said Ralgar as he was walking away. 
Ralgar marched alone down the southward road at a steady pace. He walked 
boldly upon the road not taking any opportunities to hide within the cover 
of the treeline. He headed due south, straight towards his militiamen waiting 
in ambush just outside of the Town of Petals. 
 

*************************************** 
 

The sun had began to creep along the horizon once Ralgar had finally 
reached the roadside ambush site. A kobold man popped out of the bushes 
and rushed towards Ralgar, “We‟ve been waiting here for hours Mister 
Gar.” he piped. 
“Back to town, back to town,” Ralgar said as he waved his arm forwards 
lazily, “We‟ll talk about it.” 
“Awwwhh.” groaned the kobold. 
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Ralgar shouted aloud for the ambushers and they slowly stared to emerge 
from the woods. Ralgar then ordered them back towards town. They all 
murmured amongst each other in hushed whispers. Ralgar walked past them 
and headed down the road. The militia followed quietly and  passed through 
the barricade. Ralgar left several militia men stationed at the barricade as a 
guard station.  
Once in town Ralgar headed towards the Chrome Petal as the militia 
dispersed back to their homes. 
When Ralgar walked inside he saw Willie and Little Jimmie tending to two 
large horses within the tavern. Willie was complaining about how his tavern 
smelt like horse shit.  
Ralgar greeted them and told them to follow him to the center of town. He 
snatched a large stewpot from Willie‟s supply room and then he departed 
the Chrome Petal. 
Ralgar headed towards the center of town in front of city hall. He found a 
crate, stood on top of it and began banging his axe's blade upon the stewpot, 
making an outrageous clamor.  
Several City Guards looked upon Ralgar curiously. Townsfolk started to 
cautiously creep from their homes and flock to the beckon of Ralgar‟s 
stewpot orchestra. 
“The Parkland of Rhonansha, or whatever the fuck they're called- they have 
agreed to a peace treaty, to leave you alone. The Parklands of 
Rhotonanasheean-” struggled Ralgar to get his message across, “The 
Parklands of Rhonertia!” chimed someone from the crowd. 
“The Parkland of Rhonetians have agreed to leave you people lalone!” 
shouted Ralgar. 
A City Guardsman that came close to listen to Ralgar shouted back, 
“They‟ve said that before Mister Gar!” 
“Really?” said Ralgar in surprise, “They‟ve said that before?” 
“Yes they have.” 
“How many times?” inquired Ralgar. 
“Like at least three or four times.” admitted the City Guardsman. 
“Okay, well we‟re going to go back to where we were.” proposed Ralgar. 
Some of the townsfolk of the crowd looked to each other with concerned 
faces. 
“Yeah, we are going to head back right now.” demanded Ralgar. 
“Who is we?” shouted a dragonman from the crowd. 
“All of us.” answered Ralgar with more authority. 
The men of the crowd grumbled and rushed back towards their houses, 
much to the dismay of their lonely mates. 
“Not Willie and Jimmie.” Ralgar said as he saw Willie and Little Jimmie 
pull out their weapons in anticipation. 
“Well, what are we doing?!” barked Willie. 
“Watching the two horses.” replied Ralgar. 
“Well, what horse are you riding though?” asked Little Jimmie sassily. 
“None,” Ralgar answered. 
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Once all the militia had been mustered into the center of the town square, 
Ralgar took point and lead the march out of town once more. He ordered the 
horsemen to protect the rear.  
The moon had arced higher into the night as the small warband crept out of 
town and up the northern road. 
“Where are we going?” asked a lizardman in the ranks. 
“We are going to wait, and then hold our position in the jungle again.” 
Ralgar said in response. 
“You mean the woods?” interjected the lizardman. 
“The woods.” 
 Once the militia reached the barricade they were greeted by the kin left to 
guard the road. Ralgar greeted them and inquired about activity, but the 
guards hadn‟t seen anything during their watch. 
“So we‟re all just going to get back into our positions?” asked a dragonman 
standing nearby. 
“Yep.” answered Ralgar. 
As the militia began to creep into the woods Ralgar snagged a passing 
kobold man and told him to make the rounds and spread the word to lie low 
and wait for any activity on the road. The kobold nodded his head and 
scampered off into the darkness.  
After several quiet minutes the sounds of the night began to erupt once 
more. The chorus of thousands of bugs helped shadow their presence.  
Ralgar waited diligently along the side of the road for a few more hours. He 
saw no activity upon the road.  
Suddenly Ralgar heard someone creep up beside him. The kobold he spoke 
with earlier dropped beside him and told him that some of the men were 
asking about their next move. 
Ralgar thought for a moment and told the kobold he wanted to scout ahead 
once more by himself. The kobold agreed, but with an obvious sense of 
uncertainty. Ralgar told the kobold to spread the word, and that the militia 
should be ready for the ambush. The kobold got up and snuck away, back 
into the thick of the woods. Ralgar meanwhile gathered himself and walked 
out onto the road and began heading north.   
 

*************************************** 
 
It was some time after dawn once Ralgar reached the sight of the high walls 
surrounding the Parklands. He walked all night without stopping, never 
once seeing a band of warriors, there wasn't even a traveler upon the road 
for that matter. 
As Ralgar approached the gates he saw two guards standing watch outside 
the city. When they took notice of him they poised their halberds for attack. 
“What business do you have here, dragonborn?” said one of the guards. 
“I wish to talk to the Mayor.” replied Ralgar. 
“The Mayor isn‟t taking any visitors.” the man snapped back. 
“I wish to talk to the Mayor.” repeated Ralgar with more conviction. 
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They looked to one another quickly. The other guard gave Ralgar a 
sideways glance, “Well wait here then.” he said as he began to walk 
towards the gate. The remaining guard stood apprehensively with his 
halberd at hand. The guard who had stepped away disappeared into a small 
wooden door within the gate house.  
Several minutes passed before the man reemerged from the gatehouse and 
walked back over to Ralgar and the fellow guard. 
“Come with me.” said the guard. 
“Alright.” Ralgar said gruffly as he brushed past the other guard.   
Once the gates were opened the man lead Ralgar in, but Ralgar took the 
chance and bolted through the gates. Several of the guards shouted for him 
to stop but Ralgar obviously ignored their requests and continued on 
running. 
Something odd struck Ralgar about the Parklands today; there was barely 
any one on the streets. The few people that were wandering about found 
cover wherever they could when they took notice of Ralgar dashing through 
the streets. 
 
Ralgar stopped in his tracks once he reached the center of town. There he 
saw the Mayor, standing casually in front of a large, tacky-looking fountain 
covered with rust and algae. There were many armed men blocking the 
roads leading out of this center plaza. The Mayor was just standing there 
calmly, and his arms were crossed over a finely embroidered smoking 
jacket. His head was shaded by his large and fanciful hat, and his usual feral 
grin was worn upon his face. He was staring directly at Ralgar. 
“I knew you‟d be back!” he shouted across the plaza. 
Ralgar removed his traveling pack and set it on the ground, then he slowly 
approached the Mayor, walking tall, with confident body language. 
“So what‟s going down?” asked Ralgar smoothly, “I see we‟re having a 
party, everybody‟s invited.” he stated in a fearless manner. 
“You‟re right!” remarked the Mayor and sent a toothy grin back at Ralgar. 
Suddenly Ralgar noticed a commotion of footsteps behind him. He turned 
to see that his entry had been blocked by a large group of armed men; he 
was boxed in on all sides. He looked back to the Mayor. The Mayor‟s 
extended finger pointed past Ralgar, and his wild grin was still upon his 
scaly face. 
Ralgar turned his head back around and he saw several men come to the 
front of the group blocking the path behind him. In their grasp were several 
of the helpless citizens of the Town of Petals. There were several citizens 
Ralgar did not recognize, but he did notice the lineup of the 
councilmembers. He also saw Willie led out from behind them. Willie 
struggled against the grasp of the men, but he was hit hard by a fist of one 
of the Parklanders and stopped his resistance. Ralgar then saw Little Jimmie 
being pushed forward by a Parklander man. 
“Aww shit.” whined Little Jimmie in complaint. 
The citizens moaned in hope as they saw Ralgar standing before them, 
“Mister Gar! Mister Gar!” 
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Most of them had been battered and bruised up. Ralgar turned his attention 
back to the Mayor who was intently gazing back at him. 
“Blood will run in these streets tonight.” committed Ralgar. 
“So you wanted peace between our towns-” began the Mayor. 
“No!” interrupted Ralgar, “I wanted your blood. On my blades!” he 
shouted. 
“Whoa! Whoa! Whoa! Whoa!” said the Mayor sardonically, “We‟re here to 
negotiate.” he said as he held out his hands innocently. 
“I don‟t remember coming to talk about anything.” Ralgar spat angrily at 
the Mayor, “I didn‟t come here to talk about shit!” 
The Mayor sent Ralgar a grimace and shook his head slowly, “Alright!” he 
shouted, and he reached for a jewel encrusted swordhilt at his waist and 
unsheathed a beautifully crafted sword. He poised it in both hands 
gracefully and looked at Ralgar, “Then let‟s talk!” he said with a chuckle. 
“I‟m going to sodomize your dead corpse.” spoke Ralgar to himself as he 
withdrew his axe and shield. 
 Ralgar started walking towards the Mayor with his shield held out against 
his flank and his axe was gripped tightly in his claws. He looked over the 
Mayor standing unarmored before him, and Ralgar reassured himself that 
this fight would be over quickly. 
Once within range, Ralgar dashed forward in a flash, throwing two quick 
slashes at the Mayor. Ralgar was surprised that the Mayor deflected the two 
attacks with precise parries, however, Ralgar slammed his shield against the 
Mayor following the two initial attacks. 
The Mayor grunted loudly and stumbled backwards against the fountain, 
losing his balance. Although, just before he fell into the fountain's murky 
waters, the Mayor‟s fancy smoking jacket was ripped apart as two metal 
wings erupted from under his clothing and stabilized his balance. The wings 
sat outstretched and displayed the intricate mechanical components and 
engineering involved in the artificial limbs.  
The Mayor regained his composure and clutched his sword in both hands 
with a smile on his face. Now with the jacket off, Ralgar could see that his 
foe was clad in a fully customized set of ornate plate armor. 
Before Ralgar could strike again the Mayor‟s armored wings beat down 
against the ground with one powerful stroke, sending the Mayor up into the 
air as he pushed off the ground with his legs. He flew upwards and landed 
several paces away. 
“Hah-ha! It‟s party time mothafucka!” shouted the Mayor from afar as he 
bounded once more, skimming across the ground and slashing towards 
Ralgar with a powerful sword strike.  
Ralgar was barely able to block the attack with his shield, and the force of 
the strike sent the shock ringing painfully through his hand and arm. 
Ralgar's blood boiled as the Mayor landed before him and laughed in his 
face. Ralgar lashed out forcefully with his axe, but the Mayor reached his 
sword up in defense, grimacing as the effect of the block rattled through his 
hands. The Mayor grunted as Ralgar drove a knee into his side and then 
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slammed him against the edge of the fountain with his shield. The Mayor 
shoved Ralgar back enough for him to bring his longsword in a forward jab. 
Ralgar turned to the side, letting the Mayor‟s sword slide across his shield. 
He reeled his arm back and swung his axe towards the Mayor‟s flank, but 
the Mayor managed to whirl out of harm‟s way. 
Ralgar stepped to the side and unleashed a plume of fire from his mouth, 
but a sudden flap of the Mayor‟s artificial wings sent the fire swirling in all 
directions. Ralgar then threw his axe recklessly towards the Mayor. His axe 
swung under the guard of one of the flapping wings and landed against the 
Mayor‟s rib, denting in his elaborate armor. Seeing opportunity flash before 
him, Ralgar struck swiftly with the edge of his shield, but the Mayor 
deflected the shot with a downward parry. A wild laugh emitted from the 
Mayor‟s mouth as his wings flapped with a furious gust, sending him into 
the air once more. The Mayor‟s wings stretched to their full extension and 
he glided to a nearby building, landing on the edge of a balcony. He cocked 
his head back and spat at Ralgar. A flaming blob soared through the air and 
landed against Ralgar‟s feet, erupting in a burst of raging flames. Ralgar 
threw his shield in front of himself in a desperate attempt to deflect the 
encircling flames, but his attempt only shielded him from a portion of the 
onslaught, the remainder of the flames swirled around him and raced across 
his exposed skin. 
Lowering his shield, Ralgar saw the Mayor hovering about fifteen feet in 
the air, his wings flapping rapidly to maintain his height. 
Ralgar grabbed for his trident and heaved it towards the sky. It swiftly 
gained altitude and it rocketed towards the Mayor, but at the last second the 
Mayor banked sideways and the javelin zipped past him. 
The Mayor burst out in laughter as the trident hit the ground with a loud 
clank, and its attached chain came falling afterwards with an orchestra of 
soft metallic jingles, and some of the crowed Parklanders chuckled in 
response. 
Ralgar tugged the end of the chain angrily and his trident came whipping 
back towards his feet. Ralgar quickly grabbed his trident off the ground and 
hurled it upwards towards the hysterically laughing Mayor. 
The Mayor was struck directly in the gut by the attack and he grunted in 
disapproval. The trident and its chain dropped once more to the ground, 
leaving three obvious dents in the metal, further blemishing the perfection 
of the Mayor's custom armor. 
The Mayor in turn circled in the air and folded his wings, diving down upon 
Ralgar, talons first. Ralgar‟s shield deflected the downward thrust of the 
Mayor‟s longsword, but the talons of the Mayor‟s feet latched onto Ralgar‟s 
axe arm and his left shoulder. 
They both tumbled to the ground with a clamor as their steel plating scraped 
against each other. Ralgar struggled to his knees and swung his axe down 
against the chest of the Mayor. His attack slammed hard into the expensive 
armor and cracked through. The Mayor groaned in pain as blood spattered 
out of his chest. Ralgar rose to his feet, staggered against the edge of the 
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fountain and quickly reached for a pain tonic at his belt and smashed it open 
against the stone and drained the contents. 
The Mayor clambered to his feet and whipped his head around and called 
out to one of his men, “Rodrigo!” 
Ralgar witnessed one of the few Parklanders restraining Willie reach for his 
shortsword. 
“No! NOOO!” shouted Willie as the man put the sword against his neck.  
The man pulled forcibly against Willie's throat, opening a tremendous gash. 
The men released Willie and he thrashed around on the ground, gurgling as 
his blood came pouring out his throat wound. 
“NOOO! WILLIE, WHY?!” roared Ralgar in response. 
The Mayor let out a laugh and looked back towards Ralgar, “Blood for 
blood!” and then he swung his sword. 
Ralgar‟s eyes were still fixated on the twitching remains of Willie, and he 
was shouting “NOOOOOO-” as the Mayor‟s sword slammed against his 
left side, sending him staggering sideways. 
Ralgar swung his axe as his concentration snapped back in the direction of 
the Mayor. The Mayor was to slow to parry the attack and the axe caught 
him against his shoulder and he shouted in pain. 
“Jeffrey!” he shouted in retribution. 
“No.” gasped Ralgar as he glanced sideways to see the elder councilwoman 
driven through by a Parklander's spear. She screamed in horror as she was 
impaled, and then she went limp when the man yanked his spear back out of 
her violently. 
A sudden engulfing rage came rushing over Ralgar, an unfamiliar wrath.  
The remaining dragonfolk looked away from the slain councilwoman and 
muttered in hushed voices to each other as they looked back to Ralgar. 
Ralgar‟s attention was aggressively diverted as another sword attack came 
slamming against his back, driving him down to one knee, and his armor 
cracked under the impact, leaving a deep gash in his upper back. Ralgar 
suddenly felt a gust wash over him and heard the rushing sounds of the 
wind forced around from the beating wings. He looked up and saw the 
Mayor cock his head back once more and spit out another flaming blob, 
which hit the ground, igniting Ralgar‟s surroundings. He pulled his shield in 
front of himself once more but the fire rushed wildly around him, singing 
his exposed flesh. He threw his shield to the ground and reached for a 
smaller shield strapped across his back, this one was inscribed in magical 
runes. He whispered a command and the runes glowed faintly red. He 
reached for a “surgical grade” pain tonic at his belt and swiftly consumed 
the contents. His head suddenly felt light as a feather from the hefty intake 
of invigorating liquids. His blood hurried to coagulate in response to the 
combined effects of fiery attacks and chemoactive fluids, slowing the 
bleeding of the various open wounds scattered upon his body. 
The Mayor laughed mockingly from the air, pulled a decorated dagger from 
its sheath and flung it towards Ralgar, but the dagger only bounced off of 
Ralgar‟s armor. Bemused by his failed attack, the Mayor lobbed another 
fiery blob from his mouth down upon Ralgar. 
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This time the vicious flames were deflected by the magical properties of the 
protective runes emanating off of Ralgar‟s small shield. The flames danced 
around in confusion as the shielding magic halted the flame's advances, but 
a small amount of the flames managed to lick against Ralgar‟s thickly 
scaled feet. 
“Paul!” roared the Mayor after his attacks had failed. 
Paul stepped forward and sliced a dagger across the younger dragonborn 
councilman‟s throat. 
“No.” growled Ralgar angrily. 
A menacing laugh came from the air. The Mayor soared towards a nearby 
roof and landed. Ralgar‟s enraged state engulfed him even further after 
witnessing another murder. Instead of his rage consuming his senses, it felt 
to Ralgar that the rage was enlightening his mind to the power within 
himself. His body felt emboldened, his thoughts seemed keener, his hands 
felt more connected with his shield and weapon. He clambered to the side 
and scooped up his trident and sent it hurling through the air. The Mayor 
attempted to block with his sword in a downward parry but the trident 
slipped past and plunged into his stomach, piercing his armor and forcing 
him back a few steps, “AAUGHH!” he bellowed as he took the hit. 
The Mayor grabbed the haft of the trident with one hand and slowly pulled 
the weapon from his gut. Blood leaked out of the three small wounds and 
the crimson liquid dribbled down his silvery armor.  He tossed the trident to 
the side and shouted, “Störmi!” 
“No.” snapped Ralgar as he turned his head to the side. 
The Mayor only nodded in glee and hissed “Yessss!” to Ralgar's protest.  
The old squinty-eyed councilman whispered a parting prayer as a burly, 
muscular man walked up to the elder dragonborn councilman and lopped 
his head clean off with one powerful chop of his broadsword. The beady 
eyes of the councilman stared blankly at Ralgar after his head rolled a 
couple feet from his mutilated body. 
“Ahhhhhhh!” screamed Little Jimmie in dismay as the head stopped a few 
inches from his feet. 
Ralgar felt another scorching blast splash against his back and a cascade of 
flames enveloped him. Ralgar‟s scaly skin blistered and bubbled against the 
fiery assault and he roared in anger. He turned back to face his adversary, 
smoke listlessly rolling off his scorched armor and skin. Ralgar suddenly 
retched in pain as his bones shifted within his body, and suddenly pale-
green wings bursted out of his skin and his armor in a gruesome fashion, 
dripping blood and thin tissue from the borders of the newly formed 
appendages. His body was further engulfed into a state of wrathful nirvana 
and he felt an increasing warmth build from within his fire organs. 
He outstretched his newly formed wings, and for some reason they moved 
effortlessly to his will, as if he had had them all his life, and they pushed 
him into the air and he soared across the plaza towards the Mayor in one 
fluid movement. 
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The Mayor stared in awe as Ralgar sailed at him and landed adjacent to 
him. Ralgar suddenly opened his mouth and sprayed a discharge of flaming 
bile upon the Mayor. 
“AAAAGHHH!” screamed the Mayor as a flurry of hot acidic liquid 
splattered against him, clinging to his armor and flesh. The Mayor's wings 
began to corrode as the acid ate through the lightweight stretched fabrics, 
“Shit!” he roared in pained concern. He looked at Ralgar angrily and 
slashed at him with his sword, but Ralgar blocked in precisely the right spot 
with his small shield. 
The Mayor squealed in fear and glided back down to the ground, he reeled 
his head back up towards Ralgar. 
Ralgar took a deep breath and sent a blob of fiery bile down upon the 
Mayor. The Mayor screamed, “Wallttoorrrrrrr-” as Ralgar‟s wrathful vomit 
came spilling down upon him. The burning liquids rained over the Mayor‟s 
body, hissing furiously amongst his grotesque screams. 
Ralgar saw a man grab Little Jimmie and then pause for a moment as his 
Mayor dropped to the ground in a puddle of burning acid. 
“Waltor stop!” shouted Ralgar from across the plaza, “Or you‟re next!” 
Little Jimmie looked fearfully at Waltor‟s blade. The entire crowd of 
Parklander soldiers went deathly silent. The eerie hiss of Ralgar‟s acids 
eating away at the remains of the Mayor were the only sounds loud enough 
to break the silence of the open plaza. 
Then suddenly a voice boomed above the hissing noises, “YEEEAHHH! 
Fuck yeah! Yeah mothafuckas!” shouted Little Jimmie. 
Ralgar glided down off the roof and landed beside Little Jimmie and 
Waltor. Ralgar swung his axe up and brought it down upon Waltor's skull, 
instantly killing the man as he groaned, “Uuaahhgh!” 
The guards standing nearby backed away in fear of Ralgar. Ralgar ordered 
them to bow down. But they were too frozen in fear to do anything. A man 
of rank stepped up to Ralgar hesitantly, “Well, the order from the Mayor 
was that if he got defeated, we‟re at peace.” and he drew his sword and held 
the hilt end towards Ralgar. Ralgar snatched the sword. The crowd then 
bent to their knees and bowed down. 
Ralgar stepped slowly up to the closest of the executioners, the burly 
Störmi, and executed him summarily with the sword, and then moved on 
over to Rodrigo and Jeffrey and Paul, quickly cutting them down in front of 
the whole crowd. 
“We called peace, man!” shouted the Captain of the Guard in shock. 
“Blood for Blood! He said it himself!” shouted Ralgar as he pointed over to 
the bubbling remains of the Mayor. The captain bit his lip and said to 
himself, “He‟s right.”  
Ralgar then went to work looking over the possessions of the guards he 
executed, but he didn‟t find much to his amusement. He walked over to the 
Mayor's remains in hopes of finding some reward of battle but his acidic 
attacks corroded all of the equipment the Mayor had, custom armor and 
sword and all. The only thing remaining of him was a gruesome pile of half-
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dissolved flesh, bone, and raw metal, all surrounded by a pool of crimson 
blood and brownish-green acid. 
Ralgar turned away from the unpleasant sight and peered about at the 
staring crowd of Parklanders. He shouted that he was the “…new emperor 
of The Parklands of Rohen!” and that he could come and go as he pleased. 
When no one responded to his acclimations he changed his mind and told 
them that he would personally elect their new leader. None of the 
Parklanders responded to this as well. The remaining townsfolk of the 
Town of Petals, including Little Jimmie, moved towards Ralgar and 
huddled protectively behind him. Ralgar turned his attention towards them 
and decided it was time to leave. He motioned them towards the south and 
they began to walk out of the plaza. The Parklander soldiers parted as 
Ralgar and his followers neared, and they let them pass in peace. 
They headed through the quiet streets, which at this point had all but been 
abandoned. They passed through the large gatehouse and the open gateway 
and began their long, quiet trek back to the safety of the Town of Petals. 
 

*************************************** 
 
It was night by the time the small band reached the barricade. Ralgar saw 
militiamen standing watch on the opposite side. Many other dragonfolk 
warriors were lounging about behind the protection of the line of sharpened 
stakes. 
“He‟s back!” shouted a dragonman as he saw Ralgar and the other 
survivors. 
Much of the militia roused themselves and rushed to the aid of the small 
group. Some of the townsfolk collapsed in the arms of their kinsman and 
were led off behind the barricade. Some dragonmen brought Ralgar and the 
others food and water, but Ralgar turned it down. He took a seat on the road 
as many of the militiamen crowded around him, and some lizardwomen 
began tending to his wounds. 
“Where‟s the councilmembers?” asked a kobold man. 
“They‟re dead.” stated Ralgar as he looked him in the eyes. 
A wave of wails and gasps moved across the crowd of dragonfolk. A 
scratchy female voice called out, “Where‟s Willie!?” 
“He‟s  dead.” said Ralgar solemnly. 
“NOOOOOO!” screamed the dragonwoman in anguish and broke out in 
tears. 
“Little Jimmie‟s here.” Ralgar pointed out, but Little Jimmie was 
ravenously gnawing on some dried meats. 
A couple kobolds shouted out in Little Jimmie‟s honor, 
“Fuck yeah!” 
and 
“Yeah! Way to go Little Jimmie!” 
Ralgar turned to face a City Guard standing close by and spoke to him, 
“The Mayor of Rhonertia is dead.” he stated proudly. 
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The City Guard relayed the statement, shouting above the crowd, and a 
great reptilian uproar rattled on top of the sounds of the night. Various 
dragoncalls rang out from the various species of dragonkind present. 
A shrill voice shrieked over the joyous bawling, “I think we need to call a 
town meetin‟ y‟all!” 
Many of the dragonkind ended their victorious screeching and sent shifty 
glances at the uncouth lizardwomen who shattered the otherwise celebratory 
mood. 
“Alright, fine.” said Ralgar as he tossed a lackluster hand gesture. 
Some of the militia sneered at the lizardwoman as they began gathering 
their things and headed back towards town. 
Ralgar skulked quietly near the back of the pack with Little Jimmie. Once 
they reached town Ralgar realized that the townsfolk were already quickly 
gathering within the plaza, surrounding a janky wooden pedestal set up in 
the center.    
The crowd parted and they let Ralgar pass through, watching their hero in 
silence as he stepped atop the pedestal. 
A member of the City Guard broke the silence, “Well, we don‟t have a 
council anymore, our Mayor‟s been killed,” he said solemnly, “But this guy, 
Mister Gar,” he said as he turned and threw his arms in Ralgar‟s direction, 
“He‟s saved the Town of Petals!” 
A calamitous cheer rang through the crowd. Once the sounds of the cheers 
subsided, the City Guard turned to the crowd, “What should we do?” he 
asked, and the crowd all looked up at Ralgar. 
“I shall lead you to a better future,” started Ralgar as he placed his hand 
over his heart, “We shall elect someone to run the city and maintain you 
while I am gone. I shall return from time to time to collect some tribute. In 
my name,” 
“Tribute? What tribute?” asked a dragonman. 
“We have to pay for the improvements of the city somehow.” stated Ralgar, 
“Taxes, tribute, it‟s like the same thing, you know.” 
“So we should convert the town hall into a church!” shouted a lizardman 
from within the crowd. 
“Maybe.” responded Ralgar. 
“The Church of Mister Gar!” the lizardman shouted again. 
“Yeh-yeah! Let‟s do that.” shouted Ralgar in accommodation. 
“Well we‟re pretty agnostic.” pleaded a dragonman in rebuttal. 
Ralgar then proposed to buy Willie‟s inn to give money to the community, 
but Willie‟s wife refused, in memory of her husband. Ralgar then discussed 
his plan to increase the influx of wealth into the Town of Petals. He 
suggested trade agreements be made now that there was peace. He spoke to 
them for quite some time before turning to Little Jimmie. 
“Little Jimmie you‟ve been honorable,” he presented the young kobold‟s 
involvement to the crowd, and the crowd sent a round of applause towards 
Little Jimmie. 
“Join me.” proposed Ralgar. 
“Am I going to get that sword?” questioned Little Jimmie. 
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“Yes.” replied Ralgar. 
Little Jimmie jumped for joy at hearing that. The night progressed on as 
Ralgar deliberated his plans for the city. After he was done he ordered a 
makeshift festival be held in the center of town. Wine, brew, and spirits 
were brought from the cellars of The Petal Club and the Chrome Petal. A 
great fire was lit within the hole that Ralgar ordered dug three days 
previous. The rubble from the devastated buildings was piled inside and lit 
ablaze. Several townsfolk got together and began playing music for the 
crowd to help diminish any somber thoughts. Some dragonfolk brought 
food from their farms and a feast was started. Ralgar celebrated well into 
the night and eventually found his way to a bed at the inn. He was 
accompanied by the sounds of the celebrations still going on outside. Ralgar 
closed his eyes and drifted off into a deep, deep sleep. 
 

*************************************** 
 
In the morning Ralgar gathered his things to depart back to Mission. When 
he stepped outside he could see much of the town was already waiting 
outside the inn. They all spoke out to him, thanking him with sincerity, 
touching him affectionately, wishing him safe travels, they pleaded for him 
to return soon, and some even pleaded for him to stay. 
He took all of their thanksgivings, and promptly commemorated them. He 
told them not to worry, and that he would be back soon. They lead his horse 
to his side, with Little Jimmie already sitting atop the saddle. Ralgar 
grabbed the saddle, placed his foot in the stirrup and swung himself up onto 
the saddle behind Little Jimmie. He grabbed the reins and turned the horse 
to face the crowd. He gave his farewells and departed after an emotional 
goodbye. 
The horse, Little Jimmie, and himself all headed out of town eastward, and 
then turned due south after reaching the King‟s 101st road, and then they 
galloped back down towards the great city of Mission...
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“All who attempt to stand against you are bound to fall.” 

  -Passage from Lament of the Dreadnoughts  
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Finally the first snowy peaks surrounding the expansive Lake Tallheaux 

began to show themselves on the verge of Axehammeran's alcohol 

induced double vision. Upon a distant hillside Ridinour pointed out that 

there was the Fighters Guild of Lake Tallheaux, a structure built out of 

the very mountain. 

“So it’s a fort.” Axehammeran blurts out, “...let’s head toward it.” 
Ridinour turns towards Axehammeran in response, “We were going to.” 
and he begins to walk again as the dwarf focuses his visions towards the 
distance, drowning a quick glug from his endless wineskin. 
Axehammeran’s inebriation leaves him stumbling in the snowy path 
behind the pack, shouting to himself and the air around him, “Oh, well 
continue on then. Just making sure you’re all on the same page.” 
In the pack ahead, Aquillonia snickers to Ridinour, “He thinks that he’s 
leading us.” 
“ONWARD THEN!” drifts a groggy shout on the shrill wind in response 
as the two grow further from the dwarf’s drunken banter. 
“Continue on then…” repeats Axehammeran, but only to himself, the 
dwarf walking unevenly, and warily within the thick snow.   
Trudging on, Axehammeran finally reaches his destination, the Lake 
Tallheaux Fighters Guildhall, a great building carved out of the 
surrounding hillside. Aquillonia and Ridinour are there waiting for their 
companion whilst conversing about their long journeys and reliefs of 
homecoming. Axehammeran takes a quick glance and heads inside with 
his companions. As they enter, Axehammeran notices several of the 
Fighters from the group that summoned him on the docks of the Grizzly 
Snatch back in Mission. Foxgar is also here, and he approaches the 
newly arrived trio. “You’re finally here!” he says in joyous welcome. 
“Why did you summon me?” is Axehammeran’s only response.  
Foxgar stands eye to eye with him, “To the point Axehammeran, I like 
that,” he says with a grin, “You need to report to the Guildmaster’s 
quarters asap!” 
Axehammeran breaks his stare and scans the surrounding room, 
“Where’s it at?” he asks. 
“It’s upstairs…” 
“Oh…” 
“Where the sign says, asshole.” 
Foxgar turns to point at a large sign at the only ascending stairwell in 
the room which reads: 
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Axehammeran murmurs, “Thought it was an epic quest...” under his 
breath.  
“Alright.” he responds instead and he heads towards the stairs. At the 
top of the stairs is a small doorway, and inside Axehammeran can hear 
gruff voices behind the wooden door. Opening the door he can see a 
lineup of stout fighters and a distinguished and venerable dwarven man 
sitting behind a large wooden desk, dressed in a finely crafted 
chainmail hauberk adorned with several badges of rank. Stepping 
inside, Axehammeran is greeted by this esteemed Guildmaster, 
“Axehammeran is finally here.” he announces in a brusque manner, “I 
guess we can finally begin this meeting that you gentleman have been 
waiting for- for the three days.” 
“Hell yeah!” exclaims Axehammeran, “I just got here.” and he steps in 
line with this racially assorted group of houseguests. Beside him stands 
a half-orc with not one, but two flails, who sends Axehammeran a 
questionable stare as he falls in line. Beside the half-orc stands a 
automaton man, one of those Warforged Constructs, this one also 
glaring at the haggard dwarf that has kept this quest on queue. Beside it 
stands a heavily plated dwarf, his thick steel carapace freshly polished, 
yet still bearing the scars of battle worn equipment, he also wields a 
dwarven waraxe, yet unlike our hero Axehammeran, this dwarf carries a 
shield bearing a depiction of the Star of the North. 
The Guildmaster overlooks his formidable ensemble and stands to 
parley his summons, “So, I’ve called out to the four, these four fighters 
from their respective regions. Axehammeran! Form the West-" 
“The drunken west.” chimed in Axehammeran instantaneously. 
“Ortaddon! Of the East,” as he says that the half-orc takes a step forth 
and nods his head in respect. 
“Calibretto! Of the South,” who also steps forth. 
“And Bäern, of the North,” who also steps forth. 
“I need you men for a specific mission-" and suddenly the door slams 
open from behind and a large, and menacing looking minotaur steps 
through the door. Mysterious bones of unknown origins hang from his 
clothes and his neck, clicking together as the great beast strides 
towards them. 
“Oh my, I forgot about Foostus, from the Mid-west.” 
“I wouldn’t miss this party.” responds the minotaur in a menacingly 
deep voice. 

↑ 
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That’s exactly what I would have said! says the Mind of Axehammeran. 
Now there are five of the best fighters in the Realm in one room.  
“Hell yeah, wouldn’t miss this party, all five of us now. So what’s the 
story, what’s the mish?” Axehammeran asks. 
The Guildmaster looks to Axehammeran and then the rest of the 
fighters and begins to tell them that there has been a “…travesty beset 
upon our Order…” he goes on to say that one of the most sacred holy 
grounds in the Order of the Fighters Guild is being beset upon by 
vandals. The Peak of the Fallen Warrior, a holy shrine, is being 
vandalized as they speak, and he can’t do anything about it. According 
to his accounts, he has sent “countless” members of the fighters guild 
“…to their own deaths!” and now he needs the best fighters of the 
surrounding regions to handle business. 
Axehammeran responds with, “Not fucking around.” 
“Not fucking around,” says the Guildmaster in response. “You men can 
choose to work together or work alone, depending on how much glory 
you desire. But I need this taken care of.” 
“I don’t care about glory really, I just wanna head up there and kill a 
motherfucker. If anyone wants to join, so be it.” states Axehammeran to 
the congregation. He notions to Foostus for support but this goes 
unnoticed by the minotaur. Slightly pained, he turns to the remaining 
three, “You want to join me on the quest to fuckin' save this shit?” but 
this seems to go unnoticed as well, for all but Axehammeran have begun 
to gather themselves and depart separately from the Guildmaster's 
office. Seeing he has no other support, Axehammeran takes a hearty 
swig of his wineskin and departs solo from the Guildmaster's office, and 
then the guildhall proper. As he is leaving, Axehammeran murmurs to 
himself, “I don’t need you, all I need is some sweet red, my only true 
friend. You bastards.” followed by another swig of his only true friend. 
Following the directions of the Guildmaster, Axehammeran begins his 
ascent of the footpath leading to the Peak of the Fallen Warrior, up the 
great Sugarloaf Mountain. The path is already imprinted with the newly 
made tracks of his newfound competitors. 
They are all like: 'I don’t want this guy getting me killed.' Little do they 
know I’ll save their fucking asses! thinks his Mind. 
So, Axehammeran embarks on his path towards the Peak of the Fallen 
Warrior. 
 
Several hours in and Axehammeran is already working his way up the 
Sugar Hills with efficiency. But steeper and higher his climb becomes as 
the time drags on. Several stops and several drinks from his wineskin 
make the going easier in these dreary, snow heavy conditions, the wine 
is definitely settling in at this point. Finding his flow, Axehammeran 
begins to gain his bearings and the hike becomes more bearable for the 
enduring dwarf. 
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As he continues, the area seems to calm around Axehammeran, 
becoming suspiciously quiet. Then, suddenly, the silence is cut by the 
shrill scream of a frightened individual. Charging headlong towards the 
scream, with alcohol breathing fire into his rushing blood, he smashes 
past a snow covered group of bushes and the scene emerges in front of 
Axehammeran. Bäern, the dwarf fighter from the North is there, fending 
off a great, ravenous mountain troll, one which has the scent of 
dwarfmeat in its instinctual mindframe. 
“Ahh shit!” shouts Bäern as the troll drops a heavy paw at his upheld 
shield. 
Axehammeran leaps forth and swings brashly at this feral beast, 
striking the beast unawares. One strike lands an axeblade in the upper 
spine of the beast which must have hit an important piece of organic 
wiring for the beast instantly rears over onto the ground with a ghastly 
shriek. There, helpless, the troll is quickly finished off by 
Axehammeran's secondary axe, an exact pair of the other. Bäern lowers 
his weapon and thanks Axehammeran for his “…swift assistance in 
felling this foul creature. Let us hope we encounter no more of their 
kind.” 
Axehammeran gives him a quick nod of concurrence, “Let us continue.” 
And again the journey continues up this scaling, narrow mountain path. 
Now with an able companion in tow. 
While Axehammeran is hoofing it up this mountain path, Bäern is 
beginning to fall behind, a factor likely caused by all his heavy armor. 
“Uh-huh man, we should take a little break man.” he shouts ahead in 
exasperation. 
 Axehammeran turns to shout an encouragement “Yeah right man, I got 
fifteen years worth of athletics. What you got?” 
 Bäern has stopped and is resting his shielded hand on his bent knee 
and his other hand is propped up on his grounded axe hilt. 
Axehammeran, seeing his companion’s exhaustion turns back and 
laughs aloud, “I'm just kidding, let’s take a little break, I need to drink a 
little brew.” he says.  
Hearing that, Bäern grins “Already ahead of you friend.” and he pulls out 
two bottles of wine from his formidably sized pack.   
Axehammeran’s eyes widen at the sight. He slaps Bäern on the back in 
camaraderie, “Oh I like you already man. Why can’t you be like my other 
friends?” says Axehammeran.  
Bäern gives Axehammeran a quick look and begins to pull back the 
outreached bottle of wine.  
“Nah I’m just kidding, I’m just kidding, I’m just joking.”  
Bäern again reaches it out to Axehammeran’s open hand, “Something to 
keep us warm in this snowy peak.” says Axehammeran as he grabs the 
bottle, and instantly pulls the cork out with his teeth and begins to 
drown the contents. They both take a seat against a nearby rock, the 
only seemable refuge in the now steady falling snow. 
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“Man these Sugar Hills are always beautiful in the winter.” says Bäern 
after taking his own hearty swig. 
Axehammeran doesn’t respond right away, perhaps because he didn't 
hear what Bäern had to say, or that he cared not to respond to the 
observation, I cannot say. He sits there for a moment, scanning his 
environment, killing off his bottle of wine, to which he throws the 
empty thing to the side, “If we see anyone other than the people that 
were uh-*buuuuurrpp*- any other fighters that  we're tryin’ to fuckin’ 
race against we should just fuckin’ kill ‘em.” he says after his moment of 
silence. 
“Just kill ‘em?” responds Bäern questionably. 
“Unless it’s Ortaddon,” says Axehammeran as he turns to look at Bäern, 
“Ortaddon I have priors with. He’s a good man. And he shall not be 
harmed. He has morals, but he’s sturdy like us, so-” 
“US?!” shouts Bäern, “I wasn’t going to attack anybody.” he exclaims. 
“Oh.” 
“We’re you going to attack me?” Bäern quickly asks. 
“Nah, no. I saved you didn’t I?” 
“Yes you did.” he replies, and then takes a swig of his wine. 
Axehammeran thinks to himself for a moment and says, “Only the right 
people I think have the bronze,” Bäern gives him a questionable look 
again while Axehammeran continues, “…if they get in our way we 
should stop them, because this is important, so if they try anything 
tricky, if they try anything sleezy we should…” he says the last words to 
Bäern as if he wants him to finish the sentence. 
“Alright! If shit goes down I’ll back your play. Cause you backed my play.” 
is Bäern’s response. 
“Hell yes!” 
After a few more minutes of rest Bäern rubs his hand across his chest, 
“Well, nips getting a little hard, we should start movin’ on.” he says. 
“Sounds good to me.” says Axehammeran. 
They again resume their journey upwards. Enduring the unwelcoming 
conditions, they both start to gain their bearings and begin to cover 
good ground uphill. Their path brings them to a rocky ravine, with 
perilous rocky crags to either side of the trail. Axehammeran signals to 
halt, and Bäern stops. Axehammeran looks around for a moment and 
walks to the right side of these rocky crags. 
 “What are you doing Axehammeran?” asks Bäern. 
“There’s only two ledges, they both look the same, just go right.” 
Bäern responds with, “Should I go to the left one then?” 
“No. follow me, we shouldn’t leave each other.” 
“I love you too. We shouldn’t leave each other.” jests Bäern. 
“Hells no! Dude we’ll get double teamed man. And that’s really gay.” 
snaps Axehammeran. 
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“Alright man, no homo. I was just kidding.” and he begins chuckling to 
himself. 
“No, but, really, we’ll get double teamed. If we don’t fuckin-" 
“Double teamed?” interjects Bäern. 
Axehammeran gives him a curt nod, He probably is thinking ‘Why did I 
bring this guy? This guy is fuckin crazy!’ I’ll show him, thinks the Mind of 
Axehammeran.  
Axehammeran turns and begins to pull himself up to the top of the crag 
upon the right side of the trail. The effort causes Axehammeran’s  wine 
laden blood to rush away from his body and drive north to his unsound 
Mind, blurring his already broken vision to near blindness. Behind, 
Bäern drags his heavily clad body up to the top of the crag along with 
Axehammeran. Bäern’s efforts cause him a great exhaustion and he 
immediately rolls on his back and takes several labored inhalations. 
“I’m dyin’ man. Shouldn’t have-*inhales*- had- all that wine. What’s 
wrong with you?” he asks his drunkenly companion. 
“Can’t see.” says Axehammeran. 
“It will wear off.” replies Bäern. 
Taking a minute to collect themselves, Axehammeran suddenly hears a 
noise emanating from the opposite ledge atop the crag. Turning to 
inspect the commotion, he notices yet another mountain troll emerge 
briefly from the bushes, “UhhHHhhH.” it sputters as it peers over to a 
dwarf staring back in its direction. As Axehammeran’s stare continues, 
more activity can be observed behind the exposed troll. Bäern, still 
lying on his back, fails to notice the pack of trolls so near, “Hey what are 
we going up here for man? We coulda just kept going on the trail.” he 
says with delayed irritation. 
Axehammeran begins to stand up slowly, “Just follow me. Just follow me 
god damn it.” he says gruffly. 
Bäern’s attitude turns to concern, “Huh? What happened to your voice?” 
“I smell trolls.” Axehammeran says softly. 
“Wha? Ughnnnn.” he responds as he quickly stands up, draws his axe, 
and begins scanning his surroundings.  
By now, the trolls on the other side have moved on. Axehammeran waits 
a moment quietly  before starting back along the crag.  
“What’s going on?” asks Bäern. 
Axehammeran turns, “I heard them coming up the way we could have 
gone, fuckin’ good thing we didn’t split up. Cause you would have to face 
all those motherfuckers all alone.” 
Bäern looks over his shoulder to where Axehammeran motioned across 
the trail to the other edge. In the moment Bäern looks back, the both of 
them hear a rustling in some bushes close by, though as they both 
snapped their attention in that direction, the rustling immediately ends. 
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Axehammeran and Bäern lock glances as if to say psychically ‘Did you 
just hear that?’, and Axehammeran begins approaching the bushes 
cautiously. 
Suddenly- “RAAWWRR!”- and a mountain troll leaps from the cover of 
the bushes at Axehammeran with deadly intent. 
Right away Axehammeran swings his lethally equipped hand at the 
beast with equal regard. With one fell swoop the axe lands its mark and 
slashes effortlessly through skin, muscle, and bone, leaving a mindless 
body, and a never before airborne troll head soaring over 
Axehammeran’s shoulder. The action was so swift that scarcely a drop 
of blood was spilled onto the heroic dwarf. Though as quickly it had 
ended another troll was already upon them. This time brought Bäern 
soaring towards his foe in deft reproach, “Hhhaaaaaa!!” he cried as he 
swung his waraxe down upon the beast, crashing into and sending 
himself and beast alike into the veil of the bushes. Rough sounds of 
huffing and snarling flare for an instant, and a shrill call resounds out, 
“La’hurrrrrrrrr…” the last call of a dying animal. Bäern’s head pops out 
from the bushes suddenly, “Ohhhh shit! Sounds fuckin crazy.” he says as 
he fully emerges, brushing leaves and dirt from himself. 
“Hell yeah, let’s continue.” says Axehammeran, as he licks the blood off 
his axe. Bäern wipes the blood off his axe and begins to march off with 
Axehammeran. The adrenaline gland is flowing well for both 
adventures after the incursion, so well that the inclines of their hike are 
heeded by neither dwarf, both are scaling this path as if possessed by 
the spirits of powerful mountain goats. 
Not long after that they are come upon by the sight off more battle. In 
the distance, a warforged is nobly fending off several mountain trolls. 
Though from the look of it, he will not be able to hold them off 
indefinitely. A robotic yell is heard, “AHHHH!” 
“What should we do?” asks Bäern. 
“Let’s charge in, see what’s up with this party.” Axehammeran answers. 
“Eeeeeeeuuh! Let’s do it!” Bäern says, whilst drawing his axe.  
Both begin to rush in to the aid of the warforged fighter. 
Drawing near, the scene is obviously in the troll’s favor, as three of the 
larger trolls of the day have nearly surrounded the hapless construct, 
and are lashing fervently at the thing, snarling and drooling heavily. One 
notices the attacking dwarves suddenly upon them and gives a strange 
call, “Eaauueeughhhh!” and as it does, Axehammeran swings wildly at 
two of the beasts, missing one target, but hitting the other for a deep 
slice in its midsection, interrupting their advance upon their 
outnumbered automaton victim. Bäern, ready behind Axehammeran, 
jumps upon the wounded beast, leaping clear onto its back after he 
threw his shield down. Having a sure grasp onto the beast’s long fur 
with his free hand, Bäern swings his axe thrice down into the troll's 
tough back, each ending with a muffled thud, and a spectacle of red 
mist. 
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“Holy shit!” Axehammeran shouts in exclamation. 
The just-rescued warforged, glances back from Bäern and his gruesome 
kill, to Axehammeran, then to the trolls who have begun their attack 
again. He deflects a hairy claw, and then another, keeping his attackers 
at bay. 
Axehammeran quickly returns his attention to the remaining trolls 
attacking their original victim. Leaping forth, he lashes out with both 
weapons drawn in a chop of brash fury, landing dead center in the 
beast’s belly, spilling warm bloody guts onto the snowy ground beneath 
its feet from two separate lacerations, and it falls before the warforged’s 
feet. 
“Yeeaaahhhh!” reverberates a robotic voice. 
Bäern has by now bounded towards the last remaining troll and with 
the help of the warforged, quickly subdues the feral creature. Gathering 
themselves from their encounter, the trio face each other, “I’m forever in 
your debt-be-be-bee-boo-boop,” says the warforged in lauded gratitude. 
It bows to its rescuers and then extends a hand to Axehammeran.   
Axehammeran does not move but instead speaks, “Follow me, let us 
head into the center of this fuckin’ mountain, I’m on a mission. I’ll clue 
you in later.” the warforged lowers its hand, and rebuts in its two-toned 
voice, “We are all on the same mission.” 
Are we? ponders Axehammeran’s Mind, “Come with us.” he says instead. 
The warforged continues its emotionless stare as is opens its metal 
mouth to say to Axehammeran, “I was sent on this mission for myself-” 
“So you can’t fuckin’ join a crew to fuckin’ increase the odds of 
survival?” snaps back the grungy dwarf. 
“Brrrrdddtttt-No.” it answers. 
“Well then, you aren’t with us, you are against us.” retorts 
Axehammeran. 
Bäern, keeping his word, begins to ready his axe. Axehammeran, 
noticing this, enforces his claim, “He’s ready to go! He’s just as crazy as I 
am!” he says. 
The warforged pauses for a moment, calculating its option, “Hmmm-
Affirmative.” is its response, and follows with, “Affirmative, I am now 
with you! Does now compute.” 
Axehammeran nods his head in accord, “Let us ride, let’s rock.” 
At present, the three fighters join: Axehammeran from the West, Bäern 
of the North, and the warforged, Calibretto of the South. And so the 
three continue on their path, leaving their gruesome stageplay behind. 
 

*************************************** 

 
The trio continues their huff up the sloping mountain path, with 
Axehammeran in front while the other two trail behind as they talk 
amongst one another about their separate troll encounters. 
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Axehammeran is stopped in his tracks by the scene of several recently 
slain mountain trolls. Their bodies lying flayed open by large ghoulish 
gashes and strange, bloody bite wounds. Axehammeran sniffs the air as 
he looks over the grisly sight, with Calibretto and Bäern steeping up 
behind him. As they notice the remnants of the battle they draw their 
weapons and begin to fan out. 
“Continue on.” utters Axehammeran. 
“Doot-a-loot-a-doot- This seems dangerous. We should be wary.” 
Calibretto answers in his robot voice. 
Thanks for stating the obvious, thinks Axehammeran. He looks over to 
Calibretto, “I understand that, continue.” he says dryly. 
Bäern speaks to Axehammeran in protest, “I don’t like the look of this 
Axehammeran.” 
“That’s exactly what we got ourselves into,” Axehammeran responds as 
he points to the troll carcasses with his axe, “But we have each other at 
least, so let’s move on.” 
A grin grows on Bäern’s face, “Eeeuyyyy!” he slurs. 
Axehammeran sends him dagger-eyes, “Not in that way. I’ll cut you so 
quick.” 
Bäern chuckles to himself as Calibretto scans their strange exchange of 
words. 
As they start to continue forth the woods seem to creep closer around 
them. Soon the path leads them within a shady and gloomy looking 
wooded area, the sense of unease sets deeper. Unnerved, Bäern gives 
his second protest, “This is pretty sketch Axehammeran, I don’t know 
man!” 
Axehammeran only gives him a gruff reply, “That’s the idea. Without 
sketchiness there is no fuckin’… reward, in the end. Follow me and you 
will survive.” he states confidently. 
“Alright.” says Bäern with slightly more conviction, and takes one more 
step. But as he takes that next step a sound is heard: cha-kuk! For a 
moment Axehammeran’s and Bäern’s eyes lock, but the instant is 
shattered by catastrophe. As Bäern took his last step, suddenly three 
spears shoot up from the ground, all impaling Bäern in a gruesome 
fashion. 
“UuuGGhghhaaahhgghh!” he manages to shout in agony as blood comes 
spurting out of his mouth in a grotesque gargling sound. 
Axehammeran drops his weapons in the ensuing moment, “AH!! 
BÄERN!!”  he shouts in distress. 
“Uuugghh.” moans Bäern, and his waraxe and shield slip from his hands 
as his strength begins to dissipate from within. Calibretto, seeing the 
trap sprung right before his eyes, panics, “DANGER! DANGER!” he cries 
out and dashes off into the woods. 
For a moment Axehammeran brainstorms bandaging the helpless 
Bäern, but the thought is fleeting as quickly as Bäern’s blood is from his 
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body, which is spilling out onto the pure white canvas of the snow. 
Axehammeran slowly steps towards his dying accomplice as his life 
fades away, “Save me once, shame on me, save me twice, shame on you!” 
says Axehammeran and he reaches out and closes Bäern’s drooping 
eyelids, Be at peace son of the north. Bäern is able to feebly whisper his 
dying words, “Axehammeran, my brother, my captain, my king.”  
With a final, soft sigh, Bäern dies.   
 
Be at peace, Son of the North... 
 
Axehammeran takes the time to remove his companion from his 
unconventional assassins, and then he lays the remains of Bäern’s body 
upon the soft snow and places Bäern’s shield and axe upon his chest.  
“I’m sorry,” Axehammeran says to the empty corpse, “I'm sorry I went 
with a pussy and a guy that got murdered because of me, I’m sorry.” he 
declares in despair.  
He stands up and turns to leave his ally to his eternal rest. However, as 
he does so, another sound is heard: chukh!  
Axehammeran freezes in place.  
Quickly attempting to assess the situation, Axehammeran realizes he 
set off yet another trap, this one a deadfall tree trunk. Axehammeran in 
that moment attempts to leap out of the way but is too late and the 
cascading tree trunk clips Axehammeran on his side, sending the dwarf 
sprawling to the ground and blackness overcomes his senses.   
 

*************************************** 
 

However long after, Axehammeran wakes up from blacking out as a 
result of the falling log attack. 
“Huhf! Fufh!” Axehammeran coughs out, spitting blood and dirt out of 
his mouth; his ribs are sore and battered. Realizing his whereabouts, 
and that Bäern is still dead, and that Calibretto dashed away, 
Axehammeran begins to look about for any signs of his cowardly 
robotic companion. Remembering he dashed off the trail into the 
bushes, Axehammeran gets to his feet and heads in that direction 
cautiously. All strewn about this area are several tripwires belonging to 
more unknown traps.  Hopping  over them, Axehammeran ends up deep 
into thick bushes, “Calibretto! Where are you, you son of a bitch?!” he 
calls out.  
An automated toned voice replies, “Brrrttbbb-beep-boop- Be careful 
there is a couple traps in front of you.” 
“I know. I see that.” Axehammeran snaps back, “Thanks.” he finalizes 
sarcastically. 
A metal head pops out from the bushes not far from Axehammeran, 
“That’s fucked up what happened to Bäern-boot-boot-boop.” 
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Axehammeran bit his lip for a moment, “I know. I know. We lost a good 
man. Fuckin’, but it happens.”   
And he maneuvers towards Calibretto wary of any more traps. 
Calibretto begins doing the same, “I saw what happened. Who set these 
traps?” he asks. 
“It’s probably the trolls.” surmises Axehammeran. 
“Beep-beep-boop-does not compute. They seem primitive, I don’t think 
they would set this up. This does not compute. It’s too intelligent for 
trolls.” 
Axehammeran’s face turns sour, “Shit, there must be something bigger 
going on here. Well no matter, whatever it is, they are not immune to 
iron and steel!” he proclaims, and turns around to peer about the 
woods, “Whoever made me hit the ground, and killed Bäern, and not me 
killing Bäern, are going to die!” and he begins licking his blades 
intimately, “Let’s continue on.” he commands. 
Calibretto holds his fist up as he says, “Boop-boop-We’re going to have 
to get some retribution for Bäern.” and he draws his longsword and 
shield and holds them in the air. Both are shouting in agreement and 
they continue forth through the woods with newfound fervor. 
Soon after, they find their way back onto the trail, albeit farther away 
than the tragic scene they left behind.  Traveling a ways down the trial 
they are beset by another gruesome view; a commonly occurring trend 
upon this dreary mountain. In their path is a passageway bordered with 
dozens of pikes driven into the earth. Each of which are topped with 
severed heads, some of which are now discolored and rotting, missing 
eyes, lips, and chunks of skin torn off by hungry critters. Learning to be 
vigilant in this mountain, Axehammeran and Calibretto move off the 
trail and into the brush. Moving parallel to the trail they continue on 
past the wall of pikes while keeping a keen eye out for traps. 
Axehammeran attempts to tread stealthily through the brush but he 
instead steps on and snaps a dead twig, this occurs several times. 
Unexpectedly, over the sounds of snapping twigs, the faint clatter of a 
heated clash can be heard in the distance, and then a loud roar drifts on 
the breeze, “RrraaaAAAHHHH!” followed by the strange cries of an 
animal. Axehammeran can sense that the endeavor is taking place far 
off and he begins to pick up his pace through the brush. Calibretto picks 
up pace as well and asks, “What’s going on?” 
“I don’t know, let’s find out.” says Axehammeran in reply. 
Heading down the path in fervor, Axehammeran breaks out into a trot, 
pushing faster into this bushy area, while Calibretto is straining to keep 
up. Axehammeran just barely hears him call out, “Boop-boop-I sense a 
foreign presence!" 
Looking over his shoulder and slowing his pace, Axehammeran calls 
back to the automaton, “In what direction?” and then they burst out of 
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the bushes and are back onto the pathway, “From above us!” Calibretto 
is able to say.  
Up ahead, the trail ends on one side, dropping off the cliff, and on the 
other side there is a small path that continues to climb precariously 
upwards along the edge of the cliffside. 
“Let’s make haste.” says Axehammeran as he gives the trail an up-and-
down look. As he begins his lope uphill, the ground along the edge of 
the trail gives way and Axehammeran begins to slip downward off the 
cliff, just narrowly grabbing hold of the ledge as he slipped downwards. 
A robotic hand thrusts itself towards Axehammeran and Calibretto's 
electronic noises screech out, “Boop! Boop!” then boom, “GRAB MY 
HAND!!” 
Axehammeran latches his stubby hand around the metallic forearm. In 
that moment, in his peripheral vision, Axehammeran catches glimpse of 
a large object flying near. Turning his head he can see that it is a great 
gryphon soaring right towards them. With the help of Calibretto's arm, 
Axehammeran hauls himself back onto the trail, “Hhhhhuuuuuttttzzzz!” 
he groans, and then points towards the sky, “Griffon!” but the beast is 
already upon them. 
As it swoops past, its lions paws slash out at Axehammeran, slashing 
through his armor and into his fleshy arm. The beastly attack sends 
Axehammeran sprawling upon the trail. Calibretto, also being knocked 
aside by the sudden attack, loses his footing and tumbles off the trail 
and plummets down the mountain screaming, “AAHHHHHH!” 
The gryphan soars off and begins to swoop back for another pass. 
Axehammeran quickly gets up and stands his ground. As the aerial 
beast dives near, Axehammeran nimbly leaps aside just as it lands on 
the edge of the trail. He swings his axe and scores a crucial hit directly 
into the animal's already slashing clawed paw. The axeblade lands 
directly between the outstretched middle pads of the paw, slicing all the 
way down to the bone. The beast reels its paw back and lets out a 
shattering screech and pushes itself off the ledge, opening its enormous 
wings, flapping them wildly and sending out a turbulent gust. 
Axehammeran turns his eyes away from the ensuing dust storm as the 
griffin swoops away. Before it dives below the cliff it lashes out with its 
hind leg, catching Axehammeran unawares, and it sends him crashing to 
the ground once more. His armor took the brunt of the damage but left 
him with a few good scratches and some more bruises. The winged 
beast flies off and begins its swoop around to attack another time. 
Arching back, it dives near yet again, clutching onto the edge of the cliff 
and makes ready to strike. Axehammeran, eager this turn, strikes with 
deadly alacrity, scoring a decent blow with his axes into the beast’s 
shanks. It quickly retaliates at Axehammeran with its claws and pushes 
against the edge, leaping over the short dwarf and it lashes out at 
Axehammeran with its wounded paw. Axehammeran narrowly avoids 
the attack, which leaves a bloody smear on the rocks behind where 
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Axehammeran was standing. It gives another screech and dives off the 
edge of the trail, spreading its wings and banking sharply back towards 
its prey; although its prey is showing no signs of giving up. 
Axehammeran holds his twin axes in each of his hands, poised, and 
ready to strike. The gryphen swoops again, latching its hind legs to the 
edge of the cliff. It rears itself up and slashes forward at his prey with 
both paws, but Axehammeran dodges the attack, ducking under the 
beast’s body and he slashes his left axe decisively under its left forelimb, 
precisely in the cleft of arm and body, and instantly after that he slashes 
down with his right axe, scoring another hit in the side of its body, 
leaving a deep gash in its tough flesh. 
“I won’t go down!” roars Axehammeran at his enormous foe. 
The griffan screeches angrily and pushes off, spilling a gush of blood 
onto the cliffside as it flees. It spreads its wings and soars away, this 
time with no apparent intentions of turning back for another attack. 
“You bastard.” says Axehammeran to himself, as he licks the gryphon’s 
blood off his axe. 
Axehammeran watches the beast fly off until he can no longer see it, 
axes still clutched in his hands, and then decides he will continue on up 
the mountain, alone yet again. 
“AXEHAMMERAN! AXEHAMMERAN!” rings an echo from below, 
followed by a quieter, “Beep-beep-beet-a-boop!” Axehammeran peers out 
over the edge and sees Calibretto clutched onto a stout root growing 
out of the rockface, “HEEELLLPPP!” he calls out in a booming 
mechanized voice. 
“Oh shit! I almost forgot.” spits out Axehammeran. 
Axehammeran gets to his knees and extends his short arms down to 
help the robotic man; his depth perception understandably diluted by 
his constant inebriated state. Calibretto is near ten feet lower, and 
screams at Axehammeran to help him once more. Remembering he has 
a rope, Axehammeran swings off his burlap traveler’s pack and riffles 
amongst the contents and pulls out his climbers rope. He lowers the 
rope slowly down towards Calibretto. 
Calibretto reaches out with his free hand but is just out of the rope's 
reach, “Closer! Lower!” he cries out. 
Axehammeran inches the rope down, “Euh-euh-euh...” he hoots playfully 
at every inch interval, with his tongue drawn over his bottom lip. 
Now within reach, Calibretto latches onto the rope and calls out, “Holy 
Shit! Pull me up!” 
With tongue still hanging out, Axehammeran pulls with his mighty 
dwarf arms and slowly begins to haul the great robotic man upwards. 
The robot's uneasy murmurs can be heard some five feet below, 
“Ahhuuuh.” 
“Oohhp.” Axehammeran sighs under his breath, as he completely lets go 
of his grasp on the rope. The fifty foot rope hisses along the cliff’s edge,  
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Zzssshhshsszzshshzzshshsssshhsshhhzzhdssshhh... 
 
And Calibretto begins his plummet down the mountain once again 

screaming, “AAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHhhhhhhhh…” until his screams 
can no longer be heard. Axehammeran’s fifty foot hempen rope is gone, 
but so is Calibretto. 
“Another down.” proclaims Axehammeran proudly as he cracks his 
callused knuckles. 
Turning away from his grisly business, he focuses his attention 
upwards, back to his eventful climb to reach the Peak of the Fallen 
Warrior. Scaling this treacherous, narrow, cliffside path, Axehammeran 
is able to reach a safer passage without another incident. The trail 
begins to open wider after a good stretch further up the cliffside, and it 
steers inwards into the mountain again. A short ways after that, 
Axehammeran notices down the trail that there is a series of ancient 
stone tile steps carved from the mountain’s rock that lead upwards. 
Axehammeran gives them a passing glance and begins his march up 
these ancient stone steps, with full disregard to where he places his 
feet. 
 His foot pushes on a tile and it shifts itself into place. Axehammeran 
pauses to articulate his act, and realizes he must have set off another 
trap, only he realizes this too late. He feels several miniscule darts poke 
into various areas of his body- pffzzztt-ppfzztt-ppzzzttt- they hiss 
through the air before embedding into his neck, his shoulder, and his 
bicep, and a sudden wooziness overcomes him. 
“I feel like I’m drunk!” he says in dazed realization, sitting himself down 
for a quick breath. 
 Looking about his rapidly blurring surroundings, Axehammeran feels 
weird. His head snaps back in a double take as he sees a large scaly 
wurm slithering its way towards him. Axehammeran struggles to focus 
his sight on the thing as its ghoulish mandibles begin to part, dripping 
slimy ooze from its wiggly parts. Axehammeran rolls aside off the stone 
steps just as it wriggles past. He lands softly on his back upon a bed of 
flowers. Getting up, he turns to his side but unexpectedly bumps face-
first into a large, soft object. Scraping his beard along this object as he 
looks up, he met the menacing eyes of a pissed off looking minotaur. 
“I like the look you give, that’s the look of a warrior. What brings you 
here?” he says to Foostus with slurred speech. 
“This!” spits the minotaur as he bounces Axehammeran off his belly and 
swings his battleaxe down upon the unsuspecting dwarf. Axehammeran 
raises his axes in defense, then he suddenly feels an excruciating pinch 
in his back shoulder blade as the wurm's line of dagger-like teeth sink 
themselves into Axehammeran’s reality. Foostus’ axe breaks through 
Axehammeran's block and smashes into his pauldron. The strike should 
have taken Axehammeran's arm clean off, but the armor did what it was 
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intended to do and caved in, only allowing the offending axeblade 
through enough to inflict a commendable gash in Axehammeran’s 
stocky shoulder.  
Foostus takes a few casual steps back and begins to position himself for 
another attack. Both sides of Axehammeran’s body have now suffered a 
heavy assault, one side still in the clutches of Foostus’ wurm-
companion.   
Axehammeran attempts to roll the grotesque creature off his back, 
shaking his shoulder rigorously to the side in attempts to break the 
hold, but the grasp is firm, and it fails. Taking his opportunity, Foostus 
charges forward, his hooves pounding thump-thump-thump- as they 
crunch the snow beneath them. He raises his axe overhead and swings 
it down upon his pinned-down adversary, calling out, “Wind Fury!” and 
this time he swings with incredulous speed. Axehammeran is able to 
slightly deflect the blow, but the heavy axe ultimately swipes down 
across Axehammeran’s chest, slicing through the multitude of steel 
scales, spilling Axehammeran's chest blood upon the white snow. 
Foostus’ menacing face turns upright in a grin, and he calls to his pet, 
“Jimm! Get him!” and the wurm sinks its sharp teeth deeper into 
Axehammeran's armor and skin. Its tongue creeps into Axehammeran’s 
battered armor and slowly starts boring its way into his back. 
Axehammeran takes a deep breath as his adrenaline sends him into his 
duly awaited battle heightened nirvana, pushing all his pain and 
worries of death fleeting from his Mind, and then he lashes out at his 
attackers with a sudden rabid fervor. 
He turns and swings both axes down, catching the feasting wurm in its 
scaly carapace, and then he swiftly turns back around and swings 
forward again with both of his axes, rewarding the minotaur two 
comparatively small axe wounds in his large beastly quadriceps. Before 
the two victims of Axehammeran can react, Axehammeran immediately 
lashes out once more as he says, “Come and get me motherfuckers.” 
with groggy grace. 
Foostus, reels back out of reach, but the still feasting creature takes 
another spiteful axe attack to its tail-end. Only this time the creature 
gives a muffled squeal and loosens its steadfast grip on Axehammeran’s 
flesh. Axehammeran wrenches his axeblade free of the wriggling wurm 
and a gush of blood sprays out all over the whole procession. 
Foostus cries out, “NO! Jimm!” as the after effect of Axehammeran’s 
attack sprays over his face. Foostus’ stricken eyes turn to Axehammeran 
and tighten. He whips out an intimidating chain, and suddenly electric 
sparks flicker from the hand grasping the chain. He swings the chain 
overhead and whips it down towards Axehammeran.  
“RAAAHHH!!” roars Foostus.  
The chain slaps along Axehammeran’s armor,  Kha-kaaaannnggg!  
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A lightning bolt tears across Axehammeran’s armor and ricochets off 
violently, striking a nearby tree, leaving a smoldering slash across its 
bark. Taking advantage of the minotaur’s blunderous strike,  
Axehammeran swings heavily upon the bloodied creature still clutching 
onto his back. The attack was so powerful that both axes cut through its 
scaly body and through its though flesh, severing the creature into three 
segments. The wurm releases it grasp on Axehammeran’s back and 
drops to the ground and writhes savagely back and forth. 
Foostus watches in horror as Axehammeran kicks the writhing segment 
in his direction.  
“NOOO!!” shouts Foostus in anguish.  
He huffs out of his nostrils and begins to scrape his hoof along the 
ground in frustration, guh-guh-guh-guh-guh, and he rushes towards 
Axehammeran with his head down and his great fearsome horns aimed 
to gore his opponent. In his angry rush, Foostus stumbled over the 
remains of his precious pet wurm, Jimm, and Axehammeran easily 
dances out of the way. Chasing after his avalanche of an opponent, he 
strikes brashly with an axe as Foostus whirls around to face the dwarf 
again. The axe lands deeply into the flesh of the minotaur’s broad chest. 
The attack briefly staggers Foostus and any advance planed in 
retaliation. A spatter of blood sputters out of Foostus' snout as he looks 
down at his shorter adversary, and an angry scowl spreads across his 
hairy, bull-like face. Suddenly a deep call rings out from behind the 
wounded minotaur, “Head’s up!”  
Two spiked, metal balls suddenly swing down upon the head of Foostus 
with a hideous crunch, collapsing the skull into a mess of bone, pink 
brain, and a lot of sprayed blood. Foostus’ big, heavy body crumples to 
the snow, sending blood out of his fractured skull in gentle, rhythmic 
spurts.   
“Almost gotcha.” Ortaddon says casually as he steps over the pile of flesh 
that was once the great Fighter of the Mid-West, blood dripping from 
his dangling flails. He wipes blood off his face as he steps up to 
Axehammeran. 
Axehammeran silently nods his head and then says in a gruff voice, “You 
wanna continue with me? Better chance with both of us than all those 
motherfuckers!” 
Ortaddon's face turns sour in response to Axehammeran’s request, “I 
saw you fighting Foostus, I’m gonna take my chances alone!” he says 
back, as he turns his back to Axehammeran and begins marching off. 
Axehammeran’s short temper flares for a split second, and his Mind 
thinks to kill another possible adversary, but Axehammeran pushes the 
thought away. He instead sits down and begins to bandage himself after 
his most recent, and arduous of battles. 
Once sufficiently patched up, Axehammeran takes a short wine break 
and collects himself before forcing himself onward. As he lets his Mind 
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soak in the blessings of the wine once more he decides to push on, and 
he begins his trek through the thick snow yet again. 
 

*************************************** 

 
Axehammeran’s hike up the set of stone steps was soon interrupted by 
the appearance of a small building off in the distance. A sense of relief 
overcomes Axehammeran as his Instincts tell him that he has finally 
reached his destination. 
His Instincts would have been immediately validated if only 
Axehammeran could read the sign rapidly approaching his hazy vision 
that stated: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
But Axehammeran only glares at it in resentment as he walks past and 
heads straight towards the building. 
Seeing that the door to this building is slightly cracked open he steps 
close and pushes upon the door and strides in. Inside the dimly lit room 
Axehammeran spots several inhabitants sitting within. 
They notice this dwarf carelessly walk into their midst and they quickly 
stand up and approach the dwarf, looming over him. Axehammeran 
recognizes several of the members of this surly group. 
“ONE DEEP!” breathes Axehammeran heatedly, as he recognized the 
drow man amongst them. Drawing a piece of history out of his vault of 
Memories, he remembers when this very rouge greedily snatched the 
Golden Frog Statue from its resting dais, deep in the ruins of an ancient 
temple, springing a trap that sent a flood of water cascading through 
the deep interior of that place and destabilizing the structural integrity 
of the whole temple. Axehammeran barely escaped with his own life as 
the temple began to flood and rain immense slabs of stone down upon 
him and his partymembers.   
Axehammeran recognized another of the shadier looking men among 
them as Seregris, the mysterious rouge that helped him and his party 
infiltrate the wicked lair of the late Calarelle.  For some reason, the tall 
half-elf man leaning on his large halberd next to Seregris seemed 
strangely familiar. Axehammeran also noticed a scrawny elf bowman 
lurking behind the three before him. 
The one named Seregris steps closer “I know that smell.” he says. 
Axehammeran raises his hairy chin to them, “So has anyone figured out 
what’s fucking going on out here?!” he questions to them. 
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They all look to Seregris for acknowledgement, who responds to 
Axehammeran with, “S’crackin? I remember you. The Mountain of 
Power, in the mountains north of Windsorhaven.” 
“So what’s going on here, anyone figure out what’s going on?” remarks 
Axehammeran. 
“Yeah. The four of us have taken over.” boasts the half-elf. 
Axehammeran directs his glance in question to the half-elf, “Over 
what?” he asks. 
The half-elf glances down at the dwarf half his size, “This shrine. And 
soon-” he says as he glances around the room, “-the Fighters Guild!” he 
finishes with a laugh. 
“Sounds good.” is Axehammeran’s response, “What good have they done 
me?” 
I’ve already killed some of their best fighters, thinks Axehammeran’s 
Mind. 
The half-elf’s laugh abruptly ends and he then peers over this dwarf 
thoughtfully, and his eyes suddenly widen, “Axehammeran?! Is that 
you?” he asks in awe. 
“Yes. Are you somebody’s relative I’ve killed? I'm sorry.” says 
Axehammeran. 
The half-elf clasps forearms with his long lost dwarf companion, “I’ve 
killed relatives with you!” he proclaims excitedly. 
Axehammeran’s demeanor is elated, “Yeah! I was probably way too 
trashed. Just don’t even remember.” responds Axehammeran 
apologetically. 
The half-elf gives the dwarf a hopeful look, “Foostus. Remember? You 
have to join us. You have to join our cause.” he says with conviction. 
Axehammeran looks about and says, “You think I’d miss this party? I 
was summoned here, I’m down to fuck some shit up.” feeling not a 
shred of remorse as he defects from his initial mission. 
“They didn’t do shit for me,” he continues, “Let’s get that shit they 
wanted me to get for them. They are probably using me anyways. I trust 
you a little bit more. We’ve fought together.” he exclaims to the three 
standing before him. 
“Alright, sounds good.” says this Foostus while nodding in agreement to 
Axehammeran. 
“Yes it does.” replies the dwarf. 
Foostus points over Axehammeran’s shoulder, “How many of these guys 
came with you?” he questions. 
“I’ve seen a couple on the way, but they have gone their own path.” he 
responds to Foostus slyly. 
Foostus looks suspiciously at Axehammeran then looks to his 
companions, “Alright, we’ll just have to keep a lookout for these guys. 
We should set up camp...er, like we always do up here.” 
“Time for some brew.” declares Axehammeran as he squirts a shot of 
wine into his mouth from his endless wineskin.   
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*************************************** 

  
Axehammeran, Foostus, Seregris, One Deep, and the bowman, 
Dartanion, converse around a fire in a crude pit dug just outside the 
shrine. Foostus looks around at the others and asks them, “Alright, so 
who is going to take first watch?” now that they have talked far into the 
night. 
Axehammeran doesn’t respond and thinks, Not me. I fuckin’ still need to 
rest up, get my strength back. 
“I will.” says Seregris. 
Foostus stands up and reaches his arms up as he loudly yawns, and then 
he scratches his ass, “Alright, we’re going to all hunker down and rest 
here.” and he walks off to look for a place to lay his head.  
One Deep skulks off to do the same, and Dartanion walks back inside to 
sleep in the protective walls of the shrine. Axehammeran passes out 
with a rock for a pillow, not moving a step away from the warm fire. 
As the sound of his companions snores start to be heard, Seregris’ 
alertness begins to fade and his eyes seem to grow ever more heavy. He 
snaps his eyes open as he jerks his drooping head up, and looks around 
in a feeble attempt to stay awake, but it is fruitless, and he quickly dozes 
off, and now the sounds of sleeping can be heard throughout the entire 
encampment. 
 

*************************************** 
 
Seregris is suddenly awoken by the reverberating sounds of sawing 
wood. Shaking his sleep laden vision in proximity, he sees the dwarf, 
Axehammeran, sprawled out in the dirt, one hand outstretched and 
lying on the verge of the dead fire’s embers, his mouth is agape and the 
sounds of a thousand trees being murdered simultaneously is 
emanating from that black hole behind his thick beard. Seregris thinks 
to himself that if there were any enemies nearby, Axehammeran’s 
snoring would either bring them like a beacon, or scare them off 
entirely. 
Judging that about four hours has passed and his tiredness is still 
hanging on, Seregris decides to wake another of his companions. 
Axehammeran would probably not be the best watchman at this point 
in time. He walks over to One Deep, his fellow rouge, and tells him his 
watch is up. 
“Hmm, alright. Yeah.” One Deep grunts and begins rousing himself to 
start his watch duty. 
Seregris walks into the shrine, finds his bedroll and curls up and falls 
back asleep. 
 

*************************************** 
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Axehammeran is roughly shaken awake by the hands of One Deep, “Ey, 
you’re up.” he says. 
Axehammeran’s sleepy head is able to mutter in protest, “Hey let me get 
two more, c’mon.” 
“What?!” snaps One Deep, “It’s two hours for everybody man.” he 
explains to Axehammeran. 
“You haven’t just been in the heat of battle man.” protests Axehammeran 
again. 
“Yeah I have.” responds the drow dryly. 
“Oh, well two more. I’m drunk.” Axehammeran says as he begins to roll 
back over for sleep. But One Deep spins him around with his hand, “I 
need my two.” he says angrily and reaches for the dagger at his waist 
with his other hand and waves it in Axehammeran’s face and says, 
“C’mon man. I need to get some fuckin’ sleep.” 
Axehammeran pushes One Deep’s daggered hand and rouses himself, 
“Alright, alright. God damn! Shit!” he curses aloud. 
One Deep sheathes his dagger, squints one eye at Axehammeran and 
walks off to his bedroll. 
Axehammeran, still not happy about his interrupted slumber walks 
over to Foostus and nudges him with his foot, “Foostus, whass up? It’s 
your shift man.” 
Foostus can see right through Axehammeran’s lie, “Yeah right.” is his 
only response, and he curls back in his fur blankets and falls back 
asleep. 
“Awww.” grovels Axehammeran in defeat. 
He walks back to the mostly dead fire. Some red embers glowing a pale 
orange are all that remains of the fire. Axehammeran grabs a log, tosses 
it upon the remaining embers, lies his head back down upon his rock 
pillow and attempts to resume his rest. 
Just as he is getting comfortable, Axehammeran hears something 
whisper, “Ppppsssssttttt.” 
Axehammeran opens one eye, “Ah, go away!” he shouts, “Oh wait, who is 
it?” he says again as he lifts his head and looks about. 
All he can see is his quiet campground, nothing out of the ordinary. All 
of a sudden he notices a rustling in the bushes on the edge of the 
shrine’s grounds. Axehammeran sits up, “Who dere? Who dat be?” he 
asks. 
A whispered voice hisses back, “It’s Ortaddon.” 
Axehammeran gets up and begins walking over to the bushes as he says 
under his breath, “Oh shit, what up brother. You bastard you are crazy 
like me.” 
“What are you doing?” says Ortaddon from behind the bushes. 
“Fuckin’ joining up with these motherfuckers.” says Axehammeran as he 
throws an extended thumb over his shoulder. 
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“What?!” snaps Ortaddon, “These are the guys we have to kill.” he 
declares. 
“No way.” responds Axehammeran in shock. 
“Those are the ones vandalizing the shrine.” 
Axehammeran stands there in confusion, attempting to comb his brain 
for the fractured memory wheel explaining why he truly was sent on 
this crazy mission. But he only comes to the realization that if Ortaddon 
is going to fuckin’ kill them, then he doesn’t mind double crossing 
anybody. 
“I have priors with one of them,” Axehammeran finally states to 
Ortaddon, “Don’t worry, we got this all planned out.” and he steps away 
from the talking bush. 
Axehammeran seeks out Seregris, and finds him sleeping inside the 
shrine, near the entrance. He gently rouses Seregris and whispers, “Ey. 
Time to fuckin’ rumble. You didn’t really trust these other guys right?” 
Seregris gives him a questioning look. Axehammeran then goes on to 
quietly explain his plan to his old rouge companion. Once he is finished, 
Seregris gives Axehammeran a counter-offer, “Or we could just kill that 
other guy.” 
“That’s Ortaddon.” says Axehammeran in a pleading whisper. 
“Wouldn’t it be better to kill one guy than to kill two?” remarks 
Seregris. 
Axehammeran expresses his dislike of that plan and steps out the door 
and waves his hand to the bush where Ortaddon was hiding, and he 
silently says “Good to go.” with his lips. 
There is no response. 
Axehammeran quietly walks back to the bush and attempts another 
signal, “It’s on.” he whispers as he nears the bush. Hearing no response 
again, Axehammeran looks into the bush and then notices that 
Ortaddon is nowhere to be seen. 
Axehammeran glances around in close proximity but sees nothing. He 
turns around and sees Seregris watching him from the doorway of the 
shrine. Axehammeran stands there in almost dead silence, 
contemplating his next actions. His Mind is racked with the sudden turn 
of events and he ultimately decides to do away with his original 
problem: theses vandals. 
Seregris approaches quietly and asks Axehammeran what he is doing. 
Axehammeran tells Seregris that Ortaddon has disappeared. 
“Well, I guess we should continue with the mish and kill 'em anyways.” 
suggests Axehammeran. 
“Why kill 'em if he ran away?” questions Seregris. 
“Well it is what I was supposed to do,” states Axehammeran simply, 
“Fuck 'im. I'll just kill these motherfuckers anyway. I'll continue on with 
the mission and then probably gonna have to end up turning on 
Ortaddon too. I didn't want to have to rely on that, but- okay.” 
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Axehammeran rants as he draws his axe, “We're killing those dudes.” 
says Axehammeran to Seregris as he points his axe towards the shrine 
and steps forwards, but Seregris grabs him by the shoulder and pulls 
him back. 
“We're killing them?” asks Seregris concernedly. 
“Aw man, that's the mish. And they are the problem,” states 
Axehammeran as he points a thumb over his shoulder, “He said that 
they are the problem. They are the reason they are supposed to kill 
him.” 
“So you can't get all of them, you can only get two.” Seregris inputs. 
“I know, that's why you have to get one of them too.” interjects 
Axehammeran. 
“Who am I getting?” Seregris asks ponderously, “I'm killing One Deep.” 
he says. 
Axehammeran stops for a moment and thinks to himself, “I don't know. 
Should I not trust Ortaddon? You know what, we shouldn't do it,” 
proposes Axehammeran, much to Seregris' surprise, “I don't trust 
Ortaddon. Ortaddon is fucking crazy. I would rather stay with them and 
kill Ortaddon later. I kinda trust those dudes that I fought with before. I 
don't want to kill them yet. That's what he wanted me to do, he wanted 
me to kill him!” Axehammeran rambles on in the snow as Seregris 
stares at him in confusion. Axehammeran shakes his head in 
frustration. 
“Can I go with the original plan? Just murder them?” asks 
Axehammeran, almost to himself. 
Seregris nods slowly, not sure if he should agree, and Axehammeran 
goes off again, “I think I will do it. Kill both of the dudes. If anything, we 
get the jump on them, and if we have to, it's two on one. Otherwise we 
get the fuckin' treasure for ourselves, hell yeah!” 
Seregris looks Axehammeran in the eyes, “Axehammeran, are we 
good?” 
Axehammeran nods in confident approval. Seregris nods back and 
reaches for his dagger and pats Axehammeran on the shoulder. They 
both turn to go dispatch their sleeping companions only to see all three 
of them standing before them, armed to the teeth. 
One Deep looks over at Seregris in disgust, “Seregris! You are going to 
betray us too?” he asks angrily. 
“Yeeeessssss.” Seregris says back, upturning his hands in disavowal. 
“You bastard!” One Deep shouts as he pulls two daggers from behind 
his back and jumps forwards. 
 Axehammeran, several paces away, sees Dartanion snatch an arrow 
from his quiver, and begins to notch the arrow in his bow. 
Axehammeran looks to his right and sees Seregris engaging in a rouge 
on rouge knife fight with One Deep. He turns back to see that 
Dartanion’s bow is drawn, at the ready, and Foostus is standing there 
ready to strike with his halberd in hand. Axehammeran darts towards 
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Dartanion in a flash, who looses his arrow, but it zips past 
Axehammeran’s cheek. Axehammeran shouts-
“RRRrrrrrrrggggggghhhhhh!!!” and swings his axe towards the elf. 
Dartanion turns his back towards Axehammeran’s strike, which catches 
the edge of the swing, tearing open his leather armor, and cutting his 
back a little bit. 
The elf snatches another arrow, spins around, and notches it in one 
flowing movement. He draws his bow and shoots it into 
Axehammeran’s face. The arrow just scrapes along the top of 
Axehammeran’s skull, cutting through rough hair and leaving a stream 
of red blood oozing from the ensuing wound.  Dartanion whirls back 
around to dash away, giving the infuriated dwarf an ample opportunity 
to strike. And taking this opportunity to strike, Axehammeran swiftly 
lashes out with his axe and gives Dartanion another bloody gash on his 
back to complain about. 
“Guuuuaahhh!” groans Dartanion after taking the hit, but he continues 
his dash away from Axehammeran and he dives behind a nearby tree. 
Axehammeran suddenly hears the noise of metal clinking together 
emanating from behind him.  Turning his head over his shoulder 
Axehammeran sees Foostus charging headlong with his halberd raised 
high and shouting, “Huaaaahhhhhh!!!” and then he brings the weapon 
down upon Axehammeran. 
Axehammeran twirls around with both hands raised up and he blocks 
with both his axes, but the weight of the halberd smashes him to the 
ground. Axehammeran grabs the haft of the halberd with one hand and 
hoists himself up and tucks the haft into his armpit. He reaches to his 
belt, grabs a small throwing hammer and unleashes it upon Foostus. 
The hammer spins through the air, SsshhuuHHusssSShhuuhuss- and it 
smashes into the half-elf's stomach. Foostus gasps for the air that was 
suddenly forced from his body. 
Dartanion ducks out from behind a nearby tree and quickly gives 
Foostus a furious hand signal. 
Foostus nods sullenly and wrenches his halberd away from 
Axehammeran and then swings it back sideways against him, catching 
his side with the haft and sending the unfortunate dwarf sprawling to 
the ground. 
Foostus’ eyes widen with excitement as he sees Axehammeran cough 
and spit out a glob of blood unto the ground. 
Axehammeran’s ear picks up the soft beats of delicate footsteps echoing 
within the ground, and suddenly Dartanion is standing above him, with 
his bow drawn and aimed at his face. Axehammeran tucks his head 
down instinctively at the sudden danger to his dome. The sudden 
movement saved his head but left his shoulder in the line of the arrow’s 
brief air flight. The pain shoots into Axehammeran’s shoulder as the 
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arrow pierces through his armor and drives into his flesh, halting at the 
bone with a grotesque thump. 
Opening his eyes after the sudden combo attack, Axehammeran 
happens to catch a brief glimpse between Dartanion’s legs of Seregris’ 
blade slashing upwards across One Deep’s chest, slicing his clothing 
open and spraying blood in a red, misty arc. One Deep screams, “Ahhh!” 
as he falls to the ground. 
Seregris shouts, “Axehammeran!” after he whirls around and bolts 
towards his grounded ally. 
Axehammeran pushes himself up and shouts a taunt at his attackers, 
“Come and get me you fucking pussies!”  
Foostus immediately rushes forward and lunges his halberd at 
Axehammeran, who dips to the side and swings his axe at Dartanion, 
who was momentarily diverted by Foostus’ sudden charge. 
Axehammeran’s deft attack strikes Dartanion in the arm. With his other 
awaiting axe, Axehammeran swings into Foostus’ back, which opens a 
substantial gash. As his enemies are briefly licking their wounds, so to 
speak, Axehammeran pulls a pain tonic from his bag. Axehammeran 
bites the cork off and drains the contents in one fell swig, with the cork 
still clutched in his teeth. His pupils swell as the concoction sinks in and 
he spits the cork out and grins from ear to ear before his reeling 
adversaries. 
To his side Seregris advances towards his fighting dwarf companion. 
Suddenly, a metal ball upon a chain swings out from behind a bush and 
strikes Seregris in his unprotected chest, instantly dropping him to the 
ground, and subsequently knocking him unconscious. 
Ortaddon quickly steps out from the bush and shouts proudly, “Yeah! I 
got one! I’m going in!” and he starts to charge forwards in the direction 
of Axehammeran, Foostus, and Dartanion. 
Axehammeran seeing Foostus distracted by the sudden appearance of 
Ortaddon, lashes out with his axe, but he misses as Foostus shifts to the 
side and swings down upon Axehammeran with his great big halberd. 
Axehammeran dodges out of the way as well. Ortaddon steps beside 
Foostus and swings one of his flails at him, but Foostus raises his 
halberd's and the chain of the flail wraps around the haft. 
“Why Axehammeran? Why? Why are you betraying me?” pleas Foostus 
as he struggles against his wrapped up halberd. 
“Sorry it's part of our mission, and I don't want to share the gold 
between hella mothafuhkas!” says Axehammeran as he looks over to 
Dartanion, who is holding his hand over his wounded bow arm, “What 
did you expect, that you could trust my ass?” finishes Axehammeran as 
he watches Ortaddon and Foostus fighting each other. Axehammeran 
leaps forward and drives an axe into Foostus' side, breaking through 
his armor. 
“Aaaugh!” yells Foostus. 
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Axehammeran pulls his axe back and blood comes rushing out of the 
gash that remained. 
“You son of a bitch!” shouts Foostus furiously, as he wrenches his 
halberd free and swings it out at Axehammeran and Ortaddon. 
Axehammeran took a hefty hit from the head of the halberd. Foostus 
pulled back and swung forward his halberd towards Ortaddon, but 
Ortaddon parried the attack. 
Suddenly the battle was paused as the three battling fighters and the 
wounded bowman heard the noises of footsteps crunching in the snow 
and the accompanying sounds of metal armor gently clinking together 
coming from the trail at the entrance of the grounds. Three figures 
holding torches emerged from the edge of the shrine's grounds. 
Axehammeran noticed them to be a dwarf, an elf, and also a 
dragonborn. 
I know that combo, thinks Axehammeran's Mind. 
“Shit!” snaps Foostus as he realizes that they are Fighters Guild 
members. 
“Uah!” roars Axehammeran in relief. 
“Yeah! Take this you mothafucker!” shouts Ortaddon as he swings his 
flail at Foostus. 
The flail's ball-end swoops around Foostus and hits against his back, 
buckling him over onto the ground. Foostus outstretched his hand 
towards Axehammeran, “God damn it! The Fighters Guild-” he said, 
interrupted by rough coughing, “They're corrupt!” 
Axehammeran looks at Foostus with a confused look, but Ortaddon just 
grabs hold of Foostus collar and thrusts the end of his flail-handle into 
his face, knocking Foostus unconscious. He looks to Dartanion and 
orders him to sit on the ground, still clutching Foostus' collar in his 
hand. Dartanion looks at the men approaching and seeing that he is 
outmatched, he sits down. Ortaddon released his grasp, dropping 
Foostus to the snow with a soft thump. 
“Ouuughh!” gurgles Foostus as blood swelled in his mouth. 
Axehammeran moves close and inspects Foostus to make sure he is not 
dead. He feels a pulse on his neck and turns him over on his side so he 
wouldn’t choke on his own blood. 
The three Fighters Guild members neared, their torchlight revealing 
their faces. Foxgar, the dwarf captain, leads his two paladin trainees- 
Ridinour, the elf, and Aquillonia, the dragonborn woman. 
“Oh shit!” says Foxgar as he sees the carnage lying in the snow 
surrounding Axehammeran and Ortaddon. 
“You didn't save any for us?” chimes Ridinour sarcastically. 
“Sorry man, heat of the battle. It was either me or them,” responds 
Axehammeran, pointing to himself, “And I chose Me. To live.” 
“Hell yeah! So we stopped the threat. Sup with our reward?” Ortaddon 
questions to Foxgar. 
Foxgar approaches Axehammeran and Ortaddon, “Uh, status report.” 
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“Most terminated. Still missing a bowmen.” reported Axehammeran. 
“You mean him?” said Foxgar curiously as he points to the seated 
Dartanion. Axehammeran only nodded in response. 
“Is there anyone else still alive?” asks Ridinour. 
“I can only hope not.” remarks Axehammeran with a laugh. 
Axehammeran looks to the side and sees Aquillonia walk over to One 
Deep, bend down and check his pulse. She knelt down on her knees and 
leaned One Deep's head against her knee. One Deep stirred a little, on 
the brink of consciousness. 
“Uuhh...uugh...ooough.” he whispers feebly. 
She pours some wine down his throat and waits a second for him to 
swallow. Once he consumes the wine Aquillonia slaps him across the 
face, forcing One Deep awake in bewilderment. Aquillonia reaches for 
his hand and clamps some chained cuffs around his wrists, “This one's 
apprehended.” she states. 
“How did you know these guys? Or come across them?” asks 
Axehammeran to Foxgar. 
“What? I asked you for a status report. Did you stop the threat on the 
Shrine?” said Foxgar in response. 
“Yeah, like when we got to the shrine, they were the ones that were 
here.” Axehammeran says. 
“So they were the ones fuckin' shit up.” growls Foxgar. 
“I just kinda tried to infiltrate within them.” Axehammeran informs. 
“What's the status on the rest of the warriors, like Bäern, and Foostus, 
and Calibretto?” inquires Foxgar. 
“I’m determined, M-I-A, M-I-A.” states Axehammeran. 
“I saw Bäern fall in combat, and he fought, uhh, valiantly.” says 
Ortaddon, clearly a lie to Axehammeran, but Foxgar only nodded his 
head in detached contemplation. 
“I know this man, he would not lie to us.” states Axehammeran 
inconspicuously, smiling with his broken toothline, a truly honest smile. 
Aquillonia nods in response and begins treating the other fallen men, 
and subsequently shackles them up together, including the still 
compliant Dartanion. 
“Well time to bring these men to justice, at the Fighters Guild.” 
Aquillonia declares. 
“May I suggest execution?” suggests Axehammeran. 
Seregris, now awake, looks over at Axehammeran in shock, “What?!” he 
shouts and clutches his battered chest, “Oooughghh!” he groans 
painfully. 
“Not him though.” Axehammeran says. 
“Too late, you already suggested it.” Foxgar remarks. 
“Just take them and chain them up, okay! Get them the fuck outta here!” 
he shouts to Foxgar. 
Foxgar takes a step back, setting a distance between himself and 
Axehammeran and tells him to calm down. 
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“NO! Not Seregris though! He tried to come to my rescue. Fuckin' it was 
just a little bit of friendly fire. He's actually not one of these guys.” 
Axehammeran pleads. 
“I don't know. He was a part of that group as you told me he was.” 
replies Foxgar with indifference. 
“Unchain this dude right fuckin' now!” roars Axehammeran, stepping 
closer to Foxgar. 
“We can't do that. We need to take these violators prisoner.” states 
Foxgar with directive. 
“Well you weren’t here for that bullshit, so go and fuckin' unlock him!” 
roars Axehammeran once more, getting more angry. 
Foxgar only looks at Axehammeran with slitted eyes and doesn't 
respond. The tension is building between them in the sudden silence. 
The rest of the party can feel it, even the delirious captives are watching 
apprehensively. 
Ridinour decides to take action before Axehammeran can. He walks to 
his superior, grabs him by the shoulder pauldron and gets face to face. 
“Let him go now!” growls Ridinour, in hopes of relieving the situation. 
“Quit messing around damn it!” shouts Foxgar angrily and pushes 
Ridinour back. 
Aquillonia steps between the men and puts her arms out, “Just take 
these guys back.” 
“Sorry, sorry, sorry.” says Ridinour apologetically, followed by a soft 
laugh. But Axehammeran is not satisfied. 
“You think I'm fucking around!?” shouts Axehammeran over them all, 
they all look at him in anticipation, “I'm in a fuckin' drunken, brawlin' 
haze right now! Fuckin' I know who my friends and my enemies are, I 
don't even know who to trust right now. All I know is, whoever has 
been helping me are my friends.” he declares angrily, though 
surprisingly well-spoken. 
Foxgar pushes past Ridinour and stands boldly in front of 
Axehammeran and remains silent. The rest of the group watches the 
two, waiting to see what happens next. Axehammeran realizes that 
Foxgar is steadfast in his decision and he reluctantly complies. Foxgar 
turns, nods to Aquillonia and Ortaddon and begins walking away. 
Aquillonia and Ortaddon begin shoving the prisoners forwards, off 
towards the leading dwarf, leaving Axehammeran and Ridinour 
standing in the bloodstained snow of the shrine's grounds. 
“Hey, Axehammeran,” Ridinour says to the foreboding dwarf, “Take 
some liquid courage.” he holds out a wineskin to Axehammeran, which 
Axehammeran snatches swiftly and takes a large gulp. 
Him and Ridinour walk together behind the rest of the party, 
descending back down the Sugarloaf Mountain, towards the Fighters 
Guildhall. 
 

*************************************** 
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It was almost nightfall again by the time they reached the Guildhall. It 
took them almost a full day to descend the mountain. Traveling down 
the mountain was creepingly slow on account of the four wounded and 
shackled prisoners slowly hobbling down the perilous mountain in 
dismal morale. They took a few different paths than the ones 
Axehammeran had taken, particularly avoiding the griffon's nest. They 
did, however, pass by the fallen remains of Bäern, and the fighters all 
paid their respects to the fallen warrior of the North. The rest of the 
way down was more steady from there on out. 
Once at the Guildhall, Foxgar turned to the group, “You should go report 
to the Guildmaster,” referring to Axehammeran and Ortaddon. 
“Oh heel yeah! Time to get our reward.” Ortaddon said to 
Axehammeran.  
Foxgar turned to the two young paladins, “Meanwhile, Ridinour, you 
and Aquillonia should go take these prisoners to the Tombs.” 
“Aquillonia, I'll take these guys by myself.” said Ridinour. 
“Just in case, there is a lot of them, I'll go with you.” she responded.  
Foxgar stepped inside and went about his business somewhere within 
the expansive Guildhall. Ridinour and Aquillonia left with the prisoners, 
and Ortaddon and Axehammeran headed upstairs to the Guildmaster's 
Office.  
Once there, Ortaddon held his hand out for Axehammeran, “After you.” 
he says. 
“Ain’t it always that way?” Axehammeran asks and walks into the office. 
Inside the Guildmaster sat at his desk, dressed in a regular hemp silk 
shirt, all black. Hearing the door creak open he diverts his attention 
from his work and looks up to see the two heroes entering, “About 
time.” he says gruffly, “So you guys found- I heard from Foxgar that you 
had found the uh- the vagrants that were defiling our shrine.” he went 
on to say. 
“Yeah they were definitely there. There couldn't have been anybody 
else, the only other thing was retarded trolls in that fucking bullshit 
heap. A mountain other than these wannabe adventurers.” retorted 
Axehammeran 
Just then Ortaddon looks at Axehammeran and opened his mouth to 
speak, “Guess who witnessed this guy kill one of those wannabe 
adventurers?” he said accusingly, throwing his thumb in 
Axehammeran's direction. The Guildmaster looked to them both with a 
heavy stare. 
“I did my fuckin' job. What are you talking about? You were all by 
yourself, fuckin' handlin' business on us, and them.” rebuts 
Axehammeran. 
“What's going on?” questions the Guildmaster, but Ortaddon doesn't 
respond, he only glares at Axehammeran. 
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“I took care of the ones that were trying to defile the shrine, but 
Ortaddon here didn't know how to keep his friendly fire to himself.” 
said Axehammeran sardonically, pointing his thumb in Ortaddon's 
direction. 
The Guildmaster then looked at Ortaddon, “What's he talking about 
Ortaddon?” 
“Friendly fire? I only attacked those vagrants, I didn't let anybody fall off 
the mountain!” Ortaddon rebuked heatedly. 
“Mountain? All I remember was a griffon! And Calibretto, and oh wait, a 
mountain.” Axehammeran blurted, afterwards with an awkward laugh. 
The Guildmaster's agitation broke his will to listen further and he yelled 
aloud for the guards. Within a couple seconds four heavily armed 
fighters appeared from behind Axehammeran and Ortaddon. 
“Apprehend these two, until I figure out what I want to do with them!” 
commanded the Guildmaster.  
The four men grabbed hold of them both and one of them began to 
shackle their hands. Once cuffed, the four fighters led Axehammeran 
and Ortaddon out of the office, down the stairs, through the main lobby, 
down another set of stairs and into a large, chilly hallway. They led 
them to a heavy metal door and knocked on it. The door opened after 
several latches were heard unlocked. Aquillonia stood in the open 
doorway, and was pushed aside as the four fighters shoved 
Axehammeran forwards. Aquillonia locked eyes with him, a look of 
confusion spreading across her face. Ridinour was there too, sitting at a 
large wooden desk, leaning back in a chair against the wall. He looked 
shocked too to see Axehammeran and Ortaddon in chains.  The guards 
disarmed Axehammeran and Ortaddon and put their equipment in a 
chest behind the desk. 
The four men asked Ridinour for the keys and he handed them over 
slowly. They led the two heroes further into the “Tombs”, locking them 
in opposite cells. Axehammeran hears one of the guards faintly at 
entrance to the Tombs, “Hey you guys better be on duty. Seems like 
there is a little dissension amongst those fighters.” Axehammeran hears 
the door creak open, slam shut, and then the latches being set in place. 
“What do you expect Ortaddon? We've both done some dirty deeds in 
order to accomplish the mission, and you know these guys are fuckin' 
corrupt.” states Axehammeran from across the hall. 
Ortaddon sends Axehammeran an angry look, “I don't know shit.” 
“Well I've heard-” begins Axehammeran. 
“I didn't hear anything!” interrupted Ortaddon. 
“Well I did. Who are you going to believe?” asks Axehammeran. 
“God damn it.” Ortaddon spits, grabbing onto the bars, “Hey let us out!” 
he shouts. 
“He was going to kill us right there on the spot with his guard, at least 
we have more homies with us in order to actually fend off these 
motherfuckers. We're all together now!” proposes Axehammeran. 
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“Hey keep it down!” shouted Aquillonia from the entrance of the Tombs. 
She looked to Ridinour, again leaning his chair against the wall, “Well 
who's taking first shift to feed these guys?” she asked. 
Ridinour sat forwards in his chair, and then stood up, “I got this.” 
“Better go to the kitchens.” she responded snappily. 
“Aquillonia, I'm going to need the keys though.” Ridinour said. 
“You have a set.” replied Aquillonia as she pointed at Ridinour's 
waistbelt. 
“Alright, fuck it.” he said back with a laugh, “I need yours I lost my own.” 
“Are you sure?” she said whimsically, pointing directly at his set of keys. 
“Oh? Oh! Sorry I didn't notice I had my keys, alright, sorry, I got it. 
Alright.” Ridinour mumbled as he undid the latches and stepped outside 
the Tombs and headed down the hall to the Tomb's kitchen. Once there, 
Ridinour saw two men talking to each other, one of them said, “I heard 
there is going to be an execution tomorrow.” and the other said, “Those 
damn bastards are killing each other on the mountain.” the first man 
responds, “Yeah.” and shakes his head. Ridinour walks past them, but 
they halt him. 
“Hey what are you doing out of the Tombs?” asks one of the men. 
“I'm here to get some grub.” responded Ridinour. 
“Oh, shit,” the other one says, “Here's your cart man.” he says as he 
points to a cart laden with bowls of lukewarm porridge. 
“Thank you!” Ridinour replies as he takes the cart and wheels it off. 
Ridinour hears their hushes voices bounce off the stony walls, “I don't 
want to talk to that guy.” the other one's voice says, “Oh yeah? Well that 
badass is going to go feed some poor prisoners.” 
Ridinour ignores them and wheels his cart to the door of the Tombs and 
knocks loudly. Aquillonia opens the door and Ridinour wheels the cart 
towards the cells. He stops in front of Ortaddon's cell and hands him a 
bowl of porridge and nods his head. He turns to Axehammeran and 
discretely drops the cell key into the porridge and hands it to 
Axehammeran, giving him a wink. Ridinour continues on, to go feed the 
other prisoners, then returns to his guard duty at the entrance. 
Axehammeran slurped his porridge, being careful not to swallow the 
key or accidentally bite into it and potentially break his other front 
tooth. He doesn’t feel it hit his lips so he sticks his fingers into his bowl 
and frisks around till he locates the key. Ortaddon watches curiously as 
Axehammeran fondles his porridge. 
“What do you expect? You would have done the same thing if he was 
your homie. You with me? Cause you know me and you are both dirty.” 
Axehammeran says as he presents the porridge covered key. 
Ortaddon's eyes widen, “It's payback time.” 
“Yee.” says the dwarf. 
Ortaddon sticks his face against the bars and strains to look into the cell 
adjacent to Axehammeran’s, “Those guys haven't even touched their 
food, looks like they are slumped.” he says to Axehammeran. 
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“Who?” Axehammeran asks. 
“The two rouges and the half-elf.” Ortaddon informs, “So what are we 
going to do?” 
 
On the other end of the Tombs, Ridinour turns to Aquillonia, “C'mon 
Aquillonia, I gotta talk to these guys.” Aquillonia shrugs her shoulders 
and looks at Ridinour with detached interest. Ridinour walks down the 
hall and around the corner, he sees that Axehammeran has the key in 
his hand. He turns to Ortaddon. 
“Ortaddon, are you with us or against us?” he asks to the half-orc in a 
hushed voice. 
“If you get me my weapons, I'm with you.” Ortaddon answers. 
Ridinour turns and heads back towards the desk at the entrance. 
“Aquillonia,” he says as he sits at the desk, she looks at him without 
saying anything, “Aquillonia, after that mission, you smell a little dirty, I 
think you need to go get away from me.” admits Ridinour. 
“What are you talking about?” snaps Aquillonia angrily. 
“You smell like shit bitch.” retorts Ridinour. 
Aquillonia's eyes squint into dagger-like slits. She growls softly and 
stands up. She throws open the latches and swings the metal door open 
aggressively and storms out the Tombs. 
Ridinour leaps to the door, closes it and quickly sets the latches into 
place. He turns around, dashes to the equipment locker, throws it open 
and gathers all the weapons belonging to all the prisoners, including 
Foostus' big halberd. With his hands full of weapons he walks down the 
hall. 
“Alright Axehammeran, you ready to do this?” he asks excitedly. 
“I was born ready.” Axehammeran responded, taking his axes from 
Ridinour's hands, “I never fled from a foe.” 
Ridinour reached over and handed Ortaddon his flails, and continued 
on to give the other prisoners their equipment. He handed Dartanion 
his bow, who was sitting quietly next to Ortaddon's cell. Ridinour called 
back to the others, “Axehammeran, Ortaddon, there's only two guys 
with me.” he said as he turned and approached the cell holding the rest 
of the captives. 
Axehammeran stuck his messy key into the latch and turned it, opening 
the lock, and he pushed his cell door open. 
“So, what's our plan of action? The three of us against the whole guild?” 
Ortaddon inquired as Axehammeran opened his cell. 
“Let's get Seregris out.” said Axehammeran. 
Ridinour opened their cell and was attempting to shake Seregris awake, 
but he was dead asleep, same as Foostus and One Deep. Seregris didn't 
stir in the slightest as Ridinour attempted to slap him awake. Ridinour 
began whispering some strange chant in elvish and he put both hands 
on Seregris' chest, suddenly Seregris sprung awake, “Huh! Where the 
hell are we?” he said in a rush. 
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“We're breaking out of this bitch.” remarked Ridinour as he handed 
Seregris his weapons. 
“Well, yeah I mean- I'm in a god damn prison cell.” Seregris said 
groggily, holding his throbbing forehead. 
Ridinour moved over to Foostus and leaned him up, poured some wine 
down his throat, and chanted softly. Foostus stirred and coughed 
weakly. Ridinour shook him gently awake, reassuring him that 
everything was alright. 
“Shit! I'm still alive!” said Foostus. 
Foostus looked nervously at the armed Axehammeran and Ortaddon 
standing at the end of the cell, but Ridinour calmed him and told him 
that they were all escaping together, “Alright, we're breaking out of this 
bitch, let's go!” and handed him his bowl of cold porridge. Foostus ate it 
ravenously, and Ridinour handed him his wineskin. He gulped his 
porridge and downed most of the wineskin, and rubbed the wound that 
Ortaddon's flail-handle left on his forehead. 
“What do you want?” says Foostus as Axehammeran steps closer. 
“Tell us, what's really going on here?”asked Axehammeran. 
“What? I just told you, when I first recruited you, you traitor.” scorned 
Foostus. 
“Yeah right, your Guildmaster is full of shit.” replied Axehammeran. 
“He's not my Guildmaster.” growled Foostus. 
“Who can I fuckin' trust on this mission, seems like every side has tried 
to fuck with me once.” stated Axehammeran. 
“We haven't, you fucked with us!” snapped Foostus, sending 
Axehammeran an angry look. 
“Only because I've been fucked with so many god damn times, I don't 
know who to trust.” said Axehammeran, somewhat apologetically. 
“Look Foostus, basically we're in the Fighters Guild, I know this Fighters 
Guild, I'm a part of it. It's a piece of shit!” said Ridinour after he checked 
up on One Deep's large chest wound and roused him from his deep 
slumber. 
“Well you did give me all my equipment back right?” asked Foostus. 
“Yes,” replied Ridinour as he pointed to the halberd leaning against the 
wall on Foostus' left, with a leather satchel sitting next to it, “And I 
healed your motherfuckin' ass.” he said as Foostus turned back to face 
him. 
“Alright,” Foostus responded, pausing for a brief moment, “Well I guess 
that now we are inside, we need to take down the Guildmaster, and all 
of his boys too.” 
One Deep looked up and said he didn't want to fight alongside traitors, 
pointing at Axehammeran then shaking a finger angrily at Seregris, then 
pointing to his wounded chest. 
“Alright, look One Deep, this is the deal. We're going to break out of 
here, we're going to solve all our problems later.” demanded Ridinour. 
“This was all part of the plan.” stated Axehammeran. 
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A slow grin crept on One Deep's dark face, “You sleazy mother fuckers, 
I'm in.” and he grabbed his daggers from Ridinour. 
Foostus reached for his satchel and scooted next to One Deep and 
handed him a roll of bandage cloth. He and One Deep went to work on 
bandaging up their wounds. Dartanion took some wine, poured it on his 
wounded bow arm and wrapped it in some bandages. The four- 
Foostus, One Deep, Dartanion, and Seregris all split a whole big bottle of 
pain tonic to help quell their pains. After several minutes, they hustled 
about arming themselves and preparing their gear. 
“Axehammeran, you take the front.” said Ridinour once everyone was 
suited. 
“Yeah! Send me there all the time anyways god damn it.” 
“Alright, so what's the plan of action at this point?” asked Foostus as he 
reached for his halberd. 
“Alright let's move out, head towards the Guildmaster's chambers.” 
ordered Axehammeran. 
They all followed Axehammeran to the end of the Tombs, and stopped 
in front of the exit. Axehammeran stared at the door for a moment, 
confused, but Ridinour pushed through the group and undid the latches 
holding the door shut. Once unlocked, Ridinour pulled the door open, 
letting Axehammeran go first. 
Though as soon as Axehammeran stepped out of the tombs and into the 
hallway he was confronted by a passing group of fighters, about nine of 
them. They paused as they saw Axehammeran and his group step out 
the doorway. A momentary silence filled the hallway. The fighters 
slowly reached for their weapons and readied themselves. And then, 
suddenly, a dragonborn man reached for his sword and charged at 
Axehammeran, “Ahhhh!” he screamed as he raised his sword overhead. 
“Fuckin' traitors, we'll take our fucking reward!” shouted Axehammeran 
at the dragonman, and reached his axes up to block the sword strike. 
Before the dragonman brought his sword down he threw out his foot 
and kicked Axehammeran square in his hairy face, knocking him to the 
ground. The dragonman swung down his sword upon Axehammeran 
but a sudden flail-ball swung through the air and smashed into the 
dragonman's jaw, breaking out several of his teeth in a bloody mess. 
Ridinour, Foostus, Ortaddon, and Dartanion poured out of the room 
after that, engaging with the other attacking Fighters Guildmembers. 
Ortaddon leaped forward and swung his flails at an oncoming attacker, 
who ducked against the wall, out of danger's way. Foostus stood beside 
Axehammeran and kept the men back with his halberd. Ridinour knelt 
down beside Axehammeran and put his hand on his head, and 
Axehammeran felt a sudden invigorating sensation pass through him, 
similar to a pain tonic, but more natural of a feel. Ridinour pulled him to 
his feet and shoved him into the fray. 
Ridinour shot over to Axehammeran's side and swung his scimitar over 
Axehammeran's head, a flash of white light emitted briefly off of 
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Ridinour's scimitar as it slashed through the air.  The man he attacked 
was cut across his shoulder and chest, and Axehammeran felt himself 
strangely renewed for battle as Ridinour yelled out that he had 
Axehammeran's back.   
A sudden arrow came zipping past Ridinour and sunk into the man's 
neck that was cut by his scimitar. Blood sprayed out and splattered onto 
Ridinour's face.   
From their side, Foostus pushed himself forward, goring a Fighter with 
long redheaded hair, and Ortaddon jumped forward and swung down 
on the redhead with one of his flails, cracking the man's skull open and 
spilling crimson blood into his hair, “Oh fuck!” shouted Foostus in 
surprise. 
Axehammeran moved forward, stepping on the carcass of the man with 
the arrow in his neck, and attempted to hit a half-orc Fighter with his 
axe, but the half-orc pulled his stomach back as Axehammeran's axe 
came swinging by. Axehammeran noticed the dragonman rustling 
behind him on the ground so he turned and swung his other axe, 
catching the dragonman in his burly shoulder blade.  
The dragonman growled angrily and grabbed hold of the axe sticking 
out of his shoulder, pulled it out, and threw it at Axehammeran. It spun 
in the air, but somehow Axehammeran caught it wondrously in his 
small hand, likely a fluke aided by his drunkenness. 
An elf Fighter dipped behind his gored ally and swung a mace sideways 
at Ortaddon, which hit a little off-center against Ortaddon's chest, 
enough to send him tumbling backwards, and crashing into Foostus.   
Ridinour came up behind the dragonman and swung his scimitar at 
him. The dragonman whirled around and raised his sword up in 
defense. Sword clanged against scimitar with a sudden white flash, 
sending a shower of white sparks raining around them both. The 
dragonman deflected Ridinour's scimitar to the side and made to attack 
but abruptly lurched sideways as an arrow pierced through the side of 
his head. 
Ortaddon pushed off of Foostus, dashed past the elf Fighter, dipped 
behind Ridinour and his fallen foe, and then leaped over Axehammeran, 
and started swinging his flails wildly in all directions, driving the 
remaining Fighters a few paces back in different directions. 
Axehammeran charged in next to Ortaddon, yelling at him not to 
commit friendly fire, and swung an axe at a nearby Fighter, a human 
woman clad in chainmail. A deft axe strike slashed at her calf, and 
Axehammeran swung his other axe-in-hand, but the woman brought 
her shield down upon Axehammeran's arm. 
The elf Fighter turned and slammed his shield against Ridinour's back, 
pushing him forward and sending Ridinour stumbling head first into 
the wall. 
The half-orc Fighter stepped forward and swung a large metal-tipped 
club sidelong at Axehammeran, smashing against the side of his arm 
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and rib, and pinning him against the cold wall. A man positioned behind 
the half-orc, decked out in a full suit of plate armor, pushed forward and 
brought his deadly hammer down upon the wavering dwarf. The 
hammer scraped against the wall violently, scattering sparks and small 
shards of the stone wall in different directions, and then it slammed 
against Axehammeran's left pauldron, denting it heavily, and 
immediately dislocating his shoulder. 
Suddenly another fully armored Fighter, this one a gargantuan 
Warforged covered by a carapace of steel, lunged forward, thrusting his 
morningstar forward into Ortaddon's gut like a spear, knocking the 
wind out of Ortaddon. The moving suit of armor slammed Ortaddon 
backwards with his shield and the elf Fighter moved from behind 
Ortaddon and batted his legs in an upward swing, using Ortaddon's 
momentum to spin him through the air in a backwards somersault 
which slammed Ortaddon hard against the ground. 
Ridinour backed against the wall with his shield held out in front of him 
and began humming a curative chant to himself, seeing the carnage 
unfold quickly in front of him. Noticing that the elf was distracted by his 
team attack on Ortaddon, Ridinour sprung forward and lashed against 
the elf's back with his scimitar. 
“Ugh!” grunted the elfman as his chainmail spilt apart upon his back 
from Ridinour's scimitar attack. 
“Alright let's go!” shouted Ridinour as the elf Fighter turned his head 
over his shoulder to look at his attacker. 
A twang of a bowstring sounded and an arrow whistled for a split 
second and pierced into the ear of the elf as he looked backwards over 
his shoulder. In that moment, Foostus lunged forward, sticking his 
halberd between the plated Warforged's legs, tripping him up and 
dropping him to the ground. Foostus lunged forward once again and 
drove his halberd right into the gut of the woman Fighter, piercing 
through her thin chainmail and impaling her against the wall. 
“Aaauugghh!” she screamed, spitting blood out her mouth and into 
Foostus' face. 
Axehammeran grabbed his dislocated arm, twisted it violently whilst 
stifling a scream and then took a deep breath, then he let the adrenal 
gland work its magic. Axehammeran dips to the side, standing behind 
Foostus and swings down upon the Warforged, but his axe only scrapes 
against the smooth metal edge of its head and deflects to the side. The 
Warforged's arm extends outwards and its hand latches onto Foostus' 
collar, and pushes forwards, smashing his head against the stone wall, 
knocking him out as he gave out a soft grunt, “Ugh!” 
It lets go and Foostus slumps to the ground. The Warforged's body 
rotates sideways, against the wall and it quickly springs to its feet in a 
mechanized fashion. It throws it's heavy morningstar in 
Axehammeran's direction, but Axehammeran ducks out of the way and 
makes to retaliate, but suddenly something hard smashes against his 
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back and sends him tumbling against the cold body of the Warforged. 
Axehammeran feels a gush of blood fill his throat. 
Ridinour, seeing his dwarf friend just get hit in the back by the armored 
Fighter's warhammer, lunges forward at the man and stabs him through 
his gut, piercing his heavy armor enough to inflict a grievous wound. 
Ridinour sees blood flow along the bottom of his blade and he spits a 
vow to kill this man in the name of the gods. 
Axehammeran reeled back, cocked his arm back and swung it into the 
Warforged's face whilst yelling an inappropriate taunt. His axe cut 
through the air and slammed into the Warforged's face, smashing in its 
artificial eye. Axehammeran wrenched his axe free as he swung his 
other armed hand into the half-orc stepping up to attack him. The half-
orc raised his arms over his head to deliver a killing blow with his 
tipped club, but Axehammeran's axe smashed into his exposed stomach, 
forcing him back a few steps. 
The other plated Fighter grabbed Ridinour’s scimitar with his gloved 
hand and made to strike Ridinour, but Axehammeran swung his freed 
axe and caught the man in his shoulder, breaking through the armor. 
The Fighter gave a quick yelp from behind his helmet and brought his 
weapon down at the same moment his shoulder was struck by the axe. 
The attack faltered his swing and he accidentally dropped his 
warhammer. 
Dartanion stepped forward and let loose another arrow that zipped 
over Axehammeran's head and pierced into the neck of the half-orc who 
stumbled back after Axehammeran's attack. 
Axehammeran feels the heavy hit of something bash against his back 
just above his backpack, and he lurches forward, bumping into the back 
of the armored man he just hit in the shoulder. The bump forced the 
man forward just enough to push Ridinour's scimitar further into his 
belly. The man roars in pain as Ridinour yanks his scimitar back. 
Ridinour raises his scimitar overhead and slashes at the man, but his 
scimitar is blocked by the man's hefty shield. 
Axehammeran feels the adrenaline pour through his body, a sensation 
he knows all too dearly, and he pushes off the back of the armored 
Fighter engaged with Ridinour, and he whirls around to face the 
Warforged who just hit him against the back. As Axehammeran turned 
he can tell the Warforged is having a hard time registering its 
surroundings on account of having one of its eyes smashed in. 
Axehammeran leaps forward, skillfully ducking under a swinging 
morningstar. He throws his left arm out, and the axe in that hand 
smashes against the Warforged's remaining eye. Axehammeran brings 
his right arm down upon the Warforged's head, cleaving his axe into the 
shiny, metallic head, which sprays oily fluids out in great excess. The 
Warforged dropped to the ground noisily, its heavy body folding over its 
legs. 
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Suddenly, Seregris bolts out from behind the door of the Tombs and 
dives for the ground, sliding across the floor onto all fours. Proceeding 
that, One Deep bolts out as well and vaults off of Seregris' back and 
leaps for the armored Fighter still locked in combat with Ridinour. 
“Hhhhaaa!” screams One Deep as he soars through the air and lands 
against the armored Fighter, tackling him to the ground. One Deep 
emerged atop the man and instantly began driving his dagger into the 
weak point of the armored suit which covers the man's neck. More and 
more blood sprayed out as One Deep repeatedly stabbed at the man’s 
neck. 
“Uhh, oh fuck!” says a voice fearfully. 
They all looked up to see a lone Fighter standing before them with a 
sword held in his trembling hands. He drops his sword and begins to 
run towards the stairs. Ridinour dashes after the man, and shouts 
loudly as he smashes his shield against the fleeing man's back. The 
Fighter went tumbling forward and crashed against the wall containing 
the stairwell. 
Ridinour grabs the man by the hair and slams his face against the stone 
wall- once, twice, three times, and then a fourth, which at that point had 
destroyed any recognizable features of the man's face. 
“Are you sorry yet?” said Ridinour as he let go of the man's hair. The 
man's only response was the sound his body made as it thudded against 
the floor.   
“That's what I thought.” rebutted Ridinour. 
Ridinour turns back and he and the others roused Ortaddon and 
Foostus. The two regained their senses and a short break is taken for 
everyone else to recover enough of their selves. After that they 
continued on, letting Ridinour lead the way to the Guildmaster's 
chambers. 
They moved up the stairs and continued into the dark and quiet 
Guildhall, creeping silently. They passed across the empty main hall of 
the Guild and made their way to the stairs leading up to the 
Guildmaster's office. They moved quietly, with weapons in hand. They 
paused for a moment as they reached the heavy wooden door, glancing 
at each other in acknowledgement. Ridinour, taking point, nodded his 
head and kicked his foot against the door. The door busted open and 
swung in noisily. The small mob all rushed in with weapons ready, only 
to see the room devoid of a Guildmaster. Not a soul was in the room, 
much to their surprise and dismay.  
Axehammeran peers about the room as Ridinour walks up to the 
Guildmaster's desk. He notices lots of books lining the walls. Ridinour 
began rifling through the desk and was rewarded with a small 
coinpurse containing fifteen gold pieces. Ridinour pocketed it quickly 
before anyone could take much notice. 
“What the hell is going on, where is he?” asked Foostus anxiously. 
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Ridinour turns to Foostus and begins reciting off all the other places in 
the Guildhall that the Guildmaster could be visiting. Ridinour turns to 
Axehammeran and says he wants to just “go back to our ship”- meaning 
the Grizzly Snatch. But Axehammeran refuses and claims that it is hella 
far away, and that the problem with the Guildmaster's indebted reward 
is still in question. Ridinour informs Axehammeran that no rewards will 
be given, they will be taken.  Axehammeran nods his head in favorable 
agreement and says, “Let's go find him.” 
Ridinour racks his brain for a moment and ponders where the 
Guildmaster might be located. 
“We're going to the cafeteria.” he says to the group and steps out the 
room. 
They descend the stairs and move across the main hall. Ridinour leads 
them down a corridor which ends at a set of double-doors. Ridinour 
looks down at Axehammeran, nods, and then kicks one of the doors 
open while Axehammeran kicks the other. 
Inside is another open hall filled with several long tables and a great 
number of chairs lining the tables, but like the Guildmaster's office, 
there is not one person here, just an empty hall with tables and chairs. 
“Search the area.” whispers Axehammeran as he begins peering about 
the room. 
“Let's go find Aquillonia.” remarks Ridinour. 
Ridinour turns and exits the cafeteria, pushing past the group of allies 
and doubling back to the main hall. Once there, Ridinour leads them 
down another corridor but halts the group as they near a bend in the 
corridor. Ridinour slips out and sees two Fighters standing guard at the 
entrance to the Barracks. 
“Hey Ridinour, what up?” asks one of them as he spots Ridinour 
approaching. 
“I'm lookin' for Aquillonia.” responded Ridinour. 
The other guard, a female Fighter, turned to Ridinour, “She stopped by 
here but then she kinda left in a hurry.” she said. 
“Where did she go?” questioned Ridinour. 
“I think to the Armory.”  she answered. 
“Well I'm going to kill you first, then go to the Armory.” 
“What?” asked the woman in a confused manner. 
Then suddenly, Dartanion slipped into the hallway with an arrow 
drawn. The arrow flew forwards as it was let go and it rocketed through 
the air and landed in the woman's neck. She dropped to her knees, 
clutching the arrow jutting out of her throat and attempted to shout but 
only a gurgling noise emitted from under the pooling blood. The other 
guard reached for his sword as his partner went down, but One Deep 
appeared from behind Dartanion and threw his dagger with deadly aim. 
His dagger shot forward and embedded itself into the man's hand. 
Before he could scream, Ridinour grabbed the man and slammed his 
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face against the wall of the hallway. The man dropped to the ground and 
Ridinour stomped on his face a few times. 
“Damn, I need a brothel.” Ridinour declared after stomping the man's 
face in. 
They all looked around and started for the door, but Ridinour stopped 
them and told them that they would have to double back and visit the 
Armory. 
They doubled back, dragging the two dead bodies with them. They 
passed undisturbed once more through the main hall, and dragged the 
bodies to the stairs leading down to the Tombs and tossed them down 
the stairwell. They turned back and walked across the room to a 
doorway within the main hall. Ridinour walked in first and he saw 
Aquillonia and Foxgar there at the far end of the Armory, hastily locking 
up the Guild's equipment. Aquillonia whirled around as she heard 
Ridinour open the door. 
“Ridinour?” she asked suspiciously, “What are you doing? You are 
supposed to be watching over the prisoners.” 
“This fuckin' Fighters Guild is a piece of shit, they turned their backs on 
me, they aren't what they seem.” ranted Ridinour. 
“I kinda got a feeling of that. Why do you think that we are locking up 
the equipment?” said Aquillonia. 
“Open up that equipment and tell me where you think the Guildmaster 
would go.” demanded Ridinour as he pointed to the equipment lockers. 
“Wait,” said Foxgar as he stepped in front of Ridinour, “We're locking it 
up so they can't get it, cause they are all sleeping in the Barracks.”' 
Foxgar turned back to Aquillonia and then looked back to Ridinour, “I 
knew something was up when the Guildmaster sent us up there 
before!” Foxgar said, admitting his suspicions. 
“He sent us up there to die.” added Ridinour. 
“To die.” agreed Foxgar, “I had a feeling. I'll say this,” he started as he 
placed a hand on Ridinour's shoulder, “There are a lot of innocent 
fighters in there, we're just going for the Guildmaster.” 
“It doesn't matter, anyone who isn't with us is against us.” Ridinour 
stated coldly as he looked down into Foxgar's heavy eyes.   
Foxgar nodded solemnly and patted Ridinour's shoulder. He turned 
back to Aquillonia and motioned for the door. Aquillonia and Foxgar 
turned and headed out the Armory and back into the main hall, and 
there they were confronted with a small mob waiting just outside the 
door. 
Axehammeran, Ortaddon, Foostus, Seregris, One Deep, and Dartanion 
stared blankly at them as they walked out of the Armory. 
Foxgar looked up with surprise, “It's the prisoners!” he shouted and 
reached for his weapon, but Ridinour threw a friendly arm over his 
shoulder and that of Aquillonia. 
“Don't worry about it Foxgar, I let them out.” said Ridinour casually. 
“You did what?!” shouted Foxgar, turning to look Ridinour in the eyes. 
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“They are going to help us kill the Guildmaster. They all want blood too.” 
Ridinour said, removing his arms from his fellow Fighters and walked 
over to the ragtag team of freed prisoners. Foxgar scowled, “We shall 
see.” and walked over to Axehammeran and grabbed his forearm and 
shook it weakly, he shot a grudging glare at the other vagrants. 
“Let's head towards him.” said Axehammeran, referring to the 
Guildmaster. 
Foxgar looked over the group and spoke aloud to them all, “There are a 
lot of innocent Fighters Guildmembers here, so,” he said while scanning 
their faces, “We don't have to murder the whole Guild, we just have to 
kill the one in charge.” 
“Isn't the Guild apart of the one that's in charge?” asked Axehammeran. 
“Yes, but most Members don't know how guilty the Guildmaster is.” 
remarked Foxgar. 
Axehammeran nodded in approval and turned to the rest of the group 
and told them to listen to Foxgar. Most of the group mumbled in 
agreement, with the exception of One Deep, who sat there quietly, 
imagining how nice it would be to garrote someone in their sleep. 
Ridinour addressed the group and asked them where they should go 
from here. Aquillonia mentioned them heading to the Barracks. Foxgar 
agreed. Axehammeran began to mention something about just coming 
from the Barracks, but Ridinour nudged him roughly before he could 
say more. Ridinour hastily agreed to head to the Barracks and then 
began walking off, followed by Foxgar and Aquillonia. Axehammeran 
looked at Ortaddon and they walked after them, followed by the rest of 
the group. 
They got to the Barracks in no time at all. Foxgar stopped and looked 
around curiously, “That's strange,” he said in a hushed voice, “There 
should have been someone watching the door.” 
Ridinour shot Axehammeran a stony glare. Foxgar disregarded the 
missing watch and looked back to the group, and in a whispered voice 
he reminded them that all they needed was the Guildmaster. He reached 
for his keys, and quietly unlocked the Barracks door. Foxgar pushed the 
door open slowly, which made a soft creaking noise, but it was drowned 
by the heavy snores of some of the men sleeping within. 
“All asleep.” said Foxgar quietly.  
Lower ranking recruits slept here, all stretched out upon the various 
bunkbeds lining the walls. A small brazier emanated a soft orange light 
from the embers slowly cooking within. 
“Continue on, I think we're getting close.” responded Axehammeran, as 
quietly as he could. 
Foxgar crept in quietly, moving slowly and carefully. The rest of the 
group moved in one by one, Aquillonia, Ridinour, Axehammeran, 
Ortaddon, Foostus, Seregris, Dartanion, and then One Deep, all in that 
order. Foxgar motioned to a heavy wooden door on the other end of the 
room with a bright light creeping out from the slim space beneath the 
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door. One Deep stopped in his tracks and looked eagerly at the exposed 
neck of a young recruit deep in sleep. He reached within his sleeve, 
groping for his thin wire cord, but just as his fingertips found their 
mark, One Deep felt a slender hand grasp his wrist. He looked into the 
face of Dartanion, who softly shook his head from side to side. One Deep 
shot him a sour look and continued on, creeping up next to the rest of 
the group who already hugged the wall near the door. 
The door had the words: OFFICER'S CHAMBERS written upon it. 
Several voices could be heard speaking within. Axehammeran looked to 
Foxgar and gave a solid nod. Foxgar slowly stuck one of his keys within 
the keyhole and slowly turned the key around. Foxgar cringed as the 
lock unbolted, which made a small clanking sound. Foxgar hesitated for 
a moment, but the voices continued unfaltered from within. Foxgar 
pried the door open just a bit and Axehammeran peeked in.  He saw 
about six men further in the room, heavily clad in armor, but the sound 
of the voices told him that there were more than just six. Axehammeran 
pulled his head back and gave Foxgar an upheld thumb while nodding 
with a smile. Axehammeran reached for his axes and held them up to 
the group. Foxgar looked at the intently watching group, and then he 
held up three fingers and lowered each in one second intervals. As the 
last finger was lowered, he pulled the door open enough for someone to 
slip in. 
Axehammeran was the first in, creeping low to the floor, and hid within 
the shadows of the entrance, going unnoticed by the other inhabitants 
of the room. The rest of the group poured in quietly, and readied 
themselves to pounce upon the unsuspecting officers in the room. Just 
as Foxgar was closing the door, One Deep stepped in and was pinned by 
the door. This however wasn't enough to alert the officers deep in their 
deliberations. One Deep slipped in silently, Foxgar softly closed the door 
and stepped up behind Ridinour, while One Deep kneeled down with 
his back against the door. Axehammeran turned back, looking One Deep 
in the eyes and motioned with his hands for One Deep to lock the door 
behind them. One Deep looked back, saw the latch for the lock and 
flipped it to the side. The lock slid into place with a loud metallic slam. 
Several of the officers looked back and noticed the group of men quietly 
prowling behind them, “Oh shit!” one of them roared and reached for 
his blade. The remaining officers turned around and reached for their 
weapons as well, pulling finely forged swords from their scabbards, and 
well crafted battleaxes from holsters on their sides. Both parties stood 
there apprehensively, gauging the other. Axehammeran stood up and 
called out to them, “What say you? Your Guildmaster, where is he? You 
don't have to die for him!” 
Suddenly, from behind the officers, a gruff voice called back, 
“Axehammeran!” and the crowd of officers stepped aside, opening a 
space in the center of their group, revealing the Guildmaster standing 
behind a small table with some papers scattered upon it. In his hands 
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two finely crafted battleaxes were held, he pointed one directly at 
Axehammeran and yelled aloud, “Get those traitors!” 
Suddenly the whole group of officers rushed forward, and in the same 
moment Axehammeran's group rushed forward in response. 
“I've been waiting for this.” said Axehammeran out loud to himself, 
under the roar of the others in the room. 
“AAAAHHHHHH!” was the prevalent cry voiced in this room as the two 
groups charged towards each other.   
Foostus charged in and stabbed his halberd into a half-orc man, just 
breaking through his armor, but then was tackled by another man. 
Foxgar charged in, axe and shield in front of himself, followed by 
Ridinour. Ortaddon ran forward and struck two men with each of his 
flails. Dartanion shot two arrows into a charging man with deft 
succession. Seregris dipped behind Foostus, and slashed across the 
neck of the man that tackled Foostus to the side. Aquillonia rushed to 
Foxgar's side, wielding a warclub. One Deep remained by the door, 
waiting for the perfect opportunity to strike. Axehammeran rushed in 
and hit one of the men who was just about to slash at Ortaddon. 
Axehammeran ducked underneath a swinging sword and heard it 
connect with another, and his axe slashed along the back of one of the 
officer's thigh. Ridinour dipped his scimitar to the left, deflecting his 
attackers blade, and then he raised his scimitar up and slashed it down 
in one swift action, screaming his fervor in the warrior gods names, 
unfortunately his attacker blocked the attack with his sword.  
Ortaddon swung both his flails to the side, attempting to take out an 
armored officer, but the two flail-balls crashed against his target's 
shield instead. 
On the other side of the room the Guildmaster set his two axes down 
upon the table and reached under and reached for a small crossbow. He 
cocked it, and took aim at Axehammeran, and then called out to him, 
“Axehammeran! Take this!” he yelled over the chaos. 
“What?” said Axehammeran just as he looked up and noticed the 
Guildmaster pointing the crossbow at him. He suddenly felt a piercing 
pain shoot through him, just under his right rib. Axehammeran clutched 
the bolt sticking out of his side, but a warrior-woman clad in the armor 
of an officer leapt up and stabbed her glaive at Axehammeran, stabbing 
into his thigh. 
Suddenly a goliath man pushed through the fighting and slashed at 
Ridinour with a shortsword, which appeared like a small dagger in 
comparison to the goliath's huge stature, an enormous tower shield was 
gripped in his other hand. The goliath man stabbed downwards at 
Ridinour, but the shortsword only scraped against shield as Ridinour 
knelt to one knee and threw his shielded arm up over his head.   
The battle was raging all around in this moderate sized room, One Deep 
had jumped in, leaping to the aid of Foostus and Seregris, who were 
locked in combat with four of the officers. Dartanion was loosing 
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arrows wherever he had the opportunity, even firing an arrow at the 
Guildmaster, but his shot missed as the Guildmaster ducked to the side 
and reached for his axes then flipped the table over and dipped behind 
it. 
Axehammeran pushed forward and swung his axe up in an uppercut, 
his axe stuck inside the top of the woman's inner thigh, barely missing 
her crotch, Axehammeran nodded his head like a madman, with his 
tongue bit between his teeth, “That's what I want bitch!” he said, and 
spit in her face. 
Ridinour stabbed his scimitar towards the goliath's legs, stabbing into 
his meaty thigh. Ridinour turned to the side and saw Axehammeran 
fighting beside him and quickly shouted, “Fuck yeah!” Axehammeran 
looked at him briefly and nodded his head vigorously, making his thick 
beard flap wildly as he did so. 
Ortaddon caught a man in the head with one of his flails, dropping him 
like a stone as the man's skull fluids sprayed out in all directions. 
Ortaddon stepped over the corpse and swung both his flails at a 
dragonborn man with two axes in his hands, but the dragonborn was an 
officer for a reason and blocked the flails by crossing his axes in 
defense. 
For a split second Ridinour saw between the goliath's legs and 
witnessed the Guildmaster pop up from behind the flipped-over table 
and aim towards him. Ridinour shifted himself to the side at just at the 
right time and saw a crossbow bolt zip between the goliath's legs and 
buzz past his peripheral vision. 
Axehammeran watched as the woman he was fighting stepped to the 
side and reach behind her back with her free hand, but Axehammeran 
was already on her. He moved to the side quicker than her and slammed 
his axe into her leg and kicked her down to the ground, but before she 
hit the ground she pulled a shortened javelin from a sheath strapped to 
her back. And once she hit the floor she immediately countered at 
Axehammeran with glaive in one hand and her short javelin in the 
other. Her glaive cut high and slashed across Axehammeran's face, 
leaving a deep gash on the side of his forehead, which instantly 
streamed with his thinned blood. Her javelin tip punctured 
Axehammeran's armor and the thick leather padding underneath to 
stab into his chest. She pulled the javelin back, and Axehammeran 
roared in anger after taking the two attacks. 
At the same time, the goliath man reached down and wrenched 
Ridinour's shield out of his hand and stabbed down with his 
shortsword. Ridinour managed to somewhat deflect the strike with an 
upward sweep of his scimitar but the goliath’s strength broke past the 
block and continued down, slashing through Ridinour's chainmail and 
cutting into his back, the goliath slammed his shield into Ridinour's 
stomach, brought the blade back up and dropped it down towards 
Ridinour's head. Luckily, Ridinour tilted his head to the side, narrowly 
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avoiding the killing blow, but the blade still slid across the side of his 
skull, just behind the ear, cutting through his hair and opening the flesh 
underneath. The blade continued down and the tip pierced chainmail 
and drove a short way into Ridinour's shoulder. 
Axehammeran swung one of his axes towards the woman sitting on the 
floor, but she smacked his hand away with her javelin, “Fuck!” shouted 
Axehammeran in response. 
Ridinour yelled in pain as the shortsword drove into the shoulder of his 
shield side. He felt blood running down the side of his head and onto his 
neck. He swiftly whipped his scimitar across his body, positioning his 
blade under the goliath's wrist. He pulled up and cut into the goliath's 
thin wristguard and the goliath pulled his hand and blade back. 
Ridinour grimaced in pain as the blade slid out of his shoulder, but he 
kept his composure, then roared aloud his bond with the gods and 
stabbed forwards with his scimitar, piercing into the goliath's belly. 
Ridinour felt a rush of hope wash over him as he witnessed his large 
opponent reel back. The goliath took a couple steps back and yelped in 
anguish. He dropped his shortsword to the floor and clutched his belly 
in horror, leaving Ridinour enough room to strike out at another officer 
nearby, which he did, catching the man in the side with a sweep of his 
scimitar. Ridinour suddenly saw a ball connected to a chain swing 
against the head of the man fighting beside the goliath accompanied by 
the crack of bone as the ball cracked through the skull. Blood splattered 
out and the man's eyes rolled into the back of his head as he spilt 
forward, landing on one of his fellow officers, who was taken down by 
the man's weight. 
“I'm comin' mothafucka!” shouted Ortaddon after the man went down, 
and he charged towards the battle taking place between Foostus, One 
Deep, and Seregris, who were now outnumbered. An officer slipped 
through the gaps in the battle and began engaging Dartanion in one-on-
one combat. Dartanion pulled out a small shortsword and was parrying 
several of the attacks with his dexterous agility. Ridinour saw Aquillonia 
spin her warclub upside down and thrust it down into the face of the 
man pinned beneath the weight of his fallen ally, and his face collapsed 
under the pressure of the warclub. His nose broke like a twig and 
collapsed into his face, his eye filled with blood and most of his teeth 
and jaw was shattered. 
Foxgar took a stab from an officer's sword to the stomach and retched 
bloody vomit out of his mouth. Aquillonia jumped to his side and swung 
her warclub at his attacker. 
Axehammeran's hand was slapped away by the javelin and the woman 
took the opportunity to swing her glaive overhead and bring it down 
upon Axehammeran. He turned to the side slightly, letting the thicker 
area of his armor on his back take the damage. The glaive slammed into 
his upper back and dented in where the heavy blade smashed down. 
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The goliath looked at his wounded stomach in a panicked manner, he 
looked back up at Ridinour with anger etched upon his face, “Fuck this!” 
shouted the goliath and threw his shield at Ridinour, but Ridinour 
blocked the airborne shield with his own recovered shield, but it 
knocked him off balance and he staggered back a few steps. The goliath 
reached over his shoulder with both hands and pulled forth a 
formidable greatsword from a sheath on his back, which scraped 
ominously against the hard wood as it slid out.  The goliath huffed as he 
swiftly raised it overhead and swung it down in a diagonal slash. 
Ridinour raised his wounded shield arm up in a feeble block but the 
force of the greatsword cracked his shield in three places, broke two of 
his fingers, and sent him tumbling to the side and crashing against 
Aquillonia, who was fighting by his side, and the hope from his last 
attack quickly diminished. 
Axehammeran swung with all his weight at the woman as he turned 
back around. The woman attempted to block his swing with her javelin 
but Axehammeran's attack was so forceful that it cut clean through the 
wooden stalk of the javelin, continued, then broke through her heavy 
officer's armor and embedded in her rib. She screamed out in pain as 
the axe bit into her side. 
Ridinour pushed off of Aquillonia and swung his scimitar at his large 
foe, but his head was still spinning from his previous infliction. He 
swung wildly but he only heard the loud clash of steel on steel as his 
scimitar connected with the goliath's greatsword. 
On the other side of the room Ortaddon disengaged the men fighting 
against Foostus, Seregris, and One Deep after he subdued a man. He 
turned and ran full-bore at the Guildmaster, who now had rearmed 
himself with his two deadly axes. Ortaddon swung a flail forwards but 
the Guildmaster stepped sideways out of the path of the flail. Ortaddon 
stepped up and swung his other flail, but the Guildmaster ducked 
underneath skillfully and retaliated with one of his axes, Ortaddon bent 
backwards, just out of reach of the axe's arc, and he thrust forward with 
his arm. The ball of his flail shot forward and slammed against the 
heavy plate armor of the Guildmaster, forcing him back a few steps. 
Axehammeran's head jerked to the side as he felt an armored fist slam 
against his cheek. As he turned back a glaive-blade was chopping down 
upon him. Again Axehammeran turned sideways and took the brunt of 
the attack against his back, this time however, his armor finally cracked 
where the glaive chopped a second time and Axehammeran felt the cold 
steel cut into his warm flesh. 
The goliath suddenly screamed a resounding battlecry and slashed 
sideways at Ridinour. The greatsword slammed sidelong across 
Ridinour's stomach, splintering much of the many small metal rings 
that make up his chainmail. The blow knocked the wind out of him and 
forced bloody spittle to spew out of his mouth, and once again he went 
tumbling back into Aquillonia. 
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Axehammeran felt the effects of the multitude of wounds inflicted by 
his womanly adversary. The blood was draining profusely from all these 
multitudes of wounds, and Axehammeran felt the immediate need to 
drink a pain tonic. He reached out, latched onto the haft of the glaive 
with a free hand and then reached down with his other hand and 
grabbed a tonic from his belt and pinched it with two fingers, he raised 
it to his lips and bit the cork, then clenched the bottle between his teeth 
and tilted it upwards with his lips. A grin spread around the bottle as 
the contents drained into Axehammeran's mouth, and he let go of the 
haft of the glaive just as the woman attempted to pull it free and she lost 
her balance. Axehammeran quickly reached to his side and grabbed his 
throwing hammer, he lunged forward and swung the hammer towards 
the woman’s head, smashing against her temple, he brought his other 
axe along the same path and it slashed into her cheek, severing her jaw 
muscles, and leaving her bottom jaw flapping open in a gory mess. 
Axehammeran holstered his throwing hammer, then bent down and 
yanked his other axe out of the side of the woman's rib. He grabbed the 
empty bottle of pain tonic from his mouth and smashed it against the 
ground, and stepped casually toward the battle continuing on the other 
portion of the room. 
Aquillonia saw her friend come tumbling towards her and she grabbed 
Ridinour as he bumped into her. She pushed forward, forcing Ridinour 
back against the goliath. She turned back to the bleeding Foxgar, still 
clutching the wound at his gut. Ridinour swung his sword forward as 
Aquillonia shoved him back into the fray, screaming in the gods names, 
his scimitar flashed through the air in a silvery blur, and its curved tip 
stopped in the shoulder of the goliath, breaking through his pauldron 
and halting against the collarbone. Ridinour slid his blade down, 
bringing the goliath down to one knee. Ridinour suddenly wiped the 
blood of the goliath off his scimitar with his hand and wiped it across 
his face, blessing himself in the name of the war gods in his elvish 
tongue. He felt his spirituality surge through him, emboldened by the 
blood of this brute of an enemy. All his disdain for his shitty occupation 
as a lowly Guildmember was culminating to its pinnacle in this shining 
moment. 
And just as Ridinour was reaching his maximum level of spiritual 
aptitude, the goliath stood up, swung his wounded arm up over his 
head and slammed his fist down atop Ridinour's dome, forcing him 
down to his knees. The goliath then took a step back and felt something 
small bump into his back. The goliath turned to see Axehammeran 
standing behind him. 
Axehammeran immediately swung his axe and it drove violently into 
the goliath's belly, spewing blood out and revealing a small portion of 
intestinal piping. The goliath clutched at his belly with a squeal. 
Ridinour got up, blurted out a few quick words to the gods of war, and 
swung his scimitar at the two swirling goliaths standing before him. His 
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scimitar sung through the air with a deadly voice, but ended with a 
whoosh as it whiffed past the goliath's body and clanged against the 
hard floor. 
The goliath stepped to the side as he heard the soft sound of Ridinour's 
scimitar swing past his ear and then the following clang. He hoisted his 
greatsword up with the last remaining strength he had left and swung it 
in a sweeping motion. His sword scraped along the ground loudly, 
sending out sparks in its wake. Axehammeran deftly hopped up, letting 
the blade pass under his feet. Ridinour was just about to do the same 
but the goliath leaned back, pulling his greatsword up higher, clipping 
Ridinour in the shins as he hopped up into the air. Ridinour's balance 
was thrown forward and he flipped in the air and landed roughly upon 
the stone floor with a loud, scraping thud. 
In retaliation, Axehammeran dropped his axe and reached for a 
discarded mace lying nearby, he bolted forward and Axehammeran 
swung the mace high and it slammed hard against the back of the 
goliath's broad head. The goliath teetered forward, dropping his 
greatsword which clattered upon the ground, and then he dropped to 
his knees. Axehammeran cocked his arm behind his head and slashed 
his axe with all his might, slicing into the back of the goliath's neck, and 
the broad neck flayed open, oozing blood down his wide back. 
Axehammeran reached back and slashed at the neck again, slicing all 
the way through the remaining neck-flesh. The goliath's head tumbled 
to the side and hit hard against the ground landing with a sickening 
splat, breaking open in a bloody spectacle. The body toppled backwards 
and slumped heavily upon the floor, spilling blood out in excess from 
the open neck.    
“Axehammeran! Throw me a potion.” shouted Ridinour as he raised 
himself off the ground. 
“Don't worry, I'll give you one.” responded Axehammeran, readying 
himself to fight the remaining officers fighting Foostus and Dartanion. 
He instead turned his attention across the room, where he scarcely 
glimpsed Ortaddon and the Guildmaster locked in a deathmatch farther 
within the adjoining hallway. 
Axehammeran felt something pull on his rucksack and he looked down 
to see Ridinour rifling through the side pockets. 
“Axehammeran we are not going down this hallway until you give me a 
potion!” declared Ridinour. 
“Don't worry, I-will-give-you-a-potion.” said Axehammeran, spelling out 
his words. 
“Give me a potion!” shouted Ridinour as he pulled himself up and began 
pulling the contents of Axehammeran's rucksack out, “Ah! Fuck you!” he 
shouted as he clutched his own bruised stomach comfortingly. 
“Get out of my pouch!” shouted Axehammeran as he pulled his body 
away from Ridinour's meandering hands. 
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“I busted you out of jail motherfucker!” grumbled Ridinour as he 
reached for Axehammeran  once more. 
“I was trying to give you one!” remarked Axehammeran, as he quickly 
reached into his rucksack, pulled a larger bottle of tonic out and handed 
it to Ridinour.  
Axehammeran turned and marched off down the hallway. Ridinour 
downed half of the bottle of tonic, he stifled a gag, wiped his face of any 
residual tonic, corked the bottle, and quickly rushed after 
Axehammeran. 
No! Ortaddon! Hold on! said Axehammeran's Mind as he heard the 
sounds of battle escalating down the hallway. They both passed through 
the hallway into another room and saw Ortaddon swinging his flails at 
the Guildmaster, who in turn was ducking and slashing with his axes. 
Axehammeran rushed in and leaped at the Guildmaster. 
Axehammeran's axe cut through the air and slammed into the back of 
the Guildmaster's neck, although he was fortunate for his heavy steel 
armor absorbed most of the impact, only the bottom tip of 
Axehammeran's axe was able to puncture through. 
Ridinour grabbed the hilt of his sword in his two hands and began 
praying to some god of war that would grant him fortune. A bright light 
began to emanate off of his head like some majestic halo. He stepped 
closer to the fighting and turned his sword upside down and thrust it 
against the floor as he called out for victory. Suddenly a bright white 
light flooded the interior, pausing everyone as a wave of holy energy 
rushed throughout the room. 
The Guildmaster had to hold his hand to his eyes to block the immense 
brightness. Axehammeran and Ortaddon had to close their eyes into 
little slits to cope with the escalating light. 
The Guildmaster swung his axe with an outward sweep of his arm, but 
his eyes were blinded by holy light, and thus he missed all three of his 
opponents.   
The Guildmaster rubbed his eyes furiously with his thumb and 
forefinger and he took a couple steps back. His vision restored enough 
to see his blurry adversaries shaking off the effects of the light. The 
Guildmaster swept his other axe in animosity. 
Ridinour opened his eyes after praying to see the Guildmaster's axe 
swinging at him. He attempted to raise his shield but the axe came 
slashing across his belly, slashing at him through his already battered 
chainmail. Axehammeran reeled back as the Guildmaster's other axe cut 
across his chest, scraping through armor and cutting across his nipple. 
The Guildmaster stepped back and prepared himself for another round. 
Axehammeran looked at his flayed chest, inspecting his wounded 
nipple. He patted the dangling flap of skin back against his chest and 
breathed in deeply and exhaled with a loud whooing sound. 
Axehammeran shook it off and stepped forward. He walked straight up 
to the Guildmaster, looked him in the eye, pointed to his own eyes and 
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pointed back to the Guildmaster, Axehammeran lifted his beard to the 
Guildmaster in some sort of display of dominance. Suddenly, to the 
Guildmaster's surprise, Ortaddon took the opportunity to slip behind 
the Guildmaster's notice. He went to strike but the Guildmaster spun 
around and put his axes up in defense, barely blocking against the half-
orc's brutal flails. Axehammeran took the moment to spring into action. 
He leaped forward, slamming his axe into the Guildmaster's back. The 
axe chopped through the armor and sprayed blood out of the ensuing 
wound. At the same time Axehammeran reached up with his other hand 
and slammed down his other axe into the Guildmaster's back again, 
nearly in the same spot, to the same effect. 
The Guildmaster roared in anguish, but before he could whip around 
and retaliate against Axehammeran, Ridinour rushed forward, 
screaming loudly in bloodlust. Ridinour put his shield in front to 
attempt to knock the Guildmaster off his feet, but Ridinour only stopped 
in his tracks against the Guildmaster's resilient attempt to brace for the 
impact. 
The Guildmaster swung an axe behind himself, back around his side, 
and his axe clipped Axehammeran in the hip. Axehammeran reached for 
his hip in reaction. The Guildmaster leaned heavily into Ortaddon, 
slamming his broad shoulder into the half-orc's chest, sending him 
staggering backwards into the wall. The Guildmaster took a step to the 
side, back out of harm’s way after clearing some room to prepare for 
another attack. 
Axehammeran's limitless supply of adrenaline came coursing back 
through his bloodstream and took its toll on his sanity. He began loudly 
ranting at the Guildmaster about how much he was going to enjoy 
hacking him to pieces. 
Then Axehammeran lashed out with one of his axes, but the 
Guildmaster casually blocked the attack. Axehammeran surged forward 
with another overhand chop of his axe. 
The Guildmaster reached his axe up just in time to deflect the blow, but 
the force of Axehammeran's swing brought his axe down far enough to 
graze along the Guildmaster's forehead and brow. The cut issued a 
stream of warm blood that ran down the side of the Guildmaster's face, 
though he seemed not to notice much. 
Ridinour ran his fingers along his blade, beseeching the gods in his 
elvan tongue to give him strength, he ran at the Guildmaster and swung 
with heightened fervor. The Guildmaster looked over and saw him 
coming, pushed one axe against Axehammeran and then parried with 
the other, blocking Ridinour's valiant attempt to cut him down. 
Ridinour whipped his arm back as fast as he could and lashed his 
scimitar out once more, the agitation of the battle clearly expressed in 
his swordplay. This time however his blade landed. It knocked against 
the axeblade, deflecting it downwards, then continued on to slash 
against the Guildmaster's stocky dwarf arm. 
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In heated retaliation the Guildmaster lurched back and brought down 
both of his axes against his two opponents. Ridinour blocked with his 
shield and Axehammeran skillfully parried the blow with his own axe. 
The Guildmaster kicked Axehammeran with his heavy boot, turned and 
sprinted to the other end of the room. The Guildmaster ran into a 
narrow hallway and disappeared into the shadows. 
Axehammeran turned to Ridinour instead of immediately giving chase, 
“It's been a long journey, time to end it.” he said coldly. 
The two of them readied themselves and then pulled Ortaddon off the 
floor. 
“I'm alright.” said Ortaddon, leaning himself against the wall. 
Axehammeran nodded and then continued on, following the 
Guildmaster's escape. Ridinour soon followed after checking over 
Ortaddon. 
At the end of the hallway there was a short stairwell lit by a dim lantern. 
Axehammeran slowly climbed the steps and noticed that they led to an 
open balcony overlooking the mountains and the whole of the Guildhall. 
The moon stood watch within the darkness of the night sky. Soft 
snowflakes drifted down and rested against the floor of the balcony, 
leaving a thick blanket of white draped over the ground. Axehammeran 
could see the dim silhouette of a short stocky figure standing on the 
other end of the balcony. He roared and charged forward, crossing the 
large balcony in only three bounds. 
The Guildmaster was just beginning to face his attacker when 
Axehammeran's axeblade chopped through his heavy armor and skunk 
itself into his back. 
“UUAAGH!” groaned the Guildmaster as he instead started to pull 
himself over the edge of the balcony. 
Axehammeran felt something press against his shoulder and he felt a 
body lean over his head. Ortaddon reached over Axehammeran and 
latched onto the Guildmaster and pulled him back. 
“Axehammeran! Let's do it!” shouted Ridinour from behind. 
“Yeah! I just fucked him up!” responded Axehammeran as he poked his 
head out from under Ortaddon.   
Ridinour lunged forward, running towards the fray. The snow crunched 
loudly under his boots. He stopped on the side of Ortaddon and 
Axehammeran and lashed his sword across the head of the Guildmaster, 
but the Guildmaster ducked his head just before the blade could land. 
Ridinour's scimitar slashed through the air and scraped against the 
railings of the balcony, sending sparks spraying over the side. 
Ridinour cursed and shouted at the gods. 
The Guildmaster slipped his arms within Ortaddon's grasping hands 
and thrust them upwards, breaking Ortaddon's hold. The Guildmaster 
then lashed out with his axe sideways at Axehammeran, and it slashed 
across his belly. 
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The Guildmaster's other axe bashed against Ridinour's armored 
shoulder, sparks splayed outwards and flew into the face of the 
Guildmaster, as if of their own accord. The Guildmaster whipped his 
head to the side as the sparks singed against his cheek and forehead.    
“YOU GUYS AREN'T GOING TO TAKE THE GUILD FROM ME!” roared the 
Guildmaster, as he slashed at Ridinour and Axehammeran.  
Ortaddon stepped to the side and reached out to the Guildmaster, 
grabbing onto one of his arms. Ridinour pressed forward with his 
shield, pinning the Guildmaster against the railings. 
In rebuttal to the Guildmaster’s declaration, Axehammeran bopped the 
Guildmaster in the nose with the butt of his axehandle. Blood rushed 
profusely out of the broken nose. The Guildmaster’s eyes rolled back, 
and his head teetered limply to the side.  Ridinour stabbed under his 
shield with his scimitar, piercing into the metal codpiece protecting the 
Guildmaster's groin. 
The Guildmaster slumped to his knees as Ortaddon released his arm. 
Axehammeran looked down at the Guildmaster's face, cocked his arm 
back, and unleashed his fury into his swing. The Guildmaster's head 
severed from body and flew off the side of the balcony, plummeting 
down into the shadows below. Axehammeran reached his hand out and 
grabbed hold of the shoulder,  supporting the decapitated body's 
weight. He then hacked down with his axe, straight into the open stump 
of the neck. 
Blood splattered in all directions as Axehammeran continued to hack 
into the neck, huffing hysterically as he did so. Once he was satisfied, he 
let go and turned to face his two allies. He heard the body thump 
against the snow behind him. He was soaked to the bone in the blood of 
the Guildmaster, “Yes-” he huffed victoriously. 
“I'm so glad I got out of that battle alive.” replied Ridinour as he 
dropped to his ass upon the snow. 
Just then they heard several heavy footsteps clambering up the 
stairwell. Foostus appeared first, blood splattered everywhere upon his 
face, his armor, and his weapon. Blood seemed to be leaking out of a 
wound at his stomach. He stopped immediately and stared in awe at the 
blood-drenched Axehammeran standing before him. 
Axehammeran only gave him a quick nod, then headed back downstairs, 
past all his wounded and tired allies, past all the carnage of the 
Guildmaster's machinations, and stopped next to Aquillonia who was 
looking over the grounded Foxgar. Axehammeran bent down and lent 
his hands to help save the man who brought him to this unfortunate 
place. 
 

*************************************** 
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 In the aftermath of the execution of the corrupt Lake Tallheaux Fighters 
Guild Guildmaster and his many officers participating in his foul 
corruption, much of the Guildmembers were left in a state of disarray. It 
took much arguing and finesse to get the remainder of the 
Guildmembers that were locked out of the final battle from breaking 
into a mob and attacking the escaped prisoners. But because Foxgar 
was the last remaining officer within the Guildhall, he declared himself 
the new Guildmaster by law and ordered everyone to stand down or be 
expelled from the Guild. Most all of the Members desisted at once, 
mainly because of the fact that all the weapons had been locked up 
within the armory, and the group standing before them were armed to 
the teeth and covered in the blood of their former superiors. In any 
case, others kept up their rant and Foxgar expelled them for disobeying 
orders. They left in spiteful rage, but departed peacefully enough. 
Even with his nearly fatal wound, Foxgar managed to appoint several of 
the more senior Guildmembers as his new personal Officers and went 
to work establishing his position and cleaning up the mess of his 
predecessor. He ordered men to clear out all of the bodies and others to 
dig graves for them all, including the Guildmaster. Respects were given 
and the graves were filled. 
Foxgar also had spaces cleared for Axehammeran, Ortaddon, Ridinour, 
and Foostus and his gang, with full day's coverage of medics and 
nourishment. Aquillonia stayed by Foxgar's side day and night, making 
sure he didn't overexert himself.  For several days the Guildhall was a 
furious hustle of those performing the multitude of various tasks 
appointed by Foxgar. 
 

*************************************** 
 
It was several days before any of our heroes had recovered from their 
wounds and got the strength to go back to their lives. Ridinour got a 
visit from Guildmaster Foxgar on the fourth day. The dwarf came 
hobbling in with a cane grasped tightly in his hands, winching 
noticeably with every step as pains shot through his body underneath 
the multiple layers of bandages wrapped around his torso. He had a 
new air of dignity and authority about him, even though he wielded a 
walking cane, and the bandages showing from behind his open button-
up tunic signified that he was weak. Aquillonia followed behind him 
diligently. 
Foxgar excused the medic sitting in the chair next to Ridinour's bed. The 
medic scurried out of the room and closed the door behind her. Foxgar 
slowly seated himself with help from Aquillonia. Ridinour stuffed his 
mouth with the last of his fresh baked scone and drained his cup of tea 
and turned to Foxgar. 
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Foxgar asked him how he was feeling to which Ridinour replied 
whimsically that he was totally fine. Foxgar nodded his head in approval 
and then asked Ridinour a serious question. 
“I am having a hard time settling on who I should appoint the new 
Guard Captain. You,” he said as he pointed to Ridinour, then he turned 
back, “Or Aquillonia.”  
A look of surprise moved across the dragonwoman's face as she looked 
from Foxgar, then to Ridinour. 
Ridinour gave him a hard look, “I'm not accepting Guard Captain, I'm 
accepting Guildmaster.” 
“What?!” questioned Foxgar with a laugh, “Well then I guess I'm going to 
give the position to Aquillonia.” he said in warning, “Since you don't 
want it.” 
Aquillonia's stood quiet but a look of happiness grew across her scaly 
face. Ridinour looked into the Guildmaster's eyes and shook his head. 
Ridinour could sense a feeling of disappointment from Foxgar, but 
Foxgar only sighed and then looked to Aquillonia. Foxgar tipped his 
head to her, notioning that it was her duty now. Aquillonia jumped in 
glee and rushed for Foxgar to embrace him, but he quickly held his hand 
up to stop her. She shied away apologetically and then thanked him as 
she resumed her dutiful possession. Foxgar held his hand out for her to 
help him up and she did so with much attention. Foxgar looked back to 
Ridinour, nodded his head, reached for the door, and then left the room.  
Just as Aquillonia was about to follow, Ridinour reach his hand out and 
placed it against her arm. She paused and looked down to him. 
“Aquillonia,” Ridinour said quietly, and then looked into her eyes, “You 
were a good lay. But I gotta cut ties with you. I gotta go back and join up 
with La'goach.” 
A single tear slipped down Aquillonia's face and she quickly hurried out 
the room after Foxgar. Ridinour smiled as he remembered all the good 
times he had in the Tombs on guard duty with Aquillonia. 
 

*************************************** 

 
Axehammeran was in the room he shared with Ortaddon, and they 
were both talking fervently about battles past as they passed a flask of 
liquor to each other while eating their breakfast. They both quieted as 
they heard their door open and Aquillonia stepped in, leading the new 
Guildmaster, Foxgar, who was leaning heavily upon his cane. 
They both greeted him and offered him a seat at their table, inviting him 
to dine. He respectfully declined, and then he inquired about their 
recoveries. 
The two fighters looked at each other, looked themselves up and down, 
and then told Foxgar that they were ready for another round, then they 
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both laughed loudly, sending small bits of chewed food spitting from 
their mouths as a result of their cackling laughs. 
Foxgar commended their bravery and then went on to say, “...for your 
acts of valor in reshaping the Fighter's Guild, I grant you guys-” he said 
as he motioned to Aquillonia, who stepped forward with two bundles 
that were tucked under her arm. Axehammeran and Ortaddon reached 
up and received their gifts earnestly. They cut the strings around the 
bundles with their steaknives and unwrapped the gifts from their thin 
cloth wrappings. Axehammeran held up what looked like an animal 
pelt, but when he unraveled it he could see that it was in fact several 
thick animal pelts cut into multitudes of squares and intricately 
fashioned together into body armor, as a replacement to his cracked 
and battered suit of armor. Ortaddon received an almost exact suit as 
well, and he turned to Foxgar and inquired what kind of pelts the armor 
was tailored from. 
 Foxgar smiled and told him that they were crafted from all the bodies 
of the mountain trolls killed upon the mountain, which he spotted on 
his way up the mountain. He went on to say that the armor was an idea 
of his own devise. 
Axehammeran hastily thanked Foxgar and then turned to his plate and 
began eating again. A sudden scraping sound resounded as Ortaddon 
stood up from his chair, and put his fist across his chest and nodded in 
gratitude to Foxgar.  Foxgar nodded back in approval. 
“I'll try and set this fuckin' Guild straight, and since Ridinour has 
decided not to accept the Guard Captain position, his fate is in your 
hands.” Foxgar said as he pointed to Axehammeran. Axehammeran 
nodded his head and promised he would watch over him, turn him into 
a true warrior. Foxgar thanked them both once more and then turned 
and hobbled out of the  room, followed by Aquillonia. 
 

*************************************** 
 

A couple days later Axehammeran and Ridinour stood outside the front 
of the Guildhall surrounded by allies and new friends. They had both 
gained enough of their strength back to prepare for their long and 
arduous journey back home. Ridinour hugged, and shook hands of 
those he thought he would miss, especially Aquillonia, who could not 
hold back her few tears.  Ridinour stopped as he stood face to face with 
Ortaddon. 
“Ortaddon,” he said as the half-orc eyed him, “How about you give me 
that new armor for busting you out of jail.” 
“What?!” Ortaddon snapped as he shook his head, “I also helped kill the 
Guildmaster, so I'm keeping it.” and then he chuckled and held his hand 
out to Ridinour, to which Ridinour grudgingly accepted, thinking to 
himself, Fuck you Ortaddon, I'm out! 
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“You got anything second-hand that you can give me?” Ridinour asked 
during their handshake. 
“No.” replied Ortaddon coldly, turning his attention away from Ridinour. 
Axehammeran stepped up to Ortaddon next and pounded his fist 
against his half-orc companion’s knuckles and then they started 
commenting to one another about how badass they looked in their new 
armor. 
Foxgar walked up to Ridinour and embraced him. He stepped back, but 
left one hand on Ridinour's shoulder. 
“Since this is your last day here-” said Foxgar as he reached a hand into 
his coat pocket and pulled out a small leather bag and handed it to 
Ridinour, “-so this is the last pay you have with the Fighters Guild.” 
“Fuck the Fighters Guild, I'm out!” remarked Ridinour as he snatched 
the bag, then he turned away and began walking off down the road, 
leaving Foxgar standing there shaking his head disapprovingly. 
Axehammeran gave his farewell to Ortaddon, locking forearms together. 
Axehammeran stepped to the side, shook hands with Foxgar, who 
thanked him once more, and then Axehammeran said his goodbyes to 
Foostus, Seregris, One Deep and Dartanion, took a swig of wine and 
then turned and began walking in the footsteps of Ridinour. 
A chorus of goodbyes emanated from the crowd standing before the 
Guildhall. Axehammeran turned and waved to them, then he turned 
back and continued on. 
He caught up with Ridinour a little ways down the road. He handed him 
his wineskin and Ridinour took a long-drawn swig from the container. 
He thanked Axehammeran as he handed it back, and then they both 
started walking again, beginning their long trek back to the great city of 
Mission... 



 
 

  



 
 

 

 

THE EPILOGUE 
The closing chapter to our story. 

 

 





 
 

 

 

 

The period in between all of us splitting up and then reuniting back in 

Mission was a sum over a month. Muzgash was second back in town, he 

was gone for thirteen days, Ralgar came back first apparently, he was gone 

for a little over a week, nine days. It took Axehammeran and Ridinour about 

another week after that to travel back from Lake Tallheaux, totaling 

Axehammeran‟s voyage to just around twenty-four days. I returned last 

with the Grizzly Snatch and the crew. For a whole thirty-five days I was 

gone on my “vacation”.  

Seeing as how my brothers-in-arms live upon the ship like I do, they were 

eager to see the Snatch back at port. They had been staying in a dusty tavern 

in the center of the Port District, set up for them by Fiddenmar at an 

extremely discounted price, which the owner was happy to oblige for the 

Heroes of the City.  

 

*************************************** 

 

Muzgash went straight to Fiddenmar‟s establishment upon his return after 

he headed to the dock and saw that the ship was gone and her crew with it. 

The local workers at the dock recognized Muzgash and told him that I had 

left with the ship a couple weeks prior and had not returned. Fiddenmar had 

informed Muzgash that I had come beseeching her for a job but she had 

turned me down on account of not having any work available, and she 

hadn‟t seen me since. Muzgash asked her if he could sleep at her 

establishment but she told him that it was a business, not an inn. She told 

him that she would find him accommodations elsewhere and send word to 

him. Muzgash left her establishment and headed over to the Lusty Seahag. 

After a few hours Krum and Gualichu wandered in and joined him after 

hearing word from Kolag that Muzgash had returned. Muzgash spent the 

next eleven days hanging out with them and Ralgar and his company, 

around town, mostly at the Lusty Seahag, and once at the Slaughtered 

Lamb. 

 

*************************************** 
 

Ralgar returned first to town, passing through the northern Golden Gates 

with an air of triumph, shouting at people on the road to clear a path for the 

Hero of Mission. Some of the citizens shouted at Ralgar excitedly, seeing 



 
 

him trotting down the road on his newly acquired warhorse, others gave 

disgruntled murmurs as they hastily moved out of his way.  

Ralgar headed towards the Port District and dismounted his horse at the 

Lusty Seahag and tied him off at their hitching post. Ralgar told Little 

Jimmie to watch the horse and then he entered the tavern, expecting to see 

one of us within. He looked around and realized that he did not see anyone 

he recognized so he headed outside. He peered across the harbor to where 

the Grizzly Snatch usually was docked and saw that she was gone. Ralgar 

began ranting in the streets about how his crew left him behind and went 

adventuring without him. He hoisted Little Jimmy onto his warhorse, untied 

the reins and hopped on the horse and headed for the Market District to visit 

Fiddenmar. He was, however, ornery about the fact that no one else had 

returned from wherever they had gone. Fiddenmar suggested he stay at an 

inn for the time being, and before she could give her recommendation 

Ralgar had already departed. He went searching and found an upscale inn 

on the far edge of the Market District. He and Little Jimmy, and the horse, 

wasted time around Mission for a few days before Muzgash returned to 

town. Ralgar got a message from Fiddenmar that Muzgash was back in 

town and he rushed to her establishment.  

On the way he ran into Muzgash, Krum, and Gualichu traveling on the road. 

They welcomed Ralgar back to town and told him that they were heading to 

the Lusty Seahag for drinks. Ralgar asked Muzgash where the ship was but 

Muzgash only shrugged his shoulders and continued walking. Ralgar turned 

and followed them to the Lusty Seahag and had drinks with them, he was 

told about the discounted lodging and aptly switched accommodations. 

They spent their times like this for several days; drinking, running 

Fiddenmar‟s errands for cash, and drinking some more together until 

Axehammeran and Ridinour returned to town.  

 
*************************************** 

 

The first thing that Ridinour did when he got to Mission was visit one of the 

many whorehouses in the Port District. Axehammeran on the other hand 

returned to the Seahag and ordered a few drinks up front. After his second 

ale, Axehammeran heard a familiar banter as Muzgash, Ralgar, Krum, and 

Gualichu entered the tavern. They walked right past their dwarf companion 

and headed to the bar. Axehammeran casually stood up, tapped Krum on 

the back and then grunted a low insult. Krum whipped around in anger but 

then shouted in excitement as he recognized Axehammeran‟s missing-tooth 

smile. The four of them turned and patted Axehammeran on the back and 

exchanged the forearm embrace. They drank till they were drunk and once 



 
 

the middle of the night crept upon them Ridinour skulked in, bow-legged 

and smiling like a man who won the lottery. He hobbled over to their table, 

cupping his balls in his hands as he slowly sat himself down. He 

commended the ability of the whores in this town and ordered a drink. They 

all drank and shared their recent stories with one another, and they asked 

each other where Da‟loach was, and were he took the Grizzly Snatch.  

 
*************************************** 

 

It was a few days later that I finally returned. It was a cloudless, warm 

evening as usual in Mission and it is an obvious sight when the Grizzly 

Snatch pulls into port. I wasn‟t surprised to see my brothers-in-arms waiting 

on the docks, hollering like mad goons and carrying drinks in their hands. 

Once the ship pulled into bay and tied up at our station the ramp was 

lowered onto the dock. Muzgash, Axehammeran, Ralgar, Krum, and 

Gualichu all poured on deck, and Myself and the River Rats all exchanged 

welcomous returns and greetings. I recognized a familiar elvan face, 

Ridinour, and an unfamiliar lizard-like face, Little Jimmy, following quietly 

behind Ralgar.  

“It‟s been a while.” said Axehammeran as he gave me the brother‟s 

embrace.  

“It‟s been a while.” I repeated. 

“Group hug.” shouted Axehammeran and all of us, all fourteen of us, rushed 

in and reached our hands around one another, all shouting “OOOOHHHH!” 

happily as we did so. 

“I just made hella gold! Let‟s go to the bar!” shouted Ridinour, waving his 

severance pension in the air. 

“You know those fuckin‟ kopru-” I started. 

“No.” blurted Muzgash. 

“I fuckin‟ killed „em all man.” I said proudly. 

“I killed a lot of people.” declared Ralgar, “Over some shit.” and then he 

chuckled. 

“Yeah I killed a lot of elves.” I said. 

“There was a lot of death.” said Axehammeran. 

“We killed a few people, but they were hella strong.” announced Ridinour. 

We turned off the boat and headed down the docks towards the Lusty 

Seahag, gossiping like a group of maidens. 

“You hear of the town of Rhonosha?” asked Ralgar. When none of us 

responded he continued, “We got to go fuck that shit up.” he said, then 

laughed manically.  



 
 

“So what happens from here on now?” I asked to the group, Ralgar started 

to say something, but I cut him off, “Well, obviously we have to party.”  

“Exactly-” started Ridinour, but Axehammeran spoke out too. 

“Yeah we have to go to an inn, we have to go to the tavern.” he blurted out. 

“I'm buying the first round.” continued Ridinour. 

“I wanted to burn some buildings down. Who wants to walk to the 

Parklands of Rhonersa and burn some buildings down?” asked Ralgar. 

“No, we‟re going to a tavern.” stated Ridinour. 

Ralgar looked sad and hung his head. It only took us another minute or so to 

reach the Lusty Seahag. Ridinour stepped in front of us.  

“Alright then, I'm buying the first round.” he said nobly and then walked in 

ahead of us. 

We all followed right behind him. 

“I‟m gonna go gamble, I bought some gambling cheats I want to try out.” 

stated Ralgar optimistically. 

“You don‟t want to get into that shit man, my uncle was into that shit.” 

responded Axehammeran to Ralgar, but Ralgar ignored him and pulled out 

a loaded set of dice and smiled inwardly.  

A lot of sailors were lingering in the bar at this time of day and they looked 

up at us curiously when we all piled into the tavern. One of the workers 

turned Little Jimmie away, stating that he was too young. 

“What?!” snapped Ralgar, turning to the young kobold, “He‟s twenty… 

eight… hundred years old.” 

“What? No way. He‟s like thirteen.” said the worker, shaking his head at 

the devious dragonborn. 

Ralgar shook his head in complaint, “We‟re dragons, we‟re dragons. You 

don‟t know that, he‟s twenty-seven hundred years old. We‟re dragons, so 

we age slowly.” 

The worker only crossed his arms and shook his head.  

I walked up to the bar with Ridinour, who was already ordering a round of 

beers for everyone, and then I told the bartender I wanted another round for 

everyone. 

Ralgar turned around and headed outside with Little Jimmie. 

The bartender called to the worker who shut down Ralgar and asked him to 

help pour drinks. The man scurried over and began hastily pouring our ales 

into our mugs.  

I turned and shouted for Shield. I saw him emerge from the crowd of 

crewmembers now swarming the bar, he had two beer mugs in his hands.  

“Shield, go find Fiddenmar, invite her to the party. We‟re back.” I told him. 

“What?!” he said plaintively, holding up his two ales. 



 
 

Axehammeran reached for one of the mugs, “Gimme that. Just fuckin‟ go.” 

but Shield turned away, tightly clutching his beers.  

“Captain‟s orders, go Shield.” I commanded, waving my hands for him to 

depart. 

Shield looked at the mugs apathetically and then moved to set them down 

on a nearby table. 

“Shield wait!” I snapped, watching as Shield‟s eyes looked up at me, “Chug 

those two beers.”  

A big grin spread across his face and he shouted, “HA-HA!” and then 

turned both mugs upside down simultaneously, pouring the contents into his 

mouth and all over his beard and chest.  

“Hell yes!” Axehammeran shouted, as he pointed a chubby finger in 

Shield‟s direction.  

“Wait- wait- Shield, take a road beer.” I said, handing him the mug that was 

just placed in my hand. 

Shield took the mug eagerly and then marched out of the tavern. Ralgar 

walked back in just as Shield was leaving and then he acquisitioned his two 

ales. We eventually got all the rounds handed out and then a circle of cheers 

and hurrahs went around the tavern. Even some of the patrons began to 

mingle with our crowd. Muzgash pulled out a pipe and some rare herbs and 

began packing it into the large bowl of the pipe. 

“I got some,” stated Axehammeran as he slapped a satchel of his rare herbs 

onto the table, “And some magic mushrooms.” he said, dangling a small 

animal skin baggie in his chubby fingers. The whole group shouted in 

excited uproar and began asking Axehammeran for pieces. Axehammeran 

was left bemused for he gave out too much in eager charity, leaving just the 

crumbs for himself. So he slammed his ale and went to order another. When 

he returned to his seat I looked around at Muzgash, Ridinour, 

Axehammeran, and Ralgar. 

“Hey guys,” I said, leaning in, “I got to talk with you about something. 

Secret plan.” 

“Secret plan?” asked Ralgar. 

“We‟re going to get everyone in this bar drunk.” I said, peering about at the 

patrons gathering around in the tavern.  

“And start a barfight.” said Ralgar immediately.  

“Nah- well we could, that would be… nice-” I started. 

“Epic.” said Axehammeran as I paused in my sentence. 

“That‟s what I was thinking.” Ralgar replied. 

“Well we could recruit people, to our various armies.” I proposed. 

We all at once began speaking about the idea over each other. 



 
 

“Wouldn‟t that be-” began Ridinour. 

“He need‟s people for his dojo-” I said, pointing at Muzgash. 

“Come with us or die.” blurted Axehammeran. 

“He need‟s people for the Fighters Guild-” I continued, pointing at 

Axehammeran. 

Ridinour was murmuring to himself. 

“I need people for the Town of Petals.” stated Ralgar, pointing to himself. 

“He need‟s people to train the Town of Petals people.” I said, pointing at 

Ralgar. 

“Can we do that?” asked Ralgar, looking around the table, “I want to do 

that.”  

“But we have to get everyone drunk first.” I said in a hushed voice. 

“Alright that‟s true.” Ralgar replied, nodding his head, “Get „em all 

wasted.” 

“Alright, Fiddenmar is going to bring some money too.” I surmised.  

“Alright, he‟s got the first two rounds,” pronounced Ridinour, pointing at 

me, “And I got the next two rounds.” then pointed at himself. 

Ralgar stood up from the table and then walked out of the tavern to check 

on Little Jimmie. Outside the little kobold was standing next to a nearby 

food kart, munching on a kabob. He noticed Ralgar and walked up to him. 

“Uh, you guys done in there.” he asked quietly. 

“No. It is going to be a while.” said Ralgar with a slight laugh. 

“So what should I do?” asked Little Jimmie. 

“Go to the ship.” said Ralgar coldly. 

Little Jimmie shot Ralgar a cold reptilian look. 

“When you‟re older you‟ll understand.” Ralgar stated. 

“Fuck you, god damn it.” snapped Little Jimmie, kicking the dirt as he 

turned to leave. 

“Hate me all you want. Get to the fuckin‟ ship.” Ralgar demanded.  

“God damn it, I shoulda stayed in the Town of Petals.” grumbled Little 

Jimmie as he trudged down the path to the docks.  

Ralgar turned back inside and the partying was continuing heavily. Myself 

and my friends were scheming at our table, and soon after Fiddenmar 

appeared in the doorway, followed by Kolag and Shield. 

“Ooooh, what are we drinking for?” she asked as she moved to our table.  

“We‟re drinking for that ass.” shouted Ridinour as he leaned back and took 

a glance at her small buttocks, and then he raised a glass to the grimacing 

Kolag. 

“Uh-oh.” whispered Axehammeran. 

“It‟s a celebration of uniting the crew.” Muzgash stated, raising his glass. 



 
 

I just laughed. Fiddenmar ignored Ridinour‟s drunken glances and then 

walked over to the bar, followed by Kolag, who helped her onto the barstool 

that was almost too big for her halfling height.  

“Me- me- me and Da‟loach are going to take that girl back to the captain‟s 

quarters.” said Ridinour, nudging my arm.  

Fiddenmar slapped a couple gold coins onto the bar and ordered her and 

Kolag a drink. 

 “Da‟loach is going to walk up and-” started Ridinour, but I interrupted him. 

“No.” I said. 

“No?” he asked. 

I shook my head. 

“Daaaammmmnn iiitttt.” Ridinour slurred.  

I turned back to Axehammeran, Ralgar, and Muzgash, “Does anyone want 

to get into a barfight?” I said, feeling the effects of my ales. 

“Hold on, hold on, I‟m going to go get Little Jimmie.” Ralgar announced 

and then stood up from his chair. We all gave him sideways glances but let 

him go.  

“I came up with a good idea for a barfight.” I said eagerly. 

“I‟ll bring him back.” shouted Ralgar, and then swiftly departed. 

“Man, why did he leave the bar?” I asked to my friends, but they just 

shrugged their shoulders. 

“Well I was going to say, the way we should start a barfight,” I began, 

“Want me to tell you guys how I would start a barfight?” I asked slyly.  

“Yeah you got to consult us first before you do this.” stated Ridinour, and 

Muzgash and Axehammeran nodded in agreement. 

I nodded, “I was going to offer everyone in this whole bar- once they are 

sloppy drunk, an amount of gold to trump a fight against us.” 

“I like Da‟loach‟s idea.” said Muzgash, and then he pulled his coinbag out 

and plopped it onto the table, “I‟ll put up two thousand gold and put it on 

the counter.” 

“What?!” I snapped, “Naw, if they beat us that‟s a lot of gold man.” I said 

in disapproval. 

“I‟ll put it on the table. If you can best us, you can have this gold.” he 

proposed confidently. 

I reeled back, “I was only gonna put like two-fifty.” I said with a laugh. 

“Don‟t trip son, let‟s kill „em all.” Muzgash asserted. 

“Let‟s do it.” slurred Ridinour in agreement. 

“Death to you!” shouted Muzgash, maybe more in the inebriation than I had 

assumed. 



 
 

“No! No! No! No! This is a non- well we can use our abilities- but, you 

know, the non-lethal hits.” 

Axehammeran sputtered something incoherent and Muzgash laughed loudly 

in response. 

“Let‟s kill „em.” said Ridinour. 

“No! We don‟t want to kill the whole town.” I declared concernedly. 

“Yes we do!” said Ridinour excitedly, his eyes wide with anticipation. 

“I don‟t want this to be another murder scene, I just wanted a brawl.” I 

stated. 

“Alright fine, I‟ll just match your two-fifty, we‟ll just to five, how „bout 

that?” offered Muzgash. 

“Alright, yeah.” I said with a nod. 

“Five hundred gold for anyone who can best our team.” said Muzgash. 

“You know I'm down!” blurted out Axehammeran, slamming his empty 

mug on the table, “What‟s goin‟ dowun!” he said, and then reached for his 

battleaxe. 

“We‟re not killing each other, I just want a fight you fool.” I snapped at 

Axehammeran. 

“I want to kill mothafuckas! I‟m Axehammeran.” he blurted out.    

Ridinour, Muzgash, Axehammeran, and Myself worked out the final details 

over another ale.  

Once we had the whole scheme mapped out, Ridinour suddenly stood up on 

his chair and shouted to the inhabitants of the tavern. 

“So!” he shouted loudly, forcing some of the folks to look up at him, “Five 

hundred gold for anybody that can best our crew, meet us at the ship!” he 

roared, by the time he said five hundred gold the patrons had quieted 

tremendously. 

“At the ship?” yelled one of the patrons. 

“That‟s the arena.” I said loudly. 

All the patron‟s in the bar began to look at each other questionably, 

considering the proposal in their minds. 

“So what‟s the stipulations to this?” asked another bar patron. 

“Stipulations?” I repeated quietly. 

“One on one kind of thing, or what?” asked the man once more. 

“No!” Axehammeran snapped back, “It‟s a brawl. This is a brawl.” 

“Team deathmatch- wait, not death-match.” I said, correcting myself 

against a potential crisis. 

“How many in a team?” asked another man. 

“Huh?” I blurted. 

“How many in a team?” repeated the man. 



 
 

“We are the team.” stated Axehammeran. 

“We‟re the team.” I repeated, motioning to Axehammeran, Muzgash, 

Ridinour, and Myself, “Against however many want to fight us.”  

“So the four of you?” asked the man. 

“Oh and Ralgar.” I replied. 

“So the five of you?”  

“Oh and the River Rats.”  

“What?! We don‟t want to fight!” snapped Kelson, and Sabre and Shield 

murmured in agreement. 

“Okay, just us then, whoever wants to fight us.” I said.  

The patrons of the bar seemed to latch on to the proposal, many of them 

murmuring to each other‟s group in excited whispers and nodding to one 

another. We took that as a yes and then we made to depart. Krum and 

Gualichu stayed behind, to continue partying with the River Rats. We 

walked out the tavern and headed back to the Grizzly Snatch.  

 

In the meantime, Ralgar had arrived back at the Grizzly Snatch and saw that 

the ship was almost completely abandoned except for Ofeen and a couple 

other crewmembers lingering around at the helm, but Little Jimmie wasn‟t 

in sight. Ralgar walked across the deck and headed below deck and began 

searching the entire lower decks.  

“LITTLE JIMMIE!” shouted Ralgar, but he didn‟t see any sign of the 

young kobold. Fear welled in Ralgar‟s heart, and also anger, because he felt 

someone must have snatched the poor boy off the streets. Ralgar rushed 

around, intently looking for a sign of his companion. 

 

We boarded the ship and talked excitedly about the potential brawl. We had 

been apart as a team for some time, and a good brawl was what we needed 

to bring us back together. Only a few minutes passed after we got on board 

the ship when we saw a large crowd of some thirty or so patrons 

approaching from the docks. They stopped at the bottom of the boarding 

ramp. I leaned on the railings of the deck and I saw Tristam and Jariah 

standing at the front of the group. 

“What?! I didn‟t want you guys to fight us!” I snapped as I saw the two of 

them at the forefront of the group.  

“What?! I want five hundred gold, I don‟t get shit-” said Tristan plaintively. 

“You don‟t count!” I shouted, interrupting his plea. 

“Aww damn it.” he snapped. 

“I disqualify you from the fight right now.” I declared. 



 
 

“No, no, no,” started Ridinour, stepping up next to me and then leaning over 

the railings, “I‟ll give you two hundred and fifty gold if you come and fight 

for us right now.” 

“Fight for you guys?” asked Tristam as he stepped away from the group and 

walked up the planks of the ramp.  

“Aw.”  

“Ah man.”  

The crowd was displeased to see Tristam go with us, but Jariah defiantly 

stayed put amongst the front of the crowd.   

Ralgar appeared on deck behind us. He glanced around about the deck and 

then looked up, peering up at the crow‟s nest. He walked over to the larger 

of the two masts and grabbed hold of the net-like ropes that lead up to the 

nest. He began climbing the ropes as we deliberated with the bar patrons. 

Ralgar could see the crowd on the dock from higher up on the ropes, but his 

concern was not focused on them, he just needed to find Little Jimmie. And 

he didn‟t find him in the crow‟s nest, because it was empty. Ralgar 

grumbled noisily and began climbing back down towards the deck.  

The crowd had begun to come on board and about half of them were 

standing on deck when Ralgar reached the bottom of the ropes. He looked 

at the patrons with a blank stare and then stepped up to them, pushing past 

them, heading for my cabin.  

“I‟m not giving you shit Jariah!” I proclaimed as the crowd flowed in onto 

the deck, with Jariah still standing at their front.  

“I want that five hundred!” she admitted. 

“Fuck you!” I snapped. 

“I‟m retracting my gold then.” warned Ridinour. 

“You‟re paying me!” interjected Tristam. Ridinour turned and then retracted 

his statement.  

Muzgash walked past us and stepped up to Jariah, “Raise the stakes,” he 

said to her, “You win, you get five hundred, I win,” a grin spread across his 

face, “I get that ass.”  

Jariah looked at him for an extended moment, then cracked her knuckles 

and smiled back at Muzgash, “Alright.” she said. 

“Hold up, I'm going to take a phat piss first.” said Muzgash as he turned to 

the side, walked to the other edge of the deck and began pissing into the 

waters below. 

I could hear loud, angry grumblings emanating from the other end of the 

deck from the increasingly heated Ralgar.  

God damn it Ralgar’s going to fuck this up, I thought, fearing Ralgar would 

escalate this non-lethal brawl into a slaughter. We ignored Ralgar and 



 
 

huddled into a circle on that far end of the deck. We discussed the plan for 

the brawl. Muzgash shaked off and walked over to us, joining the huddle.  

We heard a voice next to us say, “Can I get the gold?” 

We looked up and saw Ralgar standing behind us. He must have stopped 

before reaching my room and walked over to us.  

“The gold is rewarded to the ones that beat them.” called out a man from 

the crowd.  

“Sooooo?”  

“You could join us if you want the gold.” offered the man to Ralgar. 

“Ralgar, do you want to die?” asked Muzgash. 

“I want the gold.” Ralgar admitted innocently.  

We started slandering the dragonman, stating that we wouldn‟t be merciful 

to him if he wanted to join the others.  

“If you‟re going to betray the crew, then the crew is going to betray you.” I 

said solemnly.  

The rest agreed. 

“I was just curious.” said Ralgar. 

“See what happens.” Muzgash warned.  

We began talking down to Ralgar some more, Ralgar talked back, but it was 

certain that he was outmatched. We began arguing the point that Ralgar 

would get focused, then overwhelmed within seconds if he wanted to go 

down that path.  

“I was just curious.” repeated Ralgar once more and then turned around and 

marched towards my cabin.  

We continued our slanders as he walked away.  

“Alright so what‟s crackin‟?” Muzgash asked to us as we reassembled our 

huddle.  

We talked about what we would do and expressed it to the group waiting 

awkwardly on the other end of the deck. It was decided that we would wait 

on either end of the boat, and that the patrons would split into three groups 

of ten men and Jariah, who we dedicated Muzgash to apprehend. The 

patrons seemed to take a liking to the idea and they began to organize 

themselves into their ten-man groups. Jariah took her place near the steps 

leading up to the quarterdeck, where Ofeen and a couple other 

crewmembers were sitting down, watching the spectacle on deck.  

Suddenly we heard Ralgar from within my room yelling at someone. 

“What that fuck are you doing?” shouted Ralgar as he found Little Jimmie, 

pants down in my linen closet, “Stop touching your wiener!” Ralgar roared 

as Little Jimmie swiftly pulled his pants up. 



 
 

“Uhhhh, you sent me back to the ship, what do you want from me Ral- 

Mister Gar.” squealed the little kobold. 

 “Grab your sword and follow me you little bitch, were going outside.” 

growled Ralgar. 

Little Jimmie whined in complaint but followed Ralgar out on deck, where 

all of our curious glances were looking at the odd draconic pair.  

Just before I could shout my dismay at Ralgar locating Little Jimmie 

discovering himself in my chambers, an explosion of bluish light erupted 

before us. A loud swooshing hiss rebounded off the ship as a blast of blue 

arcane flames washed over Me, Ridinour, Axehammeran, and Muzgash. 

The flames were not potentially deadly, but rather toned down, still harmful 

to the touch, but not wounding. The blue flames danced across our skin. 

The flames brushed against me, but instinctually I raised an arcane barrier 

around myself for any attacks that might have followed up to Jariah‟s initial 

fiery blast. 

Muzgash shrugged off the flames and roared loudly at Jariah, yelling about 

how much fun he was going to have tossing that ass around. He charged in 

towards her, but just as she was within arm's reach she seemed to slide 

effortlessly backwards across the deck, away from Muzgash, and then she 

turned and then bolted up the stairs to the quarterdeck.  

“What the fuck is happening?!” shouted Ralgar. 

“Kill.” breathed Muzgash, who ended his chase just a few feet from Ralgar. 

“Kill?” asked Ralgar enthusiastically. 

“Yes.” 

“Kill, kill?” asked Ralgar again. 

“Yes, everything but us.” said Muzgash, turning to Ralgar. 

Ralgar smiled, looked at Little Jimmie with a grin, unsheathed his battleaxe 

and then bolted up the stairs to the quarterdeck. There Ralgar saw Jariah 

standing with her back against the railings. Ralgar lunged forward and 

swung his axe down towards her. She slipped to the side and Ralgar‟s axe 

landed violently in the wooden railings.  

One of the groups of ten rushed forwards at Axehammeran. One of them 

yelled, “Raagghh! We want that five hundred gold!” in a very groggy voice. 

Axehammeran rushed forward and kicked the first man in the crowd with 

his heavy boot. The man took the boot right in the crotch and then 

Axehammeran smashed his shoulder into the man‟s chest, which sent him 

sprawling backwards into his teammates.  

I dismissed my arcane shield. I looked around, quickly planning my next 

move. I used Gualichu‟s rod against the lead man of the team in front of me, 

pushing him backwards to his group and scattering them into one another. I 



 
 

dropped a cloud of chilly air, just cold enough to procure frost, over two of 

the groups, which rushed between the tightly packed bodies, leaving a thin 

layer of ice on their persons.  

 The last group of ten that were safe from my icy grasp moved away from 

the cloud of ice and rushed towards Ridinour. They swarmed around him, 

swinging fists, feet, and blunt objects. Ridinour raised his scimitar, still 

locked in its sheath, and his shield over his head, and managed to deflect 

several of the hits, but one man kicked him in the back, sending him 

forwards into another man. The man grabbed hold of Ridinour as they 

collided and the man pulled Ridinour to the ground, where four other men 

started hitting the poor elf with blunt objects.  

Axehammeran moved forward, stepping on the crotch of the man he had 

kicked moments before. He lashed out with one of his axes, which was 

covered in its leather sheath. He was about to clobber a man in the face with 

the axe but another man latched onto his arm and was holding onto it 

tightly. 

“Do it Ridinour!” I shouted as I saw him forcing himself up from the floor.  

Ridinour reached for a man‟s legs and wrenched them to the side. The man 

went tumbling backwards onto some of his fellow teammates and Ridinour 

used the moment to get to his feet. He turned around as a man was about to 

smack him over the head with a thick stick. Ridinour whirled his sheathed 

scimitar in the man‟s direction, smashing against the side of the man‟s face 

and knocking him out. Ridinour felt a sense of valor boil within him as the 

man dropped to the floor.  

Some of the men who had been assaulted by my ice cloud broke off from 

their group and rushed over to where Ridinour was and helped some of their 

men off the floor. One of them charged at Ridinour and attempted to punch 

him in the face, but Ridinour spun around and thrust his sheathed blade into 

the man‟s gut.  

On the quarterdeck, Jariah turned her angry scowl upon Ralgar. She pulled 

her hand back and then swung it open-palm towards Ralgar‟s face. During 

her swing, Jariah‟s open hand ignited in red flames and as her palm slapped 

against Ralgar‟s cheek, the flames surrounding her hand splashed across his 

head. Singed flesh was imprinted on the left side of Ralgar‟s head in the 

shape of Jariah‟s hand, and he hissed in pain. Ofeen was standing upon the 

quarterdeck watching the shenanigans and she cheered as Jariah slapped the 

cruel dragonborn. 

Muzgash bolted up the stairs, leaped from the top step and landed next to 

Jariah, he lashed out at her with his fist, but Jariah pushed Ralgar forwards 



 
 

into Muzgash. The two collided and Jariah moved to the other end of the 

quarterdeck.  

Ralgar growled angrily and then rushed for her. He swung down his axe, 

which she fortunately avoided, and his axe once more chopped into the 

wooden railings. Ralgar let go of his axe, which sat embedded in the wood 

and he slammed his shield into Jariah‟s side. She stumbled backwards and 

tipped over the railings. She screamed and she grasped wildly for the rails 

but her hands fumbled clumsily and she fell downwards over the edge of the 

ship, crashing into the dark waters below with a loud splash.  

“Bitch.” whispered Ralgar with a soft chuckle as he looked over the edge of 

the ship, then he turned to Muzgash, “Har-har-har she be in the water. Her 

cootch be cold tonight.” Ralgar said in a mock sailor‟s persona.  

The group attacking Ridinour, with help from some of the members of the 

other group, had the elfman totally encircled. A few were still clutching 

their battered areas, and one of them was still lying unconscious upon the 

floor, but the other nine or so were standing around him, waiting for their 

chance to strike. Ridinour was turning in circles, scowling at the members 

of the opposition. As his back was turned, one of the men lunged forward 

and jumped on Ridinour‟s back. Ridinour spun to the side wildly, tossing 

the man off of himself, but the other men rushed forwards and started 

punching, kicking, and lashing out with blunt objects at the valiant elf. 

It was my turn to act. I raised my usual shield of arcane fire, only I made the 

heat less volatile in consideration of keeping this brawl non-lethal. I am a 

man of my word. Usually. Anyways, I turned to the side to see Ridinour 

being beaten down by several brawlers. I summoned my energies and 

formed a few dozen tiny icicle shards around my orb, I sent them shooting 

out of my orbed hand and towards the men battering down poor Ridinour. 

They roared in irritation as the shards peppered them, lacerating their 

exposed skin and driving small ice splinters into their flesh. Just as soon as I 

had unleashed my icy attack, I felt a blunt object slam against the back of 

my head. I only saw white, and I stumbled forwards but kept my balance, 

though my ears were ringing viciously and my head felt as if it had split 

open. I heard a squeal as my attacker‟s weapon caught flames and then I 

heard a thud as his weapon hit the floor. I spun around and unleashed a 

cloud of ice that sprayed out of my orb like a snowy torrent. My attacker 

took the full brunt of the blast and his entire body was covered in a thick 

layer of sleet. Some of the residual iciness wafted around him and danced 

among those standing behind him, and they too were covered in ice, though 

not as drastically as my attacker. This, however, didn‟t stop the onslaught of 

men still voraciously battering Ridinour to the floor.  



 
 

Axehammeran fended off a downward strike of a man‟s wooden cane, and 

then he moved to retaliate, but a kick in the back sent him stumbling face 

first into the belly of another man. The man huffed as Axehammeran‟s 

bulky head slammed into his belly. A muffled, “Fuck!” sounded against the 

man‟s stomach as Axehammeran roared in frustration.  

 As Ridinour was getting battered down, in the fetal position on the floor of 

the deck, he began reciting a holy psalm, and he instantly felt the pain of the 

multitude of welts, and lacerations, and bruises begin to fade. Ridinour 

rolled to the side, slid his sheathed scimitar out from under him and 

slammed the edge against a man‟s leg. The man shouted out in pain as the 

bones in his ankle were shattered. The man bent down partially and that‟s 

when Ridinour pushed powerfully off the floor. He pulled his arm up as he 

rose off the floor and the butt end of his hilt slammed roughly against the 

bottom of the man‟s jaw, snapping his mouth shut. The man spit out a 

mouthful of bloody saliva into Ridinour's face and a broken tooth bounced 

off of the elf‟s forehead as well. Ridinour grinned like a madman. The sight 

sent a rush of renewed valor through Ridinour's veins. Before he could revel 

in that small victory, Ridinour felt several gruff hands pull back on his 

shoulders and several angry voices yell out. Ridinour was spun around and 

a large, hairy fist slammed against his nose and lips. 

Simultaneous to that, the man pushed Axehammeran off of his belly and 

swung a backhand fist across the dwarf‟s chops. Axehammeran‟s face 

cocked to the side against the blow, and he slowly turned back to face the 

man, “Fuck you.” he said, spitting out the words as well as a good amount 

of spittle. 

Simultaneous to that, two men bumrushed me, one of them punched me 

directly in the face and the other tackled me towards the mast. The one who 

hit me in the face pulled back his hand in horror as his flesh suffered some 

petty burns. The one who tackled me let go of me as soon as he had 

wrapped his arms around my torso and he dropped to the ground on hands 

and knees, yelling loudly about how much it burned. I did however tumble 

backwards against the mast forcibly. Neither of them suffered fatal burns I 

might add.  

Muzgash looked over the brawl escalating below and he could easily see 

that we were outnumbered, perhaps even outmatched, and he rushed down 

the stairs and dashed headlong into the brawling. He whipped his open palm 

forwards into a man‟s back, striking the man unawares. The man flew 

forwards violently and crashed upon the floor of the deck. Muzgash then 

shifted forwards and kicked a man in the shin, breaking the man‟s tibia 

inwards. The man screamed in agony and began to fall towards the deck, 



 
 

but Muzgash punched the man in the face before he hit the smooth wood, 

knocking the man unconscious. Another man turned and yelled out angrily 

and charged Muzgash, but a roundhouse kick sent the man cascading 

towards the floor. Muzgash made a grotesque burping noise within his 

throat and suddenly scales danced across his face and arms and then he 

bellowed vigorously against the floor and a jet of flame surged out of his 

mouth and spread like flaming water across the surface of the deck. Men, 

and a lone woman included in the brawl, jumped up in horror, attempting to 

escape the flames. Axehammeran was fighting nearby and leaped up to 

avoid the blast. I thankfully avoided the potentially harmful flames by 

means of my fiery shield which resisted the fire. Others weren‟t so quick to 

act, and some of the ones caught in the spreading fire screamed and patted 

their flaming clothing out wildly.   
The lone woman involved with the bar patrons other than Jariah, and a quite 

surly one I might add, was standing amongst the men now moving in on 

Muzgash. Ralgar singled her out from afar. He reached over his shoulder 

and grabbed hold of his trident and took a few steps down the stairs leading 

to the deck. He clutched onto the rails with his free hand for support, 

cocked his arm back and unleashed the trident into the air. The trident arced 

listlessly through the night and then came plummeting down towards the 

deck. The trident‟s three prongs came down upon the woman‟s foot like the 

talons of a hawk, the middle prong piercing right through her boot and foot 

and embedded into the wooden planks underneath. The woman screamed in 

agony as she yanked the trident out of her foot. Ralgar yanked on the chain 

attached to his trident and it slipped out of the woman‟s grasp and came 

sliding across the deck. The woman scowled at Ralgar hatefully and then 

began to hobble towards him. Ralgar leaped off the remainder of the stairs 

and landed on the deck loudly, he reared back his head, inhaled deeply, then 

expelled a great plume of flames from his jaws. The woman stopped in her 

tracks as her salty blouse was engulfed in fire. She dropped to the ground 

screaming and started rolling around to choke out the flames. A few other 

men crowding around Muzgash had articles of clothing catch ablaze as well 

and they too frantically used means to suffocate the flames from spreading.  

I was quite dismayed that two of my allies were potentially breaking the 

terms of our non-lethal arrangements, but it appeared that no one was fatally 

wounded in the moment. 

Muzgash turned as Ralgar‟s flames danced behind his opponents, and in 

that moment a man moved forward and slammed a club against Muzgash‟s 

abdomen. The club cracked and then broke in two against Muzgash‟s 

sinewy stomach muscles.  



 
 

“Fuck you!” spat Axehammeran after the man that backhanded him threw 

another punch into his jaw.  

Ridinour was nearly on the brink of unconsciousness as men held him 

standing, taking turns punching and kicking him.  

At this point I could tell that this was turning into all out mayhem, men 

from other groups were all over the place, hitting any of us that they could. I 

stepped forward, channeling energy into my orb. Suddenly I saw a man 

charge at me, hands clutching a wooden baton raised above his head. I put 

my hand out and the man brought down his baton. My arcane energies 

deflected the blow violently and the reactive effects bounced back and sent 

the man hurling towards the floor, where he slid for several feet before 

smacking against the edge of the rails. Once more I conjured a few dozen 

slivers of blue frost around my orb like an icy pincushion. I sprayed the 

shards out in front of me and like before they scattered in all directions, 

peppering those before me.  

Axehammeran bit the fist of the man punching him when the man attempted 

to punch the dwarf once more. The man yelped in pain and yanked his fist 

back, leaving a small chunk of flesh hooked on Axehammeran‟s teeth. 

Axehammeran lunged forward, dipped between the man‟s legs and lifted 

upwards, forcing the man tumbling into the air. The man landed hard 

against the floor and then Axehammeran kicked him in the face. Another 

man standing nearby turned and looked over at the angry dwarf, “You think 

you can beat me!” shouted Axehammeran and then he charged at the man. 

The man dipped sideways as Axehammeran swung one of his axes towards 

the man‟s chest. Another man jumped backwards as Axehammeran‟s other 

axe swung sideways at him. Axehammeran roared in disappointment for not 

hitting everyone he could.  

Ridinour whispered something behind his swollen lips and the man who 

was about to punch him paused and looked at the elf curiously. Ridinour 

slapped his open palm against his own chest and shouted a holy healing 

word in elvish and felt the pain dissolve away once more. He opened his 

battered and swollen eyes and looked at the man standing before him. He 

shouted a commanding word in the name of the gods and pushed forward 

with holy fervor. The man‟s eyes widened in fear as Ridinour suddenly 

surged towards him. Ridinour's shield hit the man dead center in the chest, 

and the man went hurling fifteen feet backwards into the wall of the 

forecastle. The man slammed so violently into the wooden wall that the 

weight of his body caved in the beams and left the man unconscious there, 

his legs dangling out of the broken wall. The other men surrounding 

Ridinour backed a couple steps away from him in fear. Ridinour felt the 



 
 

strength drift from him as he expended most of it on his furious rebuke, he 

dropped to one knee and then the men rushed in once more and began 

kicking him to the floor.  

Nearby, Axehammeran was hit by a wooden plank but it shattered in half 

against his new trollskin armor. Axehammeran turned to his attacker with a 

glowering frown. The man shied away slowly but Axehammeran leaped 

forwards. 

In that moment, Ralgar was struck from behind as a man ran forwards and 

smacked his club against the back of Ralgar‟s knee. His leg bent forwards 

against the strike. His thick metal armor took the brunt of the blow, but the 

hit still forced him to kneel. The man raised his club overhead and brought 

it down against Ralgar‟s back. The club broke to pieces against the steel 

platemail and Ralgar was sent forwards onto his hands.  

Muzgash turned as he saw Ralgar fall, but looking past the downed 

dragonborn, Muzgash caught sight of a soaking wet Jariah moving up the 

ramp to the deck. Muzgash ran forwards and then leaped into the air. His 

body covered in scales and he soared through the air shouting a warrior‟s 

cry. Jariah looked up just to see Muzgash‟s extended foot come hurling 

towards her. Muzgash‟s aerial kick hit Jariah in the middle of her torso and 

she stumbled backwards landing hard upon the ramp, and she slid back 

down to the dock. She rolled over onto her stomach, coughed, and then 

weakly pushed herself onto her hands and knees. Muzgash walked down the 

ramp slowly, stepping up to Jariah who was using much effort to attempt to 

stand. Muzgash grabbed her by the shoulder, pulled her body up and then 

slammed two swift punches into her stomach with his left fist. She coughed 

and regurgitated some of the contents in her stomach onto the beams of the 

dock. Muzgash knew she was nearly done for, just a couple more hits would 

force her into submission. 

Ralgar stood up, spun around, grasped his attacker's neck in his hand, and 

then slammed his shield into the man‟s belly. The man buckled forward, 

leaning heavily over Ralgar‟s shield, half-conscious. Ralgar raised his axe 

overhead and brought down the end of the axehandle upon the back of the 

man‟s head. Ralgar felt the full weight of the man upon his shield as the 

man went limp. Ralgar pushed the man to the side and his unconscious 

body slumped to the floor.  

A man came charging at me, screaming in fury. His fist swung forwards 

towards my head, but I reached out and let his fist slam against my open 

palm. I wrapped my fingers around the man's closed fist and he began to 

shout in pain as his flesh began to curl against the heat of my fiery layer.  



 
 

Axehammeran felt a fist lash across his face. He turned and saw the man 

swinging his other hand forward for a follow up punch. Axehammeran 

swiftly grabbed hold of the man‟s arm, and wrenched down. The man‟s 

momentum combined with Axehammeran‟s pull sent the man spilling 

forwards. Axehammeran reared his head back as the man was lurching 

forwards, he took a step into it and threw his thick head forwards. Both 

heads cracked loudly together. The man instantly went limp and dropped to 

the ground. Axehammeran shook off the dizzying, head-on collision and 

smiled a bloody smile. He let go of the unconscious man‟s arm and looked 

around. Most of our adversaries were either unconscious or licking some 

sort of wound. The bulk of the men left standing were still pummeling 

Ridinour, who was refusing to go down. Other men were scattered amongst 

the deck, fighting with Ralgar and Myself. Axehammeran walked briskly 

over to Ridinour‟s ordeal. 

I looked around and threw a cloud of icy mist into the air. It bursted into the 

air and drifted downward like a thick grey fog. I shouted “Skwah!” and the 

black arcane wings sprouted from my back. I pushed off the deck, and 

soared into the night sky, amongst a vast array of ropes. I landed next to the 

group beating up Ridinour and two men turned as my landing created a loud 

gust, and the two rushed towards me. I opened my arms welcomingly to 

them. They both went to grab each of my outstretched arms respectively 

and then I pulled the two close to my body with all my might. Their clothes 

smoked and smoldered against the heat, and then they began yelling wildly. 

They pried my arms loose and began smacking their ignited tunics. I looked 

up to Ridinour as a man threw a punch into his face. Ridinour dipped his 

head at the last moment and the man‟s fist cracked loudly against one of his 

companion‟s jaw, knocking the man out with the one punch.  

Axehammeran hooked a man by the foot with the inward curve of this 

leather-covered axe. He pulled upwards, throwing the man wildly off 

balance and to the floor. Axehammeran kicked the man in the head with his 

heavy boot. He turned to the side and hit a man in the back of the 

hamstrings. The man‟s leg went limp and he dropped to one knee with a 

loud grimace. As the man turned to face Axehammeran his surroundings 

went black. Axehammeran swung his right arm and the metal armband that 

covered his forearm smashed against the side of the man‟s dome, knocking 

him out.  

“God‟s give me strength.” whispered Ridinour in elvish, and he looked up 

to the sky for a moment. As he looked back forward he could see a few of 

the men standing around him had diverted their efforts to engage 

Axehammeran. Ridinour raised his shield and poised himself for his next 



 
 

opponent. What Ridinour didn‟t see was that a man was still lurking behind 

him and the man swung a wooden beam covered in ropes into Ridinour‟s 

back. Ridinour lurched forward and heaved for a gasp of air. 

I attempted to call out to Ridinour before he was hit but just as I was 

opening my mouth to yell I felt the hard impact of a fist against my cheek. 

The world spun for an instant and then came back. I heard the man yelling 

before I looked over and saw that his hand was burning and he had just 

patted out a small smolder on his sleeve.  

Axehammeran was taken by surprise as a man jumped on his back and 

maneuvered his arms underneath Axehammeran‟s armpits, the man then 

interlocked his fingers behind Axehammeran‟s head. Another man rushed 

forward and threw a punch against that stout dwarven jaw line, which was 

most likely buffered in some way against the vast array of wiry hair that 

covers Axehammeran‟s face.  

On the dock, Jariah looked up, threw her fist in a swift uppercut and hit 

against Muzgash‟s groin. She backed slightly and then placed her hands up 

in front of her. She growled angrily and suddenly a blast of blue and orange 

fire erupted from her palms, consuming Muzgash's upper body entirely. His 

skin rippled with thousands of scales as the flames danced all around him. 

He raised his arms over his chest and bent his head down behind his arms. 

His clothes and his hair were beginning to burn off, and he could feel the 

intensity of the heat against his thickly covered skin. A violent pulse forced 

Muzgash hurling backwards. He hit the ground and slid across the floor of 

the dock. He spun himself onto his belly and pushed himself off the floor. 

Muzgash was on his feet in a flash. He turned around and saw that Jariah 

was straining to stand up, using much of her efforts. Muzgash bolted over to 

her, his scorched clothes barely clinging on by their threads. He ran up 

beside her and landed another punch into her stomach. She buckled 

forwards leaning onto Muzgash‟s muscular arms. He grabbed her by her 

hair, pulled her head up and then gave a hefty backhand slap across her 

face. Bloody drool dripped out of her open mouth as Muzgash supported 

her by her head. He let go and she slumped to the floor. Muzgash turned, 

ran up the ramp and then slid on his knees across the wooden deck. He 

stopped just behind a man fighting with Ralgar. Muzgash sent two 

successive punches into the man‟s kidneys. The man gasped for air then 

dropped to the floor.  

 Ralgar looked to a lone man standing a few paces in front of him. The man 

looked fearful as he was quite outmatched. Ralgar reared up and threw his 

shield out of his hands and towards the man. The man deftly ducked under 



 
 

the hurling hunk of metal and sighed in relief. Ralgar hissed angrily and 

stepped forward.  

I pulled a portion of the flames surrounding me off of my body and focused 

its energy into my orb. I diffused the heat to a more tolerable level and then 

whipped my arm sideways. The flames arched outwards like a whip of dull 

embers. The whip moved sideways and whipped towards the head‟s of the 

last few remaining bar patrons. One dipped under the fiery whip, and the 

other man was already bent over to avoid Ralgar‟s shield throw. The third 

man turned at the last second and tried to dip his head down. The whip 

scraped the top of his head and sparks splashed around his dome. The heat 

wasn‟t enough to instantly melt his flesh but most of his hair was singed 

and curling inwards against the heat. The man dropped to the ground 

screaming as he frisked his hands through his smoking hair. The first man I 

attempted to hit ran at me and tackled me to the floor. We both hit the deck 

and the man shrieked in dismay as the remaining energy from my fiery 

armor began to burn through his clothes. He rolled off of me, holding his 

burnt arms up and away from his body, panting in pain as the smoke slowly 

wafted off of his arms and chest. The last remaining man sat down on the 

deck obediently, putting his hands up in the air submissively. 

 

 It wasn‟t easily earned, but this counted as another victory for the Team.  

 

“I knew we would win.” I whispered to myself. Muzgash walked over and 

reached a hand out to me.  

“Good brawl.” he said as he pulled me to my feet. 

“Good brawl.” I replied.  

“Aww what‟d you guys kick our asses for?” groaned a man lying on the 

ground clutching his aching belly.  

“Hey what happened to Little Jimmie? I thought he was supposed to be 

helping us.” asked Ridinour to Ralgar as he limped across the deck and 

leaned against the mast.  

“He‟s just watching.” Ralgar said, pointing up to the quarterdeck.  

Where’s Tristam? I thought to myself as I looked to where Ralgar was 

pointing. Sure enough I saw Tristam sitting up near the helm with Little 

Jimmie, Ofeen, and a couple other crewmembers.  

I walked to the base of the stairs and called to Ofeen. When her face 

appeared in view I ordered her to attend to the wounded guests aboard the 

ship. She sighed loudly and then told one of her fellow bystanders to gather 

her things from her quarters. I ordered the other bystander to rush to the 

local alchemist shop and wake the owner and gather healing supplies. I 



 
 

turned and offered my teammates a celebratory drink below deck, and they 

gave me halfhearted approvals.   

“Jariah!” I called out in slurred speech, “Since you made a deal with 

Axehammeran-” 

“You mean Muy.” said Tristam as he descended the stairs.   

“I mean Muy,” I corrected, “I‟ll say that you can stay with us, cause you 

turned on us you crazy bitch.” I announced, even though I couldn‟t see the 

woman anywhere on deck. I walked over to Muzgash, “Now have the 

captain‟s quarters Axehamm- I mean Muy. I keep calling you 

Axehammeran for some reason. The floor is yours. The captain‟s quarters 

are yours for the night.”  
Muzgash gave me a simple nod, turned and descended the ramp to the dock. 

He came back moments later with Jariah cupped in his arms. He whispered 

something to her as he neared me. He turned and shot me a wolfish grin and 

then walked into my quarters and shut the door behind him. 

“What was the point of almost dying?” asked Axehammeran gruffly as he 

stepped up beside me. 

“Seriously?” interjected Ridinour. 

“Just a brawl.” I replied. 

“Just a brawl.” repeated Axehammeran mockingly.  

“That came close, if I would‟ve taken another hit right there, I would have 

been out!” declared Ridinour, “Damn it Da‟loitch! You‟re always getting us 

into some shit.” blurted out the elfman.  

“I told you that would be a good barfight.” I said casually.  

“Well fuck it. We were five guys who just took out thirty one people.” 

Ridinour said proudly, still leaning against the mast for support.  

I agreed and commended my partners. I reminded them of a celebratory 

drink below deck. Ridinour and Axehammeran agreed.  

Axehammeran and I supported Ridinour across the deck which was littered 

with the beaten, the wounded, and the unconscious, over to the forecastle 

doorway. We made our way down the steps and into the communal mess 

room and opened a few bottles of wine. I spotted a couple more 

crewmembers and told them to go on deck and help Ofeen with whatever 

she needed. They scurried off in a hurry. I turned back around and saw 

Ridinour face down on the table, finally passed out. His face had definitely 

seen better days, as I'm sure mine had as well. In fact all of us of our team 

looked like shit in the end, especially the three of us below deck. Ralgar had 

scurried off to find Little Jimmie and likely give him a through lesson on 

what had transpired tonight.  



 
 

I sat down across from Axehammeran and offered him a toast. He lowered 

his bottle from his lips and clanked it against mine and then we both tilted 

our bottles upwards and took a big celebratory sip of our wine.  

 

*************************************** 
 

I would like to report that no one included in the brawl upon the Grizzly 

Snatch met their demise. There was however several participants that were 

carted off to the local infirmary to have their wounds treated. Most all of the 

other participants were treated on sight by members of my crew, overseen 

by our skilled healer, Ofeen, one of the senior officers of the River Rats.  

The brawl was accepted with mixed emotions. Most felt that we had lured 

innocent men and women to a one-sided fight under false pretenses, 

whereas others saw it as overcoming the odds against a powerful 

opposition. I will admit that the battle was no pushover. I was nearly 

knocked unconscious when I was tackled at the end of the fight, Ridinour 

was hanging on the brink of his own consciousness (he later admitted that 

he didn‟t want to appear weak in front of his new crew and wouldn‟t be the 

first man to go down, that resolve helped him through the entire fight), 

Axehammeran was nearly taken out as well, another few hits and I'm sure 

Axehammeran‟s Mind would have taken control and shut out the lights.  

Another thing to note as well is that we didn‟t come out of that brawl 

unscathed. I had several scrapes and ghastly bruises covering my body, 

especially my face. The bone in the ridge of my eyebrow felt as if it had 

been cracked and had bothered me for about two weeks.  

Axehammeran had several bruises on his face and a couple large welts on 

his arms and abdomen as well, and he had to have a tooth removed that was 

apparently cracked during the fight.  

Ridinour, I feel, suffered the most. When he awoke the next day he could 

only see out of one eye because the swelling around his right eye had forced 

his eye closed. His lips looked like giant purple slugs. His face was covered 

in purple, and green, and yellow, and blue bruises. His body looked much 

the same, covered in large multi-colored bruises, and he had two broken 

ribs.  

Ralgar was relatively the most unharmed, only sustaining a few bruises, and 

Jariah‟s handprint was burnt into his face and remained there for a few 

weeks until his regenerative properties replaced the scaly skin. 

Muzgash had mainly suffered from Jariah‟s heated fire blast. She had made 

the effects non-lethal, but in her rage the attack had been a little more 

violent than she probably intended. The effects left blisters and turned his 

skin an orangish-green over most of his body, mainly the face and arms 



 
 

which were for the most part unprotected. Most of the hair on his head and 

face were burnt off as well during the fiery attack. Overall, Muzgash came 

out of that situation in pretty good condition, and spirits. Though I‟m sure 

the endeavor that raged after the brawl aided in the healing process for 

Muzgash. I was also informed later that Muzgash did suffer a sprained 

finger, but I have suspicions that that injury was not sustained during the 

actual brawl. 

I would also like to add that Muzgash didn‟t mistreat Jariah. He respected 

her like a true lady, but as a deal is a deal, I'm told that he definitely got his 

fill during the late hours of the night, and the early hours of the morning. It 

was also evident the next day when I saw the two of them exit my quarters 

and Jariah was hobbling bow-legged across the deck to the officers quarters. 

Needless to say Muzgash had one of the brightest smiles I had ever seen on 

that half-orc face of his. Regarding Jariah's injuries, she was inspected by 

Ofeen, who observed only a few bruises on the front of her body, mostly the 

abdomen, a bruised rump, and a large bruise on her face.  

After about a week everyone had, or had already been fully recovered and 

spirits were good. Things went on as usual. No resentment was felt between 

the crew. We didn‟t have to kill anybody. We were still allowed into the 

Lusty Seahag. We also gained quite a bit of respect from the gruff sailors 

that worked around the port. A perfect scenario for a reunion in my opinion.  

 

I shall mention that we didn‟t fight those men and women just to enjoy the 

thrill of beating people up. We did it to prove something to ourselves. We 

all respectively had been involved in violent lifestyles before we came 

together as a party, and we all had done many great things together as a 

team. These separate trials were one of the most pressing hardships for us as 

individuals, and more importantly, as a group, for we had never parted from 

each other like that after we had all met, and this brawl was a way of 

reassuring ourselves that we were still as strong a team as before we all split 

up. Stronger even. And with that newfound strength we quickly realized 

that our true potential was now just beginning to approach its inevitable 

fruition.  

 

We truly were becoming paragons of our time…





 
 

  



 
 

 

 

 

Thank You From the Author 
(The real one.) 

 

Thank you for reading through the 

whole book, it will not be the last. This 

story was derived from a game that 

several friends and myself have fun 

with, and play pretend. If you bought 

this volume I'm grateful for the support, 

if you bootlegged it off the internet I am 

grateful for your dedication, and if you 

did neither, congratulations, I‟m still 

grateful.   

Glad you enjoyed it as much as I 

enjoyed writing it.  

*************************************** 

Special shout out to: 

Jared. The guy who acts as Muzgash. 

Tom. The guy who acts out Ralgar. 

Jarrod. The guy who plays as Axehammeran. 

Aaron. My cousin, who plays as Ridinour. 

Erwin. The one guy who makes up all the rest.   

*************************************** 

I am Wyatt Evert. And I'm the one who makes Da'loach do what he do. 


